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# UCI 2017 Commencement Schedule of Ceremonies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>School/Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saturday, May 13</strong></td>
<td>9:30 A.M.</td>
<td>Aldrich Park</td>
<td>School of Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saturday, June 3</strong></td>
<td>9:30 A.M.</td>
<td>Aldrich Park</td>
<td>School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friday, June 16</strong></td>
<td>9:00 A.M.</td>
<td>Bren Events Center</td>
<td>School of Social Ecology 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12:00 P.M.</td>
<td></td>
<td>School of Social Ecology 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3:00 P.M.</td>
<td></td>
<td>School of Social Sciences 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6:00 P.M.</td>
<td></td>
<td>School of Social Sciences 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saturday, June 17</strong></td>
<td>9:00 A.M.</td>
<td>Bren Events Center</td>
<td>The Henry Samueli School of Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12:30 P.M.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sue &amp; Bill Gross School of Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Program in Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:30 P.M.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Graduate Hooding – Ph.D. &amp; M.F.A. only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sunday, June 18</strong></td>
<td>9:00 A.M.</td>
<td>Bren Events Center</td>
<td>Claire Trevor School of the Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>School of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>School of Physical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12:30 P.M.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Francisco J. Ayala School of Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:00 P.M.</td>
<td></td>
<td>School of Humanities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monday, June 19</strong></td>
<td>9:30 A.M.</td>
<td>Bren Events Center</td>
<td>The Paul Merage School of Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Processional**
- “Rondeau,” Jean Joseph Mouret
- “Trumpet Voluntary,” Jeremiah Clarke
- “Olympic Fanfare,” John Williams
- “Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1,” Sir Edward Elgar

**Recessional**
- “Trumpet Tune and Air,” Henry Purcell
- “La Réjouissance, Music for the Royal Fireworks,” George Frideric Handel
- “March,” Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach

The audience is requested to remain in place until the recessional is completed.
The Chancellor’s Award of Distinction acknowledges the University of California, Irvine’s most outstanding graduating seniors. Awarded by the UC Irvine Alumni Association, these students represent exceptional academic achievement, and a commitment to cutting-edge research, leadership and service to UCI. Selected by a committee of alumni, recipients can be identified by the blue and gold shoulder cord worn with their commencement regalia.

**Julian Andree Bugarin**  
School of Humanities  
School of Social Sciences

**Yareli C. Castro Sevilla**  
School of Humanities  
School of Social Sciences

**Po-Chien Chung**  
Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences

**Joshua Herman Cook**  
Francisco J. Ayala School of Biological Sciences  
School of Physical Sciences

**Arden Elaine Davis**  
The Paul Merage School of Business

**Lucile M. Dillon**  
Claire Trevor School of the Arts

**Gishan Shalitha Dissanayake Bogoda**  
Francisco J. Ayala School of Biological Sciences

**Letitia Marie Edwards**  
Francisco J. Ayala School of Biological Sciences

**Nida Fatima**  
Francisco J. Ayala School of Biological Sciences

**Stephania Gonzalez**  
School of Education  
School of Social Ecology

**Victoria Rose Griffin**  
School of Social Sciences

**Chenxu Guo**  
School of Physical Sciences  
School of Social Sciences

**Andrew Nicholas Hallak**  
School of Social Sciences

**Simon Joe Harrison**  
Claire Trevor School of the Arts  
School of Education

**Michael Chi Ho**  
The Paul Merage School of Business

**Pauline Ho**  
School of Education  
School of Social Sciences

**Christine Tran Hua**  
Francisco J. Ayala School of Biological Sciences

**Adam Keppler**  
Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences

**Lauren Elizabeth Kernar**  
School of Humanities

**Andrea Lao Kucher**  
Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing

**Judy Lee**  
School of Education  
School of Social Ecology

**Rebekah Mulan Lieu**  
Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing

**Diana Magana**  
School of Education  
School of Humanities

**Carlos Michael Martinez**  
School of Social Ecology

**Kamilah Rashida McGuire-Griffin**  
Program in Public Health

**Diane Navarro**  
Claire Trevor School of the Arts

**Maharshi Shalishkumar Patel**  
Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences

**Maaikee Kiyoe Amen Pronda**  
The Henry Samueli School of Engineering

**Sarah Shaaban Sakr**  
School of Social Ecology

**Stacy Marie Seiler**  
Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing

**Shashank Somasundaram**  
Francisco J. Ayala School of Biological Sciences

**Malcolm Su**  
The Henry Samueli School of Engineering

**Bryce Joe-Kun Tham**  
Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences

**Fracesca Jean Vuono**  
School of Social Ecology

**Emma Noel Walsh**  
Claire Trevor School of the Arts  
School of Education

**Alice Yi Yang**  
Claire Trevor School of the Arts  
School of Social Ecology

**Katrina Stacie Yip**  
School of Education  
School of Social Ecology

**Chen (Cassie) Zhang**  
School of Social Sciences
Dear Class of 2017:

Congratulations on reaching this very special milestone in your life. Today, as we celebrate the University of California, Irvine’s 52nd commencement, enjoy the pride, nostalgia, and excitement of the moment. As you participate in these time-honored graduation rites, I encourage you to remember that you did not achieve this success alone or in a vacuum. Please take the time to thank the family, friends, and mentors who have supported and shepherded you through this journey.

All of us are extremely proud of your accomplishments and the contributions you have made to UC Irvine and our community. I am even more excited, though, by what lies ahead for you, as you enter the world enabled, empowered, and inspired to succeed in whatever endeavors you choose to pursue.

Today, as you join the proud alumni of UC Irvine, you become part of a family of graduates who are leaders, innovators, and teachers who make a difference in our global community. Please come back and visit us, update us with news on your careers, and stay in touch through the Alumni Association. Wherever the future leads you, you will always be remembered at UC Irvine.

Fiat Lux,

Howard Gillman
Chancellor
The Mace leads the Commencement processional and is carried by a member of the UCI Alumni Association Board of Directors.

Carved from California oak, the Mace is designed to resemble the nose of an anteater, UCI’s mascot.

The names of each UCI Chancellor are engraved on the top.

The UCI Alumni Association presented the UCI Mace to the campus on May 12, 2000.
Dear Class of 2017 Graduates:

Wow! You are graduating, and what a magnificent occasion to celebrate your achievement.

In extending my heartfelt congratulations to you, it is my sincere hope that UC Irvine has been a magnificent place to further crystallize and ultimately to nurture your dreams and aspirations. We hope that your experiences have inspired you with the desire to make your place in the world and engage the global landscape with confidence and assurance.

Anteaters know that a truly educated person is committed to following one’s passions and having a life-long thirst for knowledge. While following in the footsteps of many other UCI alumni, know that your lives hold no limits in changing the terrain of our world. I encourage you to remain on the cutting edge of new technologies, information, artistry and research, even as you develop and engage in opportunities to demonstrate the leadership and character that formed the foundation for your learning.

Since the first day of classes on October 4, 1965, UC Irvine has maintained the ambiance of a small college campus with a strong network of mutual support among students, faculty and staff. We have also maintained a very diverse academic community that, as you reflect on the lessons you have learned from these co-curricular experiences, should position you well as a citizen of a global world. Members of the “Eater Nation” know their campus to be a nurturing and caring environment. This “small college feel” mixed within a diverse environment, infused with academic excellence, innovation and discovery, are all aspects of our distinctive legacy in which we take great pride. All of this remains available to you as you go about creating new paths in the world and building your professional and family lives.

It is now your time to direct your life’s pursuits on a trajectory toward achievement and greatness. Your academic and co-curricular learning experiences have provided you with everything you need to navigate the pathways to productivity and success. Upon graduation, the promise of a University of California, Irvine education becomes a commitment to share the Anteater legacy. We take personal pride in your accomplishment today. We ask that you keep true to the legacy you now inherit, and go make the world a better place.

Zot, Zot, Zot!

Thomas A. Parham ’77, Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs
2017 Claire Trevor School of the Arts graduates,

Hard to believe, but your UCI years are, as of today, past! You’re now “CTSA Class of 2017,” with all the bragging rights pertaining thereto. You’ve been an integral part of the amazing UCI experience, and today you become one of tomorrow’s creative leaders in and for the arts, a voice for the vital role the arts play in our world. Your research into that role isn’t over; it’s just beginning. We hope and expect that your time in the Trevor School has given you the tools – and the passion – to achieve your highest aspirations in the next chapters of your life.

We thank your parents, relatives, friends and other mentors for the vital contributions they have made to your success at UCI. And a special thanks to those alumni and others whose partnerships with the Trevor School, and with you, have provided support for the programs and facilities that have contributed to your success at UCI.

All of us who remain behind in CTSA – faculty, staff, and students – who have worked with you and watched you develop as an artist and as a person during your time with us are extremely proud of your many accomplishments, eagerly await your next creative achievements, and hope that you will forge a close connection with us as you continue to develop the skills and talents you discovered and shaped during your time at UCI.

All very best wishes for your brilliant future!

Stephen Barker, Ph.D.
Dean, Claire Trevor School of the Arts

About Claire Trevor
While millions knew Claire Trevor (1910-2000) as one of America’s most distinguished actors, those closer to her knew her as a person deeply devoted to her family, as well as a passionate advocate for the arts and arts education. The Claire Trevor School of the Arts at the University of California, Irvine is proud to be entrusted with Claire Trevor’s legacy and honors her spirit by embracing the values she believed in and practiced throughout her life.
June 18, 9 a.m. - Bren Events Center  
Chancellor Howard Gillman, Ph.D., presiding  
Combined ceremony with School of Education and School of Physical Sciences

Ceremony

PROCESSIONAL

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
- Master’s Degree Candidates
- Baccalaureate Candidates
- Platform Party

NATIONAL ANTHEM
- David Yonwook Chung
- Baccalaureate Candidate
- Claire Trevor School of the Arts

WELCOME
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
  Chancellor

FEATURED SPEAKER INTRODUCTION
- Richard Arum, Ph.D.
  Dean, School of Education

FEATURED SPEAKER
- Sylvia Mendez
  Presidential Medal of Freedom Recipient

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
  Chancellor

CONCLUDING REMARKS
- Richard Arum, Ph.D.
  Dean, School of Education

RECESSIONAL

Dignitaries

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

Mace Marshal
Sasha Talebi ’97, MBA ’99
University Marshal
Professor Don Hill

Master’s Marshal
Professor Virginia Trimble
Baccalaureate Marshal
Professor Jenel Lao

Platform Party Marshal
Professor Gary Busby

PLATFORM PARTY

Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

Stephen Barker, Ph.D.
Dean, Claire Trevor School of the Arts

Richard Arum, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Education

Kenneth C. Janda, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Physical Sciences

Frances Leslie, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Graduate Education
Dean, Graduate Division

Michael Dennin, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning
Dean, Division of Undergraduate Education

Brian T. Hervey, CGPP, CFRE
Vice Chancellor, University Advancement

Sylvia Mendez
Presidential Medal of Freedom Recipient
Dear Class of 2017,

Congratulations on your Commencement from UC Irvine and the Francisco J. Ayala School of Biological Sciences. Through hard work and determination, you have completed one of the most rigorous undergraduate programs on the campus, and are well trained and positioned to achieve great things in your future endeavors.

Today, your hard work at the Ayala School is being lauded with the celebration of your Commencement. From tomorrow onward, as one of our thousands of alumni, remember what you have learned here and apply it well. You will find that your campus has helped to prepare you superbly for your future, whether that future finds you in industry, pursuing a graduate degree, or in another worthy pursuit. As you embark on the next phase in your life, I encourage you to reflect proudly on your time at UCI. The Ayala School is now embedded in your DNA, so I urge you to stay connected with us as your journey continues. That way we can continue to celebrate your successes and provide you with the opportunity to inspire the generations of students who will follow in your footsteps through our halls.

Congratulations,

Frank M. LaFerla, Ph.D.
Hana and Francisco J. Ayala Dean
Francisco J. Ayala School of Biological Sciences
June 18, 12:30 p.m. - Bren Events Center
Chancellor Howard Gillman, Ph.D., presiding

Ceremony

PROCESIONAL

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Master's Degree Candidates
Baccalaureate Candidates
Platform Party

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Megha Sanjiv
Baccalaureate Candidate
Francisco J. Ayala School of Biological Sciences

WELCOME
Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

FEATURED SPEAKER INTRODUCTION
Frank M. LaFerla, Ph.D.
Hana and Francisco J. Ayala Dean
Francisco J. Ayala School of Biological Sciences

FEATURED SPEAKER
Elsa Ramon
CBS2/KCAL 9 Anchor

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Frank M. LaFerla, Ph.D.
Hana and Francisco J. Ayala Dean
Francisco J. Ayala School of Biological Sciences

RECESSIONAL

Dignitaries

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS
Mace Marshal
M. Marlene Godoy '76, D.D.S.
University Marshal
Professor Leslie Thompson

Master's Marshal
Professor Michael Cumsky
Baccalaureate Marshal
Associate Dean Michael Leon

Platform Party Marshal
Professor Jennifer Martiny

PLATFORM PARTY
Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

Frank M. LaFerla, Ph.D.
Hana and Francisco J. Ayala Dean
Francisco J. Ayala School of Biological Sciences

Michael Dennin, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning
Dean, Division of Undergraduate Education

Brian T. Hervey, CGPP, CFRE
Vice Chancellor, University Advancement

Frances Leslie, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Graduate Education
Dean, Graduate Division

Michael Leon, Ph.D.
Associate Dean of Undergraduate Studies
Francisco J. Ayala School of Biological Sciences

Elsa Ramon
CBS2/KCAL 9 Anchor
With life comes change, and with change comes opportunity.

On behalf of everyone at The Paul Merage School of Business, I offer my sincere congratulations to you – and to all those family and friends who have supported you – as you embark on the next phase of opportunity in your life. On this day of celebration, we are all reminded of how hard you have worked and how you have grown to enable yourself to take advantage of the opportunities ahead.

This year, the Merage School graduates nearly 540 leaders in business, including those from our Undergraduate business major, as well as our Masters of Professional Accountancy, Full-Time MBA, Fully Employed MBA, Executive MBA, Health Care Executive MBA, and Doctoral programs. Each of you has earned a degree that will continue to pay dividends for the rest of your life.

The Merage School is proud of our part in developing world-ready visionary leaders who will inspire trust, think critically, drive innovation, and challenge the status quo. Our rigorous academic programs are taught in a purposefully collaborative setting surrounded by leading global executives from our vibrant and supportive Orange County business community and beyond. We are committed to our vision to be at the forefront of education and research among globally preeminent business schools.

In the constantly evolving environment of a digitally-driven world, our world-class research faculty are developing and disseminating the knowledge necessary for business and not-for-profit communities to anticipate and take advantage of emerging challenges. A critical component of economic success is effective and timely business strategies designed to sustain profitable business growth. The Merage School’s strategic plan builds on the strength of the school to deliver educational excellence valuing diversity, collaboration, inclusivity and respect.

Today, you join an elite group of alumni across the globe. I encourage you to return to your alma mater often, whether to seek further enrichment, expand your network, or to give back to current students seeking your mentorship and support. You have a responsibility as a proud Merage School alum to serve as an ambassador for the School; I hope we have earned your enthusiasm and willingness to do so.

Finally, we at The Paul Merage School of Business thank you for the enrichment you have brought to the School, for the lessons you have taught us, and for the opportunity to share in your success on this special day. We are the better for it, and will always continue to strive to be the very best.

Eric R. Spangenberg, Ph.D.
Dean, The Paul Merage School of Business
June 19, 9:30 a.m. - Bren Events Center
Chancellor Howard Gillman, Ph.D., presiding

Ceremony

PROCESSIONAL
Mace Marshal
Mark C. Kehke ’83, MBA ’93

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Platform Party
Advanced Degree Candidates
Baccalaureate Candidates

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Pratiti Mehta, MBA ’16
Alumna

WELCOME
Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

REMARKS ABOUT TODAY’S CEREMONY
Eric R. Spangenberg, Ph.D.
Dean, The Paul Merage School of Business

DISTINGUISHED EXECUTIVE
William Wang
Founder, Chairman and CEO of VIZIO, Inc.

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
Arden Davis
Baccalaureate Candidate
The Paul Merage School of Business

GRADUATING STUDENT SPEAKER
Shannon Shetty
Fully Employed MBA Candidate
The Paul Merage School of Business

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

PRESENTATION OF
Mary Gilly, Ph.D.
Professor of Marketing
Senior Associate Dean
The Paul Merage School of Business

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREE CANDIDATES

PRESENTATION OF MASTER OF BUSINESS
Gerardo Okhuysen, Ph.D.
Professor of Organization and Management
Associate Dean of Masters Programs
The Paul Merage School of Business

ADMINISTRATION DEGREE CANDIDATES
Mort Pincus, Ph.D.
Dean’s Professor of Accounting
The Paul Merage School of Business

PRESENTATION OF MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL
Vidyanand “VC” Choudhary, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Information Systems
Associate Dean of Undergraduate Programs
The Paul Merage School of Business

ACCOUNTANCY DEGREE CANDIDATES
Eric R. Spangenberg, Ph.D.
Dean, The Paul Merage School of Business

PRESENTATION OF
PRESENTATION OF
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE CANDIDATES

CONCLUDING REMARKS
RECESSIONAL
Dear Graduates,

I have the great privilege to congratulate you on successful completion of one of the School of Education’s innovative programs. Your graduation from either the Doctor of Philosophy in Education, Masters of Arts in Teaching, Bachelor of Arts in Education Sciences or CalTeach program has prepared you to lead a meaningful and productive life, making a difference in the lives of others through contribution to formal and informal education.

The concepts and competencies you have mastered in your program are critically important for the challenges we currently face. Our information society and knowledge economy place greater importance on education than ever before. Our economic competitiveness and democratic political system are dependent on an educated labor force and citizenry.

The knowledge and skills you have developed will be invaluable in contributing to education through outstanding research, policy, curriculum, pedagogy, and advocacy. Some of you will apply key educational principles in classrooms, out-of-school programs and community life. Others will conduct critical research for creating and implementing policy changes. Still others will design software and technologies for learning. I am grateful for your commitment to improving education for all.

In the years ahead, you will be well served to remember the lessons learned in your studies at UCI. You have learned to recognize the role of persistence, grit and resiliency in overcoming challenges in both educational processes and life. You understand that education and human development are lifelong journeys that do not end on graduation from school, but must continue to be nourished and cultivated in your daily lives. Great educators are strong learners. I am confident that you will continue to grow, change, and learn to meet the challenges of tomorrow.

Congratulations on your current accomplishments and best wishes for great success in your future endeavors.

Richard Arum, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Education
June 18, 9 a.m. - Bren Events Center
Chancellor Howard Gillman, Ph.D., presiding
Combined ceremony with Claire Trevor School of the Arts and School of Physical Sciences

Ceremony

PROCESSIONAL

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
- Master’s Degree Candidates
- Baccalaureate Candidates
- Platform Party

NATIONAL ANTHEM
- David Yonwook Chung
  Baccalaureate Candidate
  Claire Trevor School of the Arts

WELCOME
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
  Chancellor

FEATURED SPEAKER INTRODUCTION
- Richard Arum, Ph.D.
  Dean, School of Education

FEATURED SPEAKER
- Sylvia Mendez
  Presidential Medal of Freedom Recipient

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
  Chancellor

CONCLUDING REMARKS
- Richard Arum, Ph.D.
  Dean, School of Education

RECESSIONAL

Dignitaries

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS
- Mace Marshal
  Sasha Talebi ’97, MBA ’99
  University Marshal
  Professor Don Hill
- Master’s Marshal
  Professor Virginia Trimble
  Baccalaureate Marshal
  Professor Jenel Lao
- Platform Party Marshal
  Professor Gary Busby

PLATFORM PARTY
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
  Chancellor
- Kenneth C. Janda, Ph.D.
  Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning
  Dean, Division of Undergraduate Education
- Michael Dennin, Ph.D.
  Vice Provost for Graduate Education
  Dean, Graduate Division
- Frances Leslie, Ph.D.
  Dean, School of Physical Sciences
- Brian T. Hervey, CGPP, CFRE
  Vice Chancellor, University Advancement
- Sylvia Mendez
  Presidential Medal of Freedom Recipient
It is with great excitement that I offer my heartfelt congratulations to The Henry Samueli School of Engineering Class of 2017. As a UC Irvine graduate, you are automatically a member of a growing worldwide family of thousands of engineering alumni and friends. You have taken a first step toward future success by laying the foundation for a better life for you, your family and, by extension, for others you encounter.

The entire Anteater Engineering community joins me in celebrating your new beginning. Your journey to this point has most likely confronted many obstacles that may have put your graduation in doubt. Through it all, you have persevered and remained faithful to your goal, which is symbolic of your determination and the value you place on your education. We honor your achievement.

Today, you join extraordinary alumni who have entered the world with a profound sense of purpose in pursuit of their professional careers and higher education. As you embark on your journey, you will face unprecedented opportunity and significant competition, but you have been prepared to lead with excellence. We have every confidence that just as you have overcome numerous obstacles in your past, you will now overcome the significant challenges of the day.

As a young alum, I encourage you to do the following: Maintain our values and commitment to excellence and lifelong learning. Commit to truth and service as your moral compass and remember to help those less fortunate. Create lifelong connections with other alumni through the alumni association, special interest/affinity groups, and social and career networking. Never forget your alma mater and the knowledge that you are part of a great and noble heritage. We will never forget you!

Zot, Zot, Zot!

Gregory Washington, Ph.D.
The Stacey Nicholas Dean of Engineering
The Henry Samueli School of Engineering
June 17, 9 a.m. - Bren Events Center
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor Enrique J. Lavernia, Ph.D., presiding

Ceremony

PROCESSIONAL

ACADEMIC PROCESSION

Master’s Degree Candidates
Baccalaureate Candidates
Platform Party

NATIONAL ANTHEM

Jacob Tulley
Baccalaureate Candidate
Claire Trevor School of the Arts

WELCOME

Enrique J. Lavernia, Ph.D.
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor

STUDENT SPEAKER INTRODUCTION

Gregory Washington, Ph.D.
The Stacey Nicholas Dean of Engineering
The Henry Samueli School of Engineering

STUDENT SPEAKER

Jenna Obenshain
Baccalaureate Candidate
The Henry Samueli School of Engineering

FEATURED SPEAKER INTRODUCTION

Gregory Washington, Ph.D.
The Stacey Nicholas Dean of Engineering
The Henry Samueli School of Engineering

FEATURED SPEAKER

Maria A. Tirabassi
Vice President of Engineering
Space Systems at Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems

CONFERRING OF DEGREES

Enrique J. Lavernia, Ph.D.
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Gregory Washington, Ph.D.
The Stacey Nicholas Dean of Engineering
The Henry Samueli School of Engineering

RECESSIONAL

Dignitaries

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

Mace Marshal
Eric C. Shen ’93, MS ’95
University Marshal
Professor James Earthman

Master’s Marshal
Professor Lorenzo Valdevit
Baccalaureate Marshal
Professor Farghalli Mohamed

Platform Party Marshal
Professor Roger Rangel

PLATFORM PARTY

Frances Leslie, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Graduate Education
Dean, Graduate Division

John LaRue, Ph.D.
Associate Dean
The Henry Samueli School of Engineering

Fadi Kurdahi
Associate Dean
The Henry Samueli School of Engineering

Maria A. Tirabassi
Vice President of Engineering
Space Systems at Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems

Jenna Obenshain
Baccalaureate Candidate
The Henry Samueli School of Engineering
Commencement means the start of something new. Graduation means stepping up to another, higher level.

Today, we celebrated the successful completion of your degree, and I heartily congratulate you on this most important achievement. It is you and your hard work, your irrepressible enthusiasm, and, yes, your relentless questioning that makes for the greatness of our educational institution. We owe you what you have given us, and in turn, we ask only that you put to good use the skills and wisdom you have learned here.

In the humanities, we concern ourselves with everything human, what human beings have thought, written, made and done in all times, places and cultures. That we “call” the ongoing archive of human existence philosophy, literature, visual art, religion, or history is no doubt less important than that we find in what other human beings have done potential models for what to do, or not do.

Those skills you have learned here – reading closely, observing critically, thinking logically and analytically, researching methodically, and writing clearly and persuasively – are not the skills of a single job. We prepare you for much more than that. These are basic skills that can be readily applied to any number of careers, including many that the future has yet to create. But the humanities also prepare you for all the other things that happen to us in life, things that truly matter, such as love, beauty, the challenges of leadership, the richness of human experience, the courage to think for oneself and the ability to follow those paths less travelled.

Your humanities education will thus unfailingly serve you as you live the lives you will indeed commence today, graduating onto greater success, being even more successful than those who helped you get here today – your parents and family, your professors and advisors, your colleagues and friends.

Please give them the thanks they deserve, as they in turn give you all the applause you deserve for the success you have achieved here at UC Irvine, and for all the success I know you will have going forward.

Congratulations and enjoy your commencement!

Georges Van Den Abbeele, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Humanities
June 18, 4 p.m. - Bren Events Center  
Chancellor Howard Gillman, Ph.D., presiding  
Combined ceremony with Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences

Ceremony

**PROCESSIONAL**

**ACADEMIC PROCESION**
- Master's Degree Candidates
- Baccalaureate Candidates
- Platform Party

**NATIONAL ANTHEM**
- Vermillion Vocalists  
  A cappella group at UCI

**WELCOME**
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.  
  Chancellor

**STUDENT SPEAKER INTRODUCTION**
- Georges Van Den Abbeele, Ph.D.  
  Dean, School of Humanities

**STUDENT SPEAKER**
- Katey Hobkirk  
  Baccalaureate Candidate  
  School of Humanities

**FEATURED SPEAKER INTRODUCTION**
- Marios C. Papaefthymiou, Ph.D.  
  Ted and Janice Smith Family Foundation Dean  
  Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences

**FEATURED SPEAKER**
- Tim Kashani  
  Founder of Apples and Oranges Studios and IT Mentors

**CONFERRING OF DEGREES**
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.  
  Chancellor

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**
- Marios C. Papaefthymiou, Ph.D.  
  Ted and Janice Smith Family Foundation Dean  
  Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences

**RECESSIONAL**

**Dignitaries**

**COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS**
- Master's Marshal  
  Professor Sandy Irani  
  Baccalaureate Marshal  
  Professor Susan Klein

**PLATFORM PARTY**
- Doug Haynes, Ph.D.  
  Vice Provost for Academic Equity, Diversity & Inclusion
- Gopi Meenakshisundaram, Ph.D.  
  Associate Dean, Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences
- Yong Chen, Ph.D.  
  Associate Dean, School of Humanities

**Platform Party Marshal**
- Professor Victoria Silver

**Platform Party Marshall**
- Professor Sandy Irani

**Platform Party**
- Master's Marshal  
  Professor Susan Klein

**Platform Party Marshal**
- Professor Victoria Silver

- Brian T. Hervey, CGPP, CFRE  
  Vice Chancellor, University Advancement

- Tim Kashani  
  Founder of Apples and Oranges Studios and IT Mentors

- Katey Hobkirk  
  Baccalaureate Candidate  
  School of Humanities

- Mace Marshal  
  Donna Augustin Symons ’69
- University Marshal  
  Professor Josh Tanenbaum

- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.  
  Chancellor
- Georges Van Den Abbeele, Ph.D.  
  Dean, School of Humanities
- Marios C. Papaefthymiou, Ph.D.  
  Ted and Janice Smith Family Foundation Dean  
  Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences
- Michael Dennin, Ph.D.  
  Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning  
  Dean, Division of Undergraduate Education
The world runs on technology: from mobile phones to electronic medical records, from video games to the Internet of Things (IoT), from big data to cybersecurity solutions. These technologies represent only a few of the cutting-edge areas that faculty, students and alumni from the Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences (ICS) have dedicated themselves to in order to make the world a better, safer place for the future.

As students, and now alumni, of ICS, the only computing-focused school in the UC system, you were part of helping us grow into one of the largest and most diverse computing programs in the country. ICS prides itself on providing computer science and information technology leadership for the 21st century through research and development of emerging technologies, innovative and broad computing curricula, and collaborations that address key societal needs. You have shown incredible creativity and entrepreneurial spirit during your time at UC Irvine and you are now prepared to lead the way to a bright future for society.

As ICS continues to explore the various ways technology can revolutionize the world around us, there will be many excellent opportunities for you as ICS alumni. Whether you are continuing your education or joining the workforce, remember that you are now part of a growing network that is nearly 10,000 ICS alumni strong who want to see you succeed. Please stay in touch so that we can celebrate all of your successes as you go off to pursue your dreams.

Congratulations to the Class of 2017! The ICS faculty and staff take great pride in your accomplishments and look forward to watching you continue to make a difference in the world.

Zot! Zot! Zot!

Marios Papaefthymiou, Ph.D.
Ted and Janice Smith Family Foundation Dean
Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences
June 18, 4 p.m. - Bren Events Center
Chancellor Howard Gillman, Ph.D., presiding
Combined ceremony with School of Humanities

Ceremony

PROCESIONAL

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
- Master's Degree Candidates
- Baccalaureate Candidates
- Platform Party

NATIONAL ANTHEM
- Vermillion Vocalists
  A cappella group at UCI

WELCOME
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
  Chancellor

STUDENT SPEAKER INTRODUCTION
- Georges Van Den Abbeele, Ph.D.
  Dean, School of Humanities

STUDENT SPEAKER
- Katey Hobkirk
  Baccalaureate Candidate
  School of Humanities

FEATURED SPEAKER INTRODUCTION
- Marios C. Papaefthymiou, Ph.D.
  Ted and Janice Smith Family Foundation Dean
  Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences

FEATURED SPEAKER
- Tim Kashani
  Founder of Apples and Oranges Studios and IT Mentors

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
  Chancellor

CONCLUDING REMARKS
- Marios C. Papaefthymiou, Ph.D.
  Ted and Janice Smith Family Foundation Dean
  Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences

RECESSIONAL

Dignitaries

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

Mace Marshal
Donna Augustin Symons ’69
University Marshal
Professor Josh Tanenbaum

Master’s Marshal
Professor Sandy Irani
Baccalaureate Marshal
Professor Susan Klein

Platform Party Marshal
Professor Victoria Silver

PLATFORM PARTY

Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

Georges Van Den Abbeele, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Humanities

Marios C. Papaefthymiou, Ph.D.
Ted and Janice Smith Family Foundation Dean
Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences

Michael Dennin, Ph.D.
Vice Provost of Teaching and Learning
Dean, Division of Undergraduate Education

Doug Haynes, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Academic Equity, Diversity & Inclusion

Gopi Meenakshisundaram, Ph.D.
Associate Dean, Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences

Yong Chen, Ph.D.
Associate Dean, School of Humanities

Brian T. Hervey, CGPP, CFRE
Vice Chancellor, University Advancement

Tim Kashani
Founder of Apples and Oranges Studios and IT Mentors

Katey Hobkirk
Baccalaureate Candidate
School of Humanities
Dear Graduates and Guests,

On behalf of the UCI Law Community, I am delighted to extend a heartfelt and sincere congratulations to the Class of 2017. Today we salute each of you and celebrate all you have accomplished since you began your law school journey three years ago.

The Class of 2017 is extraordinary. Most impressive, 95% of the Class of 2017 did pro bono work during law school and it is estimated that you completed approximately 10,000 hours of pro bono service. This has provided you invaluable practical experience, but even more importantly, it has provided crucial legal services to improve people’s lives and our community.

You truly have been partners in making UC Irvine Law School a very special place. You have embodied our hope of a school where students collaborate rather than compete. You have been advocates for improving the school and the campus, advocating for matters such as curriculum changes and spearheading improvements in essential services for women at the Student Health Center. You have created three new student organizations and brought creative programming to existing clubs. You have worked exceptionally hard as student organization leaders and community fellows, on the law review, and in moot court competitions here and nationally.

On a personal note, I want to thank each of you for being a part of UCI Law and for enriching our school in more ways than I can count or imagine. I wish you all the best for a career that is happy and rewarding and that improves our legal system and our society. We are immensely proud of you and expect great things in the years ahead.

With best wishes,

Erwin Chemerinsky, J.D.
Dean, School of Law
May 13, 9:30 a.m. - Aldrich Park
Chancellor Howard Gillman, Ph.D., presiding

Ceremony

PROCESSIONAL

WELCOME
Erwin Chemerinsky, J.D.
Dean, School of Law

REMARKS
Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

GRADUATE REFLECTIONS
Julie Hartlé
Juris Doctor Candidate, School of Law

FACULTY SPEAKER
Mark Rosenbaum, J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
The Honorable Alex Kozinski
Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES
Elizabeth C. Schroeder, J.D.
Assistant Dean for Student Services, School of Law

FOR THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR
Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Andrenna M. Berggren
John Sirjord

PRESENTATION OF CLASS GIFT
Erwin Chemerinsky, J.D.
Dean, School of Law

CLOSING REMARKS

RECESSIONAL
Congratulations Class of 2017! On behalf of the faculty and staff of the University of California, Irvine School of Medicine, it is my honor to commend you on achieving this remarkable milestone.

As you enjoy your successes and victories, I encourage you to acknowledge the tremendous contributions that your family, friends and mentors have made. All of us are extremely proud of your accomplishments. This journey represents a life-long learning experience that truly only begins upon graduation.

UC Irvine School of Medicine is dedicated to advancing the knowledge and art of medicine, and continues to be ranked as one of the top fifty medical schools for research by U.S. News and World Report. Our graduates are prepared to embark on their post graduate training in over 20 medical specialties. Each year, our school educates more than 400 medical students and trains almost 700 residents and fellows. Nearly 80 percent of our graduates will enter training programs in California - many of whom will be working in underserved areas.

It is a privilege to have you join us in the profession of medicine. As graduates of UC Irvine School of Medicine, you carry on our mission to Discover, Teach, Heal.

We send you our best wishes as you continue your medical education. We encourage you to treasure the opportunity to care for your patients with compassion and a commitment to excellence.

Congratulations to the UC Irvine School of Medicine Class of 2017.

Michael J. Stamos, M.D.
Interim Dean, School of Medicine
June 3, 9:30 a.m. - Aldrich Park
Chancellor Howard Gillman, Ph.D., presiding

Ceremony

PROCESSIONAL
"Pomp & Circumstance March No. 1" by Edward Elgar

OPENING COMMENTS AND INTRODUCTIONS
Michael J. Stamos, M.D.
Interim Dean, School of Medicine

PRESENTATION OF STUDENTS
Khanh-Van Le-Bucklin, M.D.
Senior Associate Dean, Medical Education
Interim Chair, Department of Pediatrics

CHANCELLOR’S REMARKS
Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

VICE CHANCELLOR’S REMARKS
Howard Federoff, M.D., Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor, Health Affairs

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Lucy Kalanithi, M.D.
Widow of the late author Dr. Paul Kalanithi Author of
Epilogue for #1 New York Times Bestselling Memoir,
When Breath Becomes Air

SENIOR CLASS PRESIDENTS’ ADDRESS
Frances Broghammer & Derek Wu
Class of 2017

PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREES
Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

ADMINISTRATION OF THE OATH FOR DOCTORS OF MEDICINE
Khanh-Van Le-Bucklin, M.D.
Senior Associate Dean, Medical Education
Interim Chair, Department of Pediatrics

CLOSING REMARKS
Michael J. Stamos, M.D.
Interim Dean, School of Medicine

RECESSIONAL
On behalf of the University of California, Irvine Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing faculty and staff, it is my privilege to congratulate the members of the graduating class of 2017. Joined by your parents, family and friends, I am pleased to celebrate this magnificent milestone with you.

I am thrilled that your educational journey has inspired you to pursue nursing as your profession, and, in turn, make the world a better place. Opportunities in nursing are boundless. Whether you choose to pursue a beginning career on the frontlines of patient care, in advanced practice, or the advancement of scientific knowledge, you all have chosen a field that is undergoing significant transition and growth, creating tremendous challenges and opportunities for innovative contributions. As you make your important mark on the nursing profession, I can unequivocally say that you will enjoy an emotionally fulfilling and personally rewarding career ahead. Although there will be rewards and challenges down the road, your career in nursing will provide you with the unique opportunity to serve as strong ambassadors for the delivery of compassionate care, cutting edge research, or healthcare policy development, enriching the health of societies around the world one patient at a time.

To each graduate who will be individually recognized, I offer my best wishes and heartfelt congratulations. We look forward to seeing where your future endeavors may lead and to hear about the impact you will have with patients, families and communities in which they reside. As new members of the Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing alumni, we hope you will continue to move forward in your nursing trajectory.

With best wishes,

Adey Nyamathi, Ph.D., ANP, FAAN
Founding Dean, Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing
June 17 12:30 p.m. - Bren Events Center
Chancellor Howard Gillman, Ph.D., presiding
Combined ceremony with Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences and Program in Public Health

Ceremony

PROCESIONAL

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Master's Degree Candidates
Baccalaureate Candidates
Platform Party

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Katharina Miyoshi
Baccalaureate Candidate
Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing

WELCOME
Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

FEATURED SPEAKER INTRODUCTION
Howard Federoff, M.D., Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor, Health Affairs

FEATURED SPEAKER
Mahtab Jafari, Pharm.D.
Vice Chair and Professor, Pharmaceutical Sciences

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Mahtab Jafari, Pharm.D.
Vice Chair and Professor, Pharmaceutical Sciences

RECESSIONAL

Dignitaries

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

Mace Marshal
Jeffrey D. Vu '09, M.S. '14, RM, FNP-BC

University Marshal
Professor Suzanne Phillips
Master's Marshal
Professor Miryha Runnerstrom

Baccalaureate Marshal
Professor Larry Plon
Platform Party Marshal
Professor Alison Holman

PLATFORM PARTY

Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

Adey Nyamathi, Ph.D.,
Founding Dean,
Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing

Mahtab Jafari, Pharm.D.
Vice Chair and Professor, Pharmaceutical Sciences

Karen Edwards
Interim Chair, Program in Public Health

Frances Leslie, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Graduate Education
Dean, Graduate Division

Michael Dennin, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning
Dean, Division of Undergraduate Education

Thomas A. Parham, Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs

Ronald Cortez, Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor, Administrative & Business Services

Howard Federoff, M.D., Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor, Health Affairs
Congratulations to the UCI Pharmaceutical Sciences Class of 2017.

Today we celebrate your years of hard work and dedication. This achievement marks the beginning of a new and exciting chapter in your lives. You have chosen to pursue a career in the dynamic and rapidly changing field of science and medicine. Every day, pharmaceutical scientists are improving our society’s health and wellbeing in health care, academia, research, and government.

Our program has equipped you with the scientific background to succeed in any biomedical professional school or career, but more importantly, we have trained you to be transformative drivers of change. As pharmaceutical scientists, you will help advance medicine, apply innovation, and add healthy years to human life. As many of you head off to pharmacy school, medical school, or the workforce, you will undoubtedly play an integral role in shaping a brighter, healthier future.

Today is the beginning of an exciting opportunity to make your mark in the world. I have no doubt you will succeed on any path you choose. We are privileged to be a part of your journey, and you will always be a part of our Anteater family. We look forward to hearing from you in the future about your achievements, so please keep in touch.

Congratulations from all of us in the PharmSci department!

A. Richard Chamberlin, Ph.D.
Chair, Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences
June 17, 12:30 p.m. - Bren Events Center
Chancellor Howard Gillman, Ph.D., presiding
Combined ceremony with Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing and Program in Public Health

Ceremony

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
- Master’s Degree Candidates
- Baccalaureate Candidates
- Platform Party

NATIONAL ANTHEM
- Katharina Miyoshi
  - Baccalaureate Candidate
  - Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing

WELCOME
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
  - Chancellor

FEATURED SPEAKER INTRODUCTION
- Howard Federoff, M.D., Ph.D.
  - Vice Chancellor, Health Affairs

FEATURED SPEAKER
- Mahtab Jafari, Pharm.D.
  - Vice Chair and Professor, Pharmaceutical Sciences

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
  - Chancellor

CONCLUDING REMARKS
- Mahtab Jafari, Pharm.D.
  - Vice Chair and Professor, Pharmaceutical Sciences

RECESSIONAL

Dignitaries

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS
- Mace Marshal
  - Jeffrey D. Vu ’09, M.S. ’14, RM, FNP-BC
- University Marshal
  - Professor Suzanne Phillips
    - Master’s Marshal
    - Professor Miryha Runnerstrom
- Baccalaureate Marshal
  - Professor Larry Plon
    - Platform Party Marshal
    - Professor Alison Holman

PLATFORM PARTY
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
  - Chancellor
- Adey Nyamathi, Ph.D., Founding Dean, Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing
- Mahtab Jafari, Pharm.D.
  - Vice Chair and Professor, Pharmaceutical Sciences
- Karen Edwards
  - Interim Chair, Program in Public Health
- Frances Leslie, Ph.D.
  - Vice Provost for Graduate Education
    - Dean, Graduate Division
- Michael Dennin, Ph.D.
  - Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning
    - Dean, Division of Undergraduate Education
- Thomas A. Parham, Ph.D.
  - Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs
- Ronald Cortez, Ph.D.
  - Vice Chancellor, Administrative & Business Services
- Howard Federoff, M.D., Ph.D.
  - Vice Chancellor, Health Affairs
Congratulations on completing your degree in the Physical Sciences! I hope you agree that your studies in our School have been a great preparation for the next phase of your life. Whether you hope to pursue graduate or professional studies, or plan to start your career right away, the Physical Sciences offer a great doorway to success.

Over 40% of you graduates conducted undergraduate research, and many of you successfully applied to graduate and professional programs. I also applaud the many of you who took the initiative to participate in the mentor program. These experiences will be part of the career boost that we strive to provide. We invite you to return as mentors to coach the next generations of students with your oncoming career achievements.

As a Physical Sciences alum, you may dedicate yourself to the most abstract mathematical proof, or to the most tangible attempt to alleviate human suffering. Some of you may spend a large fraction of your life trying to understand a single particle or what happens over the tiniest fraction of a second, others may want to grasp the big-picture of the whole universe, or how the Earth’s climate will change over the next 50 years. There is great value in each of these pursuits, as well as the whole spectrum of careers between these limits. The faculty and staff wish you the best of luck as you continue to pursue your passion and make a difference in the world.

Congratulations again on completing such a demanding degree. The world needs quality mathematicians and scientists; so be sure to contribute, expand and share your vast knowledge and experience!

Keep active!
Bring enthusiasm to all your endeavors!
Keep in touch!

Kenneth C. Janda, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Physical Sciences
June 18, 9 a.m. - Bren Events Center
Chancellor Howard Gillman, Ph.D., presiding
Combined ceremony with Claire Trevor School of the Arts and School of Education

Ceremony

PROCESSIONAL

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
- Master's Degree Candidates
- Baccalaureate Candidates
- Platform Party

NATIONAL ANTHEM
- David Yonwook Chung
  Baccalaureate Candidate
  Claire Trevor School of the Arts

WELCOME
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
  Chancellor

FEATURED SPEAKER INTRODUCTION
- Richard Arum, Ph.D.
  Dean, School of Education

FEATURED SPEAKER
- Sylvia Mendez
  Presidential Medal of Freedom Recipient

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
  Chancellor

CONCLUDING REMARKS
- Richard Arum, Ph.D.
  Dean, School of Education

RECESSIONAL

Dignitaries

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS
- Mace Marshal
  Sasha Talebi '97, MBA '99
  University Marshal
  Professor Don Hill
- Master's Marshal
  Professor Virginia Trimble
  Baccalaureate Marshal
  Professor Jenel Lao
- Platform Party Marshal
  Professor Gary Busby

PLATFORM PARTY
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
  Chancellor
- Kenneth C. Janda, Ph.D.
  Dean, School of Physical Sciences
- Richard Arum, Ph.D.
  Dean, School of Education
- Michael Dennin, Ph.D.
  Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning
  Dean, Division of Undergraduate Education
- Brian T. Hervey, CGPP, CFRE
  Vice Chancellor, University Advancement
- Sylvia Mendez
  Presidential Medal of Freedom Recipient
The UCI Program in Public Health has grown tremendously over the past 10 years, and we now offer BS and BA degrees, an MPH degree in four areas of concentration and a PhD in Public Health with two areas of concentration. Our student body has grown, with over 1500 undergraduates and well over 100 graduate students in MPH and PhD programs. As alumni of our program you are joining the ranks of individuals who have graduated from one of the top public institutions in the country, and by many measures, worldwide.

Public Health has a long tradition of working to improve population health. Our work is often invisible but impacts the health of communities every day, programs such as vaccinations, cholesterol, blood pressure and cancer screening, malaria control, and policies around air and water quality are just a few examples. However, we also tackle the most challenging health issues that impact our communities today – obesity, cancer, dementia, emerging infectious diseases, mental health, and health disparities. You have been taught by some of the most distinguished faculty anywhere in the world and have been given the skills to tackle these and many other public health related issues that challenge communities here and around the world. It is within our grasp to conquer and prevent many ailments. However, to do this we will need to use the latest scientific advances. For example, we will need to understand how genes interact with our physical, chemical, microbial, cultural and social environments to influence health and disease. But, these discoveries must also be put into the ethical, cultural, social, economic, and policy context to benefit all people.

Like all of you sitting here today thinking about your future, we are also thinking about the future of our Program and how we can continue to serve our students and communities. Our aspiration is to transform our Program in Public Health to a School of Population Health and Disease Prevention. As our alumni we hope you will stay involved and help us achieve this transformation. Together we can, and will, make a tremendous impact on our communities, locally, nationally and globally. We are extremely proud of all of our graduates and as alumni we know you will make us proud by creating a world of achievement, hope and improved health for all!

Congratulations to all the graduates and their families on behalf of the faculty and staff in the Program in Public Health. You are our future and we are confident that you are prepared to tackle the challenges and seize the opportunities to improve health for all members of the many diverse populations that inhabit this world.

Karen Edwards, Ph.D., M.P.H.
Interim Chair, Program in Public Health
June 17, 12:30 p.m. - Bren Events Center
Chancellor Howard Gillman, Ph.D., presiding
Combined ceremony with Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing and Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences
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PROCESSIONAL

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
- Master’s Degree Candidates
- Baccalaureate Candidates
- Platform Party

NATIONAL ANTHEM
- Katharina Miyoshi
  Baccalaureate Candidate
  Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing

WELCOME
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
  Chancellor

FEATURED SPEAKER INTRODUCTION
- Howard Federoff, M.D., Ph.D.
  Vice Chancellor, Health Affairs

FEATURED SPEAKER
- Mahtab Jafari, Pharm.D.
  Vice Chair and Professor, Pharmaceutical Sciences

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
  Chancellor

CONCLUDING REMARKS
- Mahtab Jafari, Pharm.D.
  Vice Chair and Professor, Pharmaceutical Sciences

RECESSIONAL

Dignitaries

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS
- Mace Marshal
  Jeffrey D. Vu ’09, M.S. ’14, RM, FNP-BC
- University Marshal
  Professor Suzanne Phillips
  Master’s Marshal
  Professor Miryha Runnerstrom
- Baccalaureate Marshal
  Professor Larry Plon
  Platform Party Marshal
  Professor Alison Holman

PLATFORM PARTY
- Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
  Chancellor
- Adey Nyamathi, Ph.D.
  Founding Dean, Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing
- Mahtab Jafari, Pharm.D.
  Vice Chair and Professor, Pharmaceutical Sciences
- Karen Edwards
  Interim Chair, Program in Public Health
- Frances Leslie, Ph.D.
  Vice Provost for Graduate Education
  Dean, Graduate Division
- Michael Dennin, Ph.D.
  Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning
  Dean, Division of Undergraduate Education
- Thomas A. Parham, Ph.D.
  Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs
- Ronald Cortez, Ph.D.
  Vice Chancellor, Administrative & Business Services
- Howard Federoff, M.D., Ph.D.
  Vice Chancellor, Health Affairs
Welcome to the 2017 Commencement Ceremony for the School of Social Ecology!

We are proud of the students who will be receiving their degrees today and thrilled so many others are joining us on this special day of celebration. We especially would like to thank those parents and other loved ones who have supported our students over the years to make this day a reality.

Today we mark the achievements of our students earning baccalaureate and Master’s degrees from the UCI School of Social Ecology, a leader in interdisciplinary research, team science, and community-embedded scholarship that drives science based solutions to critical social and environmental problems. Faculty and students share a commitment to understanding human behavior in larger social and institutional contexts, moving beyond traditional boundaries, and reaching a broad audience.

Although our research spans many disciplines, it clusters into three main hubs: Healthy People and Places, Crime Prevention and Social Justice, and Technology and Human Potential. These hubs encompass various challenges our faculty and students are addressing, ranging from global poverty to prison overcrowding, from gang violence to healthy child development, from health risks to community empowerment.

Our core commitment to science driving solutions is coupled with an equally important commitment to civic engagement. Our unique undergraduate Field Study Program links the classroom and the community, giving students unique opportunities to tackle pressing issues confronting business and community organizations locally and globally. These real world experiences prepare our students with critical skills that will serve them and our communities in the future.

Soon the class of 2017 will join nearly 25,000 Social Ecology alumni who are working in fields diverse as health care, finance, human services, planning, education, law and public policy. Our alumni are enhancing our local, regional, and global communities in which live. I look forward to hearing about the future endeavors of our newest graduates.

Best wishes,

Nancy Guerra, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Social Ecology
June 16 - Bren Events Center
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor Enrique J. Lavernia, Ph.D., presiding

Ceremony 1 • 9 a.m.

PROCESIONAL

ACADEMIC PROCESSION

Master's Degree Candidates
Baccalaureate Candidates
Platform Party

NATIONAL ANTHEM

Emmanuel Hernandez
Undergraduate Student
School of Social Ecology

WELCOME

Enrique J. Lavernia, Ph.D.
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor

FEATURED SPEAKER

Nancy Guerra, Ed.D.
Dean, School of Social Ecology

FEATURED SPEAKER

Jermaine Griggs
Founder, Hear and Play Music

CONFERRED OF DEGREES

Nancy Guerra, Ed.D.
Dean, School of Social Ecology

CONCLUDING REMARKS

RECESSONAL

Dignitaries

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

Mace Marshal
Greg Mickelson ’84
University Marshal
Professor Richard Matthew
Master’s Marshal
Professor Scott Bollens
Baccalaureate Marshal
Professor Zoe Klemfuss
Platform Party Marshal
Professor Cheryl Maxson
Platform Party

Enrique J. Lavernia, Ph.D.
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor

Nancy Guerra, Ed.D.
Dean, School of Social Ecology

Susan Bibler Coutin, Ph.D.
Associate Dean for Graduate Division

Michael Dennin, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning
Dean, Division of Undergraduate Education

Thomas A. Parham, Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs

Ronald Cortez, Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor, Administrative & Business Services

Jermaine Griggs
Founder, Hear and Play Music

Ceremony 2 • 12 p.m.

PROCESIONAL

ACADEMIC PROCESSION

Baccalaureate Candidates
Platform Party

NATIONAL ANTHEM

Karina Blanca Martin
Undergraduate Student
School of Social Sciences

WELCOME

Enrique J. Lavernia, Ph.D.
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor

FEATURED SPEAKER

Nancy Guerra, Ed.D.
Dean, School of Social Ecology

FEATURED SPEAKER

Jermaine Griggs
Founder, Hear and Play Music

CONFERRING OF DEGREES

Enrique J. Lavernia, Ph.D.
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor

CONCLUDING REMARKS

RECESSONAL

Dignitaries

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

Mace Marshal
Anthony Louis Petros ’82, ’83
University Marshal
Professor Richard Matthew
Baccalaureate Marshal
Professor Elliott Currie
Platform Party Marshal
Professor Wendy Goldberg
Platform Party

Enrique J. Lavernia, Ph.D.
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor

Nancy Guerra, Ed.D.
Dean, School of Social Ecology

Michael Dennin, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning
Dean, Division of Undergraduate Education

Thomas A. Parham, Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs

Jermaine Griggs
Founder, Hear and Play Music
Just over 50 years ago, the founders of the UCI School of Social Sciences went rogue. They broke with convention to forge connections with scholars whose different approaches – from quantitative to qualitative, formal to interpretative – would tackle fundamental research questions and pressing social problems. To steal a term from former GE CEO Jack Welch, they went boundaryless, throwing caution to the wind, scrapping boundaries and bureaucracies to directly enact change.

More than half a century later, the school continues putting this approach into practice, breaking down traditional barriers to create change in society, economies and human well-being.

You, our student body, represent the realization of that maverick spirit.

As students of the largest school on campus, you’ve been in the conflict zones of the Middle East with the Olive Tree Initiative, and in Orange County high schools teaching global awareness. You’ve been in our groundbreaking behavioral economics labs testing new methods for reducing traffic congestion, creating better online marketplaces and preventing the spread of disease. You’ve been in our brain, behavior, and cognitive robotics labs mapping the structure of the human brain to understand how speech works in order to help restore it in victims of stroke, and building interactive robots aimed at improving social engagement in children with ADHD and autism. You’ve done fieldwork and studied abroad in India, Africa, China – indeed, everywhere on the planet, exploring fundamental issues of peace, politics, population, migration and cross cultural communication.

And I can’t tell you how excited we are knowing that you’re just getting started.

As a member of the largest UC Irvine graduating class of 2017, you’re joining an elite network of more than 47,500 soc sci Anteater alumni who have been taking their world-class education from our Irvine classrooms to the halls of justice in D.C. and international relations work in capitals around the world. They’ve been making a difference through entrepreneurial endeavors in places from Northgate to Northern Africa, in courtrooms across the nation, boardrooms in some of the world’s top companies, and classrooms around the globe where they’ve been training our next generation of leaders.

When you leave campus today, I challenge each of you to join them in pursuing a future that makes the world a better place than you’ve found it. Be bold, always break the mold, and be boundaryless in your pursuit.

Congratulations on all of your wonderful accomplishments.

Bill Maurer, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Social Sciences
June 16 - Bren Events Center
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor Enrique J. Lavernia, Ph.D., presiding

Ceremony 1 • 3 p.m.

PROCESIONAL

ACADEMIC PROCESSION

Master's Degree Candidates
Baccalaureate Candidates
Platform Party

NATIONAL ANTHEM

Chance Robles
Undergraduate Student
Claire Trevor School of the Arts

WELCOME

Enrique J. Lavernia, Ph.D.
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor

STUDENT SPEAKER

William Maurer, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Social Sciences

STUDENT SPEAKER

Yareli Castro Sevilla
Baccalaureate Candidate
School of Social Sciences

CONFERRING OF DEGREES

Enrique J. Lavernia, Ph.D.
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor

CONCLUDING REMARKS

William Maurer, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Social Sciences

RECESSional

Dignitaries

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

Mace Marshal
Catherine Griffin '86
University Marshal
Professor Linda Cohen
Master’s Marshal
Professor Susan K. Brown
Baccalaureate Marshal
Professor Antonio Rodriguez-Lopez
Platform Party Marshal
Professor Belinda Robnett-Olson

PLATFORM PARTY

Enrique J. Lavernia, Ph.D.
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor
William Maurer, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Social Sciences
Susan Bibler Coutin, Ph.D.
Associate Dean for Graduate Division
Judith Stepan-Norris, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Academic Planning
Michael Dennin, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning
Dean, Division of Undergraduate Education
Thomas A. Parham, Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs
Ronald Cortez, Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor, Administrative & Business Services
Yareli Castro Sevilla
Baccalaureate Candidate, School of Social Sciences

Ceremony 2 • 6 p.m.

PROCESIONAL

ACADEMIC PROCESSION

Baccalaureate Candidates
Platform Party

NATIONAL ANTHEM

Julia Kim
Undergraduate Student
School of Social Sciences

WELCOME

Enrique J. Lavernia, Ph.D.
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor

STUDENT SPEAKER

William Maurer, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Social Sciences

STUDENT SPEAKER

Andrew Hallak
Baccalaureate Candidate
School of Social Sciences

CONFERRING OF DEGREES

Enrique J. Lavernia, Ph.D.
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor

CONCLUDING REMARKS

William Maurer, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Social Sciences

RECESSional

Dignitaries

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

Mace Marshal
Cassandra Miller '03
University Marshal
Professor Nina Bandelj
Baccalaureate Marshal
Professor Brian Jenkins
Platform Party Marshal
Professor Charles (Ted) Wright

PLATFORM PARTY

Enrique J. Lavernia, Ph.D.
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor
William Maurer, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Social Sciences
Michael Dennin, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning
Dean, Division of Undergraduate Education
Thomas A. Parham, Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs
Andrew Hallak
Baccalaureate Candidate, School of Social Sciences
June’s Commencement Ceremonies at UCI represent the culmination of years of hard work. It is my pleasure to congratulate those of you who are receiving degrees during 2016-17, as well as those who celebrate with you.

Commencement is an opportunity to recognize publicly your transition from today’s students to tomorrow’s pacesetters. I hope that you will use the critical thinking skills and knowledge acquired during your studies at UCI to contribute to our world community and to help solve pressing problems. Now more than ever, when challenges and opportunities are global in scope, remember that you are the leaders of the 21st century.

We value the roles you will play and the contributions you will make in the days and years ahead. You are now part of a proud family of UCI alumni, and I hope that you will keep us informed of your accomplishments. Commencement is but one step in your journey of discovery. We look forward to seeing where your future endeavors may lead and to learning about the impact you will have on the world around you.

Frances Leslie, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Graduate Education
Dean, Graduate Division
June 17, 4:30 p.m. - Bren Events Center
Chancellor Howard Gillman, Ph.D., presiding

Ceremony

PROCESSIONAL

ACADEMIC PROCESSION

Graduate Degree Candidates
Platform Party

NATIONAL ANTHEM

Brianna Finnell
Undergraduate Student
Claire Trevor School of the Arts

WELCOME

Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

STUDENT SPEAKER INTRODUCTION

Frances Leslie, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Graduate Education
Dean, Graduate Division

STUDENT SPEAKER

Sumner Lee Norman
Doctoral Candidate
The Henry Samueli School of Engineering

CONFERRING OF DEGREES

Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

PRESENTATION OF
THE GRADUATE DEGREE CANDIDATES

Frances Leslie, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Graduate Education
Dean, Graduate Division

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

RECESSIONAL

Dignitaries

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

Mace Marshal
Feliza I. Ortiz-Licon, Ed.D. '09

University Marshal
Professor Susan Charles

PLATFORM PARTY

Howard Gillman, Ph.D.
Chancellor

Thomas A. Parham, Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs

Howard Federoff, M.D., Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor, Health Affairs

Pramod Khargonekar, Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor, Research

Stephen Barker, Ph.D.
Dean, Claire Trevor School of the Arts

Frank M. LaFerla, Ph.D.
Hana and Francisco J. Ayala Dean
Francisco J. Ayala School of
Biological Sciences

Richard Arum, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Education

Georges Van Den Abbeele, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Humanities

Marios C. Papaefthymiou
Ted and Janice Smith Family Foundation Dean
Donald Bren School of
Information and Computer Sciences

Kenneth C. Janda, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Physical Sciences

Nancy Guerra, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Social Ecology

William Maurer, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Social Sciences

Sumner Lee Norman
Doctoral Candidate
The Henry Samueli School of Engineering

Douglas M. Haynes, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Academic Equity,
Diversity and Inclusion

Judith Stepan-Norris, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Academic Planning

Diane O’Dowd, Ph.D.
Vice Provost, Academic Personnel

Michael Dennin, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning
Dean, Division of Undergraduate Education
Advanced Degree Candidates

**Doctor of Medicine**
Michael Abrouk  
Emnet Alemu  
Miguel Alvarez-Estrada  
Jessa Marie Baker  
Maria M. Barsky  
Timothy Will Christopher Bass  
Maricel Tonei Beltran  
Risha Rajesh Bera  
Kate Eileen Bowman  
Merrick Adam Brodsky  
Frances Hart Broghammer  
Cody Alan Bryant  
Robert Earl Burky III  
Narciso De Jesus Caeraes  
Connie Cajaullaca-Torres  
Diahnn Futaaln Campbell  
Tiffany Cho  
Ashton Christian  
Victor M. Cisneros  
John Walter Combs  
Michael James Connor  
Ayeh Darvishzadeh  
Shau Lew Disney  
Alex James Doermann  
Anna Bailey Egan  
Pamela Victoria Mortero Estrada  
Maja Feldman  
Sharareh Hirouzabah  
Kelly Nicole Fitzgerald  
Fady Emad Gabra  
Goutham Ganesan  
Giancarlo Amado Garcia  
Jonathan Franco Garcia  
Sasha Safa Getty  
 Jesse Gomez  
Cynthia Araceli Gonzalez  
Eric Jason Gray  
Ryan Merchant Gupta  
Paula Maritza Gutierrez Cano  
Brandon Albert Hagherdian  
Jasmin Harounian  
Chuyi He  
Michelle Rabowsky Heare  
Hansel Eugene Ihn  
Krystal Alicia Jimenez  
Chang Hoon Jung  
Ismael Hakki Kasimoglu  
Shane Knipping  
Lauren Elizabeth Kushner  
Brian William Labadie  
Jessica Gandy Labadie  
Yvonne Marie Little  
Michael Nissan Mahgerfeit  
Neal Austin Maler  
Lesly Victoria Martinez  
Katherine Elise McDaniel  
Brianna Marie Molina  
Nathan Dudley Molina  
Alejandra Melissa Morales  
Laura May Mourafetis  
Hannah Miniz Castro  
Jose Carlos Muniz Castro  
Vivian My Nguyen  
Michael Tran Nguyentat  
Christopher Lee Pajii  
Mukti Kamlesh Patel  
Panayiotis Emmanuel Pelargos  
Sylvia Alejandra Pina Paz  
Neema Pithia  
Trevor Anthony Plescia  
Steven Reed Plimpton  
Amanda Christine Purdy  
Lisa Ann Kiyomi Remington  
Bianca Marcela Rivas  
Nellie Jamal Said  
Saema Said  
Pauline Joy Felix Santos  
Michael Bijan Sassounian  
Jonathan Scott Shafer  
Kevin Christopher Simonson  
Kyle Clark Smith  
Anna Sofine  
Demetrios Stavrakis  
Katherine Elizabeth Stern  
Monica Leigh Straatman  
Joyce Angeline Sutedja  
Ngoc-Anh Thi Tran  
Cristina Marie Vargas  
Jessica L. Vaughan  
Olga Gabriela Ventura  
Simone Lucia Vernez  
Nancy Tien Vo  
Michelle Katherine Wong  
Jennifer Chinn Wu  
Wei Der Wu  
Jiwon Helen Wyman  
Vivian Yang  
Yunting Zha  
Diana J. Zhu  
Joseph Ehab Zikry

**Biological Sciences**
Michael Abdlasayed  
Edsel Abud  
Ricardo Albay  
James Guy Baldwin-Brown  
Alex Chao  
Rachel Cinco  
LuAnna Lee Dobson  
Megan Katherine Gallagher  
Joshua Lawrence Gervin  
Shaun Michael Hug  
Adam Idica  
Krysten Ann Jones  
Alyssa Giselle Kent  
James Nicholas Kezos  
Jong-Hoon Lee  
Caitlin Irene Looby  
Kyle Joseph McCulloch  
Luz Marina Meneghini  
Jacob Milligan  
Allison Najafi  
Arjun Nair  
Julia Overman  
Julio Polanco  
Manuel Ramirez  
Zachariah Reagh  
Johannes Georg Rebelein  
Adriana L. Romero-Olivares  
Kathleen Sanders  
Mariella Theresa Simon  
Joshua Smith  
Kati Tormanen  
Ellen Wein  
Sana Sadik  
Leah Brooke Zani

**Doctor of Philosophy**
Emily Brooks  
Colin William Cahill  
Joshua Clark  
Marc B. Dacosta  
Georgia Hartman  
Kimberley Danielle McKinson  
Justin Dieter Andres Perez  
Seyed Omid Rohani  
Jessica Wing-Len Ruiz  
Elahesh Shekaramiz  
Timothy Douglas Smith  
Agnieszka Anna Szymanska  
Derek Hunter Vallejo  
Mingqiu Wang  
Li Xiao

**Anthropology**
Emily Brooks  
Colin William Cahill  
Joshua Clark  
Marc B. Dacosta  
Georgia Hartman  
Kimberley Danielle McKinson  
Justin Dieter Andres Perez

**Biomedical Sciences**
Selma Alkafeef  
Stacey L. Borrego  
Anh Bui  
George Tsun-Te Chen  
Conor Dean Cox  
Dylan Paul Flather  
Eric Mitchell Gold  
Eri Ann Gutilla  
Michael Hernandez  
Morgan Leigh Ingemanson  
Carley Ann Karsten  
Jinqiang Liu  
Derrick James Reynolds  
Rolando Ruiz-Vega  
Galina Schmunk  
Yanjun Sun  
Ohimai Unoje  
Elyse Noelian Van Spyk  
Alvaro Villarreal-Fonce  
Clinton Yu

**Chemical and Biochemical Engineering**
Morvarid Azizian  
Mary Nora Dickson  
Ruben Fernandez Moya  
Andy Steven Jackson  
Sun Jun Park  
Margaret Tse

**Chemistry**
Brian Albee  
Kevin Crampton  
Kristine Dahl Arquero  
Crystin Jan Eggers  
Darius Jason Faizi  
Michelle Christine Fairhurst  
Alexander Fast  
James Fields  
Elizabeth Foreman  
Eugene Gutman  
Mallory Hinks  
Jason Jones  
Mikhail Konev  
Nathanael Lau  
Samuel Mann

This program is not an official list of graduates.
Gerald Manuel
David Michael Montelongo
Nathan John Oldenhuis
Kyle Evan Rosenkoetter
Keun Ah Ryu
Prasoon Saurabh
Nicholas Truex
Yilin Wang
Alexander White
Cory Windorf

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Asal Askarizadeh Bardsiri
Luis Hernandez Herrera
Kyung Hyun
Kyungsoo Jeong
Negar Karbalaee Mohammad
Xiaopeng Li
Roger Lloret Batlle
Elias Charbel Massoud
Ehsan Mirnateghi
Yumeng Tao
Ke Wang
Jiangbo Yu

CLASSICS
Christopher Ross Edmonston
Aleah Hernandez
Teresa Christine Yates

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
Alexander Jabbari
Monica Marie Katiboglu
Sarah Rebecca Kessler
Christopher Malcolm
Ghada Mourad

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Sky Faber
Lu Fang
Zana Ghaderi
Golnaz Ghiasi
Scott Godfrey
Jianfeng Jia
William Lam
Yi Li
Jurngyu Park
Wei Ping
Pouria Pirzadeh
Peter Sadowski
Mehdi Sadri
James Steven Supancic III
Hossein Taheri
Mengfan Tang
Mahdi Abbaspour Tehrani
Niranjan Uma Naresh
Edwin Vargas

CRIMINOLOGY, LAW AND SOCIETY
Adam Dunbar
Julie Gerlinger
Natalie A. Piñer
Pao-Yang Shen
Nicole Sherman
James Clement Wo

DRAMA AND THEATRE
Sonia Mitesh Desai

EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE
Lu An
Cilan Cai
Hongju Yu
Chia-Wei Hsu

EAST ASIAN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
Eun Ah Cho
Matthew Chudnow
Jessica Ann Conte
Yun-Chu Tsai

ECONOMICS
Ehsan Mirnateghi

EDUCATION
Brian James Asquith
Ayushi Bajaj
Arghya Bhattacharya
Ian Burn
Debapiya Chakraborty
Mayuri Chaturvedi
Nanneh Chehras
Michael Gou
Michael Guggisberg
Yi Liu
Fulya Ozcan
Mario Rafael Silva

ENGINEERING
Besmeh Louai Farhan
Daniel Bost Howard
Linjuan Huang
Yongjun Hua
Gunnar Kim
Xiaowei Li
Kersey Sanchez Manliclic
Jonathan Dusan Pegan
Seyed Amirhossein Saeidi

INFORMATION AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
Nicole Crenshaw
Michael Martin Gorlick
Caitlin Elizabeth Lustig
Arthur Valadares Sawazachi
Dakuo Wang
Yiran Wang
Christine Therese Wolf

MANAGEMENT
Jiaru Bai
Harsh Jha
Sora Kim
Yoojin Lee
Yifan Li
Thomas Steinberger
Qiguang Wang
Ran Zhang

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Arumina Bhattacharjee
Nima Farhi
Amir Mazaheripour
David Diaz Ordinario
Long Phan
Yinglei Tao
Chen Wang

MATHEMATICS
Jess Boling
Garrett Ervin
Jun Fang
Mariano Franco de Leon
Geoff Galgon
Rui Han
Ali Kassir
Casey Kelleher
Christopher Lopez
Tao Peng
Rufei Ren
Aghavni Prakash
Andrew Thomas
Karen Wood
Hua Sun

ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY
Jiaru Bai
Harsh Jha
Sora Kim
Yoojin Lee
Yifan Li
Thomas Steinberger
Qiguang Wang
Ran Zhang

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Joan Aguilar Mayans
Mohammad Azizi
David Boyd Bober
Alessandro Bombelli
Kai Ding
Siavash Ebrahimi
Alexandra Efimovskaya
Shramana Ghosh
Albert Jorda Juanos
Alireza Kalantari
Marco Maggia
Vinicius Maron Sauer
Ferran Martí Duran
Derek Joseph McVay
Sumner Lee Norman
Rosa Elida Padilla
Brendan Wesley Smith
Jesse Alexander Tinajero
Alexander Dang Quang Truong
Elham Vakil Asadollahi

PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Abraham Chiu
Candice Gellner
Derek Greene
Bao Ho
Linan Liu
Thuy Luu
Daisy Reynaga
Hamidreza Riazifar

PHILOSOPHY
Kyle Gregory Banick
Joseph Suk-Hwan Dowd
Michael James Duncan
Sarah Beth Lawsky
Hannah Marie Rubin

PHYSICS
Kochise Bennett
Derek Bryant
Daniel Carson
Kelsey Collier
Rajen Dutta
Jeremy Eaton
Zhumin Han
Tiffany Kwong
Ketron Mitchell-Wynne
Andrew Pace
Liuyi Pei
John Phillips
Chase Shimmin
Andrew Smith
Phillise Todd
Coral Wheeler
Arthur Yu
Jieyi Zhang

PLANNING, POLICY, AND DESIGN
Wing Ho Cheung
Santina Len Contreras
Harya Setyaka Dillon
Sally Geislar
Hiroshi John Ishikawa
Raheleh Khorsan
Cecilia Joung Un Kim
Yonsu Kim
Juliana Miranda Zanotto

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Hannah Marie Alarian
Trevor Jacob Allen
Katelyn Maureen Finley
Jennifer Jean Jones
Sahar Khan
Misty Lynn Knight-Finley
Joshua Malnight
Eric Mosinger
Katja Newman
Kelsey Pearce Norman
Graham Odell
Carrie Reiling
Ryan Thomas Sauchelli
Tiffany Williams

PSYCHOLOGY
Gregory Ethan Alexander
Michael Warren Bellato
Sierra Noel Broussard
Alexis Craig
Mark Stephen Dennison
Matthew Inverso
Michael Dawson Nunez
Christian Herrera Ortiz
John Payne
Emily Lauren Rounds
Amy Nicole Winter
Andrew Zachary Wisti

PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOR
David Busse
Kyndra Cleveland
Sachiko Donley
Emily Hooker
Anna Hsu
Brooke Jenkins
Joseph Kay
Rupa Jose
Sharon Shenhav
April Thomas
Brandilyn Villarreal

PUBLIC HEALTH
Jaime Allgood
Marian Girkuis

SOCIAL ECOLOGY
Sarah Christine Bach
Brendon Butler
Elinor Flynn
John Hunter
Phillip Lee
Alissa Mahler
Sarah Redmond
Megan Ringel

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Lisa Guo

SOCIOLOGY
Lisa Guo

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Sen Hirano
Vijay Krishna Palepu
Ankita Raturi

SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE
David Contreras
Lauren Shigeko Gaskill

STATISTICS
Sepehr Akhavan Maouleh
Yuxiao Wang

TRANSPORTATION SCIENCE
Wan-Tzu Lo
Kaoru Todd Matsubara

VISUAL STUDIES
Corella Difede
Graham Eng-Wilmot
Racquel Maria Gonzales
Meredith Robbin Goldstein
Ryan Michael Gurney
Jason Hubert
Deanna June Kashani

Master of Advanced Study
CRIMINOLOGY, LAW AND SOCIETY
Shiva Amirkhalili
Mark Kevin Anderson
Jae C. Beasley
Marnie Elizabeth Blake
Erika Buzas
Diana Cruz
Iliana Cruz

Master of Arts
ANTHROPOLOGY
Nandita Badami
Joseph Lyle Barnett
Evan Paul Conaway
Danica Jade Loucks
Aileen Kaitlyn McGrory
Colin McLaughlin-Alcock
Megan Danielle Neal
Jason Charles Palmer
Nima Lamu Yolmo

ART HISTORY
Kylie Ching
Alissa Ann Moyeda
Jenny Nguyen
Jasmin Pannier
Adriana Guadalupe Romo
ECONOMICS
Neil Marie Bennett
Arghya Bhattacharya
Stefan Covic
Cristina Maria De Haro Alonso
Dillon McNeill Flannery-Valadez
Tanner Wayne Fordham
Daniel Joshua Ganz
Amir Goren
Sanjana Goswami
Francisco Elias Ilabaca
Kyle Weylin Kettler
Lucie Lebeau
Maximilian Barker Littlejohn
Marco Antonio Martinez Del Angel
Kendrick Thomas Morales
Luis Felipe Munguia Corella
Zachary Kenton Schaller
Keegan Skeate
Kyle Daniel Sneeden
Negar Tavasoli Hozouri
Chester Yao
Maysen Yen
Andranik Andy Zanazanian
EDUCATION
Bianca Cung
Gabriel Estrella
Connie Yun Kang
Hansol Lee
Ryan Lewis
Melissa Powell Callaghan
Rachel Stumpf
ENGLISH
Shazia Jasmine Aziz
Michael Jamison Coyle
Katie Ann Cunningham
Ambreea Chanelle Figueroa
Lindsay Graham
Trevor James Hershberg
Angelica Lopez
Juliette Marie Ribeiro
Yvonne Lynn Schmelz
Laura Elizabeth Simington
Courtney Vaudreuil
HISTORY
Leonard Cruz Butingan
PHILOSOPHY
Benjamin Charles Conover
Samuel Henry Ekund
Greg John Lauro
Jeffrey Robert Schatz
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Maneesh Arora
Brian Denny
John Robert Emery
Dirk Michael Horn
Francisco Jasso
Hannah June Kim
Stacey Michelle Liou
PSYCHOLOGY
Stephen Timothy Bennett
Kier Rainer Groulx
Jordan Ali Rashad
Kyle James Savinelli
SOCIAL ECOLOGY
Sarah Christine Bach
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Jason V. Arceneaux
Vanessa Chavez
Kai Feng
Harwood Robert Garland II
Jonathan A. Gernes
Megan Ann Gramlich
Kelly Im
Brian M. Kaiser
Shuyu Lu
Joshua Malninth
Jessica Leann Middleton
Angel Rodriguez
Sarita Darya Rosenstock
Michael Philip Saeta
Rogelio Salgado
Steven Riichicho Scott
Kaitlyn Rose Sherman
Audi Sinaga
Lizeth G. Tamayo
Jaqi Tang
Maya Nichole Tyler
Cheng-Tong Wang
Dominic Jung Hoon Whang
Sydney K. Winder
SOCIOLOGY
Lauren Anderson
Crystal Caldera
Tania E. DoCarmo
Christopher Wayne Gibson
Vanessa M. Kaufman
Julie Sunim Kim
Jolene Anne McClure
Daniel Benjamin Michael
Jason Mueller
Manu Maziz
Stephanie Anna Alexandra Pulles
Kelly Ward
Brian Thomas Wiley
Master of Arts in Teaching
ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
Jennifer Aguilara
Munira Rashid Amla
Brooke Ashley Andersen
Chelsea Grace Ansari
Avery Patrice Arman
Amaya Joanna Graciela Baires
Korbin Skyler Bandy
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Basham
Alison Kathleen Belzer
Jessica Kayomi Berliner
Gina Bock
Hannah Lyn Cernicky
Theresa Chaverot-Campos
Juliana Chavez
Elise Dalle Chin
Esther Cho
Madeline Kae Cho
Liana Sun Chung
Se Hyun Chung
Katherine Lynn Clark
Joshua David Copple
Rebekha Coyle
Marisa Cruz
Kathy Dao
Lara Kathleen Davis
Sarah Dean
Kristin Marie Demarco
Clare Alana Devlin
Stephanie Do
Bethany Angela Ellis
Michelle Christine Engler
Rachel Nicole Evans
Juan Francisco Figueroa
Caroline Elizabeth Fleet
Gregory Derrick Fleming
Michael Christopher Frew
Sharon Frank
Alexis Emi Fujimoto
Tiffany Nichole Garbiso
Mallory Ginoza
Amber Patricia Goff
Brenda Aide Gomez
Megan Elizabeth-Beatrice Grunt
Kevin Matthews Groh
Ashley Lynn Gunton
Diana Gutierrez
Maria Elena Gutierrez
Katiana Maia Harvey
Deana Truc Ho
Amanda Hohnman
Dustin Tyler Holtz
Kelly Hua
Alyssa Huh
Michelle Lee Hulley
Ramon Antonio Martinez Jacinto
Pablo Jimenez
Kaycee Johnson
Sunny Yoosun Jung
Kourtney Rae Karpinski
Hilda Kasravi
Samantha Jean Key
Priscilla Kim
Kimberly Anne Kocol
Garrett Joseph Kuwahara
Stacia Paige Labounty
Shanelle Alma Lasta
Christin Le
Berenize Leal
Esther Yeyin Lee
Hanah Lee
Jae Uk Lee
Kristen Lee
Lianne Linck
Otto Guillermo Lopez
Katherine Anne Ludwig
Joyce Lui
Adriana Mancilla
Mitchell Mandell
Jacqueline Nicole Matthews
Keeley Anna Mccormack
Kelsie Lynn McCready
Kristie Lynn McKenzie
Elizabeth Rose Mclellan
Arielle Zenet Mease
Joel Lucas Medina
Abiamael Mendoza
Osorino Giovanna Miranda
Negin Nangialai
Christopher Nguyen
Hanh Hong Nguyen
Stephanie Kim Nguyen
Dane Jacob O’Barr
Laura Oh
Lena Oh
Katherine Marie Oliver
Rachel Gloria Ong
Zane Wallace Pang
Lily Panish
Timothy Pardo
Bu Jin Selena Park
Haejin Park
Priya Patel
Kiruthika Paulvannan
Priscilla Peraza
Ryan Charles Perez
Emily Christine Peterson
Tulou Sunny Pirouzian
Tricia Chimara Pryer
Nancy Quan
Amanda Leigh Quinonez
Haelin Ra
Rene Ra
Kristen Michelle Rederscheid
Antonio Reyes
Eddy Reyes
Katherine Elizabeth Reza
Stephanie Alice Reza
Estepani Rios
Kimberly Nicole Roberts
Cassidy Anne Robinson
Erika Rojas
James Kenneth Roth
Cristina Rubalcava
Jessica Lynn Russo
Bianca Safai
Emily Salveson
Alejandra Jazmin Sanchez
Sinan Saul
Alisha Schloesser
David Vincent Schrenzel
Courtney Louise Sharar
Shay Ruiz Sharp
Nicolas Smith
Daniela Solis
Jessica Ruth Souza
Jennifer Lynn Stein
Joshua Stump
Akari Nina Sunaga
Julaiporn Jenny Sysangvane
Amanda Serrano Tannenbaum
Brogan Elisabeth Terry
Jenny Phuong Khanh Tran
Thai Tran
Tien Thi Tran
Tom Dinh Tran
Rachel Frances Trask
Saman Sam Vahdat
Vanessa Dominique Valdes
Camp Lelaina Koalani Van
Allison Chontelle Vargas
Benedict Vu
Ashley Faith Wei
Kylie Michelle Welch
Alyse Nicole Wiebe-Bailey
Sarah Michelle Wong
Jeffrey Xa
Amy Yang
Eduard Yegiazaryan
Eric En-Yu Young
Khadija Marie Young
Robin Meral Young
Devon Alexandria Zangger
Daphne Zhou
Karen Zhou

Master of Business Administration

Elham Abbasi
Wesley Charles Adams
Nadia Ahmadi
Alexandra Alcon
Jennifer Calderon Aldor
Omar Ali
Jon Paul Allen
Christopher Allen Ambrosini
Mohit Anand
Christian Alexander Andrade
Elias Miguel Angulo
Brandy Darlene Arthur
Maxim Pavel Babooie
Alessandro Pietro Bassi
Stephanie Rae Benson
Bina Bhaskar
Ishan Bhatt
Stephen Michael Boyd
Andrew Briggs
Sinuho Y. Brito-Aguirre
Janelle Lorayne Brunette
Claire M. Buettow
Jeffrey Trung Bui
Jared Burk
Joshua David Burke
Narciso De Jesus Caceres
Cole Michael Cameron
Chery Carrico
David Castaneda-Gorostidi
Carolyn E. Castillo
Shiming Chai
Allan Lane Chan
Matthew Jonathan Chang
Vaughn Chase
Kapil Chaudhry
Wissam Houssam Chehayeb
George Chen
Sunny Lee Chen
Bernice Cheng
Jerry Jeng-Ning Cheng
Kai-Chien Chien
Rosalie Pei-Wen Chi
Jennifer Joanne Chin
Tiffany Cho
Yongsung Cho
Sung Min Choi
Won Jun Choi
Shankhamala Choudhury
Ashston Christian
Jason Civalleri
Stephanie Cline
Jenny Comstock
Clarissa Moore Coults
Kirsty Mary Damato
Sarkis Daglian
Christine Isabelle Dardant
Helia Daryabeigi
Brianne Nicole Davis
Joy Lynn Davis
Ronnie Keith D'Cruz
Aash Ashish Desai
Harsha Devjani
Jacob James Dicioccio
Mani Dilmaghanian
Doris Kim Minh Do
Jason Duoy
Michael Anh Tuan Do
Jenna Lynn Dover
James Wallace Doxey
Andrea Duarte
Karikh Dunidigalla
Daniel Earl Emmons
Darren Shinichiro Endo
Vivian Eng
Jerod Jedediah Farkas
Joanna Leighton Faulkner
Felicia Andrea Martinez Fierro
Tina Fei
Jeffery Fong
Casey Foster
Gavin Tyson Foster
Jeffrey Frye
Jonathan Furuyama
Brian Richard Gallagher
Alejandro Garcia
Anna George
Julian Gustavo Giacobbe
Trevor Gomes
Cynthia Araceli Gonzalez
Andrew Grimm
Kunal Grover
Vaibhav Grover
Vijay Gowrishankar
Lauren Caldwell Shetterly
Gulley
Carlos Arturo Guerra
James Ryan Shelton Hall
Clayton James Haynes
Melanie Elizabeth Henderson
Christina Marie Hernandez
Michael Gerald Herring
Joshua Tyler Hillman
Valerie Hoff
Rachel A. Hogue
James Edward Hoppe
May Amer Hout
Robby Indarto
Sassan Vincent Jafari
John Jauregui
Christian Kelley Johnson
Jeffrey Johnson
Clinton Zenichi Kakazu
Myung-Kyu Kang
Reena C. Kar
Gilles Dagmar Kersten
Clintonts Vincent Laurens
Maryam Khan
Kari
Sussan Vincent Jafari
Seung Michael Oh
Jessica C. Olitoquit
Benjamin J. Palmer
Kiwan Park
Pooja Parikh Patel
Shilen Patel
Brianne Pena
Nick Peng
Duy Pham
Ryan Christopher Platt
Serene S. Prouty
Rosemary Allyson Puhr
Nga Thuy Quan
David Michael Quijano
Jan Axel Rademacher
Venugopal Raghavendra
Ghatikar
Pooja Dipikumar Raja
Priyamvadha Ramarathnam
Jeff Dale Reffett-Forness
Aaron A. Reyes
Jodi Reynosa
Roberto Carlos Reza
Bianca Marcella Rivas
Youngyoong Ro
Bruno Rocha de Toledo
Srinivas Lingineni
Quan Liu
Wei-Jiin Liu
Yik Mun Loo
Abraham Arlando Luera
Tammy Luu
Garrett Robert Lynch
Patrick C. Ma
David A. Maiman
Ankur Maiti
Shashank Ganesh Malliya
Akhila Venkata Marella
Irina Marinescu
Lesly Victoria Martinez
Mernaz Masoumi
Vicky M. Medina
Effie Nitsa Mellos
Edmund Goodhue Montanari
Arturo Enrique Montoya
Vanessa Mora
Adrienne Simone Mueller
Karthik Seshasai Mukkamala
Jose Carlos Muniz Castro
Nobar Mohammad Najafi
Abenav Natarajan
Muhammad Zubair Nawaz
Noor Al Shifa Nazmudeen
Hang Thanh Ngo
Van Tran Khanh Ngo
Vivian My Nguyen
Paul Fraser Nichols
Akihiko Niwa
Tsuyoshi Nojima
Katie Nicole Nyberg
Seung Michael Oh
Mernaz Masoumi
Lesly Victoria Martinez
Mernaz Masoumi
Vicky M. Medina
Effie Nitsa Mellos
Edmund Goodhue Montanari
Brian C. Rogeness  
John Paul Rule  
Richard M. Rule  
Soonho Ryu  
Kunal Sachdeva  
Shorouq Sahawneh  
Sudip Sahoo  
Rahul Sajnani  
Brian James Sandore  
Mahadevan Subramanian  
Sankara  
John Spencer Saraka  
Nathan Semper  
Jonghyuck Seo  
Mher Mike Seropian  
Jonathan Scott Shafer  
Nathan J. Shapiro  
Laily Sharifzadeh  
Gaurav Sharma  
Shannon Shetty  
Marina Shinkai  
Rajasree Shyam  
Malika Atiq Siddiqui  
Pulkit Sindhwani  
Chamandeep Singh  
Kurt H. Smetana  
Kyle Clark Smith  
Livia Elena Sponseller  
Richard John Robert Sprague  
Adrienne St.Cyr  
William Stuart Story  
Jr. Kevin Lee Stout  
Daniel Sun  
Ramalakshmi Sundaram  
Shalom Maria Sunny  
Pravin Shantilal Surana  
Christine Ta  
Ahmed Najeh Tanvir  
Dominic Philip Tornambe  
Kenny Tran  
Prabhat K. Tripathi  
Johnson Tso  
Allan Borlyan Tsou  
Antonio Valadez  
Rajagopalan Venkataramani  
Edward Alfredo Vidal  
Israel Villanueva Jr.  
Jamie Viramontes  
Thu Vu  
Aiden Shane Wallace  
Andrew Yiu-Chung Wan  
Yizhuo Wang  
Bradley J. West  
Judy Jamigan White  
Andrew M. Williams  
Ebony Winston  
Scott Robert Winter  
Siegfried Wolff  
Jennifer L. Wood  
Qiong Wu  
Ashish Yadav  
Elaine Yang  
Xu Yang  
Yuichi Yokoi  
Ji Hun Yoo  
Chenqi Yu  
Jason Zarraga  
Edward A. Zepfel  
Mengzi Zhang  
Yingjia Zhang  
Minyue Zhao  
Weizheng Zhao  
Scott Harris Zoltan  

**Master of Fine Arts**

**ART**

Virginia Teresa Arce  
Anna Maria Caterina Cespanyi  
Kelly Suzanne Donahay  
Jason Russell Gowans  
Ian Meares  
Maura Murnane  
Reinhart Revilla Selvik  
Christina Tsui  

**DANCE**

Leslie Bitong  
Francesca Lee  
Nathan Daniel Olivas  
Dante Pulcio  
Savannah Reach  
Vivian Reach  
Joshua David Romero  
Alexandra Jane Thomsen  
Mcleaine Christian Timmerman  
Koryn Ann Wicks  

**DRAMA**

Andrea Elizabeth Allmond  
Samuel Louis Arnold  
Christopher Lloyd Amandla  
Bearden  
Amy Elizabeth Bolton  
Nathaniel Chase  
Wesley Charles Chew  
Paul Joseph Cook  
Kelsey Rene Jenison  
Ebony Chante Madry  
Nicholas Dominick Manfredi  
Alexander Carlton Meyer  
Danielle Rae Nieves  
Alex Catherine Raby  
Leah Michelle Ramilliano  
Benjamin Perry Scheff  
Liv Irene Scott  
Madison Mckenzie Scott  
Jessica Lee Vankempen  
Thomas Steven Varga  

**ENGLISH**

Hilary Holland Clark  
Shane Crosby  
George Clifton Cunningham  
William Tyler Hawkins  
Stefan Karlsson  
Jill Kimiko Kato  
Bryce Steven Lillmarrs  
Kathleen MacKay  
Nicholas Reiner  
Rebecca Claire Schultz  
Lilliana Janette Tannous  

**MUSIC**

John Gilmour  
Danyel Nehemiah Abrams  

**Master of Professional Accountancy**

Roy Joseph A. Bagon  
Alexis Nichelle Baxter  
Yuanchen Bo  
Trevor Boswell  
Christian Alonso Cardenas  
Chaoliang Chen  
Connie Chen  
Yimei Chen  
Zheshi Chen  
Ting-Cheng Cheng  
Jeffrey Chiang  
Kunwoo Cho  
Moon Nam Cho  
Yilin Chu  
Yan Cui  
Eric Dembinski  
Jiayun Fang  
Ruhan Dong  
Bihe Du  
Jennifer Fan  
Jiayun Fang  
Marisol Felix  
Avery L. French  
Yutaka Fujimoto  
Xinxin Geng  
Xiangwei Gong  
Aichen Guo  
Luke Hatch  
Summer Hill  
Thanh Huu Hoang  
Allison Shen Hong  
Eileen Hsu  
Jiajia Huang  
Meiting Huang  
Xuxin Huo  
Ahmed Jeewa  
Ziyin Ji  
Savanna Alani King  
Daniel Miro Kubov  
Megan Le  
Li Li  
Ruihan Li  
Xiaohan Li  
Pearl Carol Lien  
Yee Vui Lim  
Shixian Liu  
Xiaotong Liu  
Yi Liu  
Shutian Luo  
Kun Ma  
Limeng Ma  
Michael Lee Mowrey  
Tung Huy Nguyen  
Seyoung Park  
Liping Peng  
Matthew Ezio Petrella  
Kristina Pucko  
Lu Qi  
Wenwen Qian  
Daniel J. Razzano  
Sanah Saleem  
Chenlu Shao  
Tongying Shen  
Janice S. Song  
Jasper Se Ram Suh  
Danni Tan  
Zudi Tan  
Zuohong Tang  
Yue Teng  
Ruijun Tian  
Xinshan Tian  
Kevin Tsai  
Susan Charlene Tseng  
Simon Vakili  
Elnaz Vossoughian  
Luyue Wang  
Ran Wang  
Tianying Wang  
Yi-Min Wang  
Zhao Wang  
Yonghan Wei  
Alyssa D. Williams  
Huiling Wu  
Manhan Wu  
Yuqian Wu  
Tianyu Xia  
Qichen Xie  
Kathleen Huimin Xu  
Zhechen Xu  
Emily May Yin Yang  
Wenli Yang  
Yue Yao  
Yi Yin  
Candice Y. Yip  
Yongna Zhai  
Chuhan Zhang  
Duyue Zhang  
Jingze Zhang  
Wanning Zhang  
Weilin Zhang  
Xin Ying Esther Zhang  
Yudie Zhang
Master of Science

**BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES**
Navied Akhtar
Caitlin Askew
Behzad Anbarani
Thomas Taro Barter
Yu-Ning Chi
Tannaz Faal
Yasamine Ghorbanian
Ryan Griswold
Elizabeth Anne Hemming-Schroeder
Marley Hillegers
Jeungjin Kim
Edward King
Alberto Lopez
Matthew Mahavongtrakul
Vasumathy Murali
Kara Nicole Paulli
An Thien Pham
Kevin Hong Phang
Paige Elizabeth Radtke
Neelima Shrestha Ankita Shukla
Kelly Irene Ramin
Kevin Rothstein-Kightly
Kati Tormannen
Marie Yap True
Katherine Williams
Xinwen Zhang

**BIOMEDICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE**
Rania Wadia Abolhosn
Paula M. Gutierrez
Hansel E. Ihn
Krystal Alicia Jimenez
Emely Nhi Thi Ai Nguyen
Panayiotis Emmanuel Pelargos
Preet Kaur Sahota
Feiyang Tao
Cristina Marie Vargas

**BIOENGINEERING**
Shweta Bhatnagar
Samantha Mae Bradford
Krit Charupanit
Ziman Cheng
Michael Chu
Christian Jean-Paul Crouzet
Allison Curtis
Phil Dominh
Neha Garg
Michael Thomas Ghijsen
Rachel Gurlin
Vanessa Del Sol Herrera
Jue Hou
Jessica Hsieh
Logan Charles Hubbard
Ross Craig Hunter
Alex Arash Javanpour
Jeoung Hyun Kawk
Mark Thomas Keating
Bita Kianian
Tian Lan
Christine Kim Lee
Ben Srun Lertsakadet
Xuan Li
Lancy Lin
Ning Ma
Michael Lawrence Marks
Yusi Miao
Kristoffer Boyle Miller
Michael Murata
Zahra Nemati
Huy Long Dinh Ngo
Pedram Pakjesh Pourfard
Marissa Noeleni Pennell
Drew Reilly
Esmeralda Catalina Romero-Lorenzo
Yasemin Sarigul-Klijn
Maryam Shakib
Rachel June Smith
Agneszka Anna Szymanska
Mohammad Torabzadeh
Andrew Trinh
Xinxin Wang
Zachary Joseph Weber-Reitz
Erik Morgan Werner
Zhengwen Xiao
Qu Yue
Marina Zamudio
Shirley Xian Zhang
Yang Zhang
Da Zhao
Jie Zheng
Samuel David Zuke

**BIOTECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT**
Aarani Arulmoli
Faisal Chaabani
Jaidev Jayakumar
Lisa Leung
Jing Li
Wayne Mauro
Arko Mukherjee
Punya Narayan
Garima Naswa
Toan Minh Nguyen
Nishant Nirale
Paloma Shah
Ang Zhang
Yuqian Zheng

**CHEMICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL ENGINEERING**
Zenab Abbas

---

Master of Public Health

Kentaro Abe
Laura Angelli
Jacquelyn Boone
Lee Chang
Victor Cisneros
Rebecca Cousins
Bernadine Dixon
Jesse Gomez
Jui-Ting Hsiung
Amy Kuhn
Lesley Lara
James Lin
Jason Meng
Whitney Miller
Anuradha Nayudu
Fatema Nourzaie
Katelyn Ogawa
Rommy Renteros
Janet Rodriguez
Yalda Sanath
Ravi Shrestha
Permjeet Singh
Jiaying Wang
Shane Yu

---

Master of Public Policy

Valerie Acevedo
Elif Selin Ekmen Ucev
Ruijie Fan
Ryan Fleischman
Joanna Franco
Fulong He
Jeanette Jaramillo Hernandez
Junhong Jing
William Lavin
Xuxi Li
Samuel Nickles
Eric Nong
Lily Nunez
Osagie Obasiki
Risheng Pan
Scarlet Peralta Tapia
Eric Raktiprakorn
Christopher Redding
Alper Rutbil
Mona Siddique
Xiaoting Sun
Xiyue Wang
Anke Xu

---

**CHEMISTRY**
Christopher Agee
Hanh Nguyen

---

**CIVIL ENGINEERING**
Muhammad Ak
Jiaqi Chen
Felicia Chiang
Aaron Ka-Ho Chong
Rachelle George Habchi
Reem Nabhani Habib
Samir Elias Hanna
Yiyang Jia
Hao Jing
Preetish Kakoty

---

**CHEMICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL ENGINEERING**
Zenab Abbas

---

**BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES**
Navied Akhtar
Caitlin Askew
Behzad Anbarani
Thomas Taro Barter
Yu-Ning Chi
Tannaz Faal
Yasamine Ghorbanian
Ryan Griswold
Elizabeth Anne Hemming-Schroeder
Marley Hillegers
Jeungjin Kim
Edward King
Alberto Lopez
Matthew Mahavongtrakul
Vasumathy Murali
Kara Nicole Paulli
An Thien Pham
Kevin Hong Phang
Paige Elizabeth Radtke
Neelima Shrestha Ankita Shukla
Kelly Irene Ramin
Kevin Rothstein-Kightly
Kati Tormannen
Marie Yap True
Katherine Williams
Xinwen Zhang

---

**BIOMEDICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE**
Rania Wadia Abolhosn
Paula M. Gutierrez
Hansel E. Ihn
Krystal Alicia Jimenez
Emely Nhi Thi Ai Nguyen
Panayiotis Emmanuel Pelargos
Preet Kaur Sahota
Feiyang Tao
Cristina Marie Vargas

---

**BIOENGINEERING**
Shweta Bhatnagar
Samantha Mae Bradford
Krit Charupanit
Ziman Cheng
Michael Chu
Christian Jean-Paul Crouzet
Allison Curtis
Phil Dominh
Neha Garg
Michael Thomas Ghijsen
Rachel Gurlin
Vanessa Del Sol Herrera
Jue Hou
Jessica Hsieh
Logan Charles Hubbard
Ross Craig Hunter
Alex Arash Javanpour
Jeoung Hyun Kawk
Mark Thomas Keating
Bita Kianian
Tian Lan
Christine Kim Lee
Ben Srun Lertsakadet
Xuan Li
Lancy Lin
Ning Ma
Michael Lawrence Marks
Yusi Miao
Kristoffer Boyle Miller
Michael Murata
Zahra Nemati
Huy Long Dinh Ngo
Pedram Pakjesh Pourfard
Marissa Noeleni Pennell
Drew Reilly
Esmeralda Catalina Romero-Lorenzo
Yasemin Sarigul-Klijn
Maryam Shakib
Rachel June Smith
Agneszka Anna Szymanska
Mohammad Torabzadeh
Andrew Trinh
Xinxin Wang
Zachary Joseph Weber-Reitz
Erik Morgan Werner
Zhengwen Xiao
Qu Yue
Marina Zamudio
Shirley Xian Zhang
Yang Zhang
Da Zhao
Jie Zheng
Samuel David Zuke

---

**BIOTECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT**
Aarani Arulmoli
Faisal Chaabani
Jaidev Jayakumar
Lisa Leung
Jing Li
Wayne Mauro
Arko Mukherjee
Punya Narayan
Garima Naswa
Toan Minh Nguyen
Nishant Nirale
Paloma Shah
Ang Zhang
Yuqian Zheng

---

**CHEMISTRY**
Christopher Agee
Hanh Nguyen

---

**CIVIL ENGINEERING**
Muhammad Ak
Jiaqi Chen
Felicia Chiang
Aaron Ka-Ho Chong
Rachelle George Habchi
Reem Nabhani Habib
Samir Elias Hanna
Yiyang Jia
Hao Jing
Preetish Kakoty
Tammie Kuo
Jianda Li
Sisheng Li
Xu Li
Yiqiao Li
Charlotte Anne Love
Eduardo Marino
Wade William Monsen
Kaveh Motamedi
Nowell Verghese Philips
Poojitha Shashi
Shayan Sheikhukbari
Shizhe Shen
Saurabh Singhal
Sixue Wang
Jingxuan Zhang
Lujun Zhang

COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE
Veronica Chu
Tiffany Jean Hwu
Georgina Lean
Prachi Mistry
Leo R. Scholl
Ryan Christopher Stokes
Mac Strelioff

EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE
Gregory Britten
Morgan Gorris
Qian Huang
Daun Jeong
Yara Mohajerani
Catherine Garcia
Dianne Sanchez
Jessica Wang
Christopher Wood
Michael Wood

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Razieh Abedi
Mohammed Alnemari
Amrita Shirish Amte
Preethi Aswath
Harish Athuru
Daniel Gebbran C. Bacilla
Ferreira
Preethi Balaji
Joel Vivek Bandi
Jatin Singh Pritpal Singh Banga
Xuefeng Bao
Gytis Baranauskas
Travis Bartley
Rakh Beekanahilikkopu
Ramegowda
Nader Beigiparast
Ramegowda
Alok Govind Dadlani
Prathyusha Dandamudi
Shayan Daryoush
Xian Du
Summer Leone Dumas
Sina Faezi
Marisa Falatovich
Srishit Ganjoo
Akshara Gundu
Deebrid Gupta
Rhythm Tushar Haji
Vignesh Iathavara
Zhenhao Jiang
Yilun Jin
Xizi Ju
Shyam Naren Kandala
Aishwarya Nitin Kapse
Alireza Karimi Bidhendi
Umar Kazmi
Nikshep Kotha Nagendra
Arisha Kumar
Charles Kafai OR Ka-Fai Lam
Shaunlin Li
Chung-Ming Liang
Yen-Chun Liang
Dongliang Liu
Tianqi Liu
Xiaowei Liu
Ying Liu
Anthony Lopez

Can Luo
Ke Ma
Omid Malekzadeh Arasteh
Michael Robert Manahan
Eric Francis Mannarino
Subramanian Meenakshi
Sundaram
Karan Jitendra Mehta
Rahul Menon
Seyed Mohammad Hossein
Mohammadreza
Bahareh Mostafazadeh Davani
Anjaneya Srujan Narkedamalli
Artin Oshian
Prachi Chetanbhai Parikh
Juhi Ben Mekushibhia Patel
Ameya Paragouda Patil
Ashish Pedballai
Belham Pourghassemi
Najafabadi
Mohammad Radfar
Aswathy Radhakrishnan Nair
Sandip Pravinbhai Raiyani
Ameya Raji
Vaibhav Ramamoorthy
Sujit Rokka Chhetri
Seyedbehzad Samavaty
Nivedhita Sathumurthy
Sadajad Sedighi
Maryam Seyyedhossein
Vacha Manish Shah
Sina Shahhossein
Shenghui Shao
Muskant Sharma
Shannon Stanton
Yu-Jen Su
Zhiyuan Sun
Arpan Sunil Tolat
Anthony Tran
Yuan Tu
Joel David Turner
Veda Uday Upadhye
Nithin Vommadi
Vien Xuan Vu
Hsuan-Yu Wang
Dake Xiao
Bin Xu
Chih-Wei Yang
Imam-Uz Zaman
Rohit Shahaji Zambre
Chongxiang Zeng
Xiaolu Zhai
Tianle Zhang
Hang Zhao
Dawei Zheng
Siyu Zhou

ENGINEERING
Abdulaziz Abdulrahman A
Almalki
Lokeshwer Anga Muthukumar
Eric Anthony Bonfadini
Ashley Marie Ciglar
Jessica Suzanne Condon
Shruthi Vatsyayani Ganesh
Naseem Golestani
Parth Sanjiy Gyani
Mayue Han
Lanchun He
Kaiheng Hu
Young Ro Lee
Ava Moussavi-Aghdam
Samuel Reifsnyder
Zongqing Ren
Mohammad Sassani
Richa Sharma
Ahmad Shirazi
Chengjin Sun
Bocheng Yan
Lingxiang Yun

ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Vishal Chopra
Niharika Dhawan
Basil Joseph Ittiavira
Anuj Jain
Matthew Sean Lai
Qi Luo
Brian Dan Phan
Arun Sanal Kumar
Mahshad Sharifi Serkani
Gowri Srinivasan
Yili Tang
Bryan Vu Trinh
Tingting Yang
Yiyi Yang
Jingwen Yi

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES
Joseph My Van Vo Jr.
Robert M. Weltman

EPIDEMIOLOGY
Andrew Huwen Liem

GENETIC COUNSELING
Bethany Larson Berg
Molly Kathleen Lehman
Emily Nicole Marsh
Holly Ann-Marie Mueller
Susan Shehayeb
Devin Merlene Shuman
Shayna Brianne Sheppard
Svihovec

INFORMATION AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
Sanna Ali
Jamie Brown
Andrew Chang

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Arghavan Arafati
Mohammad Hossein Asadian
Ardakani
Maryam Ashghi
Dylan Boyle
Alejandra Cervantes
Kuan-Wei Chen
Jonathan Chiu
Matthew Robert Clower
Weirui Deng
Arnau Franci Rodon
Donald Joseph Fuller
Juleon Taylor Godfrey
Tianxi He
Daniel J. Jaimes
Jessica Kao

NETWORKED SYSTEMS
Moin Aminnaseri
Huan Chen
Jaehwan Choi
Sushruth Mallipatna Gopal
Ailin He
Zhuomeng Li
Sudeep Meduri
Zhichun Ning
Rishabh Shah
Yixiao Wang
Yoon Kyung Shon
Wei Wang
Xue Yang
Ji Zhang
Yuanfan Zhang

NURSING SCIENCE
Gerald Angeles
Karla Bates
Gertrude Chancellor
Kelsey Chung
Daniel Le
Katherine Lin
Esmeralda Hernandez
Nadia Nguyen
Samantha Normandin
Yesenia Reyes
Erika Roybal
Melanie Schmitz
Sonja Sedano
Rachel Squicciarini
Nicole Stingleff
Elizabeth Symanski
Jamie Tibon
Vanja Zuniga

PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Manuel Candelario

PHYSICS
Andrew Yang

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Ashwin Achar
Arjun Bhadra
Archit Dey
Sarah Gonsalves
Arjun Khode
Swadhwya Kumar
Thomas Kwak
Soumya Mishra
Daniel Morgan
Vijay Krishna Palepu
Akshat Patel

STATISTICS
Brian Backman Okihoro
Steven Brownlee
Jeffrey Chen
Fangfei Cheng
Maricela Cruz
Maxim Dorozyenko
Hengrui Gu
Yifan Guo
Wei Hu
Xiaofan Huang
Glenn Micah Jackson
Eric Lai
Shitian Li
Yiming Liu
Michelle Nuno
Meng Qin
Xiaoxia Shi
Emily Smith
Shen Tong
Edwin Vargas
Yuxiao Wang
Yongshi Xiang
Zhaoshao Zhou

TRANSPORTATION SCIENCE
Runyi Wang

Master of Urban and Regional Planning
Brenna Alexandra Callero
Estefania Cervantes
Eric Chau
Stephanie Chhan
Jacqui Cheng
Courtney Catherine Frahm
Daniel Gonzalez
Pamela Deriquito Guerra
Olivia Michelle Harris
Reem Nabwani Habib
Abdurahman Lachgar
CONGRATULATIONS
to the
CLASS OF
2017
and to
ANTEATER PARENTS, FAMILY & FRIENDS!
UCI
Undergraduate Degree Candidates

Claire Trevor
School of the Arts
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Art
Nadia Kalya Adella
Karina M. Andelian
Seung Kyoung Bae
Cassandra Marie Ayala Balbas
Melissa Buelous
Khue Vu Bui†
Melissa Elizabeth Calvillo
Shalini Chakrabarty
Jasmine Eunjung Chang
Zhiying Chen
Linpei Cheng
Tszy Yan Chow
Janice H. Chung
Keven Colchado*
Yueqiao Dai*
Colleen Faith David†
Jasmine Montana Dillon
Taylor Jon Drake†
Eunice Amaren Edigin
Albert Escobedo
Edith Roman Espinoza
Vanessa Marie Espinoza*
Nathalia Fagundes
Hsung-Ting Fang
Xinyue Fu
Sichen Ge
Danielle Justine Geiger
Alyssa Midori Harper
Aaron Matthew Hilado
Grace Eleanor Hofherr
Xiqiu Huang
Yue Huang†
Diane Ngoc Dien Huynh
Julie Ngoc Lam Huynh
Christin Reif Ibrahim
Da Yae Kim
Janice Hye-. Soo Kim
Na Young Kim
Roy Kim
Zachary David Klein
Hee Won Koo
Hyun Kyung Lee
Jo Eun Lee*
Long Ling Lee
Mingna Li
Zhaorui Li*
Zilu Liang
Junyi Liu
Alexander Charles Lopez
Briona Michel'Le Louis
Danielle Victoria Mariano*
Humberto Marquez
David Joseph Martinez
Isabella Elizabeth Mendoza*
Amy Elizabeth Merwin
Tucker Harry Leong Moody
Rahat Motiwalla
Diane Navarro
Linda Phuong Nguyen*
Marilyn Nguyen†
Mary Elizabeth Painter
Jonah Chang-Jin Park
Bradford Chan Prairie
Kevin Michael Que
Misty Marie Reisman
Rauldie Rodriguez
Talischa Salinas
Eduardo Sanchez*
Alexander Jon Smith*
Hyunjoo Song
Ashley Justina Spellman
Evan Houston Stanfield
Fangisida Sun
Lewen Sun*
Faris Taher
Ana Luisa Torres*
Freddy Villalobos
Jose Villanueva†
Vi Yen Vu†
Mengyi Wang
Danielle Moriah Westbrook
Christopher Lee Wong
Hanqing Xu
Quchen Xu
Yu Xuan*
Alice Yi Yang†
Samuel Charles Yokel
Jiaran Zou

Dance
Tara Aftahi
Tiffany Tram Le Arroyo*
Cayla Nicole Bauer
Laurell Geneva Cancady
Juliana Sophie Cressman†
Colleen Faith David†
Aaron Michael Dirickson
Jamie Nicole Elster
Claire Rebecca Engelmann
Bryonna Collette Gallagher
Michelle Anne Miller
Marissa Amber Moreno
Angela Tristao Nunes
Matthew Michael Olson
Kyra Mae Hortinela Ruiz*
Daniela Jamila Sider
Maddison Jean Simmons*
Brenanna Rhian Stewart
Ivana Victoria Valenzuela
Emily Ai Yamashita

Drama
Anita Abdinezhad
Spencer Evan McEvilly
Andelson
Dalia Ashurina Anderton
Cesar Armando Arias
Camron Patris Ascencio
Gabriel Barriga-Sardinas*
Elise Maria Borgfeldt
Nicholas James Bourgault†
Julia Taber Brunelli†
Jer Xander Cabesas
Xinran Cao
Macaria Guadalupe Chaparro
Martinez
Yu Ling Cheng
I-Jou Chu*
Keven Colchado*
Alexa Briana Crismon
Mae Lynn Crocker
Elizabeth Nicole Crouse
Grecia Cruz
Troy Ashley Dailey
Sean Thomas Deuel†
Timothy Jack Eaton*
Taylor Jalen Fagins
Shannon Marie Funderburk†
Chunjing Gao
Michael Robert Garcia†
Cassandra Diane Grilley
Grace Lynn Currie Harding
Caitlin Paige Harjes*
Christine Elizabeth Hinchee
Diane Kim Ho
Liam Michael Holton
Jalisa Deloris Jackson
Hannah Christine Jarvis
Jordan Christopher Kay
Faith Elizabeth Kim
Jessica Lyndsey Lavelle
Hieu Le
Christopher Liu
Zaynab Yasmine Malik†
Laura Means
Harrison Thomas Meloeny
Kaley Jean Milligan†
Katherine Auggaib Mills

Music
Katarina Li Butenschoen†
Desaree Nicole Johnson
Euiso Kim
Gabriella Aquino Lavadia
Esther Yang

Studio Art
Haysun Chang Kwak
Kelsey Marie Thornton

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

Dance
Jade Alexandra Cole*
Carl Ponce Cubero
Emily Anne Davis*
Terra A. Deal
Julia Louisa Depaoli
Lucile McCarthy Dillon

† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.

This program is not an official list of graduates.

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree and Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Miles Sahms</td>
<td>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett James Sanderson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Zachary Tulley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew W. Xie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-Chen Yeh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Francisco J. Ayala School of Biological</strong></td>
<td><strong>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sciences</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biochemistry and Molecular Biology</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Victoria Boydd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan James Brown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean-Louis Bru</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Herman Cook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Magna Cum Laude</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bushra Fatima</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Tran Hua</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasbir Kaur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleftherios A. P. Lambros</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelica Mae Dela Cruz Lilagan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cum Laude</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khoa Dang Phan Nguyen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cum Laude</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quan Minh Pham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc Anthony Piercy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Magna Cum Laude</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tawwab Abdul Qarha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Scott Richards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megha Sanjiv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Hsien-Luong Scheidt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monika Kaur Singha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Janine Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnathon Truong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Zakharian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biological Sciences</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohamed Mahmoud Abdelaziz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Jay Ednacot Abrigo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephano Marcus Abusleme</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Magna Cum Laude</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arina Adourian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cum Laude</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lida Aghahadah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marwa Neveena Ahady</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masoud Michael Ahmadzai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Man Ahrens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Teopaco Ajoc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hira Habeep Aladroos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolas N. Alexandre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammad Ali</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariam Moosa Ali</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qamber Ali</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamed Aliabbasipoor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cum Laude</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadiyah Najah Aljabri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinab Wisam Alsadek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilar Xochtit Altman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omar Alwan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kassandra Monique Ambriz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rod Aminzadeh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia Maria Angulo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boungiang Juan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cum Laude</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Marie Louise Antonio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micaela Anais Arambel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Sarno Artillaga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirin Asgari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Scott Asoo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ileen Avetyan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Avila</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selma Josefinna Avila</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valente Salvador Ayala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haroon Ahmad Azhand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ki Ju Bae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bardia Bahadari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kajal Kaur Bains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suparna Bajai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roanne Kirsten Saucio Balagtas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ava Bamdad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Cara Ban</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Bangash</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leticia Raquel Banelos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Alexandra Barajas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arpy Mary Barsemian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Grace Bernardo Bautista</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soha Bayginejad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsany Raof Beachay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Padram Beidokhti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cum Laude</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Nicole Benavides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriela Betancourt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kushikiran Kaur Bhandal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gurwak Singh Bhullar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undariya Boldbaatar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sami Samir Borno</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis Lee Brannan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nur Ata Bruss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Collin Buck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie Hoang Anh Bui</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Magna Cum Laude</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Vi Thi Bui</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linsey Bui</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tran Bao Bui</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Helen Burdette</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gurmeeet Anil Buxani Melwani</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kunheng Cai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena Cai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu Trang Cai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trena Thanh Phuong Cai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zicheng Cai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Christopher Cajigal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittney Blair D. Caliviso*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Carbajal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice Stephanie Castillo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Irene Celaya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Cerriteno</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Segura Cervantes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolina Chacon Delgado</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tushank Chadhla</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Kai Chan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Catherine Chan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Wang Chan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Amelia Chatfield</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Kay Chau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cum Laude</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Jan-Shin Chau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Antonio Chavez, Jr.*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Christina Chavez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrey Chawla</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cum Laude</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Sheridan Chiu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina Choi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Chung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Nicole Clark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Ramos Claro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javier Clavijo, Jr.*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Karsen Coggeshall*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masani Halima Coley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Jason Colunga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mai Khang Ton Nu Cong-Huyen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernando Jose Contreras</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chyna Fuster Cotango*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Dewayne Courville, Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klarissa Yvette Covarrubias</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josue Misael Cruz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaun Adam Cruz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cris Andrew Mendoza Cunanan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prabha Dahal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Truc Dang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Dang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khai Dang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phuc Minh Dang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priyanka Das</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angele Minoli De Silva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krystal Lynn Del Castillo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giorgio Borje Dela Cruz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiara Delos Reyes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Deng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cum Laude</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerrold Robert Deshong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aisha Marilyn Diakite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Ruby Diaz*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Bahaar Diaz*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolette Lee Dickinson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Zihan Ding*  
Cecilia Dinh  
Charlene Maxxon-Hong Dinh  
Michael Khoi Nguyen Dinh*  
Gihan Shalitha Dissanayake  
Bogoda  
Anh Quyen Do  
Khang Bao Do  
Paul Alan Do  
Christopher David Doan  
Thu Doan  
Amelia Doe  
Jun Dong  
Jasmine Elmira Douraghi*  
Robert Edward Dunn*  
Brandon Vinh-Nguyen Duong*  
Jonathan Dwilaksono  
Chelsea Josette Dy  
Justine Rebecca Echold  
Jessica Amie Edward  
Letitia Marie Edwards  
Anahid Eslami Farsani  
Joseph Nicolas Fakhoury  
Alex Ing Fan  
Melody Jia Fang  
Magna Cum Laude†  
Asghar Beheshtian  
Ahmed Farooq*  
Justin Latorre Fernandez  
Lena Elizabeth Flair  
Dahlia Patricia Flores  
Lidia Flores  
Lorena Alexandra Fox  
King Nok Martyn Fung  
Fan Gao  
Salsabil Gehan  
Brittany Nicole Gentry  
Rojin Natalie Ghobadi  
Daniel Emee Ghobrial*  
Joseph Frank Giannavala*  
Jasmine Gill  
Saina Gill  
Omar Gomez*  
Jennifer Gomez-Cortez*  
John Luis Gonzalez  
Megan Lopez Gonzalez  
Dilraj Singh Goraya*  
John Gorzal  
Japinder Singh Grewal  
Vanessa Joy Guillermo  
Don Ha  
Kelley My Ha  
Vu Ha  
Ashley Foud Hadweh  
Rami Fadi Halasheh  
Cum Laude†  
Arman Alexander Hamidi  
Malik Hamza  
Sol Hee Han  
Eric John Hanna  
Mary Hanna*  
Samouel Azmy Hanna  
Summa Cum Laude†  
Syed Irfanul Haque  
Evana Haroun  
Jeremy Allen Hart  
Navid Hassan*  
Pouria Hassan Amraji*  
Nerghil Heidarpour  
Constance Jeanette Henderson  
George Heredia, Jr.  
Aracely Hernandez  
Thalia Jovana Hernandez  
Michelle Joni Herrera  
Agata Ho  
Jessica Ho  
Tan Ngoc Ho  
Wing Yan Ho  
Kevin Kha Hoang  
Sophia Khanh Hoang  
Amy Hong  
Sue Yeon Hong  
Faith Hsu  
Jasmine Hsu  
Thein Kyaw Htut  
Hai Lun Hu  
Caleb Benjamin Huang  
Emilie Hui Huang  
Melissa Erin Huang  
Cum Laude†  
Victoria Anne Hull  
Eric Huyhn  
Cum Laude  
Kelly Huyhn  
Leanne Thanh Huynh  
Lyly Thi Huynh  
My Thienn Huynh*  
Peter Thinh Huynh  
Phuc Cao Huynh  
Thin Nguyen Huynh  
William Tian-Xiang Huynh*  
Kian Ireninejadian  
Nico Iribarren  
Delaney Elizabeth Ispip  
Daniela Akari Ito  
Amirali Jaberyazadeh  
Magna Cum Laude  
Bharat Rajan Jain  
Nathan Ryan James  
Magna Cum Laude†  
Fargol Javaherian  
Justin Neema Jeffers*  
Michelle Ivoine Jimenez*  
Alyssa Marie Jones  
Da-Eun Jung  
Denisse P. Junio  
Douglas Alexander Jury  
Brian Henry Kaestner  
Nithya Jeevahanshi Kadhana  
Tina Tessa Kaluoch*  
Deborah Yein Kang  
Jonathan Sanghoon Kang  
Jawaher Dominguez Karram*  
Aveet Kaur  
Nareh Kazarani  
Ivy Mei Kha  
George Marderosian Khamo  
Termeh Khoshniat  
Brandon Nghia Hieu Khuu*  
Waylan Khuu  
Lin Soo Kim  
Sonja Kim  
Sung Kim  
Tiffany Cheyanne Kim  
Dylan G. Kirsh  
Nathalie Kirshman  
Cum Laude†  
Kyle Phillip Kisor  
Melissa Raymond Klaib  
Gabriele Ariana Ko  
Winnie Sao Ting Ko  
Soujanya Kondameedi  
Christopher Thomas Kopan  
Cum Laude  
Arjun Kamboh Kumar  
Felicia Ok Kwon  
So Mee Kwon  
Jenny Ky  
Chandni Manu Labdwa  
Kevin Ting Kai Lai  
Zenfay Lai  
Calvin Lam  
Cum Laude†  
Tanya Peeva Lapkova  
Lydia Yeeyen Lau  
Christina Le  
Dan Van Le  
Hoang Dinh Le*  
Suong Nguyen Le*  
Thao Nguyen Le*  
Yen Thuy Vy Le  
Cum Laude†  
Aurora Gie-Ying Lee*  
Kevin Jongseok Lee  
Matthew Allen Lee  
Mitchell Brandon Lee*  
Regis Lee  
Ryan Benjamin Lee  
Sang Geun Lee  
Sarah Lee  
Timothy Chi Fung Lee  
Cum Laude  
Long Lertpanit*  
Ryan Long Hin Leung  
Stephanie Leung  
Christopher Orion Lew  
Cum Laude†  
David Edward Lewis  
Ming Hui Li  
Susan Yan Yang Li  
Heidi Yahan Liang  
Tammy Shiting Liang  
Alvin Wei Liao  
Catherine Louise Tan Ligad  
Benjamin Lin  
Jeffery Lin  
Jimmy Chun-Yi Lin  
Khin Maung Lin  
Summa Cum Laude†  
Kim Amy Lin  
Angela Y. Liu  
Bonnie Liu  
Jiaoyang Liu  
Sally Liu  
Crystal Lavarias Llanes  
Taylor Brittni Lloyd  
Karlee Ann Long*  
Shan Lu  
Sherry Lu  
Zachary Nathan Lu  
Eric Luc  
Jasmine May Luck*  
Tiffany Lui  
Valerie Luong  
Vivian Nguyen Luu  
Ngoc My Ly*  
Shannon Hue Ly  
Mariel Gah Yee Ma  
Natalee Amanda Macias  
Andrew Jordan Magyar  
Kasim Ali Mahmood  
Magna Cum Laude  
Amir Mahmoodi  
Arzoo M. Mala  
Ian Thomas Manfredo  
Jessica Marquez  
Clair Nervana Mansour  
Bernadette Arlene Marmolejo*  
Alexandra Christine Marquez  
Jose Alfredo Martinez  
Ashik Mathur  
Danny Salem Matty  
Cum Laude†  
Andrew Thomas McCauley  
Kristineh Melik-Kasumyan  
Jonathan Matthew Mendez  
Dory Meraz  
Nithya Jeevahanshi Kadhana  
Tina Tessa Kaluoch*  
Deborah Yein Kang  
Jonathan Sanghoon Kang  
Jawaher Dominguez Karram*  
Aveet Kaur  
Nareh Kazarani  
Ivy Mei Kha  
George Marderosian Khamo  
Termeh Khoshniat  
Brandon Nghia Hieu Khuu*  
Waylan Khuu  
Lin Soo Kim  
Sonja Kim  
Sung Kim  
Tiffany Cheyanne Kim  
Dylan G. Kirsh  
Nathalie Kirshman  
Cum Laude†  
Kyle Phillip Kisor  
Melissa Raymond Klaib  
Gabriele Ariana Ko  
Winnie Sao Ting Ko  
Soujanya Kondameedi  
Christopher Thomas Kopan  
Cum Laude  
Arjun Kamboh Kumar  
Felicia Ok Kwon  
So Mee Kwon  
Jenny Ky  
Chandni Manu Labdwa  
Kevin Ting Kai Lai  
Zenfay Lai  
Calvin Lam  
Cum Laude†  
Tanya Peeva Lapkova  
Lydia Yeeyen Lau  
Christina Le  
Dan Van Le  
Hoang Dinh Le*  
Suong Nguyen Le*  
Thao Nguyen Le*  
Yen Thuy Vy Le  
Cum Laude†  
Aurora Gie-Ying Lee*  
Kevin Jongseok Lee  
Matthew Allen Lee  
Mitchell Brandon Lee*  
Regis Lee  
Ryan Benjamin Lee  
Sang Geun Lee  
Sarah Lee  
Timothy Chi Fung Lee  
Cum Laude  
Long Lertpanit*  
Ryan Long Hin Leung  
Stephanie Leung  
Christopher Orion Lew  
Cum Laude†  
David Edward Lewis  
Ming Hui Li  
Susan Yan Yang Li  
Heidi Yahan Liang  
Tammy Shiting Liang  
Alvin Wei Liao  
Catherine Louise Tan Ligad  
Benjamin Lin  
Jeffery Lin  
Jimmy Chun-Yi Lin  
Khin Maung Lin  
Summa Cum Laude†  
Kim Amy Lin  
Angela Y. Liu  
Bonnie Liu  
Jiaoyang Liu  
Sally Liu  
Crystal Lavarias Llanes  
Taylor Brittni Lloyd  
Karlee Ann Long*  
Shan Lu  
Sherry Lu  
Zachary Nathan Lu  
Eric Luc  
Jasmine May Luck*  
Tiffany Lui  
Valerie Luong  
Vivian Nguyen Luu  
Ngoc My Ly*  
Shannon Hue Ly  
Mariel Gah Yee Ma  
Natalee Amanda Macias  
Andrew Jordan Magyar  
Kasim Ali Mahmood  
Magna Cum Laude  
Amir Mahmoodi  
Arzoo M. Mala  
Ian Thomas Manfredo  
Jessica Marquez  
Clair Nervana Mansour  
Bernadette Arlene Marmolejo*  
Alexandra Christine Marquez  
Jose Alfredo Martinez  
Ashik Mathur  
Danny Salem Matty  
Cum Laude†  
Andrew Thomas McCauley  
Kristineh Melik-Kasumyan  
Jonathan Matthew Mendez  
Dory Meraz

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Jocelyn Linh Nguyen
Jacqueline Phuc Nguyen*
Jackson Nguyen
Isabel Van Nguyen
Hoainhi Ho Nguyen
Isaac Nguyen
Jacqueline Phuc Nguyen*
Jocelyn Linh Nguyen
Cum Laude*

Kasey Duc Nguyen
Kathleen Nguyen
Kevin Duc Nguyen
Summa Cum Laude
Kien Viet Nguyen
Magna Cum Laude*
Kristin Y-Nhi Nguyen
Magna Cum Laude
Ngoc Thi Kim Nguyen
Paul Quoc Hung Nguyen
Theresa Anh-Thi Nguyen
Thien Hung Nguyen
Thuan Hieu Nguyen
Cum Laude‡

Tianna Thuy-Truc Nguyen
Tony Mai Nguyen
Tracy Hoang Nguyen
Tran Bao Nguyen*
Trang Nguyen
Tu Nhi Ngoc Nguyen
Vien Thi Quynh Nguyen
Viet Hieu Nguyen
Vonnie Van Quynh Nguyen
Yen Hai Nguyen
Tanisa Niranakul
Amenda Elizabeth Nirsberg
Tyler James Nixon
Christopher Paul Nowak*
Connor James O’Brien
Cum Laude
Miguel Addonai Olmedo
Danier Sabrina Ong
Cum Laude
Priscilla Ada Orellana
Paige Haruko Onaga Organ
Olayemi Olamide Osibowale
Yehzekiel Natanael Pagler
Jasmine Pang
Eun Sil Park
Eilleena Nazaneen Parsa
Aarti Patel
Cum Laude

Himali Mukeshkumar Patel
Kajal Jayesh Patel
Kush Rajendrakumar Patel
Mayuri B. Patel
Neha Kanu Patel
Om Praful Patel
Yesha Ramesh Patel
Enrico Paul Lopez Payson
Shihanet Pen
Josselyn Karina Pen
Sandy Peng
Alan Perez*
Daniel Edward Perez
David Charles Alejo Perez
Maurice Alexander Perez
Alan Quan Pham
Cathy Thi Ta Pham
Jenny Pham
Kathy Pham
Son T. Pham
Stephanie Thuy Trinh Pham
Thai Binh T. Pham
Theresa Quynh Huong Pham*
Tiffany P. Pham
Vy Thuy Pham
Cum Laude‡

Wendy Uyen Pham
Angella Han Phan
Brian Phan
Thao My Ngoc Phan
Trini Phan
Uyen Thikim Phan
Don Quang Phung
Cum Laude‡
Kimberly Phung
Rebecca Katherine Phung
Carlos Jose Pinedo*
Yasmin Pishvaiy
Michael Edward Poblete
Robert Brandon Ponce
Stacey Delilah Popp
Pouyan Pourseshandari
Deepu Premraj
Joshua Hernandez Prudencio
Christopher Puca
Sandie Jessica Puente*
Sadaf Qadir
Ummulwara Rahnuma Qasim
Dalyna Nguyen Quach
Brenda Quijas
Rakan Saher Qumseya
Bilal Ahmed Raipj
Anushka Sunil Ramnani
Australia Aron Rauz
Cum Laude

Anthony Mark Raus
Yocelyn Recinos
Veronica Ann Renteria
Kathryn Gonzales Reyes
Andrew Haney Rez
Jay Jung Rho
Julie Ann Richardson
Magaly Elizabeth Rodriguez
Samuel Matthew Rodriguez*
Omar Gabriel Rodriguez-Magdaleno
Jefferson Rogelio Rojas*
Paola Romero-Ceron
Teresa Hung Rotert
Maria Virginia Ruano
Eric Thomas Rueda

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
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Hau Vinh Truong
Daisy Minh Nguyet O. Truong*
Cuong D. Truong*
Sally Loyal Trinh
Kylina Thi Trinh
Vincent Phamviet Trieu
Yanet Del Rosario Trejo
Michael Daniel Tran
Trang Jenny Minh Tran-
Tracy Phuong Tran*
Tien Thuy Tran*
Tien Nguyen Ngoc Tran
Thy Thy Tran
Thomas Jonathan Tran
Tien Thuy Tran*
Tien Nguyen Ngoc Tran
Tien Thuy Tran*
Tracy Phuong Tran*
Trang Jenny Minh Tran-
Magna Cum Laude†
Michael Daniel Trang
Yanet Del Rosario Trejo
Vincent Phamviet Trieu
Magna Cum Laude†
Kyliana Thi Trinh
Sally Loyalt Trinh
Cuong D. Truong*
Daisy Minh Nguyet O. Truong*
Hau Vinh Truong
Huy Minh Truong
Peter Truong
Matthew Anthony Tsai
Summa Cum Laude†
Yuuq Tseng
Wei-Kang Tseng
Matthew Mitsuo Tsunawaki
Yuuq Tu
Alexa Nicole Twet
Maria Soledad Valencia
Nina Hwe Van
Juliana Marie Vanni
Cristo Jovanny Vargas Sanson
Rebecca Mary Varghese*
Ariana Lizbet Villa
Catherine Thanh Vo
Cum Laude†
Leyna Vo, Sr.
Ngoc Tran Bich Vo
Amy Yu
Ariel Nhu Vu
Brian Yu
Cathy Vu
Jessica Ngoc Vu
Julie Vu
Michelle Nguyen Vu
Paul Quoc Vu
Cum Laude
Remy Phuong Vu
Summa Cum Laude
Tracy Phuong Vu
Cum Laude
Prema Drarnesh Vyas
Sager Singh Walia
Cassidy Lee Walker
Paul Bredino Walker, Jr.
Daniel Robert Waller
Chris Wang
Ge Wang*
Taylor Chung-Tai Wang
Xindi Wang*
Bryanna Aimee Ward
Erik Robert Warren
Huan Wei
Sutter Jon Wells
Daniel Daewoo Whang
Timothy Michael Wihler
Magna Cum Laude†
Heshan Wijegunaratne
Benson Wong
Emily Erica Wong
Jasmine Ying Wong
Justin Nicholas Wong
Sandy Wong
Tina Ting Wong
Amanda Joy Woodbury*
Julia Ann Wu*
Binzi Xu
William Xu
Justine Ryoko Yamashiro
Cum Laude†
Albert Yan
Yi Fei Yang
Nabil Yazdi
Chandler Kate Yee
Ling-Li Yen
Yuan-yuan Yi
Cum Laude†
Gerianne Kristin Ylagan
Fan Yon Bai
Justine Haley Young
Daniel Yu
Kuan-Ting Yu
Xiaoxin Yu*
Florogail Reyes Yuyusico*
Hyder Raza Zaidi
Araxi Nancy Zakarian
Aaron Ricardo Zaldana*
Setareh Zareh*
Ronak Zebarjedi*
Mario Ernesto Zelaya, Jr.
Judy Zhou
Rufeng Zhou
Usama Zia
Biology/ Education
Jessica Ferrer Carr
Julie Allyssa Carrillo
Kevin James Trejo
Developmental and Cell
Biology
Kristen Victoria Ampig
Jeong Woo Han
Cum Laude†
Ariela Fritzie Khandadash
Xiao Liu*
Xinyi Ma
Minh Thi Bao Nguyen*
Cum Laude†
Tori Raquel Tucker
Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology
Allen Chan
Peter Quoc Lam
Catherine Thu Le
Alberto Enrique Lopez
Jovanny Lopez*
Chloe Morgane Nouzille
Brittany Marie Ottsen
Mackenzie Shane Peich
Exercise Sciences
Sareen Pateel Ayvazian
Rocio Guadalupe Fernandez
Andrew Douglas Gong
Cum Laude†
Karim Laura Grathwohl
Alexa Monica Hadinoto
Ari Khandadash
Thuy-Vi Pham Le
Cum Laude†
Shannon May Lee
Cum Laude†
Ethan Benjamin Luong
Daniel Mai
Cum Laude†
Stephanie Michelle Soohoo
Genetics
Joshua Ambrosio Chevez
Gustavo Diaz Cruz
Keara Villao Flores
Robert Gary Lewis
Florence Michelle Ramirez
Francisco Javier Rodriguez
Yazmin Irene Rodriguez
Bahareh Sorouri
Shelby Christine Stauffer
Paulina Tran
Ken Vittayaurukskul
Sabrina Jennifer Will
Steven Manuel Zepeda
William Meng Zhao
Human Biology
Sasha Jahan Belaluddin
Cum Laude
Cum Laude†
Henry K. Chang
Robert K. Dang
Lela Wight Fossett
Cum Laude†
Jocelyn Gia-Linh Ha
Cum Laude†
Tuyet-Trinh Thi Ho
Alexander James Huang
Cum Laude†
Christy Chau Huynh
Jonwei Wesley Hwang
Cum Laude†
Ramneet Kaur
Stephanie H. Kim*
Cyrus Yu Yang Lin
Ma Hazelene Libatique Merluza
Cum Laude†
Anh Mai Nguyen
Cum Laude
Cum Laude†
Andrew Douglas Gong
Magn Cum Laude†
Karim Laura Grathwohl
Alexa Monica Hadinoto
Ari Khandadash
Thuy-Vi Pham Le
Cum Laude†
Shannon May Lee
Cum Laude†
Ethan Benjamin Luong
Daniel Mai
Cum Laude†
Stephanie Michelle Soohoo
Han Ngoc Tran
Daisy Minh Nguyet O. Truong*
Cuong D. Truong*
Sally Loyal Trinh
Kylina Thi Trinh
Vincent Phamviet Trieu
Magna Cum Laude†
Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.

† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Helena May Nguyen  
Cum Laude†  
Victoria Bao Quynh Nguyen  
Lizette Guadalupe Nunez  
Maganá*  
Bansari Ashokbhai Patel  
Celine Hien Phong  
Cum Laude†  
Andrew Pop  
Cum Laude†  
Nathanial Nash Shon  
Kezia Ivanka Surjanto  
Ece Naz Tan  
Magna Cum Laude†  
Lakshmi Rekha Vrittamani  
Ashley Rianne Wong  
Gordon George Yee  
Cum Laude†  
Tara Zahed  
Cum Laude†  
Microbiology and Immunology  
Jafar Abduljalil Al Souz  
Jeffrey Cameron Backofen  
Lucy Lin Chen  
Keyan Armon Jalihi  
Collin Matthew Joyce  
Cum Laude†  
Kendall Fang Kearsn  
Guadalupe Lockwood  
Jesus R. Ramirez Castano

Neurobiology  
Alejandro Alvarez  
Sahar Amoozadeh  
Summa Cum Laude†  
Kerills Hossam Azer Habashi  
Cezar Ribeiro De Borba, Jr.  
Colleen Chau*  
Edison Chen  
Yizhou Chen  
Cum Laude†  
Daniel Adrian Del Barrio-Amil  
Cum Laude  
Nida Fatima  
Rachael Elizabeth Hokenson  
Cum Laude  
Melissa Lynn How  
Mawaheb Hassan Kassir  
Magna Cum Laude†  
Darren Jin Kong Lee  
Ryan Harris Leeds  
Parinaz Malakzadeh  
Cum Laude†  
Ajinkya Samir Mawley  
Malika M. Mirvokhidova  
Nur Fatimah Bint Timur Mirza

Omar Morales-Haro  
Magna Cum Laude†  
Alicia Danielle Navarro*  
Erick Francisco Navarro  
Christopher Quang-Minh Nguyen*  
Elias Periklis Papadopoulos  
Maria Isabella Piedimonte  
Emily Kara Provenzano  
Mario Quintero Salazar  
Cum Laude†  
Andy Ernesto Ramirez  
Sergio Serafin  
Setareh Shekarchi  
Jenaro Soto  
Faris Taher  
Danielle Virginia Tran  
Cameron Wade Vandenakker  
Nam Huu Vo  
Kevin Yi Xu  
Cum Laude  
Katayune Yazdi-Nejad  
Cum Laude†  
The Paul Merage School of Business  
BACHELOR OF ARTS  
Business Administration  
Juan Cruz Aguilar  
Magna Cum Laude†  
Nicole Sandra Amaro*  
Winny Angeline  
Anthony Angkawijaya  
Medha Asthana  
Aide Oyuki Avalos  
Aoun Issa Nasser Ayyoub  
Esperanza Botello  
Cum Laude†  
Michael Thomas Bryan  
Jeffrey Van Bui  
Tiffany Bui  
Kevin Jaime Caballero  
Yuwei Cai  
Edwin Josue Carrillo  
Parmeet Singh Chadha  
Eunice Chu Chang  
Li-Xing Chang  
Cum Laude†  
Audrey Ka-Yan Cheah*  
Jue J. Chen  
Shaozhuan Chen  
Siping Chen*  
Xiaoqian Chen  
Yingzhu Chen*  
Andrew Cheng  
Ariel Shine Cheng  
Dongxue Cheng  
Ryan Chew  
Adrienne Hoang Anh Chu  
Cum Laude†  
Madeline Jane Clark  
Elizabeth Nicole Crouse  
Arden Elaine Davis  
Summa Cum Laude†  
Nicolette Marie Detrich  
Edith Roman Espinoza  
Vicki Huiqi Fan  
Daniel Flores Islas  
Joshua Eric-Rawlerson  
Fukagawa  
Jordan Blake Galen  
Nghi Man Giang  
Noopur Asit Gosalia  
Cum Laude†  
Angelo Guo  
Yingnan Guo  
Aileen Christmas Ha  
Magna Cum Laude†  
Lu Han  
Madhav Hans  
Tiffanie Hassanally  
Yuchao He  
Heather Lee Hermesman  
Michael Chi Ho  
Yan Yi Ho  
Huimin Hu  
Magna Cum Laude†  
Cerise Wenyi Huang*  
Jeff Jinglu Huang  
Summa Cum Laude†  
Jessica Huang  
Jessica Huang  
Quyi Huang  
Yichun Huang  
Gabriel Husain Kennan  
Dennis Trung Huynh  
Sharon Shien Hwang  
Jason Masaru Ibara  
Aileen Lan Ju  
Irene Sora Kang  
Suraj Kumar Khurana  
Hee Joo Kim  
Jiho John Kim  
Sehyun Kim  
Allison Marie Klas  
Esperanza Botello  
Cum Laude†  
Jessica Huang  
Jessica Huang  
Quyi Huang  
Yichun Huang  
Gabriel Husain Kennan  
Dennis Trung Huynh  
Sharon Shien Hwang  
Jason Masaru Ibara  
Aileen Lan Ju  
Irene Sora Kang  
Suraj Kumar Khurana  
Hee Joo Kim  
Jiho John Kim  
Sehyun Kim  
Allison Marie Klas  
Vanisha Kothari*  
Lauren C. Kung  
Cum Laude  
Austin Lam  
Summa Cum Laude†  
Katherine Lynn Lavelle  
Shannon Valerie Lee  
Yoobin Lee  
Becky Li  
Jing Li  
Lianjin Li  
Mengqi Li  
Peihang Li  
Cum Laude†  
Yvonne Li  
Shirley Liang  
Sarah Tung-Li Lin  
Emily Liu  
Qiaoyun Liu  
Brandon Xavier Lopez  
John Michael Lopez  
Yayue Luo  
Rachel Ma  
Xingyu Ma  
Merueedee Mahasiri  
Samira Mahzabeen  
Christine Vu Mai  
Vivian Mai  
Aaron Yasuo Matsumoto  
Ryan Luke Mayfield  
Vishal Menon  
Ernesto Miguel  
Kelli Cameron Miranda  
Dana Tuong Han Nguyen  
Dena Lan Nguyen  
Jenny Nhu Nguyen  
Kristin Thao-Vy Nguyen  
Gevorg Arman Novshadyan  
Akiho Joey Ogawa  
Payal Mukeshbhai Patel  
Rosshi Subhash Patel*  
Yesenia Perez-Benitez  
Kristine Thienan Pham  
Nhi Tuyet Pham  
Darlena Thoai Duyen Thi Phan  
Katie Lynn Qualman  
Nicole Amares Ramirez  
Mayte Rendon  
Tori Renee Reynolds  
Fernanda Rodriguez Carlos  
Janet Romen  
Iris Hyejune Shim  
Ian Mitchell Mitsuo Shropshire  
Cum Laude†  
Jackie Siu  
Anita So  
Chengqing Song*  
Xianzhi Su  
Jennifer Southern Sun  
Hubert Minhvi Ta  
Linda Huy Taing  
Shuting Tan  
Chrisy Alexandra Tanubrata  
Albert Tao  
Hannah Corrie Thrash  
Rebecca Tian

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.  
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Elaine Ton
Jennifer Anh-Thu Nguyen Tran
Linsey Tran
  *Cum Laude†*
Maggie Jiayin Tsui
Sirus Turkzadeh
Ka Kit U.
Raquel Ann Balmes Uy
Peter Thomas Van Voorhis
Tyler Hieu Vu
Sandy Su Wai
Chenlu Wang
Huayi Wang
Kanglei Wang
Peng Wang
Yachen Wang
  *Cum Laude†*
Akiko Watanabe
  *Cum Laude†*
Nicole Taylor Paige Williams
Annie Wong
  *Magna Cum Laude†*
Connie Sandra Wong
Rebecca Wong
Alex Wu
Christopher Kai-Yin Wu
Jenny Ellen Wu
Tianyi Xia
Haorong Xie
Shao Juan Xu
Biyi Yang
  *Cum Laude†*
Connie Yang
Ye Yao
Zhensheng Ye
Samantha Yen Li Yeo
  *Cum Laude†*
Chun-Li Yu
Sabrina Sultan Yunus
Siyu Zhao
Gaojin Zheng
  *Cum Laude†*
Han Zheng*
Jiajia Zheng
Lei Zheng
Dandan Zhou
Honglu Zhou
Mo Zhou
Yibo Zhou

School of Education

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Education Sciences
Noel Cruz Acasio*
Kristie Jenna Ahn
Maryann Mohammed Al-Yami
Moravia Alba-Campos
Melissa Lizbeth Alcantar
Cesar Alcaraz
Karina Aldana
Katerine Brixaida Alegria
Kenneth Karl Filoteo Almanaz
Heriberto Alonso, Jr.
Nicole Sandra Amaro*
Rebecca Amavizca
  *Cum Laude†*
Felene Saratha An*
Elizabeth Andrade
Olivia Andrade
Angela Angeles Angeles
Melissa Antonio*
Kandance Tracy Aragon
Mark Kevin Mirasol Arante
Kirsten Justine Arce
Daisy Stephanie Arellano
Natalie Cardona Arellano
Cesar Armando Arias
Angelica Armenta-Bonilla*
Karayma Arriaga
Amanda Hai-Ying Au
Ruby Esmeralda Avalos
  Contreras
Elizabeth Avila
Jessica Hanni Bae*
Drizelle Anne Baluyot
  *Cum Laude†*
Byron Daniel Barahona
Rita Marie Barber*
Araceli Barrio
Astrid Eldia Bartolo
Dayana Celeste Benitez
  *Magna Cum Laude†*
Aracely Bermejo
Joshua Mamaril Blanco
Taysiaenea Denise Brodie
  *Magna Cum Laude†*
Dong-Tho Buu*
Karina Michelle Calderon
Amy Guadalupe Canal
Lesly Nora Caradenos
Suzanne Caradenos
Brenda Monserrat Castellanos
Felix Zain Castillo
Marilynn Castillo*
Jose Manuel Castrejon
Jennifer Chavez-Castro*
Valerie Chan
Taylor Marissa Chanes*
Li Quan Cynthia Chang
Pao-Sheng Chang
Angelina Chanthanouvong
Ashley Chao
Michelle Mong Truc Chau
Irene Doris Chen
Ling Chen
Runzhi Chen*
Austin Cheng
Jennifer Tori Chew
Kanica Chi
Rachel Marty Chow
Tuky Chowdhury
Joshua Joseph Chun
  *Cum Laude†*
Blanca Leticia Cine-Garcia
Astrid Colindres
Alejandra Contreras-Macias
Kylie Nalani Cordero*
Enrique Cornejo
Cindy Ariana Cortez
Dulce Edith Corum*
Silvia Nicole Coto Polanco
Loniique Michelle Cowan
Andrew Kevin Cronin
Grecia Cruz
Ilaina Karina Cruz*
Jovany Cruz
Tess De Lange
Jamrenzse Jeannylle De Leon
Jonathan Merari De Leon
Ashley C. Deboef
Juanne Marie Lumagui
Deguzman
Aliyah M. Deiz*
Emily Rose Dmytryk
  *Summa Cum Laude†*
Elizabeth Carol Doudera
Elvia Alejandra Duran*
Bella Itzquezee Echeverria*
Ragiah Medhat Ismail El Shantaly*
Lillian Berhanu Engeda
Teyent Engeda
Eric Xavier Enriquez
Lizette Espino Bardales
Yuhua Fang
Alexandro Favela
Karen Liliana Fernandez
Xitali Fernandez
  *Magna Cum Laude†*
Amber Estefhanie Figueroa
Marleni Flores
Pablo Roberto Flores
Melody Janae Realin Foley
Mingyang Gao
Amy Doreen Gaona
Ashley Michelle Garcia
Brenda Nabetza Garcia
Clarissa Espinoza Garcia
Elisa Garcia
  *Cum Laude†*
Jessica Garcia
Tina Gee
Estefhanie Gomez
Ashley Christine Gonzalez
Gene Vincent Gonzalez
Jessica Vanessa Gonzalez
  *Magna Cum Laude†*
Joanna Gonzalez
Juan Carlos Gonzalez
Karen Perez Gonzalez
Stephania Gonzalez
  *Cum Laude†*
Yolitzma Gonzalez
Tracy Cui Lin Guan
Gabriela Guzman
Cassandra Gloria Hall
Lu Han
Simon Joe Harrison
  *Cum Laude†*
Myltynn A. Henry
Neira Mariana Hernandez Acosta
Maria Stephanie Hernandez
Monica Hernandez
Stephanie Hernandez-Gomez
Frank Giovanni Heyward
Pauline Ho
  *Cum Laude†*
Kathleen Jane Hobkirk
Iris Lee Hou
  *Cum Laude†*
Erika Huerta
Anna Margarita Huth
Jessica Huynh
Emily Marie Jackson
Samantha Danielle James
Jazmin Jimenez
  *Cum Laude†*
Jose Ivan Jimenez
Karen Maria Jimenez
  *Cum Laude†*
Marisa Ann Jorgensen
Se Ghe Jun*
Cody Eugene Justman
Gaganpreet Kaur
Dominique Wiesia Kersh*
Imili Khtija Khair
Channie Kim
  *Cum Laude†*
Christine Jang Eun Kim*
Elizabeth Kim
Ellen Hyun Kim
Eun Sol Kim
Jessica H. Kim
Aisha Ruth Knight
Lindsay Marie Koch

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Manami Koizumi  
*Magna Cum Laude†
Rachel Shauna Krugliak
Hannah Coleen Lane
Dana Lynn Lapsley
Paola Lara-Chavez
Katherine Charles Lasure
Lena Marie Latour
Chanel Dior Lau
Cynthia Xue Lay
Hieu Le
Clare Hyun-Sun Lee
Dani Jordan Lee
Ji Eun Lee
Judy Lee  
*Cum Laude†
Kelsey Soo-Yeon Lee  
*Magna Cum Laude†
Yerin Lee*  
*Cum Laude†
Connie Li
Rachel Lim
Jennifer Lima
Emeline Lopez
Briania Courtney Louie
Nancy Thuy Lu
Adriana Guadalupe Lucas
Alejandra Lucatero
Kitty K. Lui  
*Cum Laude†
Cindy Huy Taing
Tzu-Han Tai
Ambyr Nycole Stewart*  
*Cum Laude†
Marah Michelle Stevenson
Khajidmaa Soyoltulga
Yoonsun So
Jessica Kaur Singh
Yoonsun So
Elias Alberto Soriano
Khadidmaa Soyoltulga
Michael Vincent Sperber
Marah Michelle Stevenson
Ambyr Nycole Stewart*  
*Cum Laude†
Tzu-Han Tai
Cindy Huy Taing
Megumi Tanaka
Jessica Tang
Claudia Cassandra Tapia
Jennifer Le Tarm*
Kelsey Joy Texeira
Samantha Thang
Isaiah Claude Thompson
Haley Marie Thorsen
Andrea Thuy Linh Tieu  
*Cum Laude†
Matthew James Tilley
Jocelyn To
Brian Vinh Tran
Julie Hoa Tran
Teresa-Trang Tran*
Theresa Thieman Tran
Tracey Kim Tran
*Cum Laude†
Winny Ming Tran
Brenda Rubi Trujillo Sanchez
Nhan Thanh Truong  
*Magna Cum Laude†
Brendan Tyler Turpin
Brandon Songkheang Ung
Kimberly Manh Ung  
*Cum Laude†
Marlene Isamar Uriostegui
Jesus Alejandro Valdez
Edwin Valencia
Yunuen Valencia*  
*Cum Laude†
Kia Christy Yang
Deyc Yargas Equivil
Jade Mari Vasconcellos
Jaime Antonio Vasquez
Janeth Vazquez Batista
Gabriela Valentina Vazquez
Lucero Vazquez
Mariana Blanca Veloz
Belen Villanueva
Luci Anais Villasenor
Jesus Alfredo Villegas
Vanessa Viramontes
Hannah Joy Virgin
Randie Leilani Vlahakis
Thu Anh Vu
Shraddha Bhupendra Waghela*  
*Magnus Cum Laude†
Maggie Jean Wakelin
Shraddha Bhupendra Waghela*  
*Cum Laude†
Thu Anh Vu
Shraddha Bhupendra Waghela*
Maggie Jean Wakelin
Emma Noel Walsh
*Degree anticipated summer 2017.
†Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Jessica Faye Yib  
Cum Laude†
Katrina Stacie Yip  
Magna Cum Laude†
Wanxin Yue  
Cum Laude†
Iliana Carolina Zepeda  
Yining Zhu  

The Henry Samueli School of Engineering  
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE  
Aerospace Engineering  
Aaron Michael Acosta  
Ali Hassen A. A. Almulla*  
Alexander Nicholas Alvara  
Michelle Lenuta Antimie  
Cum Laude†
Alfonso Arreguin  
Joshua Christopher Baldwin  
William Joseph Berrios  
Sven Fabien Blaser  
Justin David Block  
Sovan Bopha  
Tai Wei Chen  
Cum Laude†
Richard Cheng  
Waleed Zaher Dahbour  
Zachary Tadeusz De Motte  
Dean Anthony Defuria  
Kunal Ujwal Deshpande  
Julian Abela Elizararas  
James Michael Faber II  
William Conner Farrell  
Magna Cum Laude†
Luis Carlos Gallegos  
Ryan Andrew Gregson  
Janelle Gimane Harkous  
Cum Laude†
Jundong Hu  
Magna Cum Laude†
Brandon Michael Jalenti*  
Chirantha Lahiru Osand  
Kaluthanthri  
Justin Patrick Kerr  
Daniel Martin Klebe  
Andy Vu Lam  
Hai Kham Lam  
Phu Gia Le  
Vishnu V. Maharaj  
Luis A. Mariscal  
Jesus Martinez  
Romik Mejilunyan  
Francisco Gilberto-Barajas  
Mendoza  
Alan Anthony Meza  
Nima Mohseni  
Summa Cum Laude†
Samuel Morales  
Isaiah Christian Navarro  
Jimmy C. Ngo  
Calvin Phuong Nguyen  
Vietmy Huu Nguyen  
Magna Cum Laude†
Bryan Gustavo Orozco  
Oziel Dante Ortiz  
Justin Davis Oyas  
Ernesto Raul Peralta  
Christopher Perez*  
Andrew Mark Perfetti*  
Navpreet Singh Plaha  
Wenjun Qu  
Kelley Rachel Quisbert*  
Tyler James Rasmussen  
Christian Rafael Rodriguez  
Anchit Roy  
Giovani Javier Ruiz  
Cum Laude†
Kelsey Nicole Safar  
Pedro Manuel Salcedo  
Masahiro Sato*  
Vadim Slyusarchuk  
Shanuka Raiven Solanga  
Arachchige  
Chung Joo Song  
Jonathan Matthew Sullivan  
Cum Laude†
Thomas Keegan Sullivan  
Peter Daniel Sutliff*  
Neptali Toribio  
Daniel Tran  
Cum Laude†
Eric Luc Trieu  
Elizabeth Beatriz Valdez  
Aakash Verma  
Magna Cum Laude†
Johnny Wong  
Cheng Wei Ye  
Timothy Zaragoza  

Biomedical Engineering  
Jonathan Shifferraw Abebe  
Ali Hassan Aboughaida  
Magna Cum Laude†
Akshita Agrawal  
Shreya Akkenapally  
Hisham Ali  
Sara Anis  
Summa Cum Laude†
Karim Oussama Arabi  
Amirah Aryan  
Ambar Alejandra Avila  
Miguel Bautista  
Irene C. Beltran*  
Sara Mohibou Bouki  
Ryan Lee Boyle*  
Junning Cai  
Alexander Youyuan Chang  
Wesley Chiang  
Jonathan Chong  
Kang San Chun  
Jesse Stephen Collins  
Andrew Dam  
Summa Cum Laude†
Sean Christopher Dang  
Eljiah Patrick Palisco De Guzman  
Krystal Kayla Devezin  
Stella Olivia Doering  
Magna Cum Laude†
Dishant Parshottam Donga  
Joshua David Drum  
Robert Edward Dunn*  
Mahrub Fatima  
Leslie Anne Fernando  
Christopher Bryan Foskett  
Louis Michael Frank  
Xihui Gao  
Cum Laude†
Yiwei Gao  
Najla Ahmed Hafez  
Mohammad Hosseini  
Hanze Hu  
Samantha Shih Wei Huang  
Samantha Shiwei Huang  
Scott Andrew Kelley  
Junghyun Kim  
Scott Vang IV  
Audrey Tran Vu  
Timothy J. Wan  
Kellie Miki Won  
Yihang Xin*  
Chenkai Xu  
Parsa Zanami Mazdeh  
Yongxiaozhou  
Cum Laude†

Biomedical Engineering: Premedical  
Winnie Cheng  
Brian Berk Dertli  
Magna Cum Laude†
Ali Majid Farhat*  
Ivy Thuy Vy Le  
Cum Laude†
Lauren Gihae Lee  
Amin Mahmoodi  
Shahar Thomas Malkasian  
Mahan Sepehr Naem  
Magna Cum Laude†
Malcolm Su  
Summa Cum Laude†

Chemical Engineering  
Samer Wael Alghalayini*  

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.  
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Jacqueline Rose Medina
Gregory Fredrick Martinez
Kevin Hoang Ly
Son Hoang Luong
William Anthony Luengas
Jose Armando Linares, Jr.
Caitlin C. Lim
Amanda Nicole Lew
Edward Paul Lesnansky III
Christopher Glen Lee
Daniel Frederick Lapp
Christine Kim Lao
Peter Lam
Christine Kim Lao
Daniel Frederick Lapp
Christopher Glen Lee
Okechi Eze Kwem
Simon Ho
Nohora Alejandra Hormaza-Mejia
Joseph Emil Jimenez
Eric Matthew Kimball
Magnus Cum Laude†
Edward Paul Lesnansky III
Cum Laude†
Amanda Nicole Lew
Caitlin C. Lim
Jose Armando Linares, Jr.
William Anthony Luengas
Son Hoang Luong
Cum Laude†
Kevin Hoang Ly
Gregory Fredrick Martinez
Jacqueline Rose Medina
Shiaki Arnett Minami
Magnus Cum Laude†
Zaki Abdullah Molvi
Eric Kenneth Moy
Kasha Lynne Muzila
Katelynn Ng
Cum Laude†
David Viet Nguyen
Henry Hong Nguyen
Vicky Nguyen
Qi Ni
Cum Laude†
Sang Jin Oh
Ryan Minh Phan
Calvin Gregory Pollard
Noah Kane Popick
Mark-Jason Balaba Ramon
Paolo Zapanta Ramos
Cum Laude†
Nader Sebastian Razmdjoo
Ezekiel Castro Razon
Miguel Angel Renteria
Samuel Wood Richesson
Cum Laude†
Royce Roland Sato
Kosuke Seki
Magnus Cum Laude†
Rida Shakil
Dian Song*
Omar H. Tarif
Shanka Sandeepa Udgampola
Katarina Chane Van
Wongtergum
Ha Cam Vu
Kha Thiou Vu
Bryan Vuong
Jonathan Cheng Wang
Ryan Manuel Weiner
Ryan Takahiro Yoshikawa
Nicholas Zajicek
Jacqueline J. Zou
Civil Engineering
Karen Lizette Adame*
Abdullah Fahad A. Aldamer
Cum Laude†
Deysi Alvarado
Cristen Trang Alvarez
Juliana Kimberly Andrews
Adil Waleed Attiyah
Pierre Lorenzo Augustin
Alireza Bebbahani
Simon Hung Cai
Jonathan Calderon*
Runze Cao*
Youren Cao
Juan Antonio Cerros
Karen Cecilia Cervantes
Kevin JI Chang
Beini Chen
Brandon K. Chen
Wesley B. Chen
Lydia Saerom Chun*
Paige Renee Cibart
Brando Valentino Cruz
Markovic Obcemea Dobla
Ana Karen Dominguez Haros
Yonathan Esquivel
Taylor John Evans
Janhin Daniel Fong
Jean-Paul Genie
Diego Gonzalez-Madrigal
Israel Gudino
Jiho Joseph Ha
Yousef Raad Habhab
Vivian Hang
Perla Estrella Herrera
Thomas Eric Hodges
Di Hu
Winnie Yong Shan Hu
Kyle Hwang
Natolie Jensen
Cum Laude†
Daniel Arash Jordan
Cum Laude†
Kristy Chung Kim
John Warren King
Iris Han La
David H. Lee
David Key Lee
Michael S. Lee
Jacqueline Rosario Lerma
Bowen Liang
Toni Lacey Longabardi
Elaine Luong
Lamont Jermaine Lynch
Grant Henry Magnanelli
Brenda Guadalupe Maldonado
Mersy Margiana Maradiaga
Luis Alberto Mariscal
Harrison Jonathan Martin
Esau Francisco Martinez
Ulises Martinez
Guillermo J. Medina
Lusine Mezhlumyan
Shehroz Shahid Mirza
Christopher Que Ngo
Sunny Phuong Nguyen
Cum Laude†
Rene B. Ocampo, Jr.
Cum Laude†
Devraj Oza
Liyang Pang*
Brandon Gordon Pence
Kenneth Gray Peterson
Eric Connor Pfautz
Summa Cum Laude†
Thuc Viet Duy Pham
Farzaneh Pirahmadi
Cum Laude†
Kamran Shahzad Qadeer
John Francis Rowe IV
Sina Sagha
Viviana Sanchez
Brian Ly Seng
Lorenzo Xavier Sevidal
Amrita Ravi Shankar
Evan Karl Shipley
Cum Laude†
Christopher Robert Smith
Delbert Christopher Smith-Lavezzi
Zhichen Song
Yvonne Soto
Arwa Tizani
Kennick King Tong
Evelyn Vn Tran*
Vivian Wan-Ru Tseng
Mai Der Vang
Evan Razmik Vartan
Joanna Marie Delgado Vergara
Dmitri Kyle Villanueva
Robert Efren Vitug
Cyrus Wan*
Jeffrey Winatakusuma
Justin R. Wu
Marina Elizabeth Young-Meyers
Chelse Marissa Yuen
Computer Engineering
Alexander Cruz Almanza*
Ivan Blanco Moreno
Brandon Tran Cao*
Stefan Cao
Tianyi Cao
Jeffrey Eric Chan
Tony Chen Cai
Ye Jin Choi
Paul Chun
Tristan Delforge
Kyle Casimir Domaszewicz
Yuji Michael Dornberg
Hai Ngoc Duong
Christian Wade Eddington
John Tim Efseaff
Narvik Ghalremanians
Justin Edward Hempsey*
Michael Ray Herrera
Franklin R. Hool
Marwin Rome Jacinto
Daniel Jooryabi

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Yebraksi Kouzoukian
Kyle H. Lam
Nathan Le
Jonathan G. Loui
Jack Collin Koakaikaina Melcher
Xianpei Meng
Hunter Shenei Meurrens
Spielberg Michel
Kevin Ngo
Tony Nguyen
Dyann Ramos Oreas
James Ryan Ortiz-Luis
Tony Tu Phi
Kent Aaron Plantze
Austin David Raun
Elliot John Rhee
Luis Santos Ribaya, Jr.
Allan Rodriguez
Mario De Jesus Ruiz
Nehme Saikali
Brendon Salinas
Saimil Mayur Shah
Tyler Patrick Stevens
Cum Laude†
Tex Ray Taylor
Parth Himmat Thummar
Jim To
Alexander Duy Tran
Chi-Khanh Anissa Tran
Andrew Nam Trinh
Michael Leon Alexander Alvin Tseng
Anurag Vaddi Reddy
Cum Laude†
Linda Vang
Gaurav Venkatesh Raghavan
Travis Brian Wolf
Yixiang Yan
James Yi*
Andrew Yu
Ryan Richie Yuen
Derek Zhang
Yuxiang Zhao
Magna Cum Laude†
Enze Na Zheng
Shuai Zheng*
Cheng Zhu

Computer Science and Engineering
Christopher Hodge Amaya
Alejandro Andres Bustelo
Matthew Erich Butrovich
Cum Laude†
Leon Trinh Cao
Summa Cum Laude†
Margarette Tan Catanghal
Nathan Kin Chung Chan
Eric Cho
Karen Thao Vi Chu
Hugh Hung Dang
Aaron Avraham Daniel
Paul Vinh Dao
Cum Laude†
Arte Ebrahimi
Cum Laude†
Matthew Evan Footitt
Jose Heriberto Garcia
Sonum Rajan Hingorani
Bhuvnesh Kumar*
Andy Le
Jie Ying Li
Tina Li
Yanlin Lu
Krystopher Mandujano
Justin Thomas McKibben
Binh Ngoc Nguyen
Cum Laude†
Heran Kamlesh Patel
Andrew Yoichi Picard
Esther Cheryl Poon
Gabriel Adam Sasson
Christopher Miles Sherman
Hector German Solano
David Tran
Mansi Tyagi
Shanka Sandeepa Udugampola
Tej Vuligonda
Wesley Wu
Tyler Evans Young
Aaron Luokai Zhong

Electrical Engineering
Nirduna Refat Abodia
Byron Ubaldo Aguilar
Reigan Vinson De La Cruz
Acaria
Faisal A. Alshak'A
Arash Asgarinejad
Jeremiah Andre Baca
Cum Laude†
Linda Thu-Van Binh
Cum Laude†
Jeffrey Kenneth Berhow
Shrishri Bhattachar
Shixuan Cai
Chung-Yu Chen
Jaron Chen
Shuo Chen
Yangyang Chen
Steve Cho
Byungdae Choi
Colton Joel Christiansen
Tri Huu Chung
Carla Contreras
Ashley Cuatepotzo
Lynn Dannan*
Minhchuan Dong
Xu Du
Nicholas Brett Farabee
Donghao Feng
Zirui Fu
Zhe Gao
Xinyi Gu
Cum Laude†
Alexander Payam Heidari
Cesar Hernandez, Jr.
Tamir Avraham Hershko
Jonathan Hoong
Guanting Hou
Jiajun Hu
Yan Huang
Magna Cum Laude†
Jesse Alexander Inouye
Igor Issakov
Gabriel Barabona Iya
Timothy Chenyu Jan
Xing Ji*
Sogand Kavianpour
Euisu Kim
Taeyp Kim
Aditya Ramanand Kudva
Benjamin Kelly Kueffler
Xiaoting Lai*
Kent Lam
Anh T. Le
Jong Seon Lee
Xiaoran Li
Judith Juwita Liem
William Zi Hao Lin Wei
Mengfei Liu
Daniel Christian Lozano
Wenqin Lu
Shahrooz Maghsoudi
Asif Mahmoud
George Nicolas Mansour
Reginald Falconer Martinez
James Eduardo Mendoza
Cum Laude†
Xianpei Meng
Kristie Melanie Meljanto
Vishtabh Namirian
Joshua Orifiel Navarrete
Augustine Vu Nguyen
Duy Ho Nguyen
Hieu Trung Nguyen
Kevin Satoshi Okamura
Russell Haruki Okamura
Milan Naresh Patel
Cum Laude†

Environmental Engineering
Cristen Trang Alvarez
Talal Nabil Ammour
William Brown Amos
Sean Paras Bautista
Lai Choy Chao
Andrew Thomas Han
Omead Brandon Pouladzandri
Cum Laude†
Phat Cam Quach
Zachary Tyler Rawlings
Christopher Dennis Rodriguez
Kevin Gerardo Rojo Fonseca
Ali Ahmad Saad
Amir Saman Safari
Anand Chirag Shah
Garineth Shamirian
Brian Shen
Zhilai Shen
Magna Cum Laude†
Marvie Clima Solis
Dacoda Taylor Strack*
Jiajun Su
Yuzhou Sun
Cum Laude†
Miguel Antonio Suvasquez*
Daniel Joseph Tayag
Andrew Ivan Tran
Charleston Khoi Tran
Kevin Truong
Anurag Vaddi Reddy
Cum Laude†
Christopher Sanchez Valenzuela
Michael Vasile
Salomon Velasquez
Viliiami Maelauiku Vunipola
Haolin Wang
Shuxuan Wang
Michael Joseph Roger Wegener
Kendrick John Welch
Cody Todd Williams
Aaron Hc Wu
Chenglin Wu
Zhengzh Xiiong
Cum Laude†
Siran Yang
Jiawei Yao
Abhishek Yellapu*
Cory Michael Yun
Ningfeng Zhang
Tejia Xiang
Yiqing Zhang
Yunyan Zhao
Yuxiang Zhao
Magna Cum Laude†
Enze Na Zheng

* Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Caroline Marilynn Alvarado
Alexander Nicholas Alvara
Othman Qaiss Al-Shikhli
Danilo Javier Aguilar Hernandez
Aaron Michael Acosta
Edwin Shawnt Abrahamian
Abdullah Yahya Abdal
Mechanical Engineering
Yongxiao Zhou
Timothy Zaragoza
Jiarui Xu
Brandon Tran
Naomi Sierra Thomson
Dian Song*
Erik Dean Sheldon
Raymond Chan
Wayne Chek Chan
Robert Adam Chavez
Han Chen
Tai Wei Chen
Victor Aw Chen
Zejian Chen
Chih-I Cheng*
Ethan Cheng
William Chiang
Jonathan Alonso Chinchilla
Brian Chiu
Cum Laude†
Hyun Jin Cho
Yun-Jo Chung*
Anthony Chuong
Cameron Wilson Colley
Joshua Blas Condori
Jasmine Delia Cordero
Hector Hugo Alvarez-Toledo, Jr.
Edgar Amezquita
Mitchell Gregory Anderson
Andre Andriassian*
Michelle Lenuta Antimie
Cum Laude†
Raphael Antwi, Sr.
Mercedes Jasmin Aquino
Gabriela Arevalo
Jake Avo Atachian
Scott Nathaniel Bahl
Grecia Jenesis Baires
David Francis Baltazar
Kenneth Dean Barbera
Luis Alejandro Barrantes
Julien Dylan Basmayor
Ganesh Rajashekar Betageri
Jordan Benjamin Birnbaum
Soyan Bopha
Erik Lawrence Bouchard
Liam David Buchanan
Peter Tien Bui
Blake James Burton
Victor Hugo Cabanas Cervantes
Samuel Cabrera
Magna Cum Laude†
Frank Cai
Iisdro Calderon, Jr.
Patrick Andre Canler
Justin Michael Cardona
McHenry Carlson
Nicholas James Cecchi
Darren K. Chan
Ka Kui Chan
Nathanael Wei-Young Chan
Cum Laude†
Raymond Chan
Sokvuthy Chan
Wayne Chek Chan
Robert Adam Chavez
Han Chen
Tai Wei Chen
Cum Laude†
Vctor Aw Chen
Zejian Chen
Chih-I Cheng*
Ethan Cheng
William Chiang
Jonathan Alonso Chinchilla
Brian Chiu
Cum Laude†
Hyun Jin Cho
Yun-Jo Chung*
Anthony Chuong
Cameron Wilson Colley
Joshua Blas Condori
Jasmine Delia Cordero
Waleed Zaher Dabhour
Son H. Dao
Magna Cum Laude†
Derek Vinluan De Los Angeles
Zachary Tadeusz De Motte
Kunal Ujwal Deshpande
Ahmed Dessouky
Tim Tri Cao Do
Nelson Javier Echeverria Carrion
Julian Abelardo Elizarraras
John Robert Ellington*
Antonio Estrada-Zaragoza
Roland Gabarda Estropia, Jr.
James Michael Faber II
Abdulkareem A. Fadlalah
Xinyi Fan
Giovanni Farina De Castro
William Commer Farrell
Magna Cum Laude†
Shengnan Fei
Zhiyang Feng
Amber Megan Fong
Donald C. Fong*
Jonathan Chia Ching Fong
Phillip Winslow Friedman
 Humberto Gaeta Sanchez
Calvin Garret Gao
Rui Gao
David Garcia
Arya Givechhin
Kevin Gonzalez
Lisette Gonzalez
Zachary Eudoxus Greensite*
Patricio Guerrero Gertz
Liangyun Guo
Felipe De Jesus Gutierrez, Jr.
Janelle Ginane Harkous
Mina Hanna
Janelle Ginane Harkous
Cum Laude†
James Blanchard Harvey III
Haoli He
Kourosh Hedayatie
Jose Luis Hernandez
Luis Antonio Hernandez
John Lawrence Higgins
David Andrew Hingeveld
Lawrence Eduard Hipolito*
Erin Chun Yeung Ho
Thomas Viet Thanh Tam Ho
Joshua Alexander Holt
Joseph Hong
Joshua Edward Houston
Yun Peng Hsiao
Magna Cum Laude†
Jundong Hu
Cameron Bruce Hunt
Daniel Dinh Huynh
John Huynh
Khanh Cong Huynh
Ethan Innu Hwang
Ben Ami Imberman
Jorq Ismaily
Mark Brown Jakovljevic
Austin John Johansen
Giovanna Amelia Juarez
Timothy Patrick Kelly
Cameron Kennedy
Magna Cum Laude†
Justin Patrick Kerr
Emily My Kha
Benjeet Singh Khabra
Mohamad Khazem
Bon Hope Kim
Magna Cum Laude†
Danny Young Kim
Kathleen Hyejin Kim
Young Jun Kim
Saho Lauren Arai King
Connor Joseph Kingman
Kevin Andrew Kuan
Derek Earl Kuey
Zachary Oomen Kurien
Edmund Kwan
Youngjae Kweon
Andrew Chun Yiu Kwok
Ban Lan*
Chris H. Lan
Quan Diem Le
Christopher G. Lee
Dale Jinsoo Lee
Joshua Lee
Meng-Hsuan Lee
Cum Laude†
Amoya Nicole Lewis
Bander Abdulmalik A. Linjawi
Cum Laude†
Binwei Liu
Guohao Liu
Yang Liu
Jasmine Atienza Llave
Kirk Jude Lobo
Jodie Loo
Gerardo Javier Lopez
Juan David Lopez
Jitian Lu
Anthony Gene Lum
Steven Tuan Luong
Braveson Tien Ly
Cum Laude†
Jordana Alexander Lyle
Jessica Marquez Mackintosh
Henry Mak
Victor Mak
Luis A. Mariscal

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Alejandro Israel Martin  
Valerie Elvira Martinez  
Alexander Paul Masamitsu  
Connor James McCauley  
Omar Medina  
Arthur David Melikian  
Francisco Gilberto-Barajas Mendoza  
Hugo Antonio Mendoza  
Alan Anthony Meza  
Calvin William Mo  
Jason Michael Moeller  
Nima Mohseni  

Summa Cum Laude†  

Devin Lavin Pozas  
Navpreet Singh Plaha  
Devin Lavín Pozas  

Mackenzie Read Puig-Hall  
Jianan Qu  
Xin Qu  
Samuel Timothy Quon  
Carlos Omar Ramirez  
Cum Laude†  
Mehdi Ben Razouane  
Renzo Luciano Revilla  
David John Reynolds  
Justin Jerome Ringhofer  
Joseph Alex Rivera  
Kaitlin Frances Robinson  

Cum Laude†  

Christopher Rafael Rodriguez  
Antonio Rojas  
Eric Mark Romano  
Francis Barrett Ross  
Anchit Roy  
Giovanì Javier Ruiz  
Cum Laude†  
George N. Saad  
Kelsey Nicole Safar  
Luis Francisco Salazar  
Madelyn Mackenzie Sando  
Cum Laude†  

Masahiro Sato*  
Zachary Joseph Scolfield  
Tarou Seki*  
Dhaval Bharat Shah  
Ali Shehadeh*  
Erik Dean Sheldon  
Yuzhou Shen  
Andrew Leigh Shutt  
Rahim Vergara Siddiq  
Jared Dwight Smith*  
Jonathan Matthew Sullivan  
Cum Laude†  

Hao Sun  
Ziming Sun  
Tyler Scott Sunderman  
Peter Daniel Sutliff*  
Mieah Ken Tamura  
Cesar Teresa  
Blake Andrew Theilacker  
Ye Tian  
Cum Laude†  

Victoria Tien  
Neptali Toribio  
Daniel Torres Ceballos  
Alexander Torres  
Daniel Tran  
Cum Laude†  

Thi Anh Le Tran  
Triet Minh Tran  
Zachary Vuong Tran  

Magna Cum Laude†  

Roberto Javier Trejo  
Cum Laude†  
David Tseng  
Vivian Wan-Ru Tseng  
Michael Vasile  
Luz Elena Vazquez Sevilla  
Aakash Verma  
Magna Cum Laude†  
Ismael Villarreal  
Henry Hieu Vu  
Huining Wang  
Runlin Wang  
Summa Cum Laude†  

Runqi Wang  
Magna Cum Laude†  
Sihao Wang  
Tiancheng Wang*  
Xiaoqian Wang  
Glen Gallain Whitmore  
Kyle Jacob Williams  
John David Wilson-Fink  
Johnny Wong  
Huntington Wade Woodman II  
Kurtis Patrick Wragg  
Grant Dang Wu  
Junfeng Wu  
Haosen Xing  

Cum Laude†  

Jiarui Xu  
Yuntong Xu  
Weiqiang Yin  

Cum Laude†  

Clayton Lloyd Youkers*  
Kunlong Yu  
Timothy Zaragoza  
Han Zheng*  

School of Humanities  

BACHELOR OF ARTS  

African-American Studies  
Damiry Abdal-Qadr Davis  
Cum Laude  
Sandra Danielle Johnson  
Saianina Monae Smith  

Art History  
Iza Louise De La Pena  
Ballesteros  
Estephany Bernabe  
Nicole Ciara Block  
Cum Laude†  

Eric Anthony Colbert  
Molly Anne Curtis  
Summa Cum Laude†  

Diona Yemae Fu  

Josseline Gonzalez  
Eleanor May Harrison*  
Rachel Marie Johnson*  
Randi Danielle Johnson  
Faith Elizabeth Kim  
Nahee Kwak  
Salvador Labra*  

Phuong Minh Nguyen  
Jacqueline Elizabeth Ornelas  
Cum Laude  

Gladys Preciado*  
Susana Aimee Soto*  
Julian Vacio  

Cum Laude†  

Qiwei Xie*  

Golzar Yousefi  

Asian American Studies  
Julie Huynh*  
Thuy Tien Ngoc Mai  
Nanamh Alexander Nicholas Le Nguyen  
Peyton James Ross  
Justine Thuy Tien Trinh  

Cum Laude†  

Calvin Yuanqing Zhao  

Chinese Studies  
Maryann Mohammed Al-Yami  
Emily Chen  

Cum Laude†  

Donna Gao  
Jonathan Tai Lon Ho  
Luhan Jiang  

Magna Cum Laude†  

Kento Taguchi  
Ariel Phan Tiet  
Son Bang Truong  
Moran Tu  
Caryl Ann Vipond  

Eric Peter Yu  

Classics  
Alexander Scott Cameron  
Kathleen Jane Hobkirk  
Diana Lee  

Luke Robert Loper  

Magna Cum Laude†  

Hambik Minassi  
Andres Alejandro Porras  
Justine Thuy Tien Trinh  

Cum Laude†  

Comparative Literature  
Claire Bantilan  

Jannet Camarena  

Amy Marion De Caro  

Magna Cum Laude  

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.  
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Chelsea Carmel Natalie Conklin
Julia Nancy Clausen
Grace Angelica Ciccarello
Stephen Young Woo Chun
Holly Chong
Isabel Eunna Choi
Paul Won Cho
Charity E.G. Chin
Derek Ji-Yong Chang
Andrew Thomas Chaffee, Jr.
Carrie Marie Carbonneau
Allison Denisse Canton
Eunice Mary Ann Awa Campos
Jannet Camarena
Olivia Carolina Bonner
Quinton Paul Bowers
Breanna Justine Brommer
Jannet Camarena
Eunice Mary Ann Awa Campos
Allison Denisse Canton
Carrie Marie Carbonneau
Rachel Marion Carruth
Andrew Thomas Chaffee, Jr.
Derek Ji-Yong Chang
Charity E.G. Chin
Paul Won Cho
Isabel Eunna Choi
Holly Chong
Stephen Young Woo Chun
Grace Angelica Ciccarello
Julia Nancy Clausen
Chelsea Carmel Natalie Conklin
Logann Gabriel Cox-Williams
Allison Ivon Cuevas Ortiz
Charles R. Cummins
Jazabelle Candelario Cunanan
Bradford Robert Dalton
Emilia Daryanavard
Brian Adam De La Vara
Demi Emel Demirkol
Puneet Kaur Dhaliwal
Rachel K. Do
Kristy Allison Doan
Kaiyo Yuuki Eda
Avalon Candice Emrich
Amy Fan
James Daniel Foley
Gregory Steven Frank
Lauren Forbes Frymire
Clarissa Espinosa Garcia
Seth Eugene Gleckman
Hannah Katherine Goldie
Kelly Gong
Michael Angel Gonzales
Maximilian Luciano Gonzalez
Amber Love Gordon
Yoselin Gutierrez
Cassandra Gloria Hall
Ah Ram Han
Eleanor May Harrison
Justice Caitlin Healy
Nicholas Michael Heggem
Rachael Jeanne Heinsen
Magnus Cum Laude
Heather Lee Hermesman
Jessica Lee Hoang
Kathleen Jane Hobkirk
Kimberly Marie Holmes
Steven Huerta
Nancy Thanh Huynh
John Hwang
Nathaniel William Intolubbe
Danny Jacobo
Nicole Ann Johnson
Andrew Ivanj Juravez
Hannah Yeun-Hee Kang
Thomas Justinian Kennedy
Emily Sarah Kerr
Zhanetta Khachikyan
Irène Christian Kim
Joyce J. Kim
Annie Danbie Koo
Emily Chan La
Summa Cum Laude
Shawn Robert Lee
Richmond Ponlooe Lim
Jacteline Liu
Amy Elizabeth Lucas
Summa Cum Laude
Justice Teresa Beverly Lucero
Beverly Luu
Karen Gia Bao Luu
Diana Magana
Cum Laude
Yadira Maravillas
Rodelyn Sexon Matienzo
Cum Laude
Holly Christine Mead
Souanele Mehta
Itandehui Johana Morales
Kari Megumi Morris
Karen Morales-Guerrero
Ka Chun Ng
Priscilla Ng
David Dinh Ngo
Brenda Kim Nguyen
Deanna Kim Nguyen
Marilyn Nguyen
Magnus Cum Laude
Stacy Marylin Nunez
Meghan Elizabeth O’Sullivan
Cum Laude
Elizabeth Ojeda
Xavier Ari Oliver
Joanna Bautista Ordonez
Leanne Keiko Ozaki
Magnus Cum Laude
Andrew James Page
Malinda Ranny Pang
Jessica I. Pelayo
Giulia-Christina Philipp
Kayla Joy Phillips
Lauren Alexandra Powers
Hana Mustafa Qaqi
Marco Vincenzo Randazzo
Allison Elise Reames
Shaun Douglas Reid
Jacqueline Taylor Richmond
Magnus Cum Laude
Lydia Ann Roybal
Cum Laude
Shayna Grace Sappington
Jazley Faith Sendjaja
Dario Serrano, Jr.
Chelsea Joan Smith
Kelsey A. Smith
Emma Catherine Smizer
John William South, Jr.
James Harry Stephens
Dana N. Swithenbank
Monique J. Tan
Jaime Chan Tang
Elisa Tililayati
Oscar Alfredo Torres
Benjamin Patrick Toth
Brian Vinh Tran
Anna Valerga
Edwin Ramon Vega-Roman
Kassidy Wang
Laura Wei
Tyris Williams
Cristina Elizabeth Winslow
Chris Anthony Wong
Elizabeth Anne Wood
Zoe Michaela Yeung
European Studies
Eduardo Guadalupe Castillo
Vanessa Gutierrez
Matthew Louis Honig
Cum Laude
Touyen Pham Vu
Cum Laude
Film and Media Studies
Esteban Acesev
Stephanie Ha Phuong Ai
Robert M. Alpine
Marisol Arellano
Yeonji Bae
Jalise Erin Beamon
Vincent V. Bi
Arthur Egisto Boone
Brenda Bravo
Min Cai
Rong Cai
Alexandria Marie Calopiz
Jordan Charles Carter
Veronica Cervantez
Jessie Chang
Juan Pablo Chavez Pelaez
Elyssia Y. Chen
Irene Chen
Ye Chen
Andrew Cory Chenault
Ashley-Rianne Reclusado Cruz
Jason Alexander Cueto
Molly Anne Curtis
Summa Cum Laude
Allreza Seyed Daenejad
Matteo Aldo Dal Monte
Darby Julian Vega Darling
Amy Marion De Caro
Magnus Cum Laude
Christopher De La Fuente
Jenny Lynn Desanto
Qiya Ding

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Lingge Dou
Bianca Nadine Duarte
Steven Escobar
Jingda Feng
John Bruce Figueroa
Jamarlin Fowler
Jerry Anthony Fuentes
Shan Kitty Gao
Alexis Angelica Garcia*
Michelle Jessica Garcia
Katrin Yuliyan Gendova
Victoria Marie Gilleland-Henderson  
Magna Cum Laude
Andrea Gomez
Janelle Ashley Gomez
Andrea Luirami Gonzalez*
Mengyuan He
Candace Raven Honeywood
Ling Hu
Justin Masato Ibara
Yongrae Ji
Zhiqiu Jin
Se Ghe Jun*
Corey Matthew Jung
Norma Cathryn Kaye
Line Kim*
Soohwa Kim*
Marcus Leon King
Joseph David Koltes
Marjorie D. Lapitan
Victoria Marie Lawton
Suzy Heajim Lee
Victoria Wu Lee
Ivan Takwei Li
Chen Lin  
Cum Laude†
Lin Lin
Chung En Liu
Edith Paulina Loredo
Victoria Macias
Kristina Kriezel Mallari
Makenna Ruriko McGrann
Lauren Christine Mechling
Katherine Mende
Dylan Raymond Mine*
Savanah Raine Moore-Kondo
Karen Moore-Kondo
Cynthia Muro Mancilla
Daniel Nakha
Jia Nan
Dennis Nguyen
Kathy Khanh Nguyen
Garrett Kiyoishi Niida*
Hector Ortega
Neena Michelle Pesqueda
Savanah Layla Peykani
Paige Taeko Pierot
Sean Plotin
Jeffrey Paul Hernandez Prudencio*
Yuanfang Qiu
Daniel Christopher Ramos, Jr.
Christine Camille Rose Gu Raymundo
Matthew Scott Rigg
Cynthia Rocha
Rauldel Rodriguez
Kimberly Jayne Sarreal*
Rebekah Marie Snyder
Hoi Ki So
Paul Jaeyun Song, Jr.
Skye Martine Gould Spencer*
Hubert Minhvi Ta  
Cum Laude†
Kevin James Tan
Ariana Therese Tavantzis
Dempsey Thomas
Oscar Alfredo Torres
Tracey Kim Tran
Sang Won Um*
Lauren Ashley Villegas
Zhixin Wan
Jiajun Wang
Mengyi Wang
Bethany R. Weidauer  
Summa Cum Laude†
Kyle Russell Isamu Weik*
Cui Wen
Jess Wong
Zhengyi Wu
Iffanie Yang
Joshua Andrew Yeager
Chenyi Zhang*
Huan Zhang
Yelei Zhang

French
Cecilia Avila
Jean-Louis Bru
Brenda Ruth Gutierrez
Hey Jin Kim
Jacob Fredric Martin
Chanelle Rana Mossavi  
Cum Laude†
Elizabeth Perez
Lewun Sun*
Yutong Tang*
Christian Anthony Torres  
Summa Cum Laude†

Gender and Sexuality Studies
Emma Diamond Burke
Nancy Crystal Butler
Stephany Cazares
Diana Dominguez Ortega  
Cum Laude†
Erika Esquivel
Chelsia Victoria Faustino
Michelle Jennifer Martinez
Leslie Marie Sanchez

Global Cultures
Angelica Filoteo Aquino
Debora Arciniega
Brittany Nicole Buttram
Wai Kwan Alex Cheung
Amanda Rea Corso
Kaila Kristina Garcia
Lucero Del Pilar Garcia
Aaron Manuel Haitin
Cynthia Rocha
Michael Seng Saechao
Saira Mehboob Shah  
Cum Laude†
Kendall Courtney Thrall  
Magna Cum Laude†
Xinyu Yang

History
Jenna Noelle Allie  
Cum Laude†
Thais Piersanti Castro Alves  
Summa Cum Laude
Carolina Becerra  
Cum Laude†
John Joseph Beyers
Reese Douglas Brooks
Thomas Duncan Brunson
Julian Andree Bugarin  
Cum Laude†
Jordan Charles Carter*
Yareli C. Castro Sevilla  
Magna Cum Laude†
Guadalupe Karina Cazares
Tanya Melissa Chau
Yuxi Chen
Christen Marie Chung*
Huitziared Contreras
Ruben Alejandro Dorantes
Paige Michelle Fitzgerald
Danielle Rae Frank
Jerry Anthony Fuentes
Rosita Galindo
Brynnna Collette Gallagher  
Cum Laude†
Lucero Del Pilar Garcia
Salsabil Gehan
Amelie Michelle Godfrey
Alexis Madeleine Gonzalez
Marisa Conchita Gonzalez
Nichole Amy G. Grimes  
Magna Cum Laude†

Jessie Lee Harrison
Matthew Louis Honig  
Cum Laude†
Lene Lynn Hopkins*
Christopher En-Wei Hui
Jennifer Isidro
Annalisia Candida Jenrich
Cody Eugene Justman
Lauren Elizabeth Kerner  
Cum Laude†
Hycon Jin Kim
Kihong Kim
Lev Kulyashov
Nathan Joab Lainez
Dong Yoon Lee*
Victor Ricardo Levario
Olive Khoi-Nguyen Danh Luu
Christopher John McCluney
Jessica Huai Miao*
Hambik Minassi
Maria Silvia Moreno
Glenna Rosaleson Morin
Stephen Thomas Nixon  
Magna Cum Laude†
Refugio Ortega-Carrillo
Sean Albert Perry
Steve Anh Tuan Pham
Juzheng Rao
Ciani Alyssa Reyes
Jennifer Paulina Rodriguez
Oscar Rosas
Juan Jorge Saldana
Saira Mehboob Shah  
Cum Laude†
Meleva Whitaker Simon-Reynolds  
Magna Cum Laude†
Valeria Lucia Taboada
Amir Bahaeeddin Tehrani
Magna Cum Laude
Therasa Bearse Topete  
Magna Cum Laude†
Noppsat Trilertwong
Anthony Te-Wei Tsai  
Cum Laude†
Kellen Tsuruoka*
Daniel Lawrence Valencia*
Jaime Antonio Vasquez
Ramiro Velazquez, Jr.
Casey Suhey Ventura
Alyssa Marie Verdin  
Cum Laude†
Angelica Marlene Victoria
Camacho  
Cum Laude
Jackson Wang
Taylor Lee Wlaschin

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Raymond Wong
Japanese Language and Literature
Alyssa Mizuki Bender
Jackson Cheang
Kristen Lee Clark
Aiko Tiffany Ford
Louis Su Kikuya
Magna Cum Laude†
Sumsum Li
Zachariah Tejeda Maddren
Cum Laude†
Bryan Joseph Mangosing*
Andrew Russell Ochoa
Ricardo Bernard Segarra, Jr.
Jessyca Bailey Tabor
Jennifer Anh-Thu Nguyen Tran
Yi-Hsuan Tsai
Sheng Xia
Cum Laude†
Wen-Hsin Yang*
Magna Cum Laude†
Francis Darius Allegro
Alexandra Diaz*
Yirui Jiang
Saahil Jakishin Khemnani
Dhruti Pravin Ketani*
Siddhartha Konda
Jayan Li
Shaneen Yong Lin
Shannon Alexis Limouanco Liong
Liang Yu L. Liu
Sooraj Mandayam
Adrian Ybanez Mercado
Ashish Mukund Patel
Mengtiao Peng
Amy Quach
Cum Laude
Sivam Anand Rao
Jeff Saengsri
Jingyao Shi
Tiffany Marie Tanuwidjaja
Theresa Hanh Tran
Xin Wen
Yicheng Wu
Yuwei Xiao®
Kaiyi Yu
Meifeng Zhang
Shengruo Zhang
Zicong Zhang

Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences

Japanese Language and Literature
Luis Junior Lugo
Janice Lin
Michelle Katherine Licari
Formosa Mi Lan
Kihong Kim
Magna Cum Laude†
Cum Laude
Kihong Kim
Jessica Lee Hoang
Linda Ha
Jacqueline E. Grade
Juan Carlos Gonzalez
Andrea Gomez
Timothy William Gibson
Brooke Megan Dorsey
Amber Rose Connaghan
Gabriella Cipolletti
Mariah Susana Castaneda*
Nicole Ciara Block
Jared Aaron Alokozai
Perla Arevalo
Blanca Jazmyn Bahena
Gabrielle Cinome Bussey
Stephany Cazes
Amanda Rea Corso
Claire Katherine Darner
Jennifer Han
Jiyeong Lee
Brielle Leann Mroczko
Jefferson Yann Nhem
Brielle Leann Mroczko
Jiyeong Lee
Claire Katherine Darner
Amanda Rea Corso
Stephany Cazes
Jared Aaron Alokozai
Literary Journalism
Perla Arevalo
Blanca Jazmyn Bahena
Gabrielle Cinome Bussey
Stephany Cazes
Amanda Rea Corso
Claire Katherine Darner
Jennifer Han
Jiyeong Lee
Brielle Leann Mroczko
Jefferson Yann Nhem
Brielle Leann Mroczko
Jiyeong Lee
Claire Katherine Darner
Amanda Rea Corso
Stephany Cazes
Jared Aaron Alokozai
Literary Journalism

Korean Literature and Culture
Perla Arevalo
Blanca Jazmyn Bahena
Gabrielle Cinome Bussey
Stephany Cazes
Amanda Rea Corso
Claire Katherine Darner
Jennifer Han
Jiyeong Lee
Brielle Leann Mroczko
Jefferson Yann Nhem
Kevin Perez
Son Bang Truong
Angie Haeun Yeum*

Literary Journalism
Marwa Mahmoud Abdelghani
Jared Aaron Alokozai
Nicole Ciara Block
Cum Laude†
Mariah Susana Castaneda*
Gabriella Cipolletti
Amber Rose Connaghan
Brooke Megan Dorsey
Timothy William Gibson
Andrea Gomez
Juan Carlos Gonzalez
Jacqueline E. Grade
Linda Ha
Jessica Lee Hoang
Kihong Kim
Formosa Mi Lan
Michelle Katherine Licari
Janice Lin
Luis Junior Lugo

Religious Studies
Manuel Chavez
Kenneth Doyel Davis
Thomas Justinian Kennedy
John Henry Solomon
Theresa Barse Topete
Magna Cum Laude†
Steven Manuel Zepeda

Spanish
Ingrid Pamela Ambriz-Mata
Daisy Stephanie Arellano
Mona Bdaawi
Aracely Bermejo
Evelyn Briones
Ana Cecilia Caballero
Gabriela Berta Castillo*
Abigail Castro
Blanca Leticia Cine-Garcia
Jessica Cruz Mercado
Cristal Limnet Cruz
Oghogho Esoke Ekhator-Osagiede*
Alejandro Favela
Edilbertha Flores
Maximilian Luciano Gonzalez
Susana Gonzalez*
Jazmin Jimenez
Destiny Brijae Joshua
Erick Landa
Jennifer Paz Ledesma
Karen Morales-Guerrero
Armando Murillo
Mary Cruz Murillo
Elizabeth Ojeda
Miguel Angel Olivera
Jonathan Edgardo Orellana
Jason Alexander Ortiz
Maurice Alexander Perez
Erika Quintero
Jessica Ramirez Sanchez*
Yajaira Anahi Ramirez*
Darlin Rodriguez
Cum Laude†
Paulina Sarai Romero*
Kendall Courtney Thrall
Magna Cum Laude†
Karen Jasmin Vejar

Business Information Management
Samantha Alexandra Aligaen
Aarish Mohd Aziz
Lok Shun Chan
Cum Laude
Andy Kao Yi Chen
Cum Laude
Jennifer Tori Chew
Niky Dang
Fransiskus Derian
Alexandra Diaz*
Yirui Jiang
Saahil Jakishin Khemnani
Dhruti Pravin Ketani*
Siddhartha Konda
Jayan Li
Shaneen Yong Lin
Shannon Alexis Limouanco Liong
Liang Yu L. Liu
Sooraj Mandayam
Adrian Ybanez Mercado
Ashish Mukund Patel
Mengtiao Peng
Amy Quach
Cum Laude
Sivam Anand Rao
Jeff Saengsri
Jingyao Shi
Tiffany Marie Tanuwidjaja
Theresa Hanh Tran
Xin Wen
Yicheng Wu
Yuwei Xiao®
Kaiyi Yu
Meifeng Zhang
Shengruo Zhang
Zicong Zhang

Computer Game Science
Efren Matthew Aguilar
Lucas Benjamin Anuman
Alexander James Bagg
Matthew Christopher Bobke
Andrew W. Chapp
Andrew Steven Chau
Elaine Chieng
Oscar Teofilo Lui Chng
Arielle Alexis Regino Chongco
John Francis Collins III
Alex Patrick Deuling
John Francis Collins III
Arielle Alexis Regino Chongco
John Francis Collins III

Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Business Information Management
Samantha Alexandra Aligaen
Aarish Mohd Aziz
Lok Shun Chan
Cum Laude
Andy Kao Yi Chen
Cum Laude
Jennifer Tori Chew
Niky Dang
Fransiskus Derian
Alexandra Diaz*
Yirui Jiang
Saahil Jakishin Khemnani
Dhruti Pravin Ketani*
Siddhartha Konda
Jayan Li
Shaneen Yong Lin
Shannon Alexis Limouanco Liong
Liang Yu L. Liu
Sooraj Mandayam
Adrian Ybanez Mercado
Ashish Mukund Patel
Mengtiao Peng
Amy Quach
Cum Laude
Sivam Anand Rao
Jeff Saengsri
Jingyao Shi
Tiffany Marie Tanuwidjaja
Theresa Hanh Tran
Xin Wen
Yicheng Wu
Yuwei Xiao®
Kaiyi Yu
Meifeng Zhang
Shengruo Zhang
Zicong Zhang

Computer Game Science
Efren Matthew Aguilar
Lucas Benjamin Anuman
Alexander James Bagg
Matthew Christopher Bobke
Andrew W. Chapp
Andrew Steven Chau
Elaine Chieng
Oscar Teofilo Lui Chng
Arielle Alexis Regino Chongco
John Francis Collins III
Alex Patrick Deuling

* Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.

† Cum Laude
Hao Quang Dinh
Hiroshi-Miguel Lim Estrada
Benjamin Yiu Jung Everett
Cum Laude
Katherine Michelle Fitzpatrick
Christopher E. Fulgencio
Roldan Dela Cruz Gammad
Andres Gonzalez, Jr.
Zachary Hwang Hart
Edwin Andrew Ho
Jasmine Ellesse Hunter
Akihiro Izumi
David Gregory Kangas Jungman
Nathan Martin Krueger
Steven Yu Kuö
Tiffany Wai-Ki Lam
Daniel Joseph Lara
Naqing Li
Jessica Lim
Kinsey Rose Lynaugh
Natalie Joy Ngaard
Briana Nicolle O'Hern
Nayan M. Patel
Christopher Joseph Peterson
Hao Gia Quach
Steven Canen Quinanola
Matthew Charles Robertson
Matthew Phillip Ruiz
Jonathan Andrew Saavedra
Cory Gordon Sherman
Nicholas Edward Smith
Connor David Stokes
Ming Sun
Tom Qian Tan
Eric W. Thoi
Brandon William Thomas
Ian Takeshi Tokuyama
Peter Gene-Ted Truong
Monami Miyake Yang
Jianyu Zheng

Carlo Angelo Cirilo Ballesteros
James David Banuelos
Hoang Bao
Stephen Skyler Barkley-Yeung
Kyle John Bendickson
Cum Laude
Harrison Brian Booker
Nathan Cole Brannon
Nathan Tsuyoshi Bucowich
Andrew Budiarta
Andy Trong Bui, Jr.
Michael Do Bui
Julian Ellis Burton
Anne Louise Palomar Caballero
Mary Ellen Aguas Cabuaay
Songyun Cao
Alonzo Castanon
Jacqueline Castro
Stephen Castro
Jose Mari Catalasan IV
Rohan Chadha
Jacob Chan
Madeline Chen
Langston Richard Chandler
Travis Chang
Jeffrey Chen
Jiahao Chen
Magna Cum Laude
Kevin Hank Chen
Steven Chen*
Tianya Chen
Yuefei Chen
Brandon Sam Cheng
Daniel Cheng
Gordon Houston Cheng
Pok On Cheng
Nicholas Choa
Daniel Young Choi
Kimberly Lotus Chou
Cum Laude
Ray Borshanni Chou
Derek Tzu Wen Chow
Po-Chien Chung
Ryan Elliott Cockins
Trenton Andrew Coleman
Ruben Bratzo Columbus, Sr.
Julian Reese Cordero
Efrain Coyt, Jr.
Caitlin Anne Creekmore
Daryl Zhong Cui
Sara Dadasfar
Jeffrey Allen Dale
Alvin Riley Dantic
Matthew Lawrence Dees
Cum Laude
Matthew Joel Deneui
Ruijun Deng*
Harit Mahadev Desai
 Amit Kumar Dhingra
 Gustavo Diaz
 Bryan Sang Diep
 Brian Dinh
 Tony Ngoc Van Dinh
 Andrew Daniel Do
 Jerrid James Domingo
 Wilmer Rillera Domingo
 Jeremy James Dubon
 Alexander Hao-Ran Dunn
 Kiet Gia Duong
 Kenneth John Noble Dy
 Troy Robert Eades
 Derek Alexander Edrich
 Sean Wayne Emerson
 Paul James Espitia
 Lloyd Agutos Estacio II
 Steve Estrada
 Norman Alejandro Ettedgui
 Chelsea Victoria Faustino
 Russell Scott Fenenga
 Andy Yuan Feng
 Derek Stone Fisher
 John David Flores
 Jeffrey Kahim Fok
 Francisco Roberto Franco
 David Asher Furman
 Chris Mukul Gala*
 Mayra Yareli Gamboa
 Keulanna Gemillio
 GandASETianwan
Cum Laude
Isley Marinn Gao
Kathryn Cenzon Garcia*
Araceli Gasca
Shawn J. Gavin
Cum Laude
Rimoun Soliman Selim Ghaly
Almara Ghazari
David Gogokhiya
Anthony Richard Gomez
Zachary Gong*
Raelene Janelle Gonzalez
James Earl Griffin
Artur Grigoryan*
Steven Matthew Grossman
Billy Guan
Gabriela Gutierrez
James Hardadinata
Magna Cum Laude
Ofrı Harlev
Haseeb Ul Hassan
Qi He
Nicholas Goker Hefner*
Juan Pablo Hernandez
Paul M. Herr
Bryan Fowler Hirsch
Meghan Kim Hnath
Kelly Ho
Vincent Ho
Magna Cum Laude
Moriya Geoffery Horucci
Jason Chen-Ju Hsieh
Xin Hu
Kevin Hua
Chia Liang Huang
Haoming Huang
Nicky Huynh
Sharon Shien Huang
Ulises Ibarra*
Nolan Kenichi Ige
Nicholas Imkamp
Kelly-Crispina Vilar Icing
Takehiro Ishikawa
Andre Ismailyan
Cum Laude
Mitchell James Jacobs II
Rod Ali Jalali
Gareth Martin Jensen
Ryan Eric Jeur
Emory Minchong Jiang
Angel Jimenez
Carolyn Jung
Changhwan Peter Jung
Yvonne E. Kaire
Jieun Kang
Arzang Kasiri
Hatef Kasraei
Mukesh Gokul Kastala
Sasikanth Rao Kavuri
Devon Kenneth Kenneally*
Adam Keppler
Summa Cum Laude
Katie Khuu
Alex Sungwoo Kim
Henry Kim
Il Kim
James Kim
Seth Aaron Kinchen
Sean Michael King*
Corey Lee Kipp
Ved Mohan Kirloskar
Zachary Eric Kloock
Aaron Y. Ko*
John Young Ko
Kevin Ko
Adrian Adam Alpert
Rajiv Koya
Dalton Day Tong Kraatz
Alec Nico Kriebel
German Krikorian
Cum Laude
Nathan Martin Krueger

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded
based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Seth N. Kruse
Tejas Narendra Kulkarni
Oh Jun Kwon*
Audrey Fu Lai
Linda Lam*
Raymond Lam
Thomas Hoang Thinh Lam
Albert M. Lau
Andrew Lau
Ivan M. Law
Jennifer Le
Tu Phu Hoang Le
Cum Laude
Justin Lee
Su Hyung Lee
Tony Hawk Lee
William B. Lee
Zachary Austin Lee
Brett T. Lenz
Christopher Orion Lew
Mengqi Li
Mingxin Li
Yuhong Li
Zeyang Li
Zhu Li
Yu Gui Liao
Jonathan Andrew Lie
Darren Lieu
Magna Cum Laude
Andrew Nathan Light
Alex Lin
Frank Lin
Cum Laude
Samuel Emmanuel Lin
Samuel Tan Lin
Cum Laude
Alvin Ling
James Nicklaus Linnell
Magna Cum Laude
Leonico Lioe
Cassie Chanel Liu*
Hongtao Liu
Howard Liu
Qi Liu
Sijia Liu
Xingwei Liu
Cum Laude
Yiming Liu
Yuxuan Liu
Benjamin Moon Loh
Alexander Robert Longazo
Jorgeluis Lopez
Adan Cruz Lorta, Jr.
Chen Lu
David Minh Lu
Wayne Lu
Zhaonian Luan
Nelson Wei Lueng*
Robert Luo
Yuejia Luo
Andrew Edward Luong
Randy Kenneth Luong*
Brian Khoa Luu
Leon Ly
Deon Ma
Kaiy Ma
Zongheng Ma
Cum Laude
Sai Smaran Macha
Sameel Malik
Anthony George Manis
Ahmar Zafar Mansoor*
Allison Carlsten Mar
Christopher John Sison Mayor
Hayden Brett McFarland
Magna Cum Laude
Adam Daniel McInnes
Kathleen Nicole McLellan
Julia Rebeca Medina-Morin*
Jarrett Alden Mesa*
Allen Yoonhong Min
Cum Laude
Jacob Biniasian
Mahsa Mirza Mohammad
Quentin Tyler Mitten
Justin Tyler Mogannam
Falmata Ahmed Mohamed
Michael Monh
Jose Jesus Mora
Omar Morales
Michael Joseph Morrell
Alexander Jiahong Mui*
Jared Krishna Nand
Jared Anthony Napoli
Monika Narula
Arash Nase
Jonathan Ryan Newcomb
Nova Ng
Wesley Richard Ng
Shea Ngai
Chuang Dinh Nghiem*
Dustin Ngo*
Alvin Thien Nguyen
Chloe Nguyen*
Dang Khue Khanh Nguyen
Daniel Nguyen
Duy Bao Nguyen
Louis Nguyen
Minh Dang Nhat Nguyen
Nam Thanh Nguyen*
Ngoc Diep Thi Nguyen
Steven Nguyen
Steven Nguyen
Thomas T. Nguyen
Trevor Nguyen
Eric Sean Nicholls
Aditya Satya Nishatla
Shihao Niu
Briana Nicolle O’Hern
Jeong Taek Oh
Bryan Michael Oliande
Jonathan D. Orozco
Daniel Ortega
Carl Lenin Minas Pacheco
Anthony Posadas Padua*
Simion Padurean
Allan Pahn
Evan Forrest Palmer
Dongnan Pan
Xuxi Pan
Malav C. Pandya
Livuth Pang
Dong Won Park*
Joo Hyung Park
Joseph Jan Park
Jungbyun Park
Jungkyu Park
Cum Laude
Timothy Sungsoo Park
Hanna Ulatzimirauna Patapava*
Maharshi Shaleshkumar Patel
Cum Laude
Priyank Nitinkumar Patel
Max Vaughn Paulus
Kevin Amaury Pena
Kevin Permana
Adam Kento Peter
Ben Nguyen Pham
Huy Quoc Pham
Julie N. Pham
Tony Pham
Minhphu Tran Phan
Peyton Phan
Kevin Tieu Phung
David Cheu Poon*
Alissa Adriana Powers
Timothy Steven Arlyne Pranoto
James Nicholas Prendergast
Michael Russell Prigmore
Jiang Pu
Michael Ryan Vila Punla
Cheng Qian
Zhenfeng Qi
Michael Russell Prigmore
Jiang Pu
Michael Ryan Vila Punla
Zhenfeng Qi
Cheng Qian
Justin Daniel Quinn
Mohammad Akbar Qureshi
Adil Rafaa
Ashwin Rao
David Dwayne Reay
Frederick Thiziri Rezine
Cum Laude
Carolina Rojas
Adam Timothy Roke
Max Jacob Rose*
Marcelo Russo Autran
Nicharat Saepung
Andrew Javid Safaei
Toluwanimi David Salako
Allen Raynold Sallinger
Mario Jesus Sanchez
Anahit Sargsyan
Kanan Roy Sasaki
Iniyavan Sathiamurthi
Cody Bryce Sauer
Christopher Alexander Schlacta
Ian Geoffrey Schweer
Alexander Gabriel Scott
Latrice Kyana Sebastian*
Jamil Peter Semaan
Brett James Settle
Chaitra Kumar Setty
Nishant Shah
Yash Ashwin Shah
Farnaz Shahnivari
Max Steven Shapiro
Avitash Kumar Sharma
Jonathon Amin Shaw
Charles Shin
Myeong Chul Shin
Su Jeong Shin
Eric N. Shively, Sr.
Aisha Arif Siddiq
Letyzia Sienta
Jesus Kevin Silva
Michael Franklin Simmons
Isaac Samuel Singer
Alexander Zhi-Liang Soh
Misook Sohn
Arvind Sontha
Irving Obrian Soto*
Carolyn Marie Stewart
Nicholas Adam Sugarto
Vikram Sugumaran
Iryna Sulimova
Magna Cum Laude
Weikuan Sun
Moniroth Suon
Dhruv Suri
Christian Casey Sydow
Mahamoudou Sylla*
Cyrus Dara Tabatabai-Yazdi
Cum Laude
Stephen Tai
Lawrence Tam
Allysa Marie Tan
Qing Tang
Thomas Tang
Brandon Teruo Tat
Kevin Anthony Teer

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Heliodoro Tejeda  
Zachary Austin Telkamp  
John Tonnguyen Thach  
Bryce Joe-Kun Tham  
Vanessa Channida Thiem  
Alexander Ian Thompson  
Daniel Shelley Thompson  
Vandy Thong*  
John Vincent Thorpe  
William Abraham Tjiptadja  
Henry To  
Miguel Tolosa  
Jimmy Tong  
Dmitry Torba  
Manuel Rodriguez Torres, Jr.  
Johnathan Tran  
Kevin Khang Tran*  
Kristine Khanh-Trang Tran  
Michael Vinh Tran  
Minh Nhat Tran  
Vincent N. Tran  
Cum Laude  
Joanne Vinh Trinh*  
Kathleen Mai Trinh  
Alvin Truong  
Summa Cum Laude  
Luan N. Truong  
Jonathon Tsai  
Benjamin Shea Tully-Hanson  
Kaung Myint Tun  
Ngihak Tun, Jr.*  
Yu-Jye Tung  
Sebastian Val  
Jose Luis Vargas  
Micheal Glen Vavro  
Hector Ricardo Vega  
Ronald Rene Vega*  
Ankit Verma  
Jesse Villanueva  
Rebecca Thu Vo  
Nikolai Samuel Vogler  
Summa Cum Laude  
Nikolay Vorontsov  
Chuong Hoang Vu  
Jessica Ngoc Vu  
Khoi Hoang Vu  
Vinh Hoang Vu  
Cum Laude  
Hoa Xuan Vuong  
Magn Cum Laude  
Mrunmayi Prafulla Vyawahare*  
Brendon Wai*  
Allen Wang  
Daniel H. Wang  
Dezhou Wang  
Jimmy Wang  
John Shyhhann Wang  
Zhengwei Wang  
Zuozhi Wang  
Cum Laude  
Minjae Wee  
Hunter Austin Weeks*  
Andrew Wen Wei  
Brian James Wei  
Chifeng Wen  
Sangbin Whi  
Robin Tyler Wilborn  
Vincent Michael Wing  
Chang S. Won*  
Akira Kai Wong  
Karen W. Wong  
Kevin Ge Min Wong  
Magna Cum Laude  
Kevin Prescott Wong  
Michelle May-Yee Wong  
Neilson Wong  
Tyler John Wong  
Yat Hin Wong  
Valencia Wongsso  
Sining Wu  
Yuwei Xiao*  
Bangguo Xie  
Zhongce Xie  
Shengjie Xu  
Tiancheng Xu  
Cum Laude  
Kimberly Masako Yamada  
Andrew Kevin Yang  
Henri Yang*  
Hongyu Yang*  
Jason Guang-Hwa Yang  
Kaining Yang  
Zhiqiang Yang  
Zhihao Yao  
Jubai Ye  
Crystal Yee  
Sean Timothy Yeung  
Annie Yi  
Benjamin Sheng Hon You  
Isahal Yu  
Kevin J. Yu  
Minjun Yu  
Yingjian Yu  
Keith Lok-Jun Yuen*  
Philip Pil-Young Yun  
Maxime Zaccarin  
Mohammad Kazim Zahed  
Ishan Mahesh Zaveri  
Jiagui Zeng  
Haichao Zhang  
Kunyu Zhang  
Xiyue Zhang  
Yifan Zhang*  
Han Zhao*  
Aoran Zheng  
Mingye Zhu  
Shirley Zhu  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Ryan Thomas Bald  
Sambodhi Chakrabarty  
Heyang Chen  
Daniel Lop-Chi Cheng  
Steven Chow  
Jude J. Collins  
Noah Jordan Correa  
Anthony De La Rosa  
Zhenman Fu  
Yu Jiang  
Matthew Raymond Joslin  
Shuma Edwin Le  
Edmund Yuhay Loo  
Tomohiro Jeffrey Okhubo  
Niraj Patel  
Leianne Meal'Inonalani Macat  
Roylo  
Neeraj V. Shah  
Andrew Gregory Sperry  
Brenden Eiwen Vogt*  
Kevin Fangyou Wang  
Theodore Won  
Ali Saed Younis  
Informatics  
Joharah Omar Alomair  
Christian Jose Amaya  
Samantha Rose Applebaum  
Alfonso Enrique Aranzazu  
Norey Anne Fiesta Arenas  
Cassandra Marie Ayala Balbas  
Alexia Barenco  
Leonard Dionisio Cosico  
Bejosano  
Urvasi Sania Bishnoi  
Quishi Cai  
Shirelle Chalamish  
Keith Hei Chan*  
Jeffrey Chen  
Jason Cheng  
Nerissa Anela Garcia Del Rosario  
Kirstie A. Delos Reyes  
Eddie Duong  
Xen J. Eldridge  
Keyvan Fatehi  
Jennifer Feng  
Ricky Stephen Fong  
Maria Teresa Galindo  
Isley Marinna Gao  
Vinson Tejhan Gotingco  
Huda K. Herwees  
Alex Victor Jesse Hirota  
Kevin Dinhkhuong Ho  
James Jiang  
Lu Jiang†  
Lorenia Alejandr Jimenez  
Miramontes*  
Natalie Ann Kassir  
Jun Kawa  
Lane Edward Krejciik  
Jonathan Simeon Kumamoto  
Tiffany Amber Lee*  
Linda Lu  
Cum Laude  
Ting-Kit Kelvin Man*  
Jacob Andrew Marello  
Patrick Maxion Martin*  
Aaron Yasuo Matsumoto  
Daniel Patrick McInnis  
Diane Jiea Monchusap  
Yukino Nicole Nagasawa  
Daud Saao Naz  
Joshua C. Ng  
Chape Nam Ngau  
Alex Anh Nguyen  
Bill Nguyen  
Jasmine Jalayajay Nguyen  
Katherine Tu Nguyen  
Kevin Hong An Nguyen  
Long Michael Bao Nguyen  
Steven Ngoc-Son Nguyen  
Jody Cumming Niets  
Joseph Albert Julian Ordillas  
Germain Ortiz-Garcia  
Mau Pan  
Kathy Pang  
Alex Cunanan Panganiban  
Raj Chetan Parpani, Sr.  
Jason William Parsons  
Ashish Vijay Patel  
Kush Krishnakant Patel  
Tessa Elise Pew  
Manal Rasheed  
Steven Shawn Ratcliff  
Alexander David Remigio  
Tyler Michael Roderick  
Christopher Brian Sandoval  
Gaku Jayce Sasaki  
Christopher Brian Sandoval  
Ashish Vijay Patel  
Kush Krishnakant Patel  
Tessa Elise Pew  
Manal Rasheed  
Steven Shawn Ratcliff  
Alexander David Remigio  
Tyler Michael Roderick  
Christopher Brian Sandoval  
Gaku Jayce Sasaki  
Jefferson Sau  
Timothy John Schlueter  
Gurveen Kaur Sekhon  
Jeremy Tyrone Shankling  
Han Shu*  
Raymond J. Tang  
Vincent Walter Tong*  
Catherine Mai-Vy Tran  
Javier Trevizo  
Daniel Miller Tromberg  
* Degree anticipated summer 2017.  
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Wilson Ung  
Christelle Jane Tan Valmores  
Jesse Wang  
Shiyun Yang  
Shuwei Yang  
Wajih Abdul Yassine, Jr.  
Brittany Nicole Young  
\textit{Cum Laude}  
He Zhang

Information and Computer Science  
Linda Lee Kwok

Software Engineering  
Jana Abumeri  
Alfonso Almazan Ruelas  
Francisco Miguel Arca  
Solomon Chan  
Brian David Chipman  
Efrain Coyt, Jr.  
Thanh Hoang Do  
Ngoc Tan Duong  
Gen Thomas Fillprow  
Matthew Stephen Frazer  
Arameh Giragosian  
Joshwin Gabriel Greene  
Amanda Pauline Gunter  
Anita Helen Hill  
He Zhang  
Brittany Nicole Young  
Wajih Abdul Yassine, Jr.  
Shuwei Yang  
Shiyun Yang  
Jesse Wang  
He Zhang

Sue and Bill Gross School of Nursing  
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Nursing Science  
Katrina Mae Albania  
Paula Marie Atachian  
Charmaine Lee Bernerte  
Gianna Christine Chandler  
Kristin Lanz Chang  
Amanda Paige Chun  
Angela J. Chung  
Grace Chung  
Tracy Ortiz De Leon  
Roanne Fermin Dulay  
Carly Jane Flowers  
Jenna Cayao Galan  
Kristel Marie Garcia  
John Jia He  
\textit{Cum Laude}†  
Becky Hui  
Crystal Huong  
Yen Thuy Hai Huynh  
Jun Yeon Kim  
Andrea Lao Kuchter  
Brian Lam  
Katy Kar-Kei Lau  
Taylor Anne Leechert  
Rebekah Mullan Lien  
Madison Suzanne Lohhus  
Sara Catheryn Maceled  
Claire Cherie McKernan  
Katharina Anne Hitomi Miyoshi  
Tori Ariel Monette  
An Ngo  
Alex Le Nguyen  
Tiffany Thu Nguyen  
Trang Thuy Nguyen  
Thomas James Nicholas  
Ashlea Denise O’Shea  
\textit{Cum Laude}†  
Brittany Amanda Palacioz  
Joan Jihee Park  
Latrisa Mae Ponce  
Ryan Anthony Ranells  
\textit{Magna Cum Laude}†  
Ian Rodel Agnote Recto  
\textit{Cum Laude}†  
Hannah Constance Ruby  
\textit{Cum Laude}†  
Areeya Katherine Segarra  
Stacy Marie Seiler  
Linh Truc Phan Tran  
Melissa Nhung Tran  
Catherine Wing Tsai  
Angela Maria Verna  
Vivan Vu  
Alexandria Dawn Warren  
\textit{Summa Cum Laude}†  
Emily Marie Williamson  
Jianhui Zhu

Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences  
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Pharmaceutical Sciences  
Taylor Renee Ackling  
Merna Olivia Aiyed  
Fahmida Alam  
Jasmine Rajab Albakri  
Esther Alexander  
Christian Jay Alonzo  
Amber Sue Alvella  
Kelle Emiko Amano  
Jaun Pauline C. Amurao  
Hy He An  
Jonathan Andrew Ang  
Bryant Avalos  
Ronalike Bulus Baldovino  
Danquynh Christina Bui, Jr.  
Melinda Bui  
Simon Trung Bui  
Vinh The Bui  
Ravneet Singh Buttar  
Joseph Anthony Verzosa Castro†  
Samuel Quinn Chau†  
Jiahe Chen  
Si Chen  
Steven Chun-An Chen  
Alexander Cheung*  
Rachel Chiu  
Lester Chiu  
Michelle Ju-Yu Chiu  
Sophia Choi  
Raymond Chu  
Mary Sigrid Grace Pedraza Cuerpo  
Anh Tram Dang  
Christine Brigette Denayer  
Cody Duong†  
Kenny Duong  
Rami Suhail Elhaj  
\textit{Cum Laude}†  
Nidia Teresa Espinoza  
Wynonna Abigail Alcairo  
Fuentes  
Eugene Jesse Gueco Generoso  
Jacqueline Ghaly  
Grachelle Sadumiano Gonong*  
Cristian Gonzalez  
Shiven Kishor Gosai  
Xin Gu  
Andy Nguyen Ha  
Miranda Grace Helus  
Chau Thi Minh Ho  
Cody Hung Ho  
Steven K. Ho  
Edward Hanny Hong  
Julie Mei Ying Hu  
Zijia Huang  
Hien Huynh  
Tomohiko Takahashi Ishihara  
Kristine Anee Jermakian  
Karolina Kapustova  
Miramar Sami Kardouh  
Sierra Marie Kautainen  
Mehsa Yasir Khallil  
Joseph Leonard Kung, Jr.  
Daisy Yee Kyu  
\textit{Summa Cum Laude}†  
Khachik Eric Labachyan  
Kenson Lam  
Nghep Kien Lam  
Winnie Lao  
Alexandra Le  
\textit{Summa Cum Laude}†  
Anna Ashley Le  
Christopher Minh Duc Le  
Amy Marie Leatherman  
Minxuan Li  
Matthew Jordan Lim*  
Christopher Joey Limbo  
Tiffanie Hsin-Tzu Lin  
Fangxia Liu  
Hilary Mei Liu  
Vivian Han Liu  
Alice Lo  
Jefferson Luong  
Tina Luu  
Khoa Dang Ma  
Morgan Chialin Ma  
Angelica Zandra Llanto Macandili  
Annie Tiffany Mai  
Janeth Miguel Bautista*  
Rachel Mong  
Melika Nasef  
Angeli Mae Cuaresma Nazareth  
\textit{Cum Laude}†  
Christine Thien Nguyen†  
Cindy Nguyen  
Hong-Tam Ngoc Nguyen  
Michelle Hien Nguyen  
Philip An Nguyen

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.  
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Ruowei Zhang
Rahaf Younan
Margaret Yang
Derek Zhiye Yang
Tingrong Yan
Erin Tamiko Yamanaka*
Taikun Yamada*
Katherine Hsin Juo Wu
Ai Lun Wu
Eric Jeffrey Wong
Tina Vuong
Jeffrey Connor V ozzo, Jr.
Shayan Veissi
Miriam Yesenia Vasquez
Kate Nguyen Uyen Vang
Miriam Yesenia Vasquez
Shayan Veissi
Jeffrey Connor Vozzo, Jr.
Tina Vuong
Eric Jeffrey Wong
Ai Lun Wu
Katherine Hsin Juo Wu
Taikun Yamada*
Erin Tamiko Yamanaka*
Tingrong Yan
Derek Zhiye Yang
Margaret Yang
Rahaf Younan
Ruowei Zhang
Anna Zhao
Eric Siwei Zhao
Yuran Zhen
School of Physical Sciences
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Environmental Science
Joshua Hyun An
Agathe Louvelle Basco Bato
Scott Fraser Cameron
Pariya Chanchaisri
Daisy Cruz
Maryam Faall
Yutian Fu*
Mariana Ashley Gonzalez
Martia Beatrix Gonzalez
Jenalyn Noelle Guzman*
Adelle Virginia Halili
Tara Breanna Harder*
Jamie Meakalia Hearns
Irene Herrera Mendoza
Richard Herrera, Jr.
Janice Eishen Huang
Tawnya Kargupta
Jasmine Charmaine King
Dante Damien Lewis
Jessica Wan-Yi Lieuw
Annie Lopez Betancourt
Elaine Lopez*
Brianna Lola Moncada
Ricardo Eugilio Monge*
Leslie Annette Mora
Derek Ezra Muniz
Nathan Jack Nellessen
Magnus Cum Laude†
Rachel Ann Pennington
Bryant Phung
Angela Quan
Evelyn Michelle Rivera
Jhealyn Franklyn Rogers
Stephanie Silva*
Eduardo Solorio Ayala*
Andrew Chiharu Tietze
Rebecca Huynh Vo
Enyu Xiong
Qirui Zhao
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Applied Physics
Aroosa Ansari*
Chemistry
Jensen Acosta
Maria Concepcion Angulo*
Cassandra Wolf Aranibar*
Natalie Vanessa Averruz
Arvind Bhattacharya
Bryant Bonilla
Matthew Charles Bourbeau
Magnus Cum Laude†
Kimberly Michal Ann Buck*
Zicheng Cai
Paul Anthony Della Cruz Calima
Carolina Chacon Delgado
Sinuo Chang*
Vincent Chao
Maria Isabel Charles
Vincent Jan-Shin Chau
Shizhe Chen
David Lee Chisholm
Rebecca Lynn Combs
Magnus Cum Laude†
Joshua Herman Cook
Magnus Cum Laude†
James Christopher Creasman
Jennifer-Alexa Garcia Daliva*
Hannah Dang
Ashlee Jeanette Davis
Sandra Trang Do
Michael Joseph Dorantes
Nga Thi Duong
Richard Louis Eastman
Nicholas Arthur Eccarius
Ragiah Medhat Ismail El Shantaly*
Cole Patrick Engert
Nancy Gabriela Estrada
Carlos Alberto Fabian, Jr.
Joseph Nicolas Fakhoury
Behdad Farajnejad*
Lobna Fathalla
Ariana Vanessa Figueroa
Jaime Frias
Li-Yang Fu
Glenda Garcia
Chenxi Guo
Magnus Cum Laude†
Facheng Guo
Imane Latifa Hamza
Alexander Ronald Hart
Samma Cum Laude†
Candace Hwang Hart
Lauren Hernandez
Mustafa Nathem Hijazi
Kyle Jae Hirata
Dan Phi Ho
Thang Quang Ho
Emily Hsu
Jennifer Phuong Huynh
Nancy Odom Huynh
Bramon Ichwan
Jennifer Renee Jacques
Tianlu Ji
Ivy Mei Kha
Minjeong Kim
Raphael Seon Uk Kim
Flora Paon-Yat Kwan
Theresa Tuyettrinh Lai†
Peter Lam
Anqi Lao
Raymond Spencer Lawrence
Jason Lay*
Cindy Nhu-Hong Le*
Kelly Tram Le
Yeqi Lee
Carol Lupac Leynes
Mingji Li*
Andrea Liu
Crysbel Lopez*
Siu Yuen Luk
Bao H. Ly
Erick Pogonan Maglalang
Colin Joseph Massey
Francis Nicholas Mejia
Bernadette Tuanquit Luc Tabo
Morvarid Mohebbi
Aiden Khang Nguyen
Dalen Luygu
Cum Laude†
Lam T. Nguyen
Loc Thanh Nguyen
Arian Niilforushan*
Rana Hisham Nofal
Yuying Pan*
Rujuta Jagdish Patel*
Lin Li-Pheung
Andrew Quoc Phung
Kaveh Pirasteh Brujeni
Avetis Avo Pisikyan
Sherman Pon*
Tam Thanh Quang*
Marlon Rea
Daniel Eduardo Roa
Jake Stephen Rommel
Samantha Ruelas
Rany Ahmed Saab
Emil M. Samson
Evan Schein
Samuel Lee Shackelford
Ming Wai Shu*
Paramvir Singh
Miranda Zhiyan Smith
Renee Lillian Tam
Tiffany Shwana Tam
Valerie Marie Tamayo
Yuzhi Tang*
Quentin Dean Tercenio
Magnus Cum Laude†
Quoc M. Tieu  
Melinda To  
Han C. Tong  
Derek Tran  
Helen Tran  
Julie Tran  
Nathan Hoang Tran  
Thu Anh Tran  
Cum Laude†  
Tin T. Tran  
Truong K. Tran  
Jennifer Hau Van  
Dai Vo  
Cum Laude†  
Ngoc Dinh Phuong Vo  
Cum Laude†  
Brenda Yau  
Yuanyuan Yi  
Cum Laude†  
Jason Miao Yu  
Summa Cum Laude†  

Earth System Science  
Kenneth Karl Filoteo Almazan  
Maricruz Zuniga Arteaga  
Mariam Ayad*  
Christian Mallari Bondoc  
Belen Miranda Cairo  
Amy Selena Chen  
Alyssa Mariah De La Rosa  
Juanne Marie Lumagui  
Deguzman  
Leslye Dayana Echavarria  
Trianna Michelle Eichinger  
Adam James Fagan  
Cum Laude†  
Michael Jea  
Jillian Marie Kardell*  
Priya Kaur  
Meredith Elyse Lightbody  
Cum Laude†  
Daniel Manuel Macias  
Michelle Fernanda Mares  
Oswaldo Martinez  
Jude Gabriel Blanco Miranda  
Michelle Ngoc Nguyen  
Quincey Nhu Nguyen  
Charlotte Louise Olivier*  
Lan Hoc Phung  
Parrish J. Powell  
Jeremy Joseph Rico  
Rudresh Megha  
Sophia Amorette Sciotto  
Araceli Serrano  
Cum Laude†  
Austin Patrick Sharp  
Sarwat T. Siddiqi*  

Stephanie Marie Stragier  
Saniya Fatima Syed  
Cum Laude†  
Oleg Ruslanovich Tsivkovski  
Jessie Vasquez*  
Lael Ashley Wakamatsu  
Guanjie Wang  
Jenny May Wu  
Yiting Xu*  
Jui-Hang Yeh  
Sydney Gabrielle Zarate  
Dongqian Zhang  

Mathematics  
Kaylee Paola Acuna  
Daniela Agraz  
Lili Tina Akopyan  
Nafisa Arain  
Cum Laude†  
Ashleigh M. Bisbee  
Don Diego Carmona  
Alberto Castillo*  
Haoran Chen  
Cum Laude†  
Shaina Chen*  
Xiaqing Chen  
Yankang Chen  
Yiqian Chen  
Yuxi Chen  
Yuyi Chen  
Jie Cheng  
Yuan Cheng  
Jihye Choi  
Marvin Hojung Chung  
Kevin Andres Clark  
Daniel Paul Cunningham  
Cum Laude†  
Milton Christopher Deherrera  
Kammy Bao Yi Deng  
Michael Alexander Dihardjo*  
Thuy Dinh Thanh  
Hanh Bich Doan  
Federico Andres Dotti  
Maria Catalina Inez Downie  
Zhaoxin Du  
Ryan Tan Duong  
Shawn Shayon Farsai  
Heyi Feng  
Alec Greyson Fox  
Xingbo Fu*  
Yu Fu  
Cum Laude†  
Zhennan Fu  
Ziqi Gao  
Shayan Cheyenne Ghaemi  
Christian Alexander Gomez  

John Ryan Lee Gresl  
Cum Laude†  
Yue Guan  
Aaron Mitchell Harris*  
Xi He  
Ka Seng Hoi  
Wanying Hou  
Tianhang Hu*  
Ryan Huang  
Yi Huang*  
Elena Ann Hursky  
Yonghee Hwang  
Shiyu Ji*  
La Jiang*  
Matthew Jie  
Ludin Joana Jimenez  
Jenny Ung Kao  
Amandip Kaur  
Seyedkamyr Kazemi  
Austin Eunkyu Kim  
Min Ki Kim  
Eletherios A. P. Lambros  
Lee Vin Sen*  
Adam Samuel Leon  
Cum Laude†  
Defeng Li  
Guoying Li*  
Jiahui Li  
Jiaying Li  
Juan Li  
Mingrui Li*  
Jiawen Liang  
Darren Lieu  
Magna Cum Laude†  
Danran Liu  
Fangcheng Liu*  
Hongyu Liu*  
Taiming Liu  
Yusheng Liu*  
Honglei Luo*  
Muhuan Lyu*  
Ge Ma*  
Sen Ma  
Shuyi Ma  
Monica Christine Marcelletti  
Aleyda Areli Marquez  
Brandon Michael Massaro  
Kathleen Nicole McE llen  
Erwin Medina-Leguziamo  
Caitlyn Rieko Mendenhall  
Nicole Malak Charlotte Midani  
Cum Laude†  
Kelly Midori Tsunawaki Mock  
Nelson Sydney Moll*  
Carmela Florence Tejada Monis  
Nicolas Cisneros Navarro  
Joseph Tri Nguyen  
My Kim Thi Nguyen  
Magna Cum Laude†  
Ngoc Bao Song Nguyen  
Ning Ni  
Michael David Nicodemus  
Junyang Niu  
Shihao Niu  
Cum Laude†  
Erik Keanu Okazaki  
Siyu Pan  
Robert Patrick Papa  
Chengzhong Peng  
Kevin L. Penton*  
Meng Qi  
Bryan Kevin Reza  
Jose Antonio Balde Sevilla  
Colin Patrick Shanahan  
Jingwen Shao  
Dabang Sheng*  
Erbang Sheng  
Wen Shi  
Kevin Tyler Smith  
Jeremy Matthew Sparage  
Alec Robert Stanton  
Xianzhi Su  
Cum Laude†  
Hong Sun  
Ruguuo Sun  
Wentao Sun*  
Joshua Raul Tavaera  
Yawen Tian*  
Manuel Rodriguez Torres, Jr.  
Magna Cum Laude†  
Nathan Arent Toyama  
Justine Thuy Tien Trinh  
Sang Tan Truong  
Summa Cum Laude†  
Cheuk Yu Tsui  
Teng Tu  
Brittany Vu*  
Liam Vu  
Qianhui Wan  
Hanzhi Wang  
Haohui Wang*  
Jinbao Wang*  
Lulu Wang  
Meng Wang*  
Wenyue Wang*  
Xinying Wang  
Xuechen Wang  
Yilu Wang  
Yiqing Wang  
Yu Wang  

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.  
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Yuqi Wang
Zhengwei Wang
Zhiwen Wang
Zijie Wang
Ziwei Wang*
Zhengyang Wen
Nicholas Conrad Wolfe
Jiaxin Wu
Tianzhou Wu*
Xianya Xiong
Haolai Xu
Qi Xue
Cum Laude†
Guangchun Yan
Magna Cum Laude†
Yiwen Yan
Rui Yang
Congqing Ye
Cum Laude†
Shi Yin
Hyunnin Yoo
Xiaoxue Yu
Yuanjing Zeng
Baitong Zhang
Hanye Zhang
Huasong Zhang
Weiting Zhang
Xiaotong Zhang
Cum Laude†
Xinhuan Zhang
Yechen Zhang
Yuqi Zhang
Haoting Zhao
Qiuju Zhao
Ruonan Zhao
Xuetong Zhao
Yida Zhao
Yuqing Zhao*
Zihao Zhao
Zihe Zhao
Xufeng Zheng*
Zicong Zheng
Hao Zhong
Mo Zhou
Yizhou Zhuo
Lei Zou
Yuqin Zou*

Physics
Anjali Elizabeth Abraham
Justin Paul Torres Almazan*
Christopher Brito
Charles Christopher Coakley
Daniel Paul Cunningham
Cum Laude†
Valentine Ha Dang
Cum Laude†
Grant Tyler Decastro
Lazouich Zachary Ford
Kenneth Ryan Gage
Summa Cum Laude†
Samuel Andres Gomez Suarez
John Ryan Lee Gresl
Cum Laude†
Joshua Christian Heck
Spencer Steven Hibdon
Jaycob Ryan Jalomo
Ying Jin
Cum Laude†
Jeremy Juwono
Joyce Gookhee Kim
Xinjie Lan
Joyce Hee Lee
Xiaoliang Lin
Martin Lopez
Snow Lu
Aaron Andrew Lunt
Kevin Kim Ly
Cum Laude†
Shahroz Majghosoudi
Jiarun Mao
Jonathan Tran Phan
Yuwen Qi
Jacob Matthew Ritz
Jessica Deilyin Siqueiros*
Yuzhao Sun
Cum Laude†
Laurence Amiel Herradura
Tabalon
David Joway Yang
Loc Hoang Le Cao
Duyen Hong Cao
Sarina Campos
Max Camacho*
Lauren Dulce Cruz
Barbara Jannet De Leon
Sofia Crisheel Cruz
Nancy Diaz-Munoz*
Nyrie Salpi Dijikian
Maryan Ductet Dumatulac
Jennifer Dinh
John Bao An Dinh
Cum Laude†
Juliana Le Do
Uyentram Vuhoang Do
Llambrini Duda
Vanessa Marcelino Dugay
Cristina Serine Dumbrigue*
Gabrielle Lauren Duncan
Magna Cum Laude†
Justin Gregory Dunn
Megan Hai-Van Duong
Cum Laude†
Tram Duong
Hilda Ismat El-Souki
Lamise Mohamed Elsayed*
Alexander Everett Zapanta
Enagan
Francis Xavier Magabo Espina
Bryan Alvarez Espinosa
Sarah Et*
Abigail Rodriguez Fabelia
Amber Flores*
Brent Charles Fries
Saurav Gangapatthyaw
Magna Cum Laude†
Vanessa Garcia Pedroza
Kristen Isabel Garcia
Karen Ki Gee
Jaskamal Singh Gill
Sebastianna Gomez
Adria Elyse Gonzalez
Martin Dario Gonzalez*
Nicole Dominique Guveara*
Amanda Renee Guillen*

Program in Public Health

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Public Health Policy
Ikenna Opara Abaeze
Alyssa Ashley Abanes
Isis Eileen Abejar
Shenalin Camile Balagtas
Acoba*
Tahra Ahmed
Melissa Lizbeth Alcantar
Mario Jedeife Ale*
Michelle Coleen Alfonso
S’Deja Alzire Alfred
Seyo Ali*
Concepcion Patricia Alvarez
Pablo Guadalupe Alvarez
Shelley Rae Anderson
Lea Ann Andreoli
Christian Aurelio Angeles*
Ramie Ayson Aquino
Eduardo Arciga
Tolo Asefi
Rasna Kaur Atwal
Sir Gabriel Babasa
Truong Huy Bach
Maha Baghderaei
Charos Baklomova
Suha Zaynah Baksh
Elizabeth Barajas
Cailey Nicole Barnes
Cynthia Elvira Barron*
Suvanchimeg Bayasgalan
Steven Makoto Bell*
Andrew Patrick Benz
Jasmin Amber Bermeo
Jennifer Jacqueline Bernal*
Cezanne Alessandra Bianco
Magna Cum Laude†
Reta S. Bidi
Afra Biiji
Magna Cum Laude†
Maxwell Adam Bjoin
Joshua Mamaril Blanco
Vahram Boyagirryan
Viviana Bretado
Eunice Linette Fung Yu Briet
Magna Cum Laude†
Nancy Crystal Butler
Ana Cecilia Caballero
Kasey Malasig Cachola
Karina Michelle Calderon
Camille Cheryl Caliolio
Jeffrey Panganiban Caliug
Beatriz Camacho
Max Camacho*
Sarina Campos
Duyen Hoang Cao
Loc Hoang Le Cao
Jessica Suzanne Cardey
Candy Carrillo
Leonardo Catalan, Jr.
Jillian Ashley Cayas*
Alondra J. Cervantes*
Samantha Lew Chen
Da Yun Chang
Joanne Chang
Julie Kanghea Chang
Li Quan Cynthia Chang
Aryanna Rei Zuniga Chavez
Sonia Chavez
Celia Chen
Dongxia Chen
Gennie J.A. Cheng
Cum Laude†
Jiayao Chen*
Dongxia Chen
Celia Chen
Summa Cum Laude†
Samantha Lew Chan
Alondra J. Cervantes*
Li Quan Cynthia Chang
Samantha Lew Chan
Alondra J. Cervantes*
Nancy Crystal Butler
Ana Cecilia Caballero
Kasey Malasig Cachola
Karina Michelle Calderon
Camille Cheryl Caliolio
Jeffrey Panganiban Caliug
Beatriz Camacho
Max Camacho*
Sarina Campos
Duyen Hoang Cao
Loc Hoang Le Cao
Jessica Suzanne Cardey
Candy Carrillo
Leonardo Catalan, Jr.
Jillian Ashley Cayas*
Alondra J. Cervantes*
Samantha Lew Chen
Da Yun Chang
Joanne Chang
Julie Kanghea Chang
Li Quan Cynthia Chang
Aryanna Rei Zuniga Chavez
Sonia Chavez
Celia Chen
Dongxia Chen
Gennie J.A. Cheng
Cum Laude†
Jiayao Chen*
Dongxia Chen
Celia Chen
Summa Cum Laude†
Samantha Lew Chan
Alondra J. Cervantes*
Li Quan Cynthia Chang
Samantha Lew Chan
Alondra J. Cervantes*
Nancy Crystal Butler
Ana Cecilia Caballero
Kasey Malasig Cachola
Karina Michelle Calderon
Camille Cheryl Caliolio
Jeffrey Panganiban Caliug
Beatriz Camacho
Max Camacho*
Sarina Campos
Duyen Hoang Cao
Loc Hoang Le Cao
Jessica Suzanne Cardey
Candy Carrillo
Leonardo Catalan, Jr.
Jillian Ashley Cayas*
Alondra J. Cervantes*
Samantha Lew Chen
Da Yun Chang
Joanne Chang
Julie Kanghea Chang
Li Quan Cynthia Chang
Aryanna Rei Zuniga Chavez
Sonia Chavez
Celia Chen
Dongxia Chen
Gennie J.A. Cheng
Cum Laude†
Jiayao Chen*
Dongxia Chen
Celia Chen
Summa Cum Laude†
Samantha Lew Chan
Alondra J. Cervantes*
Li Quan Cynthia Chang
Samantha Lew Chan
Alondra J. Cervantes*
Nancy Crystal Butler
Ana Cecilia Caballero
Kasey Malasig Cachola
Karina Michelle Calderon
Camille Cheryl Caliolio
Jeffrey Panganiban Caliug
Beatriz Camacho
Max Camacho*
Sarina Campos
Duyen Hoang Cao
Loc Hoang Le Cao
Jessica Suzanne Cardey
Candy Carrillo
Leonardo Catalan, Jr.
Jillian Ashley Cayas*
Alondra J. Cervantes*
Samantha Lew Chen
Da Yun Chang
Joanne Chang
Julie Kanghea Chang
Li Quan Cynthia Chang
Aryanna Rei Zuniga Chavez
Sonia Chavez
Celia Chen
Dongxia Chen
Gennie J.A. Cheng
Cum Laude†
Jiayao Chen*
Dongxia Chen
Celia Chen
Summa Cum Laude†
Samantha Lew Chan
Alondra J. Cervantes*
Li Quan Cynthia Chang
Samantha Lew Chan
Alondra J. Cervantes*
Nemiah Sakai Guimbatan
Andrea Gutierrez
Cindy Adriana Gutierrez
Prumseyma Hang
Brandon Ryan Hanthip
James Alexander Hernandez
Oscar Hernandez*
Marisol Herrera
Vanessa Hidalgo
Danika Leigh Hitchcock
Tina Huong Ho
Cum Laude†
Tony Hoang
Emily Rachel Hoff*
Kristie Yoon-Hee Hoh
Kristin Nicole Holloway
Erin Amanda Hong
Cum Laude†
Men Huy
Jenny K. Huynh
John Minh Huynh
Lillian Thanh Tuyen Huynh*
Son Jia
Krizly Jane Martin Jayme
Amanda Kathleen Jimenez
Kayla Mary Johnson
Nalina Joshi*
Destiny Brijae Joshua
Ibrahim Adil Karan, Sr.
Cum Laude†
Andrew Sunwook Kim
Chae Ho Kim*
Hannah Nicole Kim
Sung Hee Kim
Alan Hay Kong*
Alex Wilson Kwong
Ayrton Reforsado Lacanlale
Miranda T. Lam*
Stephanie Lao
Lily Law
Anthony Gabriel Le
Bryant Dat Minh Nguyen Le
Cum Laude†
Jennifer Truong Le
Nora Hanh Le
Christine Concepcion Lee
Grace Lok Mun Lee
Hee Yoon Joy Lee
Cum Laude†
Jessica Jah Lee
Phoebe Min-Ji Lee
Samuel Minsoo Lee
Sonia Leon
Man K. Leung
Cum Laude†
Connie Li
Angela Lieu
Ken Lieu
Allen Rithy Lim*
Katarina Eva Lin
Zhiqing Lin
Darnel Revita Lopez
Eileen Liset Lopez*
Emeline Lopez
Giovanna Patricia Lopez*
Jessica Marie Lopez*
Briana Courtney Louie
Yeszenia Loza
Donna Lu
Summa Cum Laude†
Priscilla Janet Lu
Aur Kraestl T. Lubi
Oksana Lubyanaya*
Christine Yen Luong
Tevin Luther
Ngoc B. Lau
Terry Kinh Ma
Kelsey Leigh Macapagal
Debbie Mach
Aiko Beth Mackus
Aries Esther Magana
Nour Majzoub
Cum Laude†
Riya Malani*
Ilyssa Renee Pimentel Malinis
Marianne Claire Manalang
Monique Clemente Mariano
Anne Elizabeth Martin
Christine K. Martin*
Jacob Fredric Martin
Kamilah Rashida McGuire-Griffin*
Ariana Iris Medizade
Cum Laude†
Josue Angel Mejia*
Rajmie Hiranya Mendis
Priscilla Irene Menjivar*
Valerie Mercado*
Devin Alexander Meza Rivas
Audrey Ashley Min
Virginia Laura Minjares
Crystal Nicole Morales*
Thomas Thao Mou
Ashley Ciara Munoz
Stephanie Amber Munoz
Crystal Murillo
Casandra Rose Murray
Ahkwyaw W. Naing
Aziza Badaoui Najjar
Raphael Noah Olea Natividad
Tosheena Melodi Nez*
Ashley Ng
Sanny Ng
David Dinh Ngo*
Michelle Shwe Ngon
Amanda Thuy Nguyen*
Brenda Nguyen
Carol Thoa Nguyen
Deanna Luu Nguyen*
Dena Lan Nguyen
Cum Laude†
Diem T. Nguyen*
Grace Hong Nguyen
Jennifer Nguyen
Jenny Nguyen
Jolinda Hieu Nguyen*
Kathy Khanh Nguyen
Kimngan Hoang Nguyen*
Micky Le Nguyen
Minh Hoc Nguyen
Cum Laude†
Nanhi Alexander Nicholas Le Nguyen
Nhi Nancy Tuyet Nguyen
Phuong Minh Nguyen
Tiffany Thuc Trinh Nguyen
Vannida Mimi Nguyen*
Tiffany Amanda Nguyen cuu*
Payum Noshiravan
Magdalen Olivia
Jacqueline Osegueda
Magna Cum Laude†
Talin Mary Oz
Reet Pabla*
Marina Pacheco
Emily Pang
Camille Joi Paron*
Jasmine Y. Parekh
Niraly Patel
Kayla Marie Arbeta Pedriza
Genesis Diana Pelaez
Mystic Soul Pelto*
Jasmine Thuy Pham
Angeles Le Phan
Christopher Nguyen Phan
Tiffany Mai Phan
Cum Laude†
Linda Pho
Danielle Thanh Thao Phung
Cum Laude†
Guadalupe Picozo
McKenzie Francis Piper
Cum Laude†
Michelle Christine Purgason
Eri Frances Cantos Quiambao
Brittany Bao Han Quy
Cum Laude†
Ali Rajabian*
Raveena Rajput
Summa Cum Laude†
Marissa Cecilia Ramirez
Michelle Ramirez
Nicolle Amaris Ramirez
Summa Cum Laude†
Grant Robert Ramos
Sam Osma Rashed
Atravis Rattanasamay*
Rebecca Nicole Renteria
Isabel Reyes Pasillas
Yi Sul Erika Richter
Magna Cum Laude†
Stephen Chang Shik Ro
Juan Aaron Rodriguez*
Sally Janice Romero*
Brenda Griselda Rosales*
Kyra Mae Hortinela Ruiz*
Manuel Alejandro Sagarmaga
Gaganpreet Kaur Salota
Matthew Alvin Salcedo
Jocelyne Saldana
Dianne Sarte Sambajon
Daniel Sandoval Rodriguez*
Matthew-Jordan Salas Santos
Maryciana Sarapudin
Tatiana Aria Sarkhosh
Omar Castillo Sarreal
Cameron James Sasaki
Monida Seh
Jennifer Pura Sebastian
Amber Z. Shah
Akeylah Cortney Shakir-Johnson*
Sabrina Min Shaw
Summa Cum Laude†
Aria Zara Sheraze
Yesul Shin*
Debora Margaret Sianturi*
Shelby Ann Smith*
Laura Soeun*
Erica Solis
Summa Cum Laude†
Ha Young Son*
Joo Young Song
Michael Dongwon Song
Cum Laude†
Marina Source
Kajideam Sooyolmga
Andie Erin Stein
Jessica Tafoya
Ravithneha Tallai
Sydney Allyson Tamayo
Jennifer Le Tarm*
Erik Tatulbekyan
Samantha Thang

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Ye Thao  
*Summa Cum Laude*†

Caitlin Audrey Tieu*  

Jenny Torres  
*Cum Laude*†

Paola Torres  

Valeria Tovar  

Brian Khoa Nhat Tran  

Eric Nhu-Dat Tran  

Jenny-My Thi Tran*  

Joseph Nguyen Tran  

Katie Kim Thoa Tran  

*Magna Cum Laude*†

Kevin Tran  

Lyn Ngoc Tran*  

Melina Baomy Tran*  

Tiffany Kiemui Tran  

Tina Tran  

Trisha Kim Tran  

Jimmy Truong  

Jui-Ting Tsai*  

Thuyvy Tu*  

Marie Lanz Tulpano  

Isabella Rodriguez Urbano*  

Yunuen Valencia*  

Leena Varughese*  

Janeth Vazquez Bautista  

Alberto Velasco, Jr.  

*Cum Laude*†

Cindy Elizabeth Ventura  

*Cum Laude*†

Jaryd Keane Villacruz  

Karina Vanessa Villafana  

Michelle Nguyen Vo  

Andrew Vieset Vong  

Sandy Voong  

Han T. Vu*  

Julie Vu  

Steven Hung Vu  

Lin Ling Wang  

Nikole Rae Warren*  

Natasha Wasim  

Cory A. Witter  

Hui Man Sarah Wong  

Simon Wong  

Tim Wu*  

Angelica Yaghoubi  

Yat Yeung*  

Bryan Tae Yi*  

Jea Ook Yoo  

*Summa Cum Laude*†

Samantha Wednesday Young  

Jason Yu  

Leon Yu  

Su Hong Yu*  

Kelsey Lane Zack*  

Sharjina Rahat Zahur

Tiffany Amber Zendejas  

Kalynn Alexis Zepeda  

Qianyu Zhang  

Ximu Zhang  

Alicia Zhao*  

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

**Public Health Sciences**

Sina Abadinaeimi*  

Sally Mohammad Abdallah  

Anita Abdinezhad  

*Summa Cum Laude*†

Brianna Nicole Aceves*  

Camila Tara Aguilar  

Kristie Jenna Ahn  

Zeinah Al-Darsani*  

Sheehan Buhat Al-Rabie*  

Fadumo Mohamed Ali*  

Shahab Alnagar  

Aya Alshamaa  

Maral Amani  

Felene Saraha An*  

Lauren Ashley Apodaca*  

Archito Tuazon Aquino, Jr.*  

Ryan David Assaf  

*Cum Laude*†

Merit Attalla Attalla*  

Meri Avdalyan  

Sona Avdalyan  

Yae Ji Back  

Shaudee Ashlee Badie  

Saghar Badiee  

*Cum Laude*†

Su Yeon Bae  

Troy Baines, Jr.  

Kristian Anthony Balmes  

Suvdanchimeg Bayasgalan  

Mona Bdaivi  

*Cum Laude*†

Jordan Josiah Belden  

*Cum Laude*†

Jasmine Marie Bellez*  

Kheira C. Bettir  

Jeth Buhay  

Andrew Steven Bui  

Veronica Garcia Caballero  

Jessamea Estavillo Cadiz  

Carmen Carrillo  

Genon Anthony Ituralde  

cataroja  

Lesley Siu Chan  

*Cum Laude*†

Long Chang*  

Calvin Chau  

Michelle Mong Truc Chau  

Vivian Chau  

Brenda Chavez  

Lana Chea  

Brenda N. Chen  

Jiali Chen  

Tina Li-Shan Chen  

Ayris Chantel Chena  

Michelle Cheng  

*Cum Laude*†

Raymond Chiu*  

Angela Choi  

Christine Soojin Chong*  

Jessica Matsumi Chong  

Angel Vu Chu  

Brian Duc Chu*  

Vivian Pham Chu  

Christy Thai Chung*  

Sandy Madaleine Cisneros*  

Christina Co  

Stephanie Mabel Contreras  

Alyssa Marie Cooper*  

Abelard Joseph Cruz  

Cindy Thu Cung  

Jennifer Mai Thi Dang  

Pauline Ann Dao  

Alexandra Desuyo  

Amandip Kaur Dhah  

Alexis Y. Daz  

Demijon Lingad Dicen  

*Cum Laude*†

Lori Chec Diep  

Rose-Marie Anya Dodge  

Katherine Thuy Duong  

Vivian Le Duong*  

Iridian Duran*  

Azmeh Khan Durrani  

Harutyun Dzhabrayan  

Nafisa A. Elghazali  

Yoseline Escalante-Buendia  

Emily Ava Eshraghian  

Tay Zachery Evans  

Naziya Fazli*  

Mary Angelone Briones Ferrer*  

Dariel Flores  

Rosa Estefany Flores  

Julia Kimberly Fong  

Taylor Raeanne Fong  

Elmarthy Janetty Eria Gallarde  

Taylor Raeanne Fong  

Julia Kimberly Fong  

Rosa Estefany Flores  

Julia Kimberly Fong  

Taylor Raeanne Fong  

Elmarthy Janetty Eria Gallarde  

Taylor Raeanne Fong  

Julia Kimberly Fong  

Rosa Estefany Flores  

Julia Kimberly Fong  

Taylor Raeanne Fong  

Elmarthy Janetty Eria Gallarde  

Taylor Raeanne Fong  

Julia Kimberly Fong  

Rosa Estefany Flores  

Julia Kimberly Fong  

Taylor Raeanne Fong  

Elmarthy Janetty Eria Gallarde  

Taylor Raeanne Fong  

Julia Kimberly Fong

- Degree anticipated summer 2017.
- Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Alyssa G. Moya*
Erik Moreno
Kimberly Yesenia Morales
Eun Jin Moon
Markus Antonino Montano*
Micheal Michel Mikheal
Zaimor Alexes Mercado*
Sarah Mae G. Mercado*
Roberto Melendez
Yanira Mejia
Sennite Meche
Alex Wilson Kwong
Olivia Laura La Mour
Elisa Barelia Ladaw
Linda Mai Lai
Brian Lam*
Jessica Lao
Pearl Lynne Law
* Summa Cum Laude†
Brian P. Le
† Summa Cum Laude†
Josephine Kim Le*
Kenny Khoa Dat Le
Kevin H. Le
Minh Tien Nguyen Le*
Elvis Lee*
Jacklyn Lee
Jun S. Lee
Jennifer Leiva
Christian Alexander Li
Por You Lim
Holly Liu*
Pavan Ramesh Lohia*
Joleen Tiffany Qiu
Naiyana Puckdee
Stephanie Andrea Preciado
Dhillon Pravongviengkham*
Stephanie Sharp
Naiyana Puckdee
Joleen Tiffany Qiu
Patricia Lee Mae Musni
Aisha Naz Mustafa
Tiffany Vi Nanthavongdouangsry
* Summa Cum Laude†
Andrew Atef Nemetta
Kelly Nguyen Ngo*
Gary Quang Ngo*
Anh Xuan Nguyen*
Ashley Nicole Nguyen
Christina Thuong Nguyen
Diana Thao Nguyen
Du Tat Nguyen
Janet Yen Dai Nguyen
Janine Phuong Chi Nguyen
Jeannette E. Nguyen
Jenna Phuong Nguyen
Jessica Thanh Nguyen
Katielyn Yen Nguyen
Kristina Ngoquyinhhu Nguyen
Lian Nguyen
* Summa Cum Laude†
Magic Hue Nguyen
Misha Huyen Nguyen
Nancy Quyen Nguyen
Thao Le Ngoc Nguyen
Theresa Thu Thuy Nguyen
Tiffany Hoang Nguyen
Tony Nguyen
* Summa Cum Laude†
Vanessa Quynh Nguyen
Omar Nicanor*
Sinae Noh
Jennifer A. Ocin
Jocelyn Karina Orellana*
Aimee Viviana Ortega
Miguel Osornio
Bhumika Pandya
Hannah Park*
Jin Kyung Park
Lisa Park
Urvashi Parti
Armanz Iman Patel*
Natalie Kartik Patel
Jennifer Lynn Pearce
* Summa Cum Laude†
Arvin Paul Perez
Kelley Mai Pham
Phung Kim Pham
Tina Ngoc Pham
Raymon Pina*
Adriana Setareh Pombo
Supasara Tracy Prasertphong
* Summa Cum Laude†
Noyan Pravongviengkham*
Stephanie Sharp
Naiyana Puckdee
Joleen Tiffany Qiu
Jennie Quach
Olivia Ai Quan
Stephanie Nabilah Rahim
* Summa Cum Laude†
Anna Francesca Africa Ramirez
Viviana Anissa Resendez
Cindy Isabel Reyes
Nikita Rezakhan Khajeh
* Summa Cum Laude†
Dalia Lisset Rivera
Cecilia Rocha*
Finola Rodriguez*
Diana Roman
* Summa Cum Laude†
Banessa Romo
Ani Rupenian
Sara Sabeti
* Summa Cum Laude†
Zainab Ayman Sabrin
Anthony Saephan
Diana Amir Salama
* Summa Cum Laude†
Hannah Buenavia Salao*
Jessica Salomon
Erika Samcie
Denise Sandez
Abraham Santiago
Robert Anthony Santiago
Johanes Alvaro Santos
Aileen Van Seav*
Jasmine Ariana Sedaghati
Christopher Jay Seiki
Alysha Shaha
Amanpreet Kaur Sidhu
Kuljit Kaur Sidhu*
Shannon R. Silva*
Stephanie Silva*
Peter Sintusaiachol
Meaghan Donna Skaggs
Kimberly Lorena Smith*
John Sam Soliman
* Summa Cum Laude†
Marcus Welby Amado Garcia
Solon
Heewon Son
Leslie Grace Mejos Sulite
Stephanie Patricia Sun
Yu Tung Tan
Neville Tarapore
* Summa Cum Laude†
Kevin Calvin Tavoc
Tiffany Tea
Layal Temsah
Garri Mary Teterian
Sarah Chi-Ying Thong
Marissa Sue Temp
Dorothy To
Catin That Ton*
Anhtly Tong*
Saira Janet Toscano
Julie Kim Tran
Karina Quynh Tran
* Magna Cum Laude†
Kristine Lee Tran
Madison Uyen Mi Tran
Nina Tran
Teresa-Trang Tran*
Thanhtruc Pham Tran*
Thuong Bao Tran*
Vince Quang Tran
Wynne Phi-Tinh Tran
Rachelle Thanh Trinh
Taylor Ann Truong
Jui-Ting Tsai*
Kathy Vien Tsan
Annalise Marie Tucker
Christine Faith Baga Umali
Keomomyruth Ung
Andhao Dinh Uong*
Cindy Anne Donato Urrete
Eleni Vacalo
Vanessa Maria Vasquez
Leslie Vazquez
Erika Liliana Velasquez*
Stephanie Hoang Yen Vien
* Summa Cum Laude†
Rebecca Huynh Vo
Vinny Pham Vo
Diane Quynh Vu
Jessica Phuong Vu*
Michelle Trang Vu
Tamy Vu
Jason Chi-Sen Wan
Maylen Wang
Priscilla Wang*
Victoria Hong Wang
* Summa Cum Laude†
Natalia Gissella Wasaque
Emily Elizabeth Webber
Katelyn Heather Winslow
* Summa Cum Laude†
Joseph Ta Tho Wong
Sharon Yu Wong
Stacy Woo
Derek Wu*
Natalie Dejntshiab Yang
Peter Tharwat Yanny
Kelly K. Yeung
Da Hyun Yoo*
Hao The Yu
* Summa Cum Laude†
Tiffany T. Yuen
Hao The Yu
Da Hyun Yoo*
Hao The Yu
* Summa Cum Laude†
Taylor Trang Tran
Van Thang Tran
Van Quoc Tran
John Sami Soliman
Kimberly Lorena Smith*
John Sam Soliman
* Summa Cum Laude†
Marcus Welby Amado Garcia
Solon
Heewon Son
Leslie Grace Mejos Sulite
Stephanie Patricia Sun
Yu Tung Tan
Neville Tarapore
* Summa Cum Laude†
Kevin Calvin Tavoc
Tiffany Tea
Layal Temsah
Garri Mary Teterian
Sarah Chi-Ying Thong
Marissa Sue Temp
Dorothy To
Catin That Ton*
Anhtly Tong*
Saira Janet Toscano
Julie Kim Tran
Karina Quynh Tran
* Magna Cum Laude†
Kristine Lee Tran
Madison Uyen Mi Tran
Nina Tran
Teresa-Trang Tran*
Thanhtruc Pham Tran*
Thuong Bao Tran*
Vince Quang Tran
Wynne Phi-Tinh Tran
Rachelle Thanh Trinh
Taylor Ann Truong
Jui-Ting Tsai*
Kathy Vien Tsan
Annalise Marie Tucker
Christine Faith Baga Umali
Keomomyruth Ung
Andhao Dinh Uong*
Cindy Anne Donato Urrete
Eleni Vacalo
Vanessa Maria Vasquez
Leslie Vazquez
Erika Liliana Velasquez*
Stephanie Hoang Yen Vien
* Summa Cum Laude†
Rebecca Huynh Vo
Vinny Pham Vo
Diane Quynh Vu
Jessica Phuong Vu*
Michelle Trang Vu
Tamy Vu
Jason Chi-Sen Wan
Maylen Wang
Priscilla Wang*
Victoria Hong Wang
* Summa Cum Laude†
Natalia Gissella Wasaque
Emily Elizabeth Webber
Katelyn Heather Winslow
* Summa Cum Laude†
Joseph Ta Tho Wong
Sharon Yu Wong
Stacy Woo
Derek Wu*
Natalie Dejntshiab Yang
Peter Tharwat Yanny
Kelly K. Yeung
Da Hyun Yoo*
Hao The Yu
* Summa Cum Laude†
Tiffany T. Yuen
Hao The Yu
Da Hyun Yoo*
Hao The Yu
* Summa Cum Laude†
Mindy Ashraf Zahedi
Rahia Batool Zaidi
Dayan Melissa Zakrzewski*
Parisa Zamani Mazdeh
Nadia Karina Zarate*
Siyi Zhang
Stefanie Marie Ziegler*
Tomas Vidal Zurita

School of Social Ecology

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Criminology, Law and Society
Amaris D. Abarca*
Kristin Alana Acvedo
Paola Miodor Acosta
Bahareh Mayel Afshar*
Katerina Agoopi*
Claire Rosalie Aguilar
Cum Laude†
Erica Aguilar
Paola L. Aguierre
Naran Kyung Ahn
Arleen Ani Alvazian
Maryam Mohammed Al-Yami
Kathleen Alatorre
Jazmin Alberto
Jessica Marie Almaraz
Cum Laude†
Katherine Alonso Aguilera
Cum Laude†
Selenge Altansoyombo
Marla Aluise-Kross
Anthony Alvarez
Mayra Berenice Alvarez
Yadira Nohemi Alvarez
Laura Ann Anderson
Olivia Andrade
Priscella Monique Arciga
Cum Laude†
Daleana Gabriela Arguello
Augustine Anthony Arroyo
Pavel Atanackovic
Eduardo Atitlano
Shahan Kerop Atmajian*
Conni Michelle Ayala
Elisa Ayon
Christian Balderas
Georgianna Alexis Baque
Annalynn Quinn Barkheimer
Belen Maria Barocio
Cinthia Barrios
Stewart Edgardo Barrios
Selena Bazan
Jose Miguel Bejar, Jr.
Christopher Bejarano

Aaron Thomas Bell
Cum Laude†
Michael Alexander Bender
Magna Cum Laude†
Gabriela Esmeralda Benitez Martínez
Alexis Lorraine Bennett*
Stephanie Michelle Berrios
Cum Laude†
Parker Hawken Blau
Austin Paderanga Bollozos
Raphael Dominique-Miguel Borjon
Michael Atef Boutros
Alexzander John Bratcher
Judit Brisenó
Michael Buenrostro
Michael Bray Butterworth
Christopher James Chu
Calaguin
Joseline Malena Calderon
Karina Camacho
Raquel Campuzano Santamaría
Cum Laude†
Amber Lynn Capasso*
Stephanie Carbalaj
Rafael Carrasco-Sanchez
Nicholas John Carrillo
Marial Monique Casanova
Barak Azar Cassilly
Marilyn Castillo*
Veronica Guadalupe Castillo
Breaña Vanessa Castro
Denise Castro
Veronica Marie Castro
Fiona Chan
Wing Yan Joyce Chan
Helen Yinfong Chau
Luis Antonio Chavarín
Andrea Chavez Barajas
Iridian Zenaida Chavez
Mayra Chavez
Cum Laude†
Vanessa Chavez
Alexander Chen*
Gina Fong Chen
Shan-Hsiang Chen
Hyun Il Choi*
Ye Rim Choi
Daniel Chon
Ashley Kit-Yin Chu*
Choi Shun Chu
Erica Yoon Chung
Cum Laude
Sarah Seolah Chung
Angela Lourdes Clyde
Marissa Contreras
Tracy Denise Corley*
Karina Corona
Secilia Corona
Cindy Ariana Cortez
Erika Andrea Cortez
Matthew Ryan Cory
Nathaniel David Cox*
Jessica Lauren Cristini
Jessica Cruz Mercado
Anthony Jose Cruz
Lorena Cuevas*
Christina Leann Cutshaw
Marina Stephanie Daglian
Amy Dao
Sandy Beatriz De Leon Rivera
Patricia Delacruz*
Bryan Antonio Delgado
Widad Diab
Cum Laude†
Jose Jaime Diaz
Jesus Indalecio Diaz-Lopez
Lorenzo Ramon Cajumox
Dinogan*
Jon-Daniel Escalona Dizon
Minh C. Do
Brianne Marie Doyle
Miguel Antonio Duran
Jeanine Edralin
Cum Laude†
Ali Fakhry Elghory*
Hanna Marie Eliot
Destinee Diane Elliott
Kassandra Margarita Enríquez-Romo
Syndie Marie Erb
Benesné Michelle Estrada
Tara Etemad-Haary
Magna Cum Laude†
Alexandra Fatema Ettehadeh
Summa Cum Laude†
Shayon L. Falls
Erika Farias*
Samara Nicole Farooquee
Mujtaba Mohammad Fatah*
Marco Sean Fenton*
Sophia Bach Ferrone
Pedro Cuahtemoc Figueroa
Sandra Yolanda Figueroa*
Alicia Flores
Elide Flores
Gabriela Alejandra Flores
Kenia Yvette Galesa
Cindy Galvan
Cum Laude†
Yadira Lorena Galvan
Elizabeth Galvez
Gabriel Peter Garcia
Jacklyn Genevieve Arlene Garcia
Liliana Garcia
Lucero Erica Garcia*
Sitally Garcia
Tatyana Marie Garrett
Nghi Man Giang
Rajpreet Gill
Itzel Gomez
Lucy Lizbeth Gomez
Julian Carlos Gonzales
Melissa Renee Gonzales
Tatiana Alexia Gonzales
Alexandra Connie Gonzalez
Ashley Christine Gonzalez
Cristian Gonzalez
Daud Hasan Gonzalez
Joanna Gonzalez
Karen Montserrat Gonzalez*
Veronica Valencia Gonzalez
Yesenia Gonzalez
Jared Kyle Granado
Cum Laude†
Angelina Nicole Grijalva
Melissa Eileen Guerrero
Monica Judith Guerrero*
Liangying Guo
Daniela Gutierrez
Jose Pedro Gutierrez
Gabriela Guzman
Jessica Aurora Guzman*
Patricia Guzman*
Vivianna Guzman
Helen Kyung Haan
Raven Nicole Hagger
Meghan Louise Hamilton
Sophia Marie Heitkamp Hampp
Deborah Han*
Alexander Glenn Hascall
Braelyn Rae Havig
Summa Cum Laude†
Blanca Eimee Hernandez Ibarra
Gladyas Jazmin Hernandez
Mariela Hernandez
Paula Melissa Hernandez*
Victor Hernandez-Vega
Diana Minh-Hue Hoang
Magna Cum Laude†
Justin Gwo-Chiang Horng
Brandon Todd Howard, Jr.
Emily Hsu
Amy Jiagui Huang
Yvonne Han Huang*
Beatriz Huesca
Zana Mamta Hundal*
Grace Natalie Ibarra*
Daniel Anthony Inacio
Gabrielle Evannemignon Ivie

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Sukayna Jaidi
Cum Laude†
Abigail Kirsten Gamboa Jaime*
Leslie Zitlalli Jaramillo
Cristian Jimenez
Chan Woo Jung
Jain Kang
Ted Kang*
Mohammad Zafar Kazempoor*
Duchess Valerie Kensington*
Elijah Kim
Ester Se Hwa Kim
Glen Woo Chang Kim*
Ha Ram Kim
Nayeon Kim*
Andrew Martin Kind
Antoinette Jane Kwong
Russell Kenneth Kwong
Mikaela Kirsten Laite*
Dylan Lam†
Shauntece Lavonne Laurant
Vincent Law
Minh Dang Quang Le
Artiom Lebed
Jennifer Paz Ledesma
Eojin Lee
Jack D. Lee*
Seungwoo Lee
Emily Marie Lemus
Andrew Octavio Leon
Alma Leon-Oseguera
Lorna Ieok Cheng Leong
Cum Laude
Allison Roselle Leyva*
Yesenia Leyva
Wai Kei Li*
Xiao Li
Charis Shun Xing Liang
Otto Bob Lin*
Chung En Liu
Edith Angelica Llamas
Jiaqi Long*
Alely Lopez
Imelda Yarel Lopez
Vivian Gai Low
Adriana Guadalupe Lucas
Dana See Wai Lui
Jane Jun-Li Luong
Hellen Brigid Lupi
Beverly Liu
Mary Anne Lynch*
Veronica Magana
Tommy Mai
Stanton H. Mak
Marixa Maldonado
Stacy Evelyn Marin*
Camille Erise Emelo Marinas
Richelle Sarea Marroquin
Jaron Michael Martin
Alexander Isaac Martinez
Edwin Martinez
Kristyn Marie Martinez
Alexandra Noelle Coddington
Mateo
James John Michael Contreras
Mauhay
Megan Rae McCann
Tania Medina
Brianna Mendez*
Jessica Mendez
Dominique Ryan Mendoza
Miranda Monique Mendoza
Magna Cum Laude
Roohi Merchant
Jasmine Merino*
Joshua Anthony Merino
Lapakitea Fisil’hone Mesui
Kayla Nicole Milanowski
Tracey James Miller*
Raymundo Miranda
Tina Mirzakhani
Oscar Alberto Molar*
Elizabeth Bryanne Moore
Alejandro Morales*
Juan Felipe Morales
Kimberly Annet Morales
Yanet Morales
Peter Augustus Jay Mortimer
Sora Rose Motlagh
Aaron Elias Moya*
Emily Elizabeth Mundo
Elizabeth Guerrero Munoz*
Nancy Munoz
Diana Muradayan
Alexander Houston Murry*
Sara Hadi Nael
Annika Summer Nelson*
Kaveh Newmen
Cum Laude
Elisa Ngai
Van Thuy Ngo
Amber Hai Mi Nguyen
Doreen Nguyen
Thanh Sy Nguyen
Cum Laude†
Tu-Uyen Nguyen
Vivian Th Nguyen*
Sarah Denise Nims
Christine Hazel Noche
Samaan Ahev Nur
Cum Laude†
Caillen May O’Bara
Alejandra Ochoa
Jose Arturo Toscano Ochoa
Jasmin Oh*
Andrew Ok
Andrew Wen Ooi
Cecilia Ordaz
Jazmine Orozco
Kristina Orozco
Jocelyn Ortega
Leslie Ou
Alexandra Amarat Ouklore
Karla Fernanda Pacheco
Martha Itzel Padilla, Sr.*
Lissette Alexis Panduro
Yuliana Pantaleon Garcia
Kevin Paredes*
Deborah Chanmi Park*
John Joon Hee Park*
Kalia Sharrell Parker
Cum Laude†
Arlena Albert Parmar
Jamileth Parra*
Elizabeth Eladia Partida
Melissa Ellen Peck
Linda Lizeth Pena
Yubo Peng
April G. Perez
Bianca Janett Perez*
Janette Maria Perez
Josie Ann Perez*
Tuan Anh Pham
Nicole Elizabeth Phillips
Magna Cum Laude†
Paulina Montserratt Pierson
Karen Vanessa Plascencia
Jorge Ponce
Cum Laude†
Oscar Neri Portillo
Samantha Marie Prieto
Arianna S. Pyon
Hana Mustafa Qaqi
Maria Adela Quezada
Monica Daniela Quijada
Cum Laude†
Sarah Shaaban Sakr
Cum Laude†
Andrew Salazar
Miranda Marie Salazar
Taren Dimitry Salazar*
Catalina Salgado*
Fernanda Sanchez Jara
Christopher Robert Sanchez
Jasmine Sanchez
Candice Rita Sandoval
Jose Alfredo Sandoval
Kelli Lynn Sansheby
Robert Matthew Santealla
Stephanie Juliet Santamaria
Sureima Isabel Santillan*
Vanchanna Chry stal Sar
Blair A. Schultz
Jacob James Schulze
Daniel Kristoff Schuman
Shehara Osea Seapno
Ricardo Bernard Segarra, Jr.
Katelyn Mac Seieroe
Anna Jinxian Ridgway, Sr.*
Jessica Nicole Riker*
Brenda Victoria Rios
George Rios
Michelle Rivera
Chantal Danielle Robinson
Salvador Robledo, Jr.
Krystal Nichole Robles
Cum Laude†
Nestor Rodriguez Flores
Melissa Anais Rodriguez Munoz
Adrian Jose Rodriguez
Alexis Santiago Rodriguez*
Edward Alexander Rodriguez, Jr.
Kathy Rodriguez
Rosalinda Rodriguez
Tatiana Andrea Rodriguez*
Rebecca Lynn Rogers
Rafael Rojas*
Kailee Shizuko Romberg
Cum Laude†
Kimberly Xiomara Romero
Vargas
Michael Edisson Romero*
Ian Juan Jesus Ron
Gabriel Joseph Rosales
Jacqueline Rosales
Esperanza Rosas
Martin John Ross
Daniel Rubio
David Rueda
Allison Haley Rueter
Magna Cum Laude†
Alexandra Vivian Russo
Magna Cum Laude†
Jasmin Oh*
Andrew Ok
Andrew Wen Ooi
Cecilia Ordaz
Jazmine Orozco
Kristina Orozco
Jocelyn Ortega
Leslie Ou
Alexandra Amarat Ouklore
Karla Fernanda Pacheco
Martha Itzel Padilla, Sr.*
Lissette Alexis Panduro
Yuliana Pantaleon Garcia
Kevin Paredes*
Deborah Chanmi Park*
John Joon Hee Park*
Kalia Sharrell Parker
Cum Laude†
Arlena Albert Parmar
Jamileth Parra*
Elizabeth Eladia Partida
Melissa Ellen Peck
Linda Lizeth Pena
Yubo Peng
April G. Perez
Bianca Janett Perez*
Janette Maria Perez
Josie Ann Perez*
Tuan Anh Pham
Nicole Elizabeth Phillips
Magna Cum Laude†
Paulina Montserratt Pierson
Karen Vanessa Plascencia
Jorge Ponce
Cum Laude†
Oscar Neri Portillo
Samantha Marie Prieto
Arianna S. Pyon
Hana Mustafa Qaqi
Maria Adela Quezada
Monica Daniela Quijada
Reyes Ulises Sena
John Induk Seo
Jocelyn LuceroSilvas*
Victoria Ashleigh Simon
Bingxin Song*
Stephanie Karina Soto
Melanie Kimberly Speech
Alyssa Nicole Spectsnagel*
Eric James Spraggins
Emily Lorraine Stein

Summa Cum Laude†
Greg Su
Hayden Thomas Sugg
Vincent Sy
Yujie Tang
Kari Ramela Tatoian

Cum Laude
Kimberly Debbie Tavaera
Brandi Chantel Taylor
Justine Alexandria Terriquez-Monroy
Nicole Marie Thompson

Cum Laude
Amanda To*
Corey Nicole Tobin
Kelsey Elisee Tom
Angel E. Torres
Keny Cu Tran
Rachel Tran

Cum Laude†
Timothy Anh Tran Tran
Tina Tran*
Victoria T. Tran
Courtney Nirissa Turl
Matthew Christian Tyson
Shirley Melissa Uyuni
Oscar Vaca Alvarez*
Paulo Rafael Valdez Lopez
Bryan Valdez
Paola Valdez
Nancy Valdivia
Edwin Valencia
Nicole Elisse Valenzuela*
Sar Vang
Maria Isabel Vargas
Lucero Jennifer Vazquez
Alexis Briones Velez
Enrique Victoria
Elias Eric Villalta*
Jesse Villalpando
Alexandra Pilar Villanueva
Albert Minh Vu
Tam Dieu Vu

Summa Cum Laude†
Matthew Charles Wainwright
Jazmin Nicole Webb
Sarah Catherine Wertenberger*
Davion Demonta Williamson
Cheryl Lynne Winsten
Cameron Tyler Wolf
Yuen Wu
Yifen Xia
Brandon Du Xu
Angela Yin
Elaine Naxi Yong
Shunichi Yoshinaga
Devin Christina Young*
Eric Peter Yu
Jessica Michelle Zambada*
Jocelyn Zambrano*
Christel Zamudio
Rachel Elizabeth Zarrabi
Yan Hui Zhang

Summa Cum Laude†
Camila Zhao Yingying*

Psychology and Social Behavior
Kingsley Travis Abel
Madison Marie Abel
Noel Cruz Acasio*
Monica Acevedo
Carly Ann Acuna
Martha Luz Adame
Erin Adelina*
Maryjoyceam Caranto
Adraine
Bahareh Mayel Afsar*
Kristina Aghazaryan
Claire Rosalie Aguilar

Summa Cum Laude†
Jorge Aguilar
Paola L. Aguirre
Sungiae Paul Ahn
Koryn Lian Aikins
Kathleen Alatorre
Omar Hamami Alhaouasli
Nicole Victoria Allen
Jessica Marie Almaraz

Cum Laude†
Katherine Alonso Aguilar
Amber Jean Alsameman
Leslie Sofia Alvarado

Summa Cum Laude†
Manuel Alvarez
Mayra Berenice Alvarez
Rebecca Amaviczka
Karla Sofia Amezcua
Manakumar A. Amin*
Khekhass Anand
Angela Angeles Angeles
Brooke Kaylee Angelo

Summa Cum Laude†
John Richard Lim Aquino
Kandise Tracy Aragon
Cassandra Wolf Aranizar
Mark Kevin Mirasol Arante
Priscella Monique Arciga

Cum Laude†
Marisol Arellano
Tara Arghavan
Yasemin Arik
Maricruz Arzate*
Chris Asano
Camron Patris Ascencio
Edith Ascencion
Sara Aslam

Summa Cum Laude†
Miray Atamian
Anajahmcn Jocelyn Atilano

Cum Laude†
Shahan Kerop Atmajian*
Fatima Mahrous Attallah
Elizabeth Avila
Jocelyn Kristell Aviles
Sonoud Nisa Awan
Elisa Ayon
Troy Baines, Jr.
Kevin Stewart Balcarcel
Sona Baloyan*
Georgianna Alexis Baque
Rita Marie Barber*
Annalyn Quinn Barkheimer
Alma Aileen Barrios
Bryan Barrios
Astrid Elidia Bartolo
Sydney Sha’Kieron Batts

Cum Laude†
Selenait Bazaen
Dina Bdaivi*
Jose Miguel Bejar, Jr.
Aaron Bellagrid
Leah Francis Benci-Woodward
Alyssa Mizuki Bender
Dayana Celeste Benitez

Magna Cum Laude†
Monique Marielle Bernez
Stephanie Michelle Berrios

Cum Laude†
Melia Biglarpour
Bianca Olga Marie Black
Kathryn Sachiko Blanhtorne
Marissa Erin Bodell

Summa Cum Laude†
Jeryaln Elizabeth Bolanos

Magna Cum Laude†
Alexandra Darlene Boling
Aurora Guadalupe Bonilla
Agynman Kofi Bonsu

Emily Grace Borland

Domanic Manuel Brack

Cum Laude
Andrea Callan Brady
Alexzander John Bratcher
Judit Briseno
Taysheona Denise Brodie

Cum Laude†
Mackenzie Marie Brown
Kathleen Militante Buddha
Michael Buenrostro
Lisa Bui
Anongnat Butchat

Cum Laude†
Maria Guadalupe Caballero

Cum Laude†
Yunyi Cai

Cum Laude†
Tomiko Angelina Cairo

Cum Laude†
Anarosa Justina Calderon

Marcos
Joseline Malea Calderon
Larissa Ashley Camper
Michelle Campos
Daniel Anthony Cano
Lesly Nora Cardenas
Alexandra Danielle Cardona
Briana Melissa Carlos
Vanessa E. Carmona

Cum Laude†
Mariana Luisa Carr
Rafael Carrasco-Sanchez
Shaniqua Chantel Cartwright
Cheverlyn Valdez Casta
Jennifer Castaneda
Brenda Monserrat Castellanos
Gerardo Antonio Castellanos

Jovany Castillo*

Denise Castro

Victor Manuel Ceden

Cum Laude†
Delsy Cedillo

Christina Constance Cella

Magna Cum Laude
Karina Rivera Chacon*

Kayla Kim Chai

Minji Choi*

Nicholas Jonghoo Choon

Jessie Chang

Pao-Sheng Chang

Gloria Angeles Chavez Luna

Iridian Zenaide Chavez

Vanessa Louise Chavoya

Kevin Chea

Diana Jiaxian Chen

Irene Doris Chen

Kevin Chen

Shun-Hsiang Chen

Yankang Chen

Chi Cheng

Ellis Kinyan Cheng

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Lorenzo Ramon Cajumoc

Dinogon

Josef Noah Joshua Estadilla

Dizon*

Katherine Bich Thi Do

Tracey Do

Anny Le Doan

Quan Bao Doan

Tara Doan

Aaron James Martinez Domingo

Diana Dominguez Ortega

Cum Laude†

Lillith Rita Don

Madison Dakota Donaldson

Sadra Dowlatshahi

Melanie Elaine Driessen

Magna Cum Laude

Alicia Marie Duckworth*

Madaline Nichole Dunn

Robert Edward Dunn*

Miguel Antonio Duran

Derek Eang

Jeanine Edralin

Cum Laude†

Jessica Marie Ehrman

Heather Lynn Elias

Destinee Diane Elliott

Jeffrey David Eloriaga

Kassandra Margarita Enriquez-Romo

Lizette Espino Bardales

Sheila Rebecca Espinosa

Aracely Esquivel*

Amanda Cristina Estrada

Estrella Estrada

Ivan Estrada*

Walter Estrada

Tara Etemad-Haary

Magna Cum Laude†

Alexandra Fatema Ettehadieh

Summa Cum Laude†

Francis Manaloto Ewaldez

Shayon L. Falls

Erika Farias*

Sydney Rhiana Farzadkis

Marco Sean Fenton*

John Marco Rosel Feri*

Karen Liliana Fernandez

Michael Brandon Fernandez

Amber Hannah Ferrari

Carlos R. Ferrar*

Shana Nicole Fix*

Elisa Michell Flores*

Irina Venecia Flores

Francesca Flores-Jordan*

Aiko Tiffany Ford

Scott Andres Fortier*

Cindy Fransisca

Magna Cum Laude†

Chelsea Lynn Freeman*

Chase Nathaniel Fryslie

Daniel Tyler Fu

Fakhrieh Salem Furruha

Elizabeth Galvez

Victoria Gamboa Mejia

Semaq Emmanuelle Garbutt

Brenda Nabetaza Garcia

Elisa Garcia

Cum Laude

Gabriel Peter Garcia

Jessica Garcia

Jesus Amador Garcia

Karmina Garcia*

Sitlally Garcia

Kayleen Marie Garvey

Transaint Gau

Tina Ge

Alexa Lee Genesi

Cum Laude†

Marisa Ann Genzoli

Jonathan Steven George

Nahad Ghassemian

Latifa Ghazala

Rebecca Ghazarian

Arashpreet Kaur Gill

Amatia Golbodaghi

Joselyn Magdalena Gomez Hernandez

Karla Yojana Gomez Tague

Christopher Gomez

Cum Laude†

Lucy Lizbeth Gomez

Mathias Patrick Gomez-Aragon

Randy Gonzales, Jr.

Alessandra Connie Gonzalez

Brigitte Gonzalez

Brittany Lucielle Madrigal Gonzalez

Corinne Kay Gonzalez

Ililana Angelica Gonzalez

Jessica Gonzalez*

Jessica Vanessa Gonzalez

Cum Laude†

Joseline Gonzalez

Karen Moniserrat Gonzalez*

Karen Perez Gonzalez

Stephanie Gonzalez

Cum Laude†

Sylvana Gonzales

Veronica Valencia Gonzalez

Yolitzma Gonzalez

Jessica G. Gordon*

Noopur Asit Gosalia

Magna Cum Laude†

Soeharto Jaya Gotama

Steven Roland Gourlay

Kimberly Ann Gospod

Brigit Samanta Gruzman

Tracy Cui Lin Guan

Melissa Eva Guerra

Maria Guerrero

Melissa Eileen Guerrero

Grace Guo*

Alex Jesus Gutierrez

Andres Gutierrez

Jose Pedro Gutierrez

Dean Jordan Guttenman

Sophia Marie Heitkamp Hampp

Deborah Han*

Jacqueline Hang

Marina Karam Hanna

Kimberly Kamaleinh

Hanohano-Munder

Haley Lynn Hansen

Kaneesha Hasnait*

Caroline Randall Havens

Behrad Hejazifar*

Bruce Max Hamilton

Carolina Andrea Hernandez*

Gabriela Marlene Hernandez

Cum Laude†

Gladys Jazmin Hernandez

Jasmine Michelle Hernandez*

Jennifer Hernandez

Summa Cum Laude†

Josue Gonzalez Hernandez

Kiara Zuleyma Hernandez

Monica Hernandez

Nancy Janely Hernandez*

Stephanie Hernandez-Gomez

Gabriela Herrera

Kasie Paige Hervey*

Justin Nicole High*

Erika Hill*

Ying Hsuan Ho*

Diana Minh-Hue Hoang

Magna Cum Laude†

Khahn Bao Hoang

Cum Laude†

Ngan Thikim Hoang*

Robert Peter Holthe II

Iris Lee Hou

Cum Laude†

Jason Andrew Dinh*

Jennifer Dinh

Krystal Dinh

Oanh Hoang Thi Dinh

Lorenzo Ramon Cajumoc

Dinogon*

Josef Noah Joshua Estadilla

Dizon*
Nathiha House
Stephanie Hovhannisyan
Adrienne Peyton Hsieh
Cum Laude†
Qianyu Huang
Xin Huang
Yaxin Huang
Ann Huynh
Magna Cum Laude†
Nadia Le Huynh
Zhanna Arsenovna Ismailova
Susan Shaghasi Jahid
Abigail Kirsten Gamboa Jaime*
Christine Jehng
Hodong Jeon
Hyeon Chan Jeon
Seon Mi Jeon
Hengjia Jian
Angelica Jimenez
Cristian Jimenez
Linda Fayelah Johnson*
Ryan Mathis Johnson*
Kaylin Dali Jones*
Aaron Jacob Juarez*
In Eun Jung
Kendall Ann Kantack*
Patil Sossi Karadolian*
Kylie Maki Kashimoto*
Duchess Valerie Kensington*
Yasmin Khayyami
Mey Na Kheng
Denise Kim
Dennis Kim
Ester Se Hwa Kim
Helen Kim
Isaac Kim
Young Min Kim*
Christopher Formichi King
Katlyn Nicole King
Cum Laude†
Samuel Aaron Kipper*
Rachel Lauren Knight
Seoran Ko*
Adrian Sebastian Kohar
Hanna Lisa Koloffman
Cum Laude
Manami Koizumi
Magna Cum Laude†
Anthony Jean Koo*
Chissy Mabel Tobie Kuoh*
Antoinetti Jane Kwong
Yen-Ni Lan
Dana Lynn Lapsley
Katherine Charles Lasure
Emily Rachel Lavi
An Gia Le*
Irene Le*
Jeanne Be Mai Lien Le
Kelly Haimi Le
Alexah Christine Leamons
Diana Iveth Lebron
Michelle Leah Leck*
Carolina Yoo Lee
Chao-Yi Lee*
Daniel Lee
Darryn Jeremy Lee
Jennie Ninger Lee
Judy Lee
Cum Laude†
Kevin Lee
Magna Cum Laude†
Michelle Whitley Lee
Cum Laude†
Sharon Hwa Lee
Nico Lemus
Alma Leon-Oseguera
Long Lertpanit*
Allison Roselle Leyva*
Yesenia Leyva
Minqi Li
Xuejing Li*
Zhil Liang
Jenny Bai Bing Liao
Chen Lin
Cum Laude†
Gregory Matthew Linares*
Xiao Yu Liu
Jessica Llanes
Jessica Lo
Magna Cum Laude†
Alely Lopez
Fatima Lopez
Gabriela Lopez
Giovanna Patricia Lopez*
Imelda Yarelín Lopez
Lydia Lopez*
Ronald Raphael Lopez
Carol Louie
Jeanette Anissa Lozano
Cum Laude†
Lonna Lu
Nancy Thuy Lu
Rui Lu
Krista Ann Lubiano
Alejandra Lucatero
Dan Neil Alttagtag Lucero
Dana See Wai Lui
Stephanie Luo
Caroline Lui*
Cathy Ly
Kristal Nguyen Ly
Cum Laude†
Isaiah Marcus Ma
Jennifer Lee Ma
Jingbo Ma
Tiffany Winona Mach
Kimberly Yolanda Macias
Valerie Denise Macias
Julienne B. Mackey
Maria De La Luz Madrigal Parra
Alisha Mari Maeda*
Kevin Jorge Enrique Magallon*
Isaac Lee Magness
Rose Mai
Tiffany Mai
J'Nisha Jolani Aquino
Manibusan
Cum Laude
Fardin Syrus Manteghi*
Sheenarose Teano Manuel
Stephen Ikaia Manuwa
Kendra Marin
Moniqua Le'er' Shay Markham*
Arpine Markosyan*
Carcia Nina Marquez
Esther Marquez-Martinez*
Jacqueline Marroquin*
Richelle Saree Marroquin
Robert Omar Marroquin
Jilaine Elizabeth Martin
Carlos Michael Martinez
Cassandra Leigh Martinez
Jasmin Martinez
Jessica Liliana Martinez
Jessica Marie Martinez
Kristyn Marie Martinez
Mariela Betzabel Martinez
Stephan Andrew Masnyj
Manoshak Masoumi
Magna Cum Laude†
Ruben Mata
Eriny Refaat Matta*
Marnie Lynn Mattei
Eriny Refaat Matta*
Ruben Mata
Marnie Lynn Mattei
Manoushak Masoumi
Magna Cum Laude†
Magna Cum Laude†
Magna Cum Laude†
Magna Cum Laude†
Magna Cum Laude†
Magna Cum Laude†
Tania Medina
Idalia M. Mejia
Lilibeth Mejia
Brianna Mendez*
Ashley Caresses Mendoza
Ana Rosa Menendez
Fanfu Meng
Zhulian Meng
Kathleen Anne Mercado
Karolin Meric
Nicole Malak Charlotte Midani
Cum Laude†
Nicole Jeanne Milan*
Tiffany Anne Miotla*
Melissa Ann Miranda
Cum Laude
Izzak Mireles
Naveed Mohajerani
Sydney Ann Mole
Cum Laude†
Veronica Molina
Briana Jacqueline Monroy
Alyssa Nicole Mont
Stephany Jihea Moon
Amy Vanessa Morales
Angel Ramon Morales
Jason David Moreno*
Ali Motamedzadeh
Breyana Ward Moussa
Steffi Mulia
Derek Ezra Muniz
Ivanna Danielle Munoz
Melina Leilany Munoz, Sr.
Sara Hadi Nael
Ashley M. Namba-Young
Tianna Trishala Nand*
Adriana Judith Navarro
Amika Summer Nelson*
Brittany Newcomb*
Connie Ng
Shelly Ngo
Jennifer Ng
Brandon Nguyen
Christine Mai-Thy Nguyen
Dominic Vuong Nguyen
Cum Laude†
Ivy Farrah Nguyen
Janet Yen Dai Nguyen
Janny Nguyen
Jazlyn Van Nguyen
Kim Nguyen
Kimmy Nguyen
Kristies Wong Nguyen
Cum Laude†
Michael Nguyen
Mitchell Alejo Nguyen
Cum Laude
Nancy Nhi Nguyen
Nhi Annie P. Nguyen*
Nick Quoc Nguyen
Tedman Le Nguyen
Thanh Sy Nguyen
Cum Laude†
Theoan Hai Nguyen
Tina Nguyen
Magna Cum Laude†
Tina Thanh Thao Nguyen
Tu-Uyen Nguyen
Kelli Jasmine Nhi
Sarah Denise Nims
Michiyo Nomoto
* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Samaan Aveh Nur  
*Cum Laude†

Caitlin May O’Bara

Michelle Roisin O’Brien

Robert James O’Rourke

Jana Mariam Obeid

Kallie Setsuko Ochiai*

Jose Arturo Toscano Ochoa

Esther Oh

Andrew Ok

Mariyam Cassim Olia

Giulia Oliveira

Paula Margarete C. Ong  
*Cum Laude*

Alexys Adonay Oosterhouse

Cecilia Ordaz

Gisell Orduna

Francisco Oregel

Saul Eduardo Orozco

Kelsey Elizabeth Ortiz

Brittney Annerose Ozmun

Karla Fernanda Pacheco

Patrick Corpuzug Picas

Jessica Pacalos

Cristian Israel Palomo*

Yuliana Pantaleon Garcia

Joshua Pardo

Perdita Pavia

Finella Da-Hee Park

Han Na Park*

Ruby Shannon Park

Tina Parsae

Pia Isadora Pastrana

Dorcas Elizabeth Pelico

Yubo Peng

Jannely Peralta Mena

Luis Tomas Pereira  
*Magna Cum Laude†

April G. Perez

Denise Perez

Mario Perez, Sr.*

Xiomara Perez

Alexander Grayson Petteyjohn*

Robert Ryan Peyton

Jessica gia An Pham Nguyen*

Jacqueline Pham*

Khoa Danh Pham

My Trong Pham

Nil Tuyet Pham  
*Cum Laude†

Bang Thi Phan

Gina Marie Philbrick

Amara Jung Phouasalit

An My Khue Phuong

Birgit Pilve*

Heather Kristin Piper

Karlie Elizabeth Poindexter

Anthony Portugal*

Patricia Rendon Prado

Tiffany Anderson Pranajasa*

Jonathan Pusavat

Virginia Qi*

Cheng Qian

Nguyen Trong Quach

Lillian Lin Quan*

Maria Adela Quezada  
*Magna Cum Laude†

Ruth Diana Quintana

Jocelyne Quintana Rika

Brittany Bao Han Quy

Valencia Ramirez Garcia

Anthony Ramirez

Brianna Marie Ramirez

Christina Lynn Ramirez

Diana Lineth Ramirez

Lilly Ramirez

Yoceline Ramirez

Daniela Liseth Ramos

Vince Xavier Ramos

Shawn Harrison Ray

Eliah Daniel Raya

Berly Bridget Reyes*

Kimberly Reyes

Laura Tatiana Reyes  
*Cum Laude†

Malaine Victoria Ribeiro*

Abraham Rico*

Jessica Nicole Riker*

Briesea Rivera

Laura Judith Robbins

Chantall Danielle Robinson

Natalia Augustine Theresa Robinson

Salvaror Robledo, Jr.

Krystal Nichole Robles  
*Cum Laude†

Carol Christina Rocha

Ashlie Rodriguez

Claudia Rodriguez  
*Magna Cum Laude†

Eder Rodriguez

Fernando Rodriguez, Jr.*

Karina Rodriguez

Lilianor Rodriguez

Martin Dominic Rollice

Kimberly Xiomara Romero

Vargas

Genesis Josephine Romero

Joseph Estiven Romero-Reyes

Niki Rose Romo

Alejandro Rosales

Eduardo Rosales*

Emily Rosales*

Stephanie Rosales

Lisa Rivera Rosario

Gabriela Antonietta Ruiz*

Alexandra Vivian Russo  
*Magna Cum Laude†

Titania Sabzerou

Ramin Kevin Safaei

Sarah Shaaban Sakr  
*Cum Laude†

Miranda Marie Salazar

Taren Dimitry Salazar*

Yuliana Saldana

Davina Sophia Saleh

Amber Lyn Kiani Sam Fong*

Nipunide Silva Samararatne  
*Cum Laude†

Natasha Azodi Samari

Melissa Joy San Miguel*

Annie San

Fernanda Sanchez Jara

Devin Blake Sanchez

Natalia Sanchez

Rogelio Sanchez

Julian Cristian Sanchez-Nunez

Laura Noemmy Sandoval  
*Cum Laude†

Jennifer Quinto Sango  
*Cum Laude†

Itzel Santiago  
*Cum Laude†

Alec Conner Schrezenmeier

Shehara Osea Seapno

Katelyn Mae Seiernor

Amera Selim

Khushbu Sengar

Andrew Sengphirachanh

Gabriel Sepulveda

Sienna Isabella Serrano

Daisy Serrato

Andi Senn

Jason Rodrigo Sevilla

Shreya Sharan

Beom Cheol Shin

Kee Lin Shin

Kristine Nicole Into Siamco*

Nicole Guas Sibali

Amanpreet Kaur Sidhu

Chloe C. Sierra

Stephanie Dammiel Silva

Maria Simonjuntak

Carissa Elizabeth Singh*

Dilpreet Singh

Dominic Valerio Sinsay

Alexander Christopher Sirakoff*

Benny Situ

Michelle Renee Shamar Solano

Bingxin Song*

Blake Thomas-Allen Song*

Han Byul David Song

Juhyun Song  
*Cum Laude†

Pongsakorn Soonthornyanakij

Sylvia Soria

Alexandra Soto Chavez

Eric James Spraggins

Katie Marie Stahlhuth

Elizabeth Maria Stefani*

Marah Michelle Stevenson

Sidhartha Rai Sticco

Yu Sudo*

Susanne Lynn Sullivan

John Sung*

Vincent Sy

Trang Christine Tuyet Ta

Alyssa Tabugan Tacorda

Judy Tan

Tiffany Tam

Yu Tung Tan

Atley Glen Tanahara

Teresa Tang*

Kari Ramela Tatoian  
*Cum Laude†

Kimberly Debbie Tavaera

Ashley Ruby Tejeda

Rebecca Gabriela Terrone*

Edison Duong Thai

Rebecca Tian

Alesse Marie Tierney

Kelsey Elyse Tom

Lauren Aiyana Tom

Melody Tommasi

Mina Parisa Torkzadeh

Christiana Mai Tran

Christopher D. Tran*

Eric Ryan Tran*

Kenny Tyler Tran

Michael Quang Tran

Nguyen C. Tran

Rachel Tran  
*Cum Laude†

Timothy Anh Tran Tran

Meyle Lindi Trang

Nikhita Trehan*

Brenda Rubi Trujillo Sanchez

Nhan Quang Truong

Nhan Thanh Truong  
*Magna Cum Laude†

Nhu Y. Truong

Jasmine Le Tshan

*M Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Amasia Yaghobi
Laurie Sei Yamamoto
Alice Yi Yang
Cum Laude†
Iffanie Yang
Jennifer Jae-Eun Yang
Melody Chenfeng Yang
Magn Cum Laude†
Yaxi Yang
Priscilla Shuen-Yun Yau
Magn Cum Laude†
Tingya Tina Yeh
Tiffany Yen
Katrina Stacie Yip
Magn Cum Laude†

Social Ecology
Ambar Aguilar
Angela Da-Hye Ahn
Ryan Matthew Alcantara
Veronica Denise Alexander
Christian Aurelio Angeles†
Kimberly Rose Barba Aquino
Karina Armas
Ruby Esmeralda Avalos
Contreras
Evelyn Benitez
Andrew Ray Bonifacio†
Cathryn Emma Boult†
Amy Guadalupe Canal
Dustin Allen Chang†
Angelina Chanthanouvong
Emily Chen
Cum Laude†
Sarah Hyewon Choi
Jonathan Chong
Kolton James Cidy

Magna Cum Laude†
Hanqiu Xu
Jingyi Xu

Cum Laude†
Jaslyn Stephany Colombo
Caroline Contreras†
Jacob Robert Cooke
Ilana Karina Cruz†
Shiyi Dai
Yesb Elena De Anda†
Jonathan Merari De Leon
Bryan Antonio Delgado
Sheila Rebeca Espinosa
Nina Nangfa Fang
Xitilai Fernandez
Cum Laude†
Dannielle Nicole Adviento
Filamor
Avian Nicole Florence
Ehle Flores
Gabriela Alejandra Flores
Irina Venecia Flores
Summer Cheyenne Fox
Cum Laude†
Armando Garcia
Jason Garcia†
Adrian Jay Gollaba Geler
Ki Young Gil
David Paul Globus
Cristian Gonzalez
Yesenia Gonzalez
Angelina Nicole Grijalva
Manuel Gutierrez
Robyn Amber Harriman†
Xi He
Cum Laude
Bryan Adonay Hernandez†
Patrick Dac Ho
Justin Gwo-Chiang Horng
Patrick Dac Ho
Bryan Adonay Hernandez†
Robyn Amber Harriman†
Manuel Gutierrez
Angelina Nicole Grijalva
Manuel Gutierrez
Robyn Amber Harriman†
Xi He
Cum Laude
Bryan Adonay Hernandez†
Patrick Dac Ho
Justin Gwo-Chiang Horng
Ashley Reann Jacket
Jayna Maral Jamgotchian
Calvin Ignacio Jennings
Zhenqi Ji†
Chen Chen Jiang
Sharonjeet Kaur
Robin Michelle Khorrami
Erin Choi Kim
Kathleen D. Kort
Andrew Michael Kuria†
Kolton James Cidy

Magna Cum Laude†
Saara Hyewon Choi
Jonathan Chong
Kolton James Cidy

Cum Laude†
Jaslyn Stephany Colombo
Caroline Contreras†
Jacob Robert Cooke
Ilana Karina Cruz†
Shiyi Dai
Yesb Elena De Anda†
Jonathan Merari De Leon
Bryan Antonio Delgado
Sheila Rebeca Espinosa
Nina Nangfa Fang
Xitilai Fernandez
Cum Laude†
Dannielle Nicole Adviento
Filamor
Avian Nicole Florence
Ehle Flores
Gabriela Alejandra Flores
Irina Venecia Flores
Summer Cheyenne Fox
Cum Laude†
Armando Garcia
Jason Garcia†
Adrian Jay Gollaba Geler
Ki Young Gil
David Paul Globus
Cristian Gonzalez
Yesenia Gonzalez
Angelina Nicole Grijalva
Manuel Gutierrez
Robyn Amber Harriman†
Xi He
Cum Laude
Bryan Adonay Hernandez†
Patrick Dac Ho
Justin Gwo-Chiang Horng
Ashley Reann Jacket
Jayna Maral Jamgotchian
Calvin Ignacio Jennings
Zhenqi Ji†
Chen Chen Jiang
Sharonjeet Kaur
Robin Michelle Khorrami
Erin Choi Kim
Kathleen D. Kort
Andrew Michael Kuria†
Kolton James Cidy

Magna Cum Laude†
Saara Hyewon Choi
Jonathan Chong
Kolton James Cidy
Belen Miranda Cairo
Dominic Alexander Cardenas
Erika Cervantes
Cum Laude†
Hoi Kwong Chan
Mayra Chavez
Cum Laude†
Limin Chen*
Linpei Cheng
Sin Yi Sidney Cheung*
Erika Andrea Cortez
Nicole Cuevas
Joshua Ryan Deloach
Kelly Dinh
Jessica Figueroa*
Angie Tamara Flores*
David Ariel Friedman
Stephanie Nichole Gallegos
David Ariel Friedman
Angelica Jimenez
Chenchen Jiang
Chamal Buddhika Jayawardhana
Chenchen Jiang
Angelica Jimenez
Joshua Patrick Johnson
Nour Katabi*
Colin Robert Kato
Homymong Kim*
Seung Han Kim
Arum Suk Lee
Timothy Tae soo Lee
Xinyuan Li
Ricardo Tomas Light
Cum Laude
Kellan Nash Lindley
Yudi Liu
Yixuan Ma
Eduardo Esteban Manriquez*
Zoe Taylor Matthew
Britney Lizette Medrano*
Jessica Nicole Mickelson*
Jude Gabriel Blanco Miranda
Rigoberto Montes De Oca
Alejandro Morales*
Nubia Yadira Morales
Stacey Ashley Morales
Nhely Moreno
Tran Ngoc Ngo
Christopher Edwin Paliungas
Hannah Park
Samantha Marie Prieto
Arturo Pulido
Cheng Qian
Wenjie Qiu
Rosalie Lalas Reyes*
Salvador Robledo, Jr
Stefano Antonio Rossi
Daniel Rubio
Alexander Bryan Salgado
Alvin Tan
Bethlehem Telahun
Kevin Steve Tellez*
Molly Thong*
Lean Malaya Vizcocho
Chenyao Wang
Haibin Wang
Justin Thomas Weiser*
Austin Hunter West
William Chase Woolllett*
Zihan Xiao*
Pei-Hua Yin
Hao Zhong
Stephanie Nicole Zinn
School of Social Sciences
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Anthropology
Karina Alvarado
Lorena Alvarado
Zohal Amiri
Marco Antonio Andres
Kathryn Aslayan*
Medha Asthana
Cum Laude
Gacia Atachian
Matine Azadjan
Amanda Katherine Bahou
Jocelyn Isela Barahona
Soha Bayginejad*
Bernard Brandon Villegas
Beronio
Fady Hanna Bertan
 Roxanne Colleen Brown*
 Bronwyn Christina Callero
 Magna Cum Laude
 Jeziel P. Castaneda
 Crystal Michelle Castillo
 Alexandra Castro-Spencer
 Jeffrey Liao Chang
 Irene Nicole Chavez
 Annie Chournamany
 Cum Laude
 Omar De Jesus Contreras*
 Armando Cruz
 Cristal Linnet Cruz
 Shivani Himanshu Dalal
 Cum Laude†
 Samira Raquel Davallou
 Adrien Burgos Deguzman
 Alexis Ruth Dixon
 Madison Marie Dixon
 Magna Cum Laude†
 Uyentram Vu hoang Do
 Mary Ann Lilian Edward
 Jayna Louise Elce
 Sabah Fatima
 Melissa Funes
 Shanelle Darlene Garcia
 Heather Lee Garnett
 Alexandra Elizabeth Gille
 Andres Fuenzalida Gonzalez
 Natasha Aleya Gould
 Kelcey Koryn Hoffman
 Roseann Kana San Andres
 Iwahashi*
 Irene Kate Kinuyo Iwasaka
 Ashton Jay
 Randi Danielle Johnson
 Ryan Kang
 Anaht Keshishian
 Cum Laude†
 Eunie Kim
 David Koh
 Kanani Michaela Koo-Sebesos
 Cum Laude
 Shilpa Shalini Krishna
 Eric Kwan
 Lena Marie Latour
 Suong Ngoc Le
 Jessica Jihae Lee
 Lauren Nicole Leonard
 Sofya Letsky
 Cum Laude
 Katia Lopez*
 Yunuen Pamela Lopez
 Donna Lu
 Cum Laude†
 Dylan Louis Mancillas
 Arvin Robert Manuel*
 Luis Edgardo Mejia*
 Alexander Miguel Mendez*
 Devon Alexander Meza Rivas
 McKenna Maureen Mitchell
 Serena Renee Molina*
 Ashley Nicole Nguyen
 Henry Tan-Phat Nguyen
 William Jeffrey Norton
 Grecia Ruby Orozco
 Jo Anne Peralta Parungao
 Linda Lizeth Pena
 Gabriela Patricia Perez
 Schuyler Rae Permann
 My Dung Thi Pham
 Shuyi Qu
 Anna Miriam Quintanilla
 Jazzellerae Belmonte Quinto*
 Shireen Rabiei
 Florence Michelle Ramirez
 Katherine Diane Rios
 Cum Laude†
 Stephen Chang Shik Ro
 Angela Mallari Romea
 Xitlaly Ruelas
 Cum Laude†
 Catherine Belyeu Ruiz
 Kyle Elton Russell*
 Dex Ezeckiel Apostol Sabio*
 Michael Seng Saechao
 Nipuni De Silva Samararatne
 Cum Laude†
 Julia Marie Samuels*
 Jocelyn Sanchez
 Pasha Namak Shensan
 Shane Shivnaz Sinha*
 Madison Rose Stute
 Shaaema Syed
 Assunta Sin Ting Szeto
 Lewis Hoa Wei Tan
 Julian Tan Tessler
 Crystal Jasmine Torres*
 Christina Tran*
 Stephanie Tran*
 Clover Jean Trejo
 Trang Diem Truong
 Cum Laude
 Yu-Tsu Tseng
 Yi Mien Tu
 Amanda Jessica Valadez
 Paola Valdez
 Jessica M. Wagner
 Cum Laude
 Qi Hao Wang
 Connie Sandra Wong
 Cum Laude†
 Daniel James Yee
 Audrey Jinhee Yi
 Business Economics
 Grisel Ramirez Acevedo
 Anna Adriana
 Nikki Aganian
 Joo Young Ahn
 Obaia Albaroudi
 Jessica Molly Aleazar
 Sofia Lyrintzis Alonso
 Ahmad Sarab Alqadity
 Luksika Anantrechain*
 William Andrew Anderson
 Jacob Thomas Aquino
 Clarissa Ardawinata
 Mahtra S. Ariarad
 Stephanie Ascencio*
 Krikor Atamian
 Ramadhan Jamal Azhar

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Madeline Mahin Azma
Truong Huy Bach
Enam M. Bakr
Xingmin Bao
Carla Andrea Barajas
Anthony Joseph Benedetti
Matthew Sam Berg-Johnsen
Dewenxi Bian
Arno Nathan Bozukian
Trent Thomas Brandon-Thornton*
Shahrooz Shawn Brown
Frank Cai
Kejia Cai
Wenhan Cai
Omar Camacho
Cassandra Candelario
Kefan Cao
Runsen Cao
Serina Wenlin Cao
Cum Laude*
Edwin Josue Carrillo
Julian Camilo Castiblanco
Cherry Lyn Garingarao Castro
Hui Wing Chan
Samantha Chan
Shirley Yan Ni Chan
En Ping Chang
Michael Huang Chang*
Shu Han Chang
Magna Cum Laude
Wei-Chin Chang
Cum Laude
Hillary Chansavang
Arianna Chau
Cum Laude
Yesenia Chavez Aguirre
Celina Chen
Irene Chen
Jianli Chen
Jiayi Chen
Jiehong Chen
Jingjing Chen*
Keru Chen
Lauren Chen
Nicholas Sheng-Ju Chen
Pengyu Chen
Shudong Chen*
Siyu Chen
Teng Chen
Xinye Chen
Ye Chen
Yihong Chen
Yilan Chen
Dylan Thomas Cheng
Ka Chun Cheng*
Xinjue Cheng
Yuan Cheng
Ravneet Singh Chhabra
Stephen Goarsingh Chiang
Shahil Shailesh Chughani
Jiedan Chi*
Connie Chiang
Stacy Chiang
Wan-Chi Chiang
David Hangbum Cho
Ho Geon Choi
Jonathan Seungcheol Choi
Serin Choi
You Jin Choi
Leanne Kay Chung
Amy Wun Chu
Charles Jin Sein Chu, Jr.
Sherry Chu
Siyu Chu
Catherine Julia Cochetxeux
Francisco Javier Crisanto*
Armando Cruz
Mayra Nanyelu Cruz
Bianca Ysabel Gatchalian Cubos
*Magna Cum Laude†
Haotian Cui
Jiulong Cui
Yungao Cui
Karen Karoyevich Dallakyan*
David Thanh Dang
Monica Pham Dang
Rose Shuzhen Dang
Dena Vi Dao
Diana Phuong-Khanh Vu Dao
William Mamaclay Dasalla, Jr.
Cum Laude
Jason De La Cruz
Brian Lou Deering
Summa Cum Laude†
Meiwen Deng*
Rohit Milind Deshpande
Sanjay Dinhsa
Reece Joel Diaz
Henry Diep
Tiffany Diep
Tran Tran Huyen Dinh
*Magna Cum Laude
Sehee Do
Tracy Do
Vivian Tran Do
Chengyuan Dong
Lihan Dong*
Yi Dou
Raul Duenas
Brendan Matthew Duffy*
Anh Bao Duong
Cum Laude†
Henry Dinh Duong
*Magna Cum Laude†
Sophia Cao Duong
Chase Harrison Eden
Omar Abdelsalam Elauri
Clarissa Angela M. Esmeralda
Ricardo Espain, Jr.
Alejandra Esparza Rivera
Miranda Anissa Esparza*
Samuel Bernard Estigoy
Katelyn Jo Eyerly
Qianyi Fan
Simon Fang
Oscarandres Farfan
Elliot Carl Farmer
Xue Feng
Yunjie Feng
Ana Karen Figueroa
Brianda Gizel Figueroa
Emily Cristal Figueroa
Marilen Celina Flores Flores
*Magna Cum Laude†
Evita See Wai Fok
Cindy Fong
Wendy Fong
Erick Alexis Francisco Vinguel
Dingge Fu
Chun Man Fung
Oyungeerel Ganbat*
Payal Sanjaykumar Gandhi
Cezar Rabanal Ganzon, Jr.
Chunjing Gao
Mingyang Gao
Andrew Garcia
Emily Min-Ye Gee
Daniel Gonzalez
Kevin Francisco Gonzalez
Mauricio Gonzalez
Jimin Chung Goth
Ederson Aram Gramajo
Jordan Paul Griffin
Angel Anthony Grimaldi
Anchal Grover
Patrick Donovan Groves
Yanhuu Gu*
Yumeng Guan
Yuxiang Guan*
Josephine Melita Gunawan
Summa Cum Laude†
Catherine Garcia Gutierrez
Victoria Hope Guzman
Brandon Edward Haas
Molin Han
Jonathan Hanusi
Yu Hao
Leo Eiki Harada
Anping He
*Magna Cum Laude†
Elizabeth Her
Dana Courtney Ho
Karen Ho
Kiona Hoang
Ngan Thikim Hoang*
Ava Hojabry
Aaron Hong
Natalie Ngoc Hong
Yijun Hou
Chia-Hui Hsieh
Tsu-Hsiang Hsu
Chih-Chun Hu
Barron Huang
Fu Ling Huang
George Huang
Heqingqing Huang
Kai Huang
Qiumei Huang
Zhe Huang
Diane Huynh
Tyler Thinh Huynh
Vivian Hy
Weng Si Iao
Enrique Illescas
Derek Mitchell Ing
Brandon W. Ip
William Fujihara Isozaki
Mio Iwasaki
Bhavya Jain
Ryan Daniel James, Jr.
Soypeon Jang
Thomas Joseph Janjigian
Matthew Robert Jansing
Hao Yuan Jeng
Samantha Sooryun Ji
Selena Jiang
Xintong Jiang
Yingyi Jiang*
Shihui Jin
Tony Jin
Hye Ryong Joo*
Sung Il Jun
Mojan Kamalvand
Ruchikaa R. Kanar
Samuel Hyunwook Kang
Haig Alexender Karapetian
Ryan Hideto Kawahara*
Natasha Kareen Khachatoorian
Michelle Khuu
Pearl Khuu
Cum Laude†
Dae Hong Kim*
Han Kil Kim*
Keewhan Kim*
Ye Won Kim

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Kengo Jonathan Kishimoto
Andrew Dae Ko
Eun Bi Ko
Dehao Kong*
Frank Krasilshchik
Kyle Jeffrey Kubota
Lauren C. Kung
Salvador Labra*
Zhiheng Lai
April Lam
Bryan Lam
Ka Hei Lam
Katharine Rebecca Lam*
Connie Hoiyi Lau
Nicholas Elliott Lau*
Brenna Han Le
Geun-Ro Lee
Jacob Robert Lee
Ka Ryeong Lee
Stacy Hongjoo Lee*
Victoria Wu Lee
Yong Guy Lee
Bao Lei
Jacob Robert Lee
Chen Leng
Noelle Romelia Leon
William Harry Leonard
Carol Li
Fuyang Li
Han Li
Houheng Li
Houheng Li
Jingwei Li*
Jiyang Li
Melissa Lee Ping Li
Mengfan Li
Mengru Li
Shuo Li
Siying Li
Tianyi Li
Wenyi Li
Xiang Li
Xiwen Li
Xue Li
Xueyu Li
Yachuang Li
Yuexi Li
Yuxuan Li
Zeng Li
Ziqi Li*
Kevin Lui Liang
Tianran Liang
Chen-Hao Lin
Fangshu Lin
Hui-Ling Lin
Kristie Hsiuei Lin
Liying Lin*
Pei-Yi Lin
Runsi Lin
Zixi Lin
Kaela Nicole Lindsey
Jing Ling
Anzhi Liu
Belinda R. Liu
Boyuan Liu*
Fanghan Liu
Jiahao Liu
Qiaoyun Liu
Randy Liu
Shufeng Liu
Tian Liu
Xiaoke Liu
Yu Liu
Yuliang Liu
Zhao Liu
Goldland Lo
Jie Long
Heriberto Lopez
Angelica Lovinia*
Nicholas Ryan Lovrensky
Hui Lu
Jie Lu*
Rong Lu
Xiaoyu Lu
Giovanna Marie Tan Luciano*
Christopher Michael Lin
Francisco Michael Lum
Vuong Binh Luu
Ashley Ly-Cheng
Chen Lyu
Shelly Lim Ma
Alden Samy Macabales
Farzad Mahmud
Thong Bao Mai
Brent Mark Major*
Joseph Sioson Mangahas
Joshua James Bacani Mari*
Abigail Marin
Brandon Mavaddat
Andres Mendoza
Ashley Caresse Mendoza
Shairwin Lansang Mendoza
Fanhao Meng
Shixiong Meng
James Robert Meyer
Andrew Lawrence Rosiah Miller
Yoon Ki Min
Yue Ming
Bradley Aaron Mitchell
Soo Ji Moon
Malcom Pascual Morales
Jesus Fernando Najera, Jr.
Shawn Justin Nakamura
Chong Hyun Nam
Christina Sara Neri
Dillon Ly Ngo
Enileen Kim Ngo
Esther Hieu Ngo*
Nicole Han Ngo
Alex Huy Nguyen
Amy Stephanie Nguyen
Andrea Nguyen
Becky Nguyen
Cindy Nguyen*
Diana Nguyen
Kevin Viet Nguyen
Lan Thanh Chi Nguyen
Linda Phuong Nguyen*
Lyllynn Tuyet-Nhi Nguyen
Minh Huynh Thi Nguyen
Sang Vinh Nguyen
Nam Duc Nguyen
Nhu Quynh Nguyen
Stacy Quynh Nguyen
Trong Nhan V. Nguyen
Tumai Chung Nguyen
Guoli Niu
Ann Thi O'Rourke
Kim Hyun Myoung Oh*
Jiwon Oh
Daniel Francisco Ontiveros
Jonatan Saul Ortiz
Xiomara Ortiz
Colin Wesley Owsley
Reet Pabla*
Simion Padurean
Yuchen Pan
Zhennan Pan
Jeffrey L. Pang
Xinyue Pang
Adriel Lantz Pao
Ji Hoong Park
Kevin Matthew Park
Sean Alexander Parviz
Bhumika Hemant Patel
Neer N. Patel
Napat Pattarawuttiwong
Elaine Pau*
Cristina Yazmine Penaranda
Xiao Peng
Robert Petrosysan
Alain L.N.H. Pham
Richmond Chung Pham
Alexandra Nicole Poland
Obed Prayoga Purwoko
Wenjie Qi
Yuchen Qian
Yingling Qu
Bryan Rolando Quibol
Francisco Manuel-Albert
Quintanilla
Karyna Estela Quintanilla
Alexis Leann Rai
Fabian Regin
Boya Ren
Shaobin Ren*
Gage Patrick Ribeiro
Peter Hyun Ju Ro
Jorge Alejandro Rodriguez
Damon Lee Roulhac, Jr.
Luc Delfin Roybal
Yilan Ruan
Jessica Rueda*
Sam Reza Sabzerou

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Akram Tarek Saeed, Jr.
Dakota David Safford
Adrian De Jesus Santana
Imon Nikolas Santos
Meng Kheang Say
Hyeongik Seong*
Tae Min Seung*
Dao Sha
Kevin Umesh Shah*
Yinghao Shang*
Jingyang Shao
Yuzhao Shen
Yao Sheng
Feng Shi
Kevin Hao-Wei Shih
Konstantin Shilkov
Yoon Soo Shim
Philip Shmelkin
Cambria Jeanne Shockley
Chloe Yasmine Shohed
Marie Ida Shitlikind
Erzhen Shu
Yifei Si
Marc Bautista Siler
Michael Kenji Sill
John Daniel Simhachalam
Andy Situ
Henry Situ
Joshua J. Sok*
Cecilia Ericka Solorzano
Seonga Song*
Xiaoran Song
Summa Cum Laude
Fiorella Soria
Mauricio Soria
Nicholas Dj Sorpraseuth
Cum Laude
Alexandra Djo Soprseueuth
Cum Laude
Shane Allan Stahl
Sheila Stefani
Cum Laude†
Henry Su*
Xiaofeng Su
Xiaojun Su
Zihang Su
Jia Sun
Cum Laude
Kenan Sun
Ruguo Sun
David Michael Sunwoo
Levina Edrea Sutanto
Jodie Szeto
Gary Leang Taing
Lauren Akemi Taira
Vanna Maryam Tajerian
Alvin Tan
Ryan M. Tan
Cum Laude†
Shelley Tan
Chengyao Tang
Dillon Tang*
Jonathan Tang
Junxian Tang*
Samy Samley Tann
Gabriela Ivonne Tapia
Jeff Chue Thao
Weizhen Tian
Katherine Ting
Simran Kaur Tiwana
Andrew Tiptoniong
Hugo Setyawan Tjoejito
Nguyen Binh Thao Tong*
Tanya Marie Torres
Annie Van Tran
Jacqueline Mai-Anh Tran
Kristie Tran
Lyly Tran
Nhu Huynh Tran
Andrew An Truong
Diana Pham Truong
Jemmie Truong
Cum Laude
Nhi Nu Yen Truong
Christopher Tsai
Cum Laude†
Daniel Tsai
Michelle H. Tseng
Yu-Tien Tsou
Connie Bowie Tsu
Kevin Minh Dat Tu*
Yuxi Tu
Taylor Masami Uda
Riku Russ Keli Keaulana
Uemura
Julian Vacio
Cum Laude†
Adrian Valles, Jr.
Fernanda Vasquez
Sean Vazin
Jose Amparo Velasquez
Tom Lam Vo, Jr.
Jolene Marie Torres
Tej Vuglinda
Sandy Su Wai
Cum Laude
Jirui Wan*
Cindy Mei Lin Wang*
Gege Wang
Kan Wang
Lisha Wang
Qianhan Wang
Randy H. Wang
Ron Wang
Wendy L. Wang
Yihan Wang
Yiqing Wang
Zhi Wang
Zichun Wang
Zihao Wang
Sirithorn Westphannakul
Yvette Wei
Yi Wen
Yiqin Wen
Mary Nguyen Whitman
Felicia Aryanti Wijaya
Michelle Lin Win
Jong Hyuk Won
Alan Wong
Laura Jessica Wong
Aaron He Wu
Hoatian Wu
Jiaying Wu
Kaixiang Wu
Rachel R. Wu
Cum Laude†
Shipeng Wu
Shu Wu
Ting-An Wu
Yuhan Wu
Zhelingzi Wu
Ao Xu
Kaixuan Xu
Keyang Xu
Cum Laude†
Siyu Xu
Cum Laude†
Yarong Xu
Yiyun Xu
Yucheng Xu
Chongwen Yang*
Darren Vincent Yang
Hongyu Yang*
Jiajia Yu
Li Yang
Li-Yu Yang
Li-Yu Yang
Qian Zhang
Runzhe Zhang*
Tingru Zhang
Victor Zhang
Xiaoxue Zhang
Zihui Zhang
Catherine Zhao
Danni Zhao*
Han Zhao*
Shijie Zhao
Tina Zhao
Wenting Zhao
Cum Laude
Yuerui Zhao
Yuying Zhao*
Zhibo Zhao
David Zheng
Xuan Zheng
Xi Zhong
Xiaooye Zhong
Cum Laude
Grace Jia Zhou
Summa Cum Laude
Jiancheng Zhou
Jiawen Zhou
Mengting Zhou*
Rui Feng Zhou
Wendy Fengzhu Zhou
Zhiqi Zhou
Gege Zhu
Kejia Zhu
Qianwen Zhu*
Qiaosheng Zhuo
Chicano/Latino Studies
Jacob Alvarez
Olivia Andrade
Marco Antonio Andres
Gema Rubi Antonio*
Alejandra Arias
* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Valente Salvador Ayala
Ariana Giselle Bedolla
Cum Laude†
Mayra Bravo
Brenda Denise Cervantes
Cum Laude†
Elizabeth De La Torre
Jessica Figueroa
Jessica Fuerte
Tania Lizbet Garcia
Luis Hernandez
Erika Huerta
Daisy Jaimes
Cum Laude
Genesis Lopez
Micaela Maciel
Carol Marroquin
Yudy Stephanie Morales
Margarita Palafoux Figueroa
Jeannine Ivette Perez
Omar Alexander Ramos* Cindy Luzia Rivera
Ana Rosa Rodriguez
Karen Abigail Rodriguez
Candice Rita Sandoval
Daisy Vazquez Vera
Evelyn Rocio Zermeno
Economics
Bahman Adlou*
David Aguilar
Jamaal Hoodye Ahmed
Hiroki Asano
Shant Avetyan
Wentao Bai
William Josef Barton IV
Cum Laude†
Christoffer Stephen Valdemar Berglund
Lee David Bonacum
Marilyn My-Linh Bui
Martin Jacob Bukowiec
Olivia Cai*
Katia Rebeca Canseco
Breana Vanessa Castro
Ivan Cerda
Erika Cervantes
Cum Laude†
Sergio Cervantes
Jong-In Chae
Connie Cham
Calvin Lee Chan
Robert Arvell Chase IV
Chau T. Chau
Magna Cum Laude
Piseth Paul Chea
Andrew Kai Chung Chen
Billy Y. Chen
Cong Chen
Irene Chen
Jing Chen
Jiyu Chen
Cum Laude
Ken Chen
Leslie Chen
Ran Chen
Vivian Chen
Yuhuang Chen
Yuqing Chen
Zibo Chen
Kim Hean Cheng
Yuesi Cheng
Yunhan Cheng
Kuo Fu Chiang*
Dany Anouk Chittamany
Jee Hyun Choe
Magni Cum Laude†
Vivian Pham Chu
Jessica Joy Coronel*
Yuri Cortez
Connor Alan Crowley
Alejandro Cuevas-Silva
Annie Dai
Jinshi Dai
Yueqiao Dai*
Carissa Danao
Cyndi Isamar De Leon
Alexandria Jean Dillon*
Teresa Uyen Dinh
Esma Djokovic
Magna Cum Laude†
Cesar Omar Dominguez
Xiaoyu Dong
Yikun Dong
Yuntao Dong
Canhui Du
Pairut Dumkuengthanant*
Hanbang Fang*
Jingjing Fang*
Yizhou Fang
Darren Ka Fong
Lei Gao
Yuhui Ge
Timothy Michael Geerdes, Sr.*
Hechen Geng
Kimberly Gonzalez
Patrick Raphael Gordon
Mark Grio
Fengjun Gu*
Shengjia Gu
Anjelica Peynado Guevarra
Angelo Guo
Cum Laude†
Hanxi Guo
Qi Guo
Xiaoyu Guo*
Daniel Gutkin
Paige Lauren Haar*
Zachary Standish Haly
Edward Jamin Han
Kaeligh Margaret Hayakawa
Ling He
Mengyuan He
Shan He
Ana Margarita Mijares
Cum Laude
Hernandez
Jimmy Antony Hernandez*
Angela Elizabeth Hess
Magna Cum Laude†
Felipe Horta, Jr.
Cum Laude†
Keweai Hu
Christine Liu Hua
Anke Huang*
Diane Caycee Huang
Guanhua Huang*
Huasheng Huang*
Jingnan Huang
Yongqi Huang
Zhicong Huo
Nhu Tuyet Huynh
Jasper Hwang
Ahyeong Im
Hyun Do Im
Mitchell Brandon Isidro
Ui Heon Jeong
Rahil Jetly
Yufang Jia
Magna Cum Laude†
Weichen Jin
Yunzhu Jin
Yue Ju*
Xi Kang
Michelle H. Kao
Erin Chelsea Kerrutt-Dent
Andrew Baek Kim*
Dong Hwan Kim
Dongeon Kim*
Eric Jungkon Kim
Johnathon Kim
Kyu D. Kim
Matthew Joon Kim
Seongchan Kim
Magna Cum Laude
Songik Kim*
Susan Jihae Kim
Mingeun Koh
Yunfei Kong
Kyle James Korte*
Karen Lacson
Jonathan Michael Larson
Lennard Weng-Sheng Lau
Aldo Oliver Laureano
Anita Xue Lay
Nhi Le Pham
Kevin Vinh Le
Anna Lee
David Joshua Lee*
Melody Ying Tung Lee
Paulo Ortega Lerma
Victor Ricardo Levario
Bolang Li
Chenxi Li
Jaichu Li*
Jiaying Li
Cum Laude
Weitao Li
Xiang Li
Xiaoshan Li*
Yi Li
Zhe Li
Yuanrui Lian
Cindy Sunyee Liang
Hongwei Liang
Shirley Liang
Yue Liang
James Lin
Karen Ruby Lin
Kevin Chen Hoang Lin
Yanmin Lin
Yujing Lin
Nicole Anne Lipschultz
Matthew David Littman
Hairong Liu*
Jared Yun Liu*
Jianhao Liu
Liang Liu
Xuyan Liu*
Yujia Liu
Brian W. Lok
Haitao Long
Magna Cum Laude†
Yuzuo Long
Kim My Ma
Magna Cum Laude†
Mingyan Ma*
Sen Ma
Tianyu Ma
Angel Mai
Tina Mai
Tevin Tromaine Mantock
Jesse Noel Martinez
Miguel Alejandro Martinez
Melissa Guadalupe Medina
Jie Mei

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Dejun Meng *
Maike Meng  
Cum Laude
Brandon Jamal Mitchell
Silgai N. Mohmand
Jose Jesus Mora
Yanet Morales
Ji Hoon Nam
Melissa Jia-En Ng
Kevin Ngoc Nguyen
Jiahua Niu
Tae Jin Oh
Kiki Yvonne Okpala
Tony On
Jianmin Ouyang
Zeyu Pan
Andrew J. Park
Jun Hyoong Park  
Cum Laude
Michelle H. Park *
Sarah M. Park
Seongmin Park
Chitra Anil Patel *
Tanvi Mahesh Patel *
Abraham Izsak Perez
Dominic Huy Pham
Ngoc Tuyet Pham
Chao Qin
Fernando Quezada
Tanya Raja  
Cum Laude†
Nathan I. Ramos
Jarryd Mychal Reyes
Alexander David Reynolds
Nichole Marie Rindahl  
Cum Laude
Zehao Ru
Nicolas Salazar
Diego Sanchez
Trinity Bree Sanders
Andrew Bryce Senkfor
Zeu Seo
Aida Tracy Setian
Sharvari Sanjiv Shah
Xiomara S. Shari*  
Qing Sheng
Yuqing Sheng
Changfeng Shi
Xinlin Shi
Jeffrey Ray Lin Shih
Kevin Katsu Shimoda
Simon Shour
Urvi Kiran Shukla
Mohini Sikaria *
Sinthuja Sivanantham*
Dhanesh Girish Solanki
Melissa Leanne Delfin Soto
Brooke Patricia Steiner*
Ching Su
Kexuan Su
Karthik Murali Subramaniam
Sara Hasan Suleiman
Yuchuan Wu
Ling Wu
Wan Wu
Xinhong Wu
Yifan Xia
Basai Xie
Yuhan Xie
Zexi Xie

Cum Laude
Sunghyuk Woo
Jonathan James Woolley
Huichuan Wu
Ling Wu
Wan Wu
Xinhong Wu
Yifan Xia
Basai Xie
Yuhan Xie
Zexi Xie

Cum Laude
Haokai Xu
Lulu Xu*
Sonia Xu*
Yangyang Xu
Yan Xuan
Haron Kai Him Yam
Matthew Kanji Yamada
Ke Yan
Biyi Yang  
Magn Cum Laude†
Qifan Yang
Ruijiu Yang
Siqi Yang
Yuxi Yang*
Yuting Yao
Zimao Ye
Woosung Yoon*
Chenguang Yu
Jeavin Zhenhuan Yu
Youkai Yu*
Yueqing Yu*
Weihao Yuan
Ye Yuan
Wanxin Yue

Cum Laude
Roberto Carlos Zepeda
Chen Zhang
Magn Cum Laude†
Congyu Zhang
Han Zhang
Hanye Zhang
Lidan Zhang
Liyi Zhang
Lunke Zhang  
Cum Laude†
Ping Zhang
Qian Zhang
Rui Zhang
Ruixi Zhang
Yingjie Zhang
Yue Zhang*
Zhiyu Zhang*
Bei Zhao
Zihan Zhao

Cum Laude†
Zikun Zhao
Eric H. Zheng
Huankun Zheng*
Jianye Zheng
AiLin Zhong
Magn Cum Laude
Mengyue Zhou
Nan Zhou *
Peihao Zhou
Yichen Zhou *
Yujia Zhou
Ziao Zhou
Mingqiu Zhu
Tieyu Zhu *

International Studies
Zara Aghajanyan
Ruqayya Ahmad
Cum Laude†
Maha Hussein A. Alabbad
Hader Hareb Saif Faraj
AlDhaheri*
Eric Alegria*
Ingrid Pamela Ambriz-Mata
Allison Taylor Arth
Reo Asami
Darine K. Atassi
Cecilia Avila
Jennifer Abigail Ayala
Takumi Michael Azama*
Adib Babaei
Antonia Allegre Bacigalupa
Albaum
Cum Laude
Lucas Fredrick Ball
Ruenny Batrez
Layla Sarah Binesh*
Evelyn Briones
Angelika Bucynski
Cum Laude†
Martin Jacob Bukowiec
Wenjie Cai
Karina Camacho
Cum Laude
Isayana Campus
Elizbeth Campos
Ismael Canizalez
Guadalupe Karina Cazares
Mia Molero Celedio
Janet Chan
Joey Ying Tong Chan
Mengsha Chen *
Yuling Chen*
Yuqing Chen*
Zongbao Chen*
Kim Hean Cheng

* Eligible anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Wan-Chi Chiang
An Na Choi
Ki Hyuk Choi
Huitzijared Contreras
Tiffany Coronel
Annie Dai
Vanessa Edwin*
Zaibelle Espiritu
Victoria Hilary First*
Clarissa Marie Fontanilla-Fajardo
Lanying Fu
Deion Jamaal Galloway
Araks Galstyan*
Ana Maria Galvan
Rickson Mario Galvez*
Stefania Viridiana Garces Andrade*
Shanelle Darlene Garcia
Katrin Yuliyan Gendova
Penelope Gline
Amelie Michelle Godfrey
Emily Jasmine Gomez
Alexandria Elizabeth Green
Angela Gurrola-Alvarez
Kristen Ha
Paige Lauren Haar*
Isaac Solomon Hall
Andrew Nicholas Hallak
Cum Laude†
David Andrew Hara*
George Kenny Hernandez
Nicolas Kalevi Holopainen
Seung Yeon Hong*
Xinzhu Hou
Sharon Chia-Hsiang Hsu
Cum Laude
Xiao Hu*
Fu Ling Huang
Mu Huang
Wentao Huang
Alexandra Corinne Huffman
Viktoriya Ileva Ilieva
Erica Lee Islas
Ryan Daniel James, Jr.
Jaehun Jung
Seongyeon Jung
Emily Emiko Kamaka
Mai Kanemura
Reka Maria Katona
Gaganpreet Kaur*
Tiffany Chandra Keo
Meri Khanjyan
Eun Sol Kim
Cum Laude†
Hey Jin Kim
Hye Wan Kim*

Hyeung Woo Kim
Hyung Min Kim
Ji Yon Kim
Jiyeon Kim*
Sarah Saerom Kim*
Ka Bo Kok
Ashwini Kumra
Tzu Tung Kuo*
Joseph Eugene Kurpuweit
Pak Pui Kwok
Dongha Kwon
Wilber Arthur Lai*
Diane Thuy Trang Le
Cum Laude†
Kim Chi Thi Le
Annette Eva Lee
Hoomin Lee*
Hyun Kyung Lee
Cum Laude†
Ka Ryeong Lee
Kibin Lee*
Nikita Dalicee Lee
Sally Lee
Yong Guy Lee
Alvin H. Lei
Katherine Marlene Lemus
Andrew Octavio Leon
Dessy Dayanty Lestari*
Jiaying Li
Tao Li
Wanqi Li
Xue Li
Yuxuan Li
Zeng Li
Francis Emmanuel Lopez Libiran
Ji Ung Lim
Hsin-Yi Lin*
Qiangqiang Lin
Yangsong Lin
Nicole Anne Lipschultz
Jordyn Lynnea Linner
Chang Liu
Siyu Liu
Tongyao Liu
Yujia Liu
Gabriela Elizabeth Lopez
Lizbeth Lopez*
Mariana Lopez
Jorge Alfredo Lozano
Tessa Shi Min Liu*
Violet Vi Luong
Jason Daniel Lyle
Ziyang Ma
Josceline Eunice Maldonado
Gianna Michelle Marcario
Jennifer Whalesska Marroquin
Nelly Matias
Tyler Ryan McCray
Clare Alexandra McNicoll
Richard Melendez
Genessis Meza*
Jessica Huai Miao*
Adrienne Jayne Miller
Shary Bettsie Miranda
Pengxiang Mo
Mona Sadat Mojabi
Tasmina Amin Moosani*
Mary Crus Murillo
Alvin Ndikefor
Gary Ng*
Sanny Ng
Esther Hieu Ngo*
Steven Ngo
Angelique Monica Nguyen*
Brandon Nguyen*
Kellie Phuong Nguyen
Fredrik Jan Gustav Nilsson
Wael Ghaleb Nimir
Christopher James Nugent
Jase River Oesterblad
Alec Nicholas Ohanian*
Dessy Dayanty Lestari*
Andrew Octavio Leon
Dessy Dayanty Lestari*
Alvin Ndikefor

Cum Laude
Deandre Damond Owens
Alejandra Beatriz Palma
Xiajie Pan
Yongqiang Pan
Jonghyuk Park
Monica Pilichowski
Erick Pineda*
Alyssa Paige Ponce
Yijie Qian
Shuyi Qu
Lillian Lin Quan*
Jiyeon Kim*
Ji Yon Kim
Wan-Chi Chiang

† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
Iliana Carolina Zequeda
Chen Zhang
  *Magna Cum Laude
Chenyi Zhang*
Daqin Zhang
Dongyan Zhang
Fanshu Zhang
Linqi Zhang
Shengyi Zhang*
Tina Zhao
Yuqing Zhao*
Kaihong Zheng*
Siyuan Zheng*
Xiaoan Zhu*
Yajun Zhu
Yunyi Zhu*

Linguistics
Susan Sooyoun Han

Political Science
Alara Abbasi*
Samantha Jaqueline Aceves
  *Cum Laude*
Paola Midori Acosta
Mariam Tufail Afzal*
Zara Aghajanyan
Katerina Agoopi*
Mujghan Bashir Ahmad
Maje Issa Al Salibi
Luis Antonio Aleman*
Carlos Ernesto Alfaro
Keenan Darmarell Allison
Marina Alzayat
Mary Suzanne Andary
  *Cum Laude*
Laura Ann Anderson
Brizylla Marilyn Arauca
Ann Christy Arakelyan
  *Cum Laude*
Melissa Arciniega
Gacia Atachian
Darine K. Atassi
Saul Avellera
Henrik Avetisyan
Leanna Avetisyan
Shani Avetyan
Kahve Ian Azarnoush*
Roberta Babakhani*
Christian Malling Bager
Gazelle Bahramianfard
Claire Bantilan
  *Cum Laude*
Alberto Elizalde Barrera
  *Cum Laude*
William Josef Barton IV
  *Cum Laude*
Joseph Benjamin Baum

Joseph Luc Beauregard
  *Summa Cum Laude†*
Carolina Becerra
  *Magna Cum Laude†*
Ariana Gisselle Bedolla
  *Cum Laude†*
Steven Makoto Bell*
Christina Ann Bellasalma
Gabriela Esmeralda Benitez Martinez
Sarah Clarissa Bennett
  *Cum Laude*
Brandon Lee Berg
  *Cum Laude†*
Christoffer Stephen Valdemar Berglund
Cameron Reza Biedgoly
Amanda Marie Bigart
  *Cum Laude*
Jessica Bolanos
Desiree Kaiaulani Boyer-Wong
Hannah Rae Bradman
  *Magna Cum Laude†*
Shahroz Shawn Brown
Julian Andree Bugarin
  *Summa Cum Laude†*
Kyle David Cabrera
  *Cum Laude†*
Jacob Logan Campbell
  *Cum Laude*
Edwin Edgardo Canas
Juan Manuel Cardenas
Harmonie Janice Carr
Cullen James Casey*
Carol Samy Cassis
Yareli C. Castro Sevilla
  *Magna Cum Laude†*
Jacob Adam Cesar
Alan Kai Chan*
Kacy L. Chan
Taylor Marissa Chanes*
Young Chang
Giovanni Chavez
Manuel Chavez
Mitchell Bradley Chivetta
An Na Choi
Fabrizio Chollet
Ashley Kit-Yin Chu*
Charles Jin Sein Chu, Jr.
Robert Cordero*
Enrique Conrero
Tiffany Coronel
Dulce Edith Corum*
Julia Magali Cota
Elizabeth Andrea Cotociu
  *Cum Laude†*
Andrew Kevin Cronin
Bianca Ysabel Gatchalian Cubos
  *Magna Cum Laude†*
Jessica Ruth Dauz
Michael Rephail David*
Aysa Renell Davis
Amina Dawood
Maria Wendy De La Pena
Vahe David Demirjian
Shawn Patrick Derifield
Darshan Mahesh Desai
Harjot Singh Dhillon
  *Magna Cum Laude*
Peter Henry Diamond
Esma Djojkovic
  *Magna Cum Laude†*
Tracy Do
Victoria Dochoghlian
Carolina Dominguez-Burciaga
Patrick Preston Donoghue
Mariela Dorado
Katherine Kieu Duong
Ana Karen Duran
Trianna Michelle Eichinger
Adriana Fiorella Erquigia
  *Cum Laude†*
Stephanie Nicole Espinoza
Kareem Hassan Essayli
Noel Bautista Estilllore
Daniela Estrada
  *Magna Cum Laude†*
Jorge Carlos Fernandez
Oscar Daniel Fernandez, Jr.
Andrew Vincent Fisher
Diona Yemae Fu
Michael Andrew Fuoroli
  *Cum Laude*
Layla Mohamed Gabertai*
Noah Erik Gaines
Guadalupe Galindo
Ana Maria Galvan
Alicia Gabriela Garcia
Antony Ivan Garcia
Christopher Sebastian German
Mariam Ghazaryan
Karim Abdelgiawad Ghenniwa
Sukhpreet Kaur Gill
Emily Jasmine Gomez
Victoriano Gonzalez Francisco
Adriana Celeste Gonzalez
Ian Andrew Gormley
Alexandria Elizabeth Green
Victoria Rose Griffin
Alisha Kabir
Yasmin Kalantar
Eugene Kang
Michelle H. Kao
Arshpreet Kaur
Tiffany Chandra Keo
Anahit Keshishian
  *Cum Laude†*
Nawapat Khansuwann
ter
Kooshpreet Kaur Gill
Emily Jasmine Gomez
Victoriano Gonzalez Francisco
Adriana Celeste Gonzalez
Ian Andrew Gormley
Alexandria Elizabeth Green
Victoria Rose Griffin
Alisha Kabir
Yasmin Kalantar
Eugene Kang
Michelle H. Kao
Arshpreet Kaur
Tiffany Chandra Keo
Anahit Keshishian
  *Cum Laude†*
Nawapat Khansuwan
Kooshpreet Kaur Gill
Emily Jasmine Gomez
Victoriano Gonzalez Francisco
Adriana Celeste Gonzalez
Ian Andrew Gormley
Alexandria Elizabeth Green
Victoria Rose Griffin
Alisha Kabir
Yasmin Kalantar
Eugene Kang
Michelle H. Kao
Arshpreet Kaur
Tiffany Chandra Keo
Anahit Keshishian
  *Cum Laude†*
Nawapat Khansuwann
Kooshpreet Kaur Gill
Emily Jasmine Gomez
Victoriano Gonzalez Francisco
Adriana Celeste Gonzalez
Ian Andrew Gormley
Alexandria Elizabeth Green
Victoria Rose Griffin
Alisha Kabir
Yasmin Kalantar
Eugene Kang
Michelle H. Kao
Arshpreet Kaur
Tiffany Chandra Keo
Anahit Keshishian
  *Cum Laude†*
Nawapat Khansuwann
Kooshpreet Kaur Gill
Emily Jasmine Gomez
Victoriano Gonzalez Francisco
Adriana Celeste Gonzalez
Ian Andrew Gormley
Alexandria Elizabeth Green
Victoria Rose Griffin
Alisha Kabir
Yasmin Kalantar
Eugene Kang
Michelle H. Kao
Arshpreet Kaur
Tiffany Chandra Keo
Anahit Keshishian
  *Cum Laude†*
Nawapat Khansuwann
Kooshpreet Kaur Gill
Emily Jasmine Gomez
Victoriano Gonzalez Francisco
Adriana Celeste Gonzalez
Ian Andrew Gormley
Alexandria Elizabeth Green
Victoria Rose Griffin
Alisha Kabir
Yasmin Kalantar
Eugene Kang
Michelle H. Kao
Arshpreet Kaur
Tiffany Chandra Keo
Anahit Keshishian
  *Cum Laude†*
Nawapat Khansuwann
Kooshpreet Kaur Gill
Emily Jasmine Gomez
Victoriano Gonzalez Francisco
Adriana Celeste Gonzalez
Ian Andrew Gormley
Alexandria Elizabeth Green
Victoria Rose Griffin
Alisha Kabir
Yasmin Kalantar
Eugene Kang
Michelle H. Kao
Arshpreet Kaur
Tiffany Chandra Keo
Anahit Keshishian
  *Cum Laude†*
Aurora Mae Cornell Neuman
Meghan Culpa Nazareno*
Jose Alejandro Navarro
Elizabeth Morfin
Yudy Stephanie Morales
Paul Moon
Rachel Amanda Montanye
Christopher Alexander Molina
Wei Ming Mo
Alexander Rey Mills
Di Miao*
Genessis Meza*
Anna Majella Maloney
Amy Thai Nguyen
Michael Eddison Romero*
Jazmin Guadalupe Romo
Sunny Mukesh Rupani
Edgar Ruvalcaba
Nicolette Safarian
*Cum Laude
Inderpreet Kaur Sagoo* 
Toni Marie Salgado
Diego Sanchez
Judith Iraida Sanchez
Valerie Sanchez
Razleen Sandhu
Rishi Saraswat
Tatiana Aria Sarkhosh
Abyramy Hebbala
Sathyanarayana
Connie Sau
Tae Min Seung* 
Amber Z. Shah
Kevin Umesh Shah* 
Emile Ramez Shehada
Cum Laude†
Elizabeth Yeri Shim
Anthony Theodore Shirley
Urvi Kiran Shukla
Karina Jeanette Silva
*Cum Laude
Argin Simonian
Audi Sinaga
Eddie Emmanuel Singer
Magna Cum Laude†
Neetu Julie Singh
Samanta Singh
Jose Manuel Solares
Melissa Leanne Delfin Soto
Melanie Kimberly Speech
Kharmal Murali Subramaniam
Amy Elizabeth Swanson
Valeria Lucia Taboada
Brittany Ann Tekmar
Andrew Michael Thurman
Jerry Jia Hung Tien
Simran Kaur Tiwana
Arman Tondravi*
Raquel Torres*
Christina Mai Tran
*Cum Laude†
Kerrie Tran
Duy Minh Truong
Jennifer Truong
Janny Truong*
Carina Turner
Darren Lamar Turner
Amir Chandra Uma
Rehan Ismail Vaid
Aryana Valdivia
Blaine Russell Valencia* 
Alyssa Marie Valenzuela
Adrian Valles, Jr.
Rodrick Vartan
Mariam Vartkis
*Cum Laude†
Itzel Vazquez-Mora
Leonardo Rey Vega
Daisy Vazquez Vera
Alysa Marie Verdin
*Cum Laude†
Amy Michelle Villarreal
Luissa Christine Viruni
Estefanie Viscarra Vasquez
Joeshay Lanet Walker*
Stacy Wang
*Magna Cum Laude†
Victor Damian Wilson*
Johnny Thong Yang* 
Edgar Eduardo Yerena
Elmira Yousufi
Cum Laude†
Hong Yuen
Christel Zamudio
Nicholas Zarinana
Wanzhi Zhang
Psychology
Omar Ablouj
Shawn Lee Abrahamson*
Frederick Andrew Acuna
Kristine Camille Aguda
Rachelle Marmolejo Aguilera
Maria Del Pilar Aguirre, Jr.
Babak Ahadian
Dineshika D. P. Alawattegama
Briana Alecanta
*Cum Laude†
Eliana Amiriad
*Magna Cum Laude†
Jennifer Lyn Anaya
Elizabeth Andrade
Gerard Patrick Aquino III
Marc Louie Santos Aquino*
Juan-Antonio Sebastiano
Ardemagni
Zeinab Mahrous Attallah
Jocelyn Malai Danskul Bailey
Jorge Balladares
Nareh Bandarian*
Patrick Javier Barajas
Camille Chan Barber
Alandi Jessica Bates
*Cum Laude†
Katrina Joy G. Bernales*
Catherine Nicole Bersinger
Brittany Tegan Billson
Annabelle Marie Blakey
Jonathm Dwight Sulit Buendia
Allison Mae Salonga Bulunan
James Reyes Cadiente
Alec August Carda
Christopher Bruno Casas
Jerome Noel Cayabyab
Rogelio Cervantes, Jr.
Deborah Hye Ree Chang
Ashley Chao
Alexander Chen
Hongan Chen
Jiyu Chen
Cum Laude
Nicole Ngoe Chi
Emma Sunyi Choe
Samuel Suk Wook Choi
Anika Sonia Chowdhury
Paul Gregory Clemmons
Kaitlyn Marie Coelho
Astrid Colindres
Breanna Katriner Comey
Denise Lee Cook
Daniel Allen Curley
Tiffany Dang
Aysha Renell Davis
Emma Catherine Davis
Frank K. Davis
Liz Adriana De La Cruz
Cum Laude
Karoline De La Parra
William Jeffrey Deaton
Neil Kenneth Deguzman
Viridiana Delgadillo
Samantha Lee Denno
Abrielle Denise Diaz
Jazmin Marlene Diaz
Lorena Armine Dilanian
Allen Q. Dinh
Teresa Uyen Dinh
Jennifer Do
Kimberly Hoang Do
Tony Chi Do
Elizbeth Carol Doudera
Tiffany Duong
Sarah Ellis
Jennifer Escareno Villegas
Rebecca Alexandra Espinzoa
Wyatt Cody Feese
Melody Janeael Realin Foley
Tiffany Amber Frechette
Israel Fuentes, Jr.
Magna Cum Laude
Samantha Alberto Galang
Stephanie Lynn Gallagher
Kristina Galstyan
Alexander Luna Gan
Thalia L. Garcia
Katrin Gamal Gatas
Summa Cum Laude
Michael George Georgy
Cum Laude
Alexis Gil Chavez
Emile Giragossian
Cum Laude
Joshua E. Gonzalez
Ranjit Gore
Jesus Jonathan Guadarrama
Aaron Thomas Gudmundson
Steve Gutierrez
Jaime Guzman
Anna Hart
Madeleine Emily Carter Hart
Cum Laude
Elizaveta Harvey
Maritabeth Hernandez
Nicole Yamira Herrarte
Abigail Herrera
Erika Joyce Hilario
Haig Hovdahanian
Magna Cum Laude
Niloufar Hosseini Jafari
Jason Christopher Huling
Cum Laude
Jessica Huynh
Phuong My Huynh
Daisy Jaimes
Lemuel F. James
Zhengriang Jiang
Lindsey Nicole Johnson-Vegas
Reza Kalhor
Summa Cum Laude
Amrit Kaur
Daniel Henry Kellogg
Sothy Anthony Kem
Sean Luke Kennedy
Gina Alexandra Khachatrian
Christine Renee Khanbijian
Harwant Singh Khehra
Chang Suk Kim
Emily Harriet Koo
Haley Marie Lago
Steve J-S Lai
Astrid Magdalena Lainez
William Duc Hao Lam
Myra Sarai Larson
Moises Legaspi
Sofia Letsky
Cum Laude
Jay Leung
Stephanie Leung
Yuk Ying Leung
Ashley Ruth Levy
Sydney Nicole Lewis
Ziang Liu
Jiaqi Long
Simon Long
Smithomson Lou
Jessica Ann Lovell
Tessa Shi Min Lui
Tiffany Lui
Maria Guadalupe Luna
Kefu Ma
Jesus Macias
Alyssya Leeann Mackenzie
Patricia Louise Mackinsson
Enerea Consuelo Magliba
Tina Mai
Maziar Malakouti
Marixa Maldonado
Anam Abid Malik
Andrea Nadine Malik
Natalie Martigon
Allison-Graham Martin
Magna Cum Laude
Alfredo Martinez, Jr.
Franklin Alejandro Martinez
Luis Alfonso Maya
Stephanie Eliza Mejia
Nevmerzybskaja
Mildred Cano Melendez
Jesus Edmundo Menendez
Emily Jo Yen Mesenes
Madelynn Deeanh Mitchell
Nima Sean Modiri
Jennifer Moreno
Marissa Amber Moreno
Mona Mosallaei
Kyla Wang Moss
Rasha Moubasher
Jordan Benedict Muliaman
Jia Nan
Michael Timon Nguy
Anh-Tuong Nguyen
Arthur Trong Nguyen
Diem Kieu Thi Nguyen
Elaine Do Nhan
Pepei Nie
Kamela Nouri
Brittany Lorraine Oros
Magna Cum Laude
Kristina Orozco
Olayemi Olamide Osibowale
Magna Cum Laude
Ellen Oum
Cum Laude
Rachna Bhadrakumar Pahu
Kirsten Claire Palmquist
Jessie Lorn Pangelina
Aljelen Saavedra Paraiso
Callia Nadette Pardo
Jae Min Park
Jane Park
John Park
Michelle H. Park
Sang Mi Park
Nathan Adrian Partono
Arti Janak Patel
Jacob Pham
Princess Thien Phung Pham
Van Vi Pham
Nelly Yarizita Pineda
Wendy Ting Poon
Oscar Neri Portillo
Cum Laude
Rachel Marie Prella
Liangchen Qu
Cum Laude
Anna Marie Poquiz Quenano
John Agassi Reyes Quintos
Yasmin Mehnaz Raoufi
Magna Cum Laude
Ariel Aaron Eugenio
Resurreccion
Laura I. Rivera
Joseph Robles
Fernanda Rodriguez Carlos
Delmy Crystal Rodriguez
Desiree Lorraine Rodriguez
Margarita Anahi Rodriguez
Cum Laude
Nancy Amaranta Rodriguez
Nataly Stephanie Rojas-Torres
Samantha Nicole Romero
Lauren Taylor Ronquillo
Dina Huseni Roowala
Fatima Roowala
Brenda Griselda Rosales
Marietoni Yelo Rosure
Desiree Monique Ruiz-Alfar
Yasmine Zouheir Saleh
Bahar Samandi
Mayra E. Santos
Japmeet Singh Saroy
Naveen K. Satija
Cum Laude
Margaret A. Savkina
Kimberly Linh Seidmeyer
Ida Guadalupe Seira
Emily Lauren Shapiro
Alexandra Nicole Shulock
Briana Justine Soto
Melissa Kay Sugay
Li-Yen Angel Sun
Cindy Sue
Sunjay S. Swaroop
Magna Cum Laude
Danielle Joan Symes
Maryam Tahami

* Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Chiaki Takebayashi*
Aditi Atul Talati
Andrew James Tapia*
Myisha Angel Tarvin
Khanhi Thai*
Shari Bao Thao
Sydney Tieu
Scarlet Milagros Toruno
Anthony Duc Tran
Magnacum Laude†
Luat Van Tran
Katheryne Le Truong
Brandon Ryan Turok
Brendan Tyler Turpin
Mora Soleakana Ung
Pamela Lapid Urata*
Efrain Urena, Jr.
Vincent Supanut
Vachirakorntong
Sahar Vaday
Cum Laude†
Nancy Valenzuela
Manuel David Valenzuela II
Julie Rina Vi
Tiffany Thao Vo
Cum Laude†
Alyssa Wallace
Haiaojin Wang
Wanjing Wang
Renee Jeanine Weiler
Katlyn Beth White
Rachel Hope Whitehill
Cum Laude†
Jennifer Renee Wilson
Cum Laude
David Wu
Lucille Wu
Tiffany Wu
Cum Laude†
Ahmed Yassine, Jr.*
Richard Yi
Anna Shannon Yoshida
Hanna Youn*
Jonet Rochelle Young*
Sean Wen Young*
Christina Marie Yslas
Xinhui Yu*
Angela Yuen
Cum Laude†
Kwag II Yun
Serena Zadoorian
Summa Cum Laude†
Romina Khazraee Zamanpour
Magnacum Laude†
Anna Zhao
Kevin Daniel Zipser
Quantitative Economics
Ariah Nicolas Amini
Xinyu Bao
Cum Laude†
Mariella Beltran
Yunqing Bi
Senjiong Cen
Haoran Chen
Cum Laude†
Xiaoqing Chen
Cum Laude†
Yuyi Chen
Cheng Cheng
Melody Sarah Dehghan
Cum Laude†
Heyi Feng
Xingbo Fu*
Ziqi Gao
Hanwen Gu
Chenuo Guo
Cum Laude†
Xianwen Hao
Stephanie Marie Harrington
Ruiting He
Tianhang Hu*
Mengjia Huang
Cum Laude
Zhihai Huang
Shiyu Ji*
Matthew Jie
Rene Alexander Joya
Erica Than Khaine
Kenny Kim, Jr.
Seulgi Kim
Wenhao Kong*
Christopher Junior Kuo*
Ngan Hong Le
Hyoun Min Lee
Defeng Li
Shenzhi Li
Yishan Li
Darren Lieu
Magnacum Laude
Taiming Liu
Gabriela Elizabeth Lopez
Muhuan Lu*
Fanhua Meng
Kevin Van Nguyen
Junyang Niu
Erik Keau Okazaki
Siuy Pan
Abhiramay Hebbala
Sathyanarayana
Charley S. Sheng
Erbang Sheng
Gregory Gennadi Shennikov*
Zixin Song
Sean Micheal Strain
Xiaomin Tong
Chen Wang
Haozhi Wang*
Meng Wang*
Nina Wang
Xinying Wang
Zhivwen Wang
Qiaoyi Wu
Wuchen Xie
Cum Laude
Xianya Xiong
Yiming Xiong
Qi Xue
Cum Laude†
Tommy Meng Ye
Je-Ro Yu
Jiongli Zhang
Yunpeng Zhang
Guofu Zhao
Zicong Zheng
Leran Zhou
Yuefeng Zou*
Social Policy and Public Service
Maximiliano Aceves*
Rachelle Marmolejo Aguilera
Majde Issa Al Salibi
Cesar Alcaraz
Angelica Armenta-Bonilla*
Heather Lynn Bach
Beatriz Camacho
Raquel Campuzano Santamaria
Magnacum Laude†
Daniel Anthony Cano
Cum Laude
Ling Chen
Faribah Bushra Chowdhury*
Matthew Jordan Chung
Carolina Dominguez-Burciaga
Cathly Lee Duong
Vanessa Funes
Tanya Gabriela Garcia
Chantelle Alisha Gil
Pauline Ho
Cum Laude†
Hao-Lun Hsu
Catherine Hyein Kim
Cum Laude
Tracey La
Katherine Marlene Lemus
William Harry Leonard
Shirley Loi
Jessica Rubidia Lopez
Brittney Lizette Medrano*
Neterech Mekonnen
Magnacum Laude†
Elizabeth Ngoc-Anh Hoang
Nguyen
Jesus Olguin
Margarita Palafos Figueroa
Morgan Ashley Parker
Jessica Bridgette Pedraza
Cum Laude†
Tyler Thai Pham
Emma Ruby Portillo
Monica Quezada
Jessica Denise Ramos
Crisia Michell Santacruz
Sureima Isabel Santillan*
Adeeba Shafique*
Tsuzum Sum
Shraddha Bhupendra Waghela*
Nadira Chu Yang
Jessica Faye Yib
Cum Laude†
Social Science
Todd Aaron Roth
Sociology
Michelle Aganian
Carolina Suzanne Simonsen
Aguilar
Rachel Holly Ahrens
Magnacum Laude†
Adam Joseph Alcantara
Karina Aldana
Katherine Brizaida Alegria
Edwin Armando Alva*
Lorena Alvarado
Elizabeth Maria Alvarez
Magnacum Laude†
Nicholas Alvear
Aurora Ambriz
Gema Rubi Antonio*
Jeny Michelle Aquino
Neda Arab
Korayma Arriaga
Tolo Asefi
Manraj Singh Aulakh*
Anthony Raymond Auuyeung
Robert Avila Garcia
Madison Francescia Avila
Summa Cum Laude†
Jennifer Abigail Ayala
Amanda Katherine Bahou
Byron Daniel Barahona

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Ioannis Dimakopoulos
Jesus Indalecio Diaz-Lopez
Antonia Diaz
Victoria Ann Dennis
Genesis Delgado
Victoria Ann Dennis
Antonia Diaz
Jesus Indalecio Diaz-Lopez
Ioannis Dimakopoulos
Ivan Xue Ding
Uyentram Vuoang Do
Michael Joseph Duarte, Jr.
Christina Serine Dumbrique
Chelsea Banh Duong
Christina Alicia Duron
Julie Marie Enriquez
Kevin Tomas Escarcega
Jennifer Etelinda Escobar
Alejandra Esparza Rivera
Brian Espinoza
Cindy Tagama Espiritu
Nicole Elizabeth Fabian
Keila Scarlet Farias
Kevin Samuel Fichman
Carla Estefanie Figueroa
Elizabeth Taye Figuracion
Xinyue Fu
Michelle Joy Marcelino Furio
Yadira Lorena Galvan
Breanna Castro Ganzon
Amy Doreen Gaona
Jacklyn Genevie Arlene Garcia
Mireya Elizabeth Garcia
Tania Lizbet Garcia
Thalia L. Garcia
Brian Joel Giron
Brittany Anne Glassow
Inna Gogolicyn
Cum Laude†
Jotham T. Hung
Erika Huerta
Frank Hsu
Michael Hong
Dillon Okura Hoffman
Nhat Thu Hai Hoang
Jacqueline Hon Sum Ho
Taleen Elena Hilalian
Martha Arhemi Morales
Laura Hernandez Acosta
Wei He
Shannon Kathleen Hasquet
Alexandra Louise Harrigan
Shannon Kathleen Hasquet
Wei He
Alexander Payam Heydari
Kristin Ashley Henry
Laura Hernandez Acosta
Alexandro Hernandez
Martha Arhemi Morales
Taleen Elena Hilalian
Jacqueline Hon Sum Ho
Nhat Thu Hai Hoang
Vivian Helen Hoang
Dillon Okura Hoffman
Michael Hong
Frank Hsu
Erika Huerta
Joatham T. Hung
Diane Huynh
Yuine Ikari
Cum Laude†
Nicholas Alexander Jennings
Karen Maria Jimenez
Cum Laude†
Brittney Michiko Katayama
Chloe Alexis Kellum
Kaylin Emilie Keltz
Cum Laude†
Ahoo Khalessi
Joubin Khazaie
Hana Kim
Helen Lan Kim
Jasmine Charmaine King
Katelyn Amanda Kleinheinz
Collin Andrew Kobelja
Tomhanks Kung
Stacey Law
Caylyn Teyona Lawson
Ann Le
Diane Thuy Trang Le
Cum Laude†
Leslie Le
Melissa Trang Le
Cum Laude†
Alvin Lee
Daniel Jung Lee
Dong Gi Lee
Jeff Sh Lee
Emily Marie lemon
Nga Wing Sammi Leung
Brittany Shanalle Levi
Melissa Lee Ping Li
Kayla Lim
Jennifer Lima
Winston Oliver Linton, Jr.
Shutong Liu
Xuehui Liu
Crystal Janette Lizaola
Vivian Marlyn Llamas
Mariana Lopez
Mayra Alejandra Lopez
Samma Cum Laude†
Eustacio Salvador Luna Orozco
Kevin Anh Tuan Lui
Austin Ma
Jason Joa Ma
Kim My Ma
Magnus Cum Laude†
Kelsey Leigh Macpagal
Micaela Maciel
Andre Mahmoudian
Afsoon Malekzadeh
Yuri Malinsky
Jiahui Mao
Federico Martell, Jr.
Michael Dennis Martin
Andrew Joseph Martinez
Nia Noemi Martinez
Ruth Noemi Mateos
Nicholas Justin McInerny
Maribel Medel
Araceli Meza
Michelle Anne Miller
Jordan Arielle Moore
Wendy I. Morales
Samira Saba Morshed
Ageelah Maleehah Muhammad
Emily Munquia
Cynthia Denize Nava Chavez
Jennifer Ngo
Cindy Ngoc- Thi Nguyen
Diane Thao Nguyen
Katherine Hong Ngoc Nguyen
Lisa Dao Nguyen
Nancy Nguyen
Thanh Sy Nguyen
Cum Laude†
Misty Tae Maile Odom
Jesus Olguin
Mariyam Cassim Olia
Alexys Adonay Oosterhouse
Jonathan Edgardo Orellana
Mayra Lluesli Oseguera
Vanessa Navela Polamares
Mystic Soul Pelton†
Claudia Rocio Perez
Brandon Thanh Phan
Max Francis Piercey
Cum Laude†
Marissa Denise Porraz
Bellanira Puentes
Shuyi Qu
Cassandra Vu Quach
Cum Laude
Gerardo Quintana, Jr.
Cum Laude†
James Hector Reyes
Katherine Diane Rios
Cum Laude†
Ana Rosa Rodriguez
Erika Kawanura Radio
Gaganpreet Kaur Sahota
Judith Iraided Sanchez
Ana Rosa Santana
Neil Anthony Santarina
Selenne Lara Sevilla†
Peggy Shaw†
Salaimon Mahmood Siddiq
Jocelyn Lucero Silvas†
Stavroila Ibrahim Soliman
Ashley Kaye Ilagan Solis
Ashley Justina Spillman†
*M Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Darren Kin-Yip Su
Olivia Andriani Sumarli
Shereen Zaibunissa Sutherland
Nicholas Takashi Tabuchi
Megumi Tanaka
Emily Rose Tando
Bryanna Nicole Tapia
Lesly Victoria Tejada
Isaiah Claude Thompson
Elizabeth Ann Tizzoni
Jocelyn To
Chelsea Elizabeth Tomlinson
Crystal Jasmine Torres*
Chelsea Uyen Ngoc Nguyen
Tran
Trang Diem Truong
Wilson Tsai
Jenny Tseng
Melissa Nichole Valencia*
Jennifer Minerva Vasquez
Ana Maria Velasquez*
Jesus Alfredo Villegas
Shejia Wang
Song Wang
Minzhi Wangsun, Jr.
Sara Sachi Wen
Erica Kristine Williams
May Tomoko Wilson
Cameron Garrett Wong
Eddie Takchun Wong
Aaron Steven Wright
Jiahao Wu
Vicky Wu
Chelsea Laine Wurlitzer
Matthew Kanji Yamada
Jen-Suyan Yang
Yuxuan Yang
Venessa T. Yeh
Michelle L. Yerekhman
Alexander Cortez Young
Eun Jin Yu*
Karla Paola Zeron
Tianze Zhang*
Elaine Zhao

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

*Cognitive Sciences*
Leonardo Fabian Aguinaga
Katalina Lam Chen
Michelle Cheung*
Elita Rose Delbruck*
Baokun Gui

*Magna Cum Laude†*

*Magna Cum Laude†*

*Magna Cum Laude†*

*Magna Cum Laude†*

*Magna Cum Laude†*

*Magna Cum Laude†*
Honors and Awards

Claire Trevor
School of the Arts

**PHI BETA KAPPA**
*Nominated 2017*
Anita Abdinezhad
Nicholas James Bourgault
Julia Taber Brunelli
Julianna Sophie Cressman
Colleen Faith David
Sean Thomas Deuel
Brynna Collette Gallagher
Simon Joe Harrison
Zaynab Yasmine Malik
Marilyn Nguyen
Charlotte Deanna Papp
Jonah Chang-Jin Park
Alissa Adriana Powers
Chloe Joy Schneider
Gabriell Nadej Smith
Faris Taher
Emma Noel Walsh
Katherine Marie Wegmann
Chi-Chen Yeh
Mackenzie Zakoor

*Nomination 2016*
Khue Vu Bui
Shannon Marie Funderburk
Keira Rebecca Whitaker
Alice Yi Yang

**CAMPUSSWIDE HONORS**
Lucile McCarthy Dillon
Euiso Kim
Julienne B. Mackey
Alissa Adriana Powers
Chloe Joy Schneider
Emma Noel Walsh
Alice Yi Yang

**AWARDS AND SCHOOL HONORS**
Alice Lowell Memorial Scholarship for outstanding performance
*Awarded 2013*
Garrett James Sanderson

Arts Ambassador Scholarship
*Awarded 2016*
Linpei Cheng
Simon Joe Harrison

**Bette and Steven Warner Scholarship**
*Awarded 2016*
Mata Jean Elizabeth Barr
Ethan Thomas Bell
Jacob Russell Ben-Shmuel
Erica Susan Schaeffer

Amy Lin Tilson-Lumetta
*Awarded 2015*
David Yon W. Chung
Jacob Zachary Tulley

**Cloud Hsueh Foundation Scholarship**
*Awarded 2016*
Linpei Cheng
Shannon Marie Funderburk
Emma Noel Walsh

**Donald McKayle Scholarship**
*Awarded 2017*
Simon Joe Harrison
Megumi Eileen Iwama

**Edna Helen Beach Scholarship**
*Awarded 2014*
Hassiem Kyree Waldron

**Excellence in Dance Choreography for outstanding dance choreography**
*Awarded 2017*
Simon Joe Harrison
Megumi Eileen Iwama

**Excellence in Dance Performance for outstanding dance performance**
*Awarded 2017*
Carl Ponce Cubero
Racquel Victoria Mar
Emma Noel Walsh

**Gregory Brown Osborne Scholarship**
*Awarded 2015*
Dominik Enrique Haws
Alexander Edward Hoang

**H.B. and Isabelle Yolen Scholarship**
*Awarded 2016*
Diane Navarro
Ashley Alexandra Josie Rose
Chloe Joy Schneider
Sean Akihiko Stover

**Honors in Acting for exceptional ability and performance**
*Awarded 2017*
Anita Abdinezhad
Jacob Russell Ben-Shmuel
Liam Michael Holton
Chloe Joy Schneider
Amy Lin Tilson-Lumetta

**Honors in Art**
*Awarded 2017*
Nadia Kalya Adella

**Honors in Directing**
*Awarded 2017*
Dalia Ashurina Anderton
Zaynab Yasmine Malik

**Honors in Drama**
*Awarded 2017*
Alexia Briana Crismon
Ashley Alexandra Josie Rose
Mackenzie Zakoor

**Honors in Design**
*Awarded 2017*
Rae Lynn Crocker
Sean Thomas Deuel

**Honors in Music Theatre for exceptional ability and performance**
*Awarded 2017*
Mata Jean Elizabeth Barr
Ethan Thomas Bell
Jacob Russell Ben-Shmuel
Melissa Anne Musial

**Medici Circle Scholarship**
*Awarded 2016*
Emily Joy Guerard

**Robert and Marjorie Rawlins Scholarship for outstanding musical performance**
*Awarded 2017*
Andrew Dean Anderson

**Sylvia Reines Scholarship**
*Awarded 2013*
Jacob Zachary Tulley

**Thomas and Elizabeth Tierney Scholarship**
*Awarded 2016*
Katarina Li Butenschoen

**Francisco J. Ayala School of Biological Sciences**

**PHI BETA KAPPA**
*Nomination 2017*
Arina Adourian
Hamed Aliabasispoor
Jennifer Kay Chau
Joshua Herman Cook
Jerrold Robert Deshong
Nida Fatima
Lela Wight Fossett
Andrew Douglas Gong
Faith Hsu
Alexander James Huang
Kelly Huynh
Jonwei Wesley Hwang
Amirali Jaberzadeh
Mawahab Hassan Kassir
Nathalie Kirshman
Kyle Phillip Kisor
Melissa Raymond Klaib
Calvin Lam
Shannon May Lee
Christopher Orion Lew
Sally Liu
Zachary Nathan Lu
King Kook Martin Fung
Katrine Minasyan
Malika M. Mirvokhidova
Helena May Nguyen
Victoria Bao Quynh Nguyen
Olayemi Olamide Osibowale
Bansari Ashokbhai Patel
Kathy Pham
Celine Hien Phong
Marc Anthony Piercy
Andrew Pop
Pouyoun Poursafandiari
Logan Scott Richards
Nathaniel Nash Shon
Justin Jay Shun
Nowshin Tabassum
Faris Taher
Mehdi Talle
Ece Naz Tan
Katherine Thanh Vo
Lakshmi Rekha Vrittamani
Ariel Nhu Vu
Ashley Rianne Wong
Gordon George Yee
Yuanyuan Yi
Tara Zahed
Nominated 2016
Sahar Amoozadeh
Annie Hoang Anh Bui
Daniel Adrian Del Barrio-Amil
Anh Mai Nguyen
Kevin Duong Nguyen
Kristin Y-Nhi Nguyen
Anthony Mark Raus
Mary Justine Sargious
Daniel Samir Tahhan
Matthew Anthony Tsai
Timothy Michael Wilber

CAMPUSWIDE HONORS
Shrey Chawla
Joshua Herman Cook
Robert K. Ding
Nida Fatima
Lela Wight Fossett
Andrew Douglas Gong
Christine Tran Hua
Alexander James Huang
Amirali Jaberyzadeh
Douglas Alexander Jury
Kyle Phillip Kisor
Sally Liu
Nur Fatimah Bint Timur Mirza
Anh Mai Nguyen
Kien Viet Nguyen
Victoria Bao Quynh Nguyen
Bansari Ashokbhai Patel
Celine Hien Phong
Andrew Pop
Kathryn Gonzales Reyes
Logan Scott Richards
Megha Sanjiv
Nathaniel Nash Shon
Justin Jay Shun
Bahareh Sorouri
Sophia Carmella Spann
Samuel Andrew Stetkevich
Kezia Ivanka Surjanto
Ece Naz Tan
Lakshmi Rekha Vrittamani
Katayune Yazdi-Nejad
Gordon George Yee
Tara Zahed

AWARDS AND SCHOOL HONORS
Associate Membership in Sigma Xi Research Honor Society
Awarded 2017
Pilar Xochitl Alman
Collin Matthew Joyce
Kyle Phillip Kisor
Alberto Enrique Lopez
Jessica Nevez-Mejia
Jonathan Matthew Mendez
Joselyn Karina Pena
Yocelyn Recinos
Amara C. Thind
Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship
Awarded 2016
Joshua Herman Cook
Brian Atwood Scholarship
Awarded 2016
Joshua Herman Cook
Matthew Anthony Tsai
Carol Becker McGaugh Award third-year student scholarship
Awarded 2016
Mawahb Hassan Kassir
Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Research
Awarded 2017
Mawahb Hassan Kassir
Kyle Phillip Kisor
Dean's Award for Excellence in Research
Awarded 2017
Elizabeth Irene Celaya
Douglas Alexander Jury
Yocelyn Recinos

Awarded 2016
Amirali Jaberyzadeh
Dr. William F. Holcomb Scholarship for biomedical or marine biology research
Awarded 2017
Jeong Woo Han
Edward Mittelman Memorial Fund Scholarship for an outstanding student who will pursue a career in the medical field
Awarded 2017
Jocelyn Gia-Linh Ha
Excellence In Research
Awarded 2017
Hira Habeeb Aladroos
Kristen Victoria Ampig
Jean-Louis Bru
Nur Ata Bruss
Ryan Collin Buck
Elizabeth Irene Celaya
Tushank Chadha
Henry K. Chang
Edison Chen
Stanley Chen
Joshua Ambrosio Chevez
Christina Truc Dang
Robert K. Ding
Krystal Lynn Del Castillo
Gishan Shalitha Dissanayake
Bogoda
Jonathan Dwilikasono
Nida Fatima
Lela Wight Fossett
Andrew Douglas Gong
Jocelyn Gia-Linh Ha
Jeong Woo Han
George Heredia Jr.
Thalia Jovana Hernandez
Michelle Joni Herrera
Amy Hong
Christine Tran Hua
Alexander James Huang
Delaney Elizabeth Islip
Douglas Alexander Jury
Mawahb Hassan Kassir
Lin Soo Kim
Kyle Phillip Kisor
Sarah Lee
David Edward Lewis
Robert Gary Lewis
Benjamin Lin
Xinyi Ma
Parinaaz Malakzadeh
Nur Fatimah Bint Timur Mirza
Emily Sarah Nguyen
Kien Viet Nguyen
Thuan Hieu Nguyen
Bansari Ashokbhai Patel
Jenny Pham
Thao My Ngoc Phan
Pouyoun Poursafandiari
Yocelyn Recinos
Megha Sanjiv
Argineh Shabbandari
Setareh Shekarchi
Monika Kaur Singha
Elizabeth Carol Marie Stogner
Priscilla Mi Tin Ta
Ece Naz Tan
Sally Loyal Trinh
Prema Dharmesh Vyas
Paul Breadino Walker Jr.
Katayune Yazdi-Nejad
Gordon George Yee
Kuan-Ting Yu
Tara Zahed
Awarded 2016
Joshua Herman Cook
Christina Truc Dang
Melody Jia Fang
Samuel Azmy Hanna
Melissa Erin Huang
Amirali Jaberyzadeh
Keyan Armon Jalili
Shannon May Lee
Robert Gary Lewis
Susan Yan Yang Li
Hazel Merluza
Victoria Bao Quynh Nguyen
Danier Sabrina Ong
Celine Hien Phong
Kathryn Gonzales Reyes
Andrew Hany Rezk
Nathaniel Nash Shon
Jordan Mikelle Smith
Timothy Michael Wilber
Justine Ryoko Yamashiro
Awarded 2015
Jafar Abduljalil Al Souz
Salsabil Gehan
Christina Marina Michael
Luna Thanh Ngo
Excellence in Research Poster Award
Awarded 2017
Tushank Chadha
Edison Chen
Jocelyn Gia-Linh Ha
Awarded 2016
Nathaniel Nash Shon
Honors in Biological Sciences
Awarded 2017
Hira Habeeb Aladroos
Joshua Ambrosio Chevez
Joshua Herman Cook  
Gishan Shalitha Dissanayake  
Bogoda  
Melody Jia Fang  
Lela Wight Fossett  
Andrew Douglas Gong  
Alexander James Huang  
Delaney Elizabeth Islip  
Kyle Phillip Kisor  
Susan Yan Yang Li  
Hazel Merluza  
Kien Viet Nguyen  
Thuan Hieu Nguyen  
Bansari Ashokbhai Patel  
Celine Hien Phong  
Jordan Mikelle Smith  
Ece Naz Tan  
Paul Breadino Walker Jr.  
Timothy Michael Wilher  
Justine Ryoko Yamashiro  
Gordon George Yee  
Tara Zahed  
Awarded 2016  
Keyan Armon Jalili  
Luna Thanh Ngo  

**Honors in Neurobiology**  
Awarded 2017  
Edison Chen  
Mawaheb Hassan Kassir  
Katayune Yazdi-Nejad  
Howard Schneiderman Prize  
Awarded 2017  
Yocelyn Recinos  
Awarded 2016  
Christina Truc Dang  
Jayne Unzelman Scholarship  
for recognition of academic excellence and service to the School and community  
Awarded 2017  
Joshua Herman Cook  
Melody Jia Fang  
Tori Raquel Tucker  
Kyle Farol Memorial Award  
Awarded 2017  
Tara Zahed  
Laurence J. Mehlman Prize  
for recognition of academic excellence and service to the School  
Awarded 2017  
Tracy Hoang Nguyen  
Matthew Anthony Tsai  
M. Marlene Godoy Student Award  
second-year student scholarship  
Awarded 2017  
Melissa Erin Huang  
National Institutes of Health Undergraduate Scholarship  
Awarded 2017  
Pilar Xochitl Altman  
Cezar Ribeiro De Borba Jr.  
Collin Matthew Joyce  
Kyle Phillip Kisor  
Alberto Enrique Lopez  
Jessica Nevarez-Mejia  
Jonathan Matthew Mendez  
Joselyn Karina Pena  
Yocelyn Recinos  
Jenaro Soto  
Amara C. Thind  
Robert Ernst Prize for Excellence in Research in Biological Sciences  
Awarded 2017  
George Heredia Jr.  
Kyle Phillip Kisor  
Benjamin Lin  
Pouyán Pouresfandiari  
Paul Breadino Walker Jr.  
Awarded 2016  
Joshua Herman Cook  
Robert Ernst Prize for Excellence in Student Research in Plant Biology  
Awarded 2017  
Priscilla Mi Tin Ta  
Robert H. Avnet Memorial Award  
for assistance to a student interested in becoming a physician  
Awarded 2017  
Shannon May Lee  
Gordon George Yee  
The Paul Merage School of Business  

**PHI BETA KAPPA**  
Nominated 2017  
Medha Asthana  
Noopur Asit Gosalia  
Angelo Guo  
Sharon Shien Hwang  
Dena Lan Nguyen  
Jennifer Anh-Thu Nguyen Tran  
Nhi Tuyet Pham  
Nicole Amaris Ramirez  
Hubert Minhvi Ta  
Connie Sandra Wong  
Biyi Yang  

**CAMPUSWIDE HONORS**  
Madeline Jane Clark  
Hubert Minhvi Ta  
**AWARDS AND SCHOOL HONORS**  
Boeing Scholarship  
Awarded 2017  
Michael Chi Ho  
Rebecca Tian  
Chancellor's Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Research  
Awarded 2016  
Medha Asthana  
Chancellor's Award of Distinction  
Awarded 2017  
Arden Elaine Davis  
Michael Chi Ho  
Excellence in Research - Biological Sciences  
Awarded 2017  
Jeff Jinglu Huang  
School of Education  
**PHI BETA KAPPA**  
Nominated 2017  
Dayana Celeste Benitez  
Taysheona Denise Brodie  
Joshua Joseph Chun  
Xitlali Fernandez  
Elisa Garcia  
Stephanie Gonzalez  
Simon Joe Harrison  
Javiel Jimenez  
Karen Maria Jimenez  
Judy Lee  
Andrea Thuy Linh Tieu  
Kitty K. Lui  
Diana Magana  
Seung Min Moon  
Jonah Chang-Jin Park  
Claudia Rodriguez  
Margarita Anahi Rodriguez  
Itzhel Santiago  
Nhan Thanh Truong  
Kimberly Manh Ung  
Emma Noel Walsh  
Laura Wei  
Katrina Stacie Yip  
Wanxin Yue  
**CAMPUSWIDE HONORS**  
Stephanie Gonzalez  
Diana Magana  
Emma Noel Walsh  

**The Henry Samueli School of Engineering**  

**PHI BETA KAPPA**  
Nominated 2017  
Charlotte Deanna Papp  
Nominated 2016  
Brian Berk Dertli  
**CAMPUSWIDE HONORS**  
Ali Hassan Aboughaida  
Hishaam Ali  
Melissa Karen Diaz  
Amber Megan Fong  
Euysik Kim  
Guan Yu Liu  
Spencer Timothy Mattson  
Kaitlin Frances Robinson  
Evan Karl Shipley  
Tyler Patrick Stevens  
Malcolm Su  
**AWARDS AND SCHOOL HONORS**  
Associate Membership in Sigma Xi Research Honor Society  
Awarded 2017  
Jonathan Shiferaw Abebe  
Zachery Ryan Robinson  
Marlen Soledad Tagle Rodriguez  
Alpha Eta Mu Beta Biomedical Engineering Honors Society  
Awarded 2017  
Sara Anis  
Andrew Dam  
Stella Olivia Doering  
Paul Phuc Khoa Nguyen  
Tuyetnhi Ngoc Le  
Natalie Han Mai  
Chancellor's Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Research  
Awarded 2017  
Nicholas James Cecchi  
Chi Epsilon Civil and Environmental Engineering Honor Society  
Awarded 2017  
Addib Waleed Attiyah  
Simon Hung Cai  
Wesley B. Chen  
Lydia Saerom Chun  
Tess Kimberly Hoang
Kyle Hwang  
Daniel Arash Jordan  
Kristy Chung Kim  
Michael S. Lee  
Daniela Rivera Leon  
Bowen Liang  
Elaine Luong  
Lamont Jermaine Lynch  
Harrison Jonathan Martin  
Mayra Lizet Martinez  
Nikole Paige Meade  
Sunny Phuong Nguyen  
Jenna Lynn Obenshain  
Rene B. Ocampo Jr.  
Charlotte Deanna Papp  
Kenneth Gray Peterson  
Farzaneh Pirahmadi  
Raajan Yogendrasinh Raj  
Lorenzo Xavier Sevilal  
Evan Karl Shipley  
Vivian Van-Ru Tseng  
Justin R. Wu

Christine Jones Memorial Endowed Scholarship  
Awarded 2017  
Jenna Lynn Obenshain

Deborah and Peter Pardoen Memorial Scholarship  
Awarded 2017  
Samuel Cabrera

Eta Kappa Nu Electrical and Computer Engineering Honor Society  
Awarded 2017  
Alexander Nicholas Alvara

Gregory A. Bogaczyk Memorial Scholarship  
Awarded 2017  
John Lawrence Higgins

Haggai Memorial Endowed Scholarship  
Awarded 2017  
Yan Huang

Henry Samuleli Endowed Scholarship  
Awarded 2017  
Leon Trinh Cao  
Alexander Lawrence Heald  
Kaitlin Frances Robinson

National Institutes of Health Undergraduate Scholarship  
Awarded 2017  
Jonathan Shifferaw Abebe  
Zachery Ryan Robinson  
Marlen Soledad Tague Rodriguez

Omega Chi Epsilon Chemical Engineering Honor Society  
Awarded 2017  
Koosha Azarbash  
Christine Phuong Dang  
Melissa Karen Diaz  
Alexander Lawrence Heald  
Eric Matthew Kimball  
Christopher Glen Lee  
Edward Paul Lesnansky III  
Yvonne My Linh Chau  
Zaki Abdullah Molvi  
Eric Kenneth Moy  
Qi Ni  
Paolo Zapanta Ramos  
Samuel Wood Richesson  
Kosuke Seki  
Ryan Takahiro Yoshikawa

Pi Tau Sigma Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Honor Society  
Awarded 2017  
Alexander Nicholas Alvara  
Saho Lauren Arai King  
William Conner Farrell  
Yun Peng Hsiao  
Justin Patrick Kerr  
Emily My Kha  
Meng-Hsuan Lee  
Ernesto Raul Peralta  
Nathan H. Phung  
Luís Francisco Salazar  
Erik Dean Sheldon  
Daniel Tran  
Roberto Javier Trejo  
Kunlong Yu

Sigma Gamma Tau Aerospace Engineering Honor Society  
Awarded 2017  
Alexander Nicholas Alvara  
Richard Cheng  
Justin Patrick Kerr  
Shanuka Raveen Solanga  
Arachchige  
Thomas Keegan Sullivan

Tau Beta Pi Engineering Honor Society  
Awarded 2017  
Alexander Nicholas Alvara  
Maaeke Kiyoe Amen Pronda  
Linda Thu-Van Banh  
Liam David Buchanan  
Samuel Cabrera  
Victor Aw Chen  
Wesley B. Chen  
Andrew Dam  
Melissa Karen Diaz  
Xinyi Gu  
Janelle Ginane Hankous  
Alexander Lawrence Heald  
Tess Kimberly Hoang  
Yan Huang  
Daniel Arash Jordan  
Paul Phuc Khoa Nguyen  
Edward Paul Lesnansky III  
Yvonne My Linh Chau  
Mengfei Liu  
Natalie Han Mai  
Nima Mohseni  
Zaki Abdullah Molvi  
Mahan Sepehr Naeim  
Sunny Phuong Nguyen  
Viet-Huy Huu Nguyen  
Qi Ni  
Jenna Lynn Obenshain  
Peter Bradley Phillips  
Omead Brandon Pooladzandi  
Paolo Zapanta Ramos  
Eashani Sathialingam  
Malcolm Su  
Jonathan Matthew Sullivan  
Marlen Soledad Tague Rodriguez  
Daniel Tran  
Daniel Tseng  
Vivian Wan-Ru Tseng  
Ryan Takahiro Yoshikawa

U.S. Fulbright Fellowship  
Awarded 2017  
Alexander Nicholas Alvara

School of Humanities

PHI BETA KAPPA  
Nominated 2017  
Claire Bantilan  
Nicole Ciara Block  
Thais Piersanti Castro Alves  
Nicole Malak Charlotte Midani  
Emily Chen  
Isabel Eunna Choi  
Julia Nancy Clausen  
Rachel K. Do  
Amelie Michelle Godfrey  
Thomas Justinian Kennedy  
Jacqueline Liu  
Diana Magana  
Zeina Nohad Mousa  
Emile Ramez Shehada  
Hubert Minhvi Ta  
Kendall Courtney Thrall

AWARDS AND SCHOOL HONORS

Brunner and Berkowitz Undergraduate Award in Classics  
Awarded 2017  
Luke Robert Loper

Chancellor's Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Research  
Awarded 2017  
Nichole Amy G. Grimes
Dobro Slovo National Slavic Honor Society
Awarded 2017
Xenia Lvovskaia
Glenna Rosaleen Morin

Early Achievement Award in Religious Studies
Awarded 2015
Theresa Bearse Topete

Eta Sigma Phi National Honor Society for Students of Greek and Latin
Awarded 2017
Randi Danielle Johnson

Film and Media Studies
Awarded 2017
Dennis Nguyen
Awarded 2016
Juan Pablo Chavez Pelaez
Bethany R. Weidauer

Franco Tonelli Memorial Award in Film Studies
Awarded 2016
Victoria Marie Gillesland-Henderson

Hannah J. Caldwell Endowed Undergraduate Student Award
Awarded 2015
Theresa Bearse Topete

Hester A. Laddey Memorial Award
Awarded 2016
Puneet Kaur Dhaliwal
Awarded 2015
Xavier Ari Oliver

Howard B. Lawson Endowed Memorial Scholarship
Awarded 2016
Rachael Jeanne Heinsen

Howard Babb Memorial Essay Contest
Awarded 2017
Irene Christian Kim
Awarded 2016
Zoe Taylor Matthew

Honors and Awards

Humanities Honors Program for the successful completion of the Program
Awarded 2017
Molly Anne Curtis
Nichole Amy G. Grimes
Rachael Jeanne Heinsen
Lauren Elizabeth Kerner
Zeina Nohad Mousa
Xavier Ari Oliver
Meghan Elizabeth O'Sullivan
Hubert Minhvi Ta
Meghan Elizabeth Taylor
Theresa Bearse Topete

Jao Foundation Student Award
Awarded 2016
Megan Renee helt

Japanese National Honor Society
Awarded 2017
Kristen Lee Clark
Louis Su Kikuya

Marjorie G. Reday Scholarship in Art History
Awarded 2017
Molly Anne Curtis

McCulloch Memorial Funds
Awarded 2017
Brynna Collette Gallagher

Nora Folkenflik Memorial Humanities Core Essay Award
Awarded 2014
Bethany R. Weidauer

Outstanding Screenwriter Award
Awarded 2017
Steven Escobar
Awarded 2016
Victoria Marie Gillesland-Henderson

Outstanding Senior Award
Awarded 2017
Eric Anthony Colbert
Randi Danielle Johnson

Phi Alpha Theta History Honors Society
Awarded 2017
Yareli C Castro Sevilla
Huitzijared Contreras
Nichole Amy G. Grimes
Lauren Elizabeth Kerner
Ciani Alyssa Reyes
Saira Mehboob Shah

Meleia Whitaker Simon-Reynolds
Theresa Bearse Topete
Steve Anh Tuan Pham

Promise Award in Religious Studies
Awarded 2017
Thomas Justinian Kennedy
Awarded 2016
Kenneth Doyel Davis

School of Humanities Education Abroad Program (EAP) Award
Awarded 2016
Amy Fan
Julian Vacio

School of Humanities Undergraduate Award in Art History
Awarded 2017
Nicole Ciara Block
Awarded 2016
Julian Vacio
Awarded 2015
Eric Anthony Colbert

School of Humanities Undergraduate Award in Chinese Studies
Awarded 2016
Lahan Jiang

School of Humanities Undergraduate Award in East Asian Languages and Literatures
Awarded 2017
Cene Mariko Tamashiro

School of Humanities Undergraduate Award in English
Awarded 2017
Rachael Jeanne Heinsen

School of Humanities Undergraduate Award in Film and Media Studies
Awarded 2015
Molly Anne Curtis

School of Humanities Undergraduate Award in French and Italian
Awarded 2017
Christian Anthony Torres
Awarded 2016
Christian Anthony Torres

School of Humanities Undergraduate Award in Gender and Sexuality Studies
Awarded 2017
Diana Dominguez Ortega

School of Humanities Undergraduate Award in History
Awarded 2016
Ciani Alyssa Reyes

School of Humanities Undergraduate Award in Japanese Language and Literature
Awarded 2017
Louis Su Kikuya
Awarded 2016
Zachariah Tejeda Maddren
Jennifer Anh-Thu Nguyen Tran

School of Humanities Undergraduate Award in Literary Journalism
Awarded 2017
Jazley Faith Sendjaja

School of Humanities Undergraduate Award in Philosophy
Awarded 2016
Xenia Lvovskaia

School of Humanities Undergraduate Award in Religious Studies
Awarded 2017
Steven Manuel Zepeda

School of Humanities Undergraduate Award in Spanish
Awarded 2017
Kendall Courtney Thrall
Vicki L. Ruiz Undergraduate Award
Awarded 2016
Yareli C Castro Sevilla

Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences

PHI BETA KAPPA
Nominated 2017
Marcelo Russo Autran
Madeline Chan
Tianya Chen
Yuefei Chen
Kimberly Lotus Chou
Sue and Bill Gross School of Nursing

PHI BETA KAPPA
Nominated 2017
Gianna Christine Chandler
Amanda Paige Chun
Tracy Ortiz De Leon
Crystal Huong

CAMPUSWIDE HONORS
Gianna Christine Chandler
Kristel Marie Garcia
Brittany Amanda Palacicz
Hanah Constance Ruby

AWARDS AND SCHOOL HONORS
Elizabeth Tierney Nursing Scholarship
Awarded 2016
Rebekah Mulan Lieu
Awarded 2015
Tori Ariel Monette

Felix Schwarz Nursing Science Student Award
Awarded 2016
Ashlea Denise O'Shea

Mary Hennacker Scholarship Award
Awarded 2015
Angela Maria Verna

Nursing Leadership Award
Awarded 2016
Brian Lam

Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences

PHI BETA KAPPA
Nominated 2017
Rami Suhail Elhaj
Daisy Yee Kyu
Alexandra Le
Shujin Pang
Sandy San Thai
Ivy Thao Tran
Nominated 2016
Jessica Van Pham

CAMPUSWIDE HONORS
Miranda Grace Helus
Sierra Marie Kautiainen
Alice Lo

Jefferon Luong
Royal Siu

AWARDS AND SCHOOL HONORS
Excellence in Research - Biological Sciences
Awarded 2016
Emuejuevuoke Anastasia Umukoro

School of Physical Sciences

PHI BETA KAPPA
Nominated 2017
Matthew Charles Bourbeau
Nicole Malak Charlotte Midani
Haoran Chen
Xiaoqing Chen
Joshua Herman Cook
Daniel Paul Cunningham
Valentine Ha Dang
Kenneth Ryan Guie
Chenxi Guo
Alexander Ronald Hart
John Ryan Lee Gresl
Adam Samuel Leon
Erick Pogonan Maglalang
Nathan Jack Nelleissen
Shihao Niu
Araceli Serrano
My Kim Thi Nguyen
Justine Thuy Tien Trinh
Manuel Rodriguez Torres Jr.
Sang Tan Truong
Zhengyang Wen
Qi Xue
Guangchu Yan
Congqing Ye
Yuanyuan Yi
Jason Miao Yu
Xiaotong Zhang
Nominated 2016
Saniya Fatima Syed
Nominated 2015
Yu Fu
Darren Lieu

CAMPUSWIDE HONORS
Matthew Charles Bourbeau
Nicole Malak Charlotte Midani
Joshua Herman Cook
Imane Latifa Hamza
Quentin Dean Tercenio
Sang Tan Truong
Jason Miao Yu
AWARDS AND SCHOOL HONORS

American Chemical Society – Division of Environmental Chemistry Award
Awarded 2017
Zicheng Cai

American Chemical Society Analytical Chemistry Award
Awarded 2017
Renee Lillian Tam

American Chemical Society Division of Inorganic Chemistry Award
Awarded 2016
Rebecca Lynn Combs

American Chemical Society Division of Organic Chemistry Award
Awarded 2017
Nancy Odom Huynh

American Chemical Society Polymer Education Award
Awarded 2017
Joshua Herman Cook
Awarded 2016
Jason Miao Yu

American Institute of Chemists Foundation Student Award
Awarded 2017
Emil M. Samson

Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship
Awarded 2016
Joshua Herman Cook

Boeing Scholarship
Awarded 2014
Candace Hwang Hart

Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Research
Awarded 2017
Jason Miao Yu
Awarded 2016
Manuel Rodriguez Torres Jr.

Don L. Bunker Award
Awarded 2017
Imane Latifa Hamza

Honors in Chemistry
Awarded 2017
Arvind Bhattacharya
Matthew Charles Bourbeau
Rebecca Lynn Combs
Michael Joseph Dorantes
Alexander Ronald Hart
Candace Hwang Hart
Nancy Odom Huynh
Bao H. Ly
Bernadette Tanquilut Mercado
Daniel Eduardo Roa
Emil M. Samson
Quentin Dean Ter cenio
Raphael Seon Uk Kim

Honors in Earth System Science
Awarded 2017
Haoran Chen
Alec Greyson Fox
Sang Tan Truong
Guangchu Yan

Honors in Mathematics
Awarded 2017
Samuel Andres Gomez Suarez
Howard Tucker Award
Awarded 2017
Alec Greyson Fox
Sang Tan Truong

Maria Rebecca and Maureen Bellettini Scholarship
Awarded 2015
Jason Miao Yu

Michael E. Gebel Award
Awarded 2016
Samantha Ruelas

National Science Foundation Grad Fellowship
Awarded 2017
Ara celi Serrano
Manuel Rodriguez Torres Jr.

Orange County American Chemical Society Award to an outstanding Chemistry Bachelor of Science recipient
Awarded 2017
Quentin Dean Ter cenio

Outstanding Senior in Chemistry
Awarded 2017
Alexander Ronald Hart

Outstanding Senior in Earth System Science
Awarded 2017
Adam James Fagan

Outstanding Senior in Environmental Science
Awarded 2017
Nathan Jack Nel len sen

Outstanding Senior in Mathematics
Awarded 2017
Guangchu Yan

Outstanding Senior in Physics
Awarded 2017
Kevin Kim Ly

Pfizer Undergraduate Research Award in Chemistry
Awarded 2016
Ashlee Jeanette Davis

Phi Lambda Upsilon Chemistry Honor Society
Awarded 2017
Arvind Bhattacharya
Matthew Charles Bourbeau
Zicheng Cai
Vincent Jan-Shin Chau
Rebecca Lynn Combs
Joshua Herman Cook
James Christopher Creasman
Ashlee Jeanette Davis
Michael Joseph Dorantes
Nga Thien Duong
Nicholas Arthur Eccarius
Cole Patrick Engert
Joseph Nicolas Fakhoury
Ariana Vanessa Figueroa
Jaime Frias
Chenxu Guo
Facheng Guo
Imane Latifa Hamza
Alexander Ronald Hart
Candace Hwang Hart
Mustafa Nathem Hijaz
Dan Phi Ho
Nancy Odom Huynh
Jennifer Renee Jacques
Minjeong Kim
Anqi Lao
Raymond Spencer Lawrence
Kelly Tran Le
Yeji Lee
Bao H. Ly

Phi Lambda Upsilon Mathematics Honor Society
Awarded 2017
Nafisa Arain
Nicole Malak Charlotte Midani
Haoran Chen
Yiqian Chen
Daniel Paul Cunningham
Alec Greyson Fox
Ka Seng Hoi
John Ryan Lee Gresl
Defeng Li
Yigao Li
Darren Lieu
Hongyu Liu
Joseph Tri Nguyen
Shihao Niu
Xianzhi Su
My Kim Thi Nguyen
Manuel Rodriguez Torres Jr.
Bao H. Ly

Physical Sciences Undergraduate Achievement Award
Awarded 2015
Jason Miao Yu

Pi Mu Epsilon Mathematics Honor Society
Awarded 2017
Nafisa Arain
Nicole Malak Charlotte Midani
Haoran Chen
Yiqian Chen
Daniel Paul Cunningham
Alec Greyson Fox
Ka Seng Hoi
John Ryan Lee Gresl
Defeng Li
Yigao Li
Darren Lieu
Hongyu Liu
Joseph Tri Nguyen
Shihao Niu
Xianzhi Su
My Kim Thi Nguyen
Manuel Rodriguez Torres Jr.
Bao H. Ly

Pfizer Undergraduate Research Award in Chemistry
Awarded 2016
Ashlee Jeanette Davis

Phi Lambda Upsilon Chemistry Honor Society
Awarded 2017
Arvind Bhattacharya
Matthew Charles Bourbeau
Zicheng Cai
Vincent Jan-Shin Chau
Rebecca Lynn Combs
Joshua Herman Cook
James Christopher Creasman
Ashlee Jeanette Davis
Michael Joseph Dorantes
Nga Thien Duong
Nicholas Arthur Eccarius
Cole Patrick Engert
Joseph Nicolas Fakhoury
Ariana Vanessa Figueroa
Jaime Frias
Chenxu Guo
Facheng Guo
Imane Latifa Hamza
Alexander Ronald Hart
Candace Hwang Hart
Mustafa Nathem Hijaz
Dan Phi Ho
Nancy Odom Huynh
Jennifer Renee Jacques
Minjeong Kim
Anqi Lao
Raymond Spencer Lawrence
Kelly Tran Le
Yeji Lee
Bao H. Ly
Qi Xue
Guangchu Yan
Congqing Ye
Weiting Zhang
Xiaotong Zhang
Yizhou Zhuo

Pitts Undergraduate Award
Awarded 2017
Jason Miao Yu

Robert Doedens Undergraduate Achievement Award
Awarded 2016
Nafisa Arain

Sigma Pi Sigma Physics Honor Society
Awarded 2017
Daniel Paul Cunningham
Valentine Ha Dang
Kenneth Ryan Gage
Samuel Andres Gomez Suarez
Laurence Amiel Herradura

CAMPUSWIDE HONORS
Madsen Kay Clanton
Eunice Linette Fung Yu Briet
Jacqueline Osegueda
Jennifer Lynn Pearce
Victoria Hong Wang
Jea Ook Yoo

AWARDS AND SCHOOL HONORS
Associate Membership in Sigma Xi Research Honor Society
Awarded 2017
Carolina Aguayo Herrera
Mayra Chavez
Natalia Orozco

Excellence in Community and UCI Service Award
Awarded 2017
Erika Solis

Excellence in Public Health Research Awarded 2017
Tricia Mauricio

Excellence in Research - Biological Sciences Awarded 2016
Peggy Joss Galvez
Melanie Kao

National Institutes of Health Undergraduate Scholarship
Awarded 2017
Carolina Aguayo Herrera

Special Recognition
Awarded 2017
Eunice Briet
Hongxia Chen
Hilarie Czhang
Vanessa Dugay
Gabrielle Duncan
Saurav Gangopadhyay
Tina Ho
Cory Lumsdaine
Jennifer Ocin
Jennifer Pearce
Sandy Voong
Natala Wasim

School of Social Ecology

PHI BETA KAPPA
Nominated 2017
Melanie Elaine Driessen
Ann Huynh
Kevin Lee
Jessica Lo
Maria Adela Quezada
Francesca J. Vuono
Alice Yi Yang
Priscilla Shuen-Yun Yau

AWARDS AND SCHOOL HONORS
Advanced Field Study Awarded 2017
Taysheona Denise Brodie
Michael Buenrostro
Mayra Chavez

Summer Cheyenne Fox
Iliana Angelica Gonzalez
Meghan Louise Hamilton
Braelyn Rae Havig
Zhanna Arsenovna Ismailova
Honors and Awards

Alma Leon-Oseguera
Yudi Liu
Jeanette Anissa Lozano
Arturo Pulido
Jonathan Pusavat
Alejandro Rosales
Chenyao Wang
Awarded 2016
Denise Castro
Vanessa Chavez
Veronica Valencia Gonzalez
Ricardo Tomas Light

Boeing Scholarship
Awarded 2017
Rebecca Tian

Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Research
Awarded 2017
Jennifer Quinto Sango

Dean’s Award for Excellence in Field Study
Awarded 2017
Hayden Thomas Sugg
Dean’s Scholar
Awarded 2017
Stephania Gonzalez
Alexandra Vivian Russo

Exceptional Achievement in Field Study
Awarded 2017
Belen Maria Barocio
Jude Gabriel Blanco Miranda
Jeffrey David Eloriaga
David Ariel Friedman
Ruben Mata
Hayden Thomas Sugg
Awarded 2016
Antoinetti Jane Kwong

Exceptional Achievement in Undergraduate Research
Awarded 2017
Leslie Sofia Alvarado
Aaron Thomas Bell
Angela Lourdes Clyde
Cindy Fransisca
Armando Garcia
Kayleen Marie Garvey
Stephania Gonzalez
Braelyn Rae Havig
Gabriela Marlene Hernandez
Zhanna Arsenovna Ismailova
Katlyn Nicole King

Yudi Liu
Ali Motamedzadeh
Breyan Ward Moussa
Kim Nguyen
Tina Nguyen
Diana Dominguez Ortega
Jorge Ponce
Maria Adela Quezada
Jessica Quintanilla
Allison Haley Rueter
Alexandra Vivian Russo
Jennifer Quinto Sango
Kelsey Elyse Tom
Robert Ellsworth Twidwell
Alicia Mary Wang
Yuen Wu
Priscilla Shuen-Yun Yau
Shuo Zhang
Zhiewi Zheng

Honors in Social Ecology
Awarded 2017
Aaron Thomas Bell
Mariana Lisa Carr
Stephania Gonzalez
Jennifer Hernandez
Sukayna Jaidi
Katlyn Nicole King
Chen Lin
Cassandra Leigh Martinez
Rebecca Lynn Rogers
Alexandra Vivian Russo
Jennifer Quinto Sango
Daisy Serrato
Francesca J. Vuono
Alicia Mary Wang
Hanzing Xu
Priscilla Shuen-Yun Yau
Awarded 2016
Christopher Gomez

Immersive Field Study Program
Awarded 2017
Jessica Quintanilla

Anna Lynn Quinn Barkheimer
Miranda Monique Mendoza
Derek Ezra Muniz
Awarded 2015
Veronica Valencia Gonzalez

Law Offices of Adrienne D. Cohen Award for Excellence in Advanced Field Study Award
Awarded 2017
Braelyn Rae Havig

Zhanna Arsenovna Ismailova
Awarded 2016
Ricardo Tomas Light

Outstanding Contribution to the Community
Awarded 2017
Annalynn Quinn Barkheimer
Michael Buenrostro
Kassandra Margarita Enriques-Romo
Summer Cheyenne Fox
Armando Garcia
Diana Dominguez Ortega
Jorge Ponce
Jonathan Pusavat
Conner Michael Read
Alejandro Rosales
Lisa Rivera Rosario
Daniel Rubio
Jose Arturo Toscano Ochoa
Alicia Mary Wang

Outstanding Contribution to the School of Social Ecology
Awarded 2017
Taysheona Denise Brodie
Widad Diab
Sophia Bach Ferrone
Cindy Galvan
Armando Garcia
Stephania Gonzalez
Manami Koizumi
Kristal Nguyen Ly
Carol Christina Rocha
Allison Haley Rueter
Stephanie Karina Soto
Tam Duc Vu
Alicia Mary Wang
Danwei Wang
Pei-Hua Yin
Nestor Manuel Zepeda
Yan Hui Zhang
Awarded 2016
Christopher Gomez

Psi Chi Psychology Honors Society
Awarded 2017
Mette Elvira Dempster
Alexandra Fatema Ettehadieh
Cindy Fransisca
Diana Minh-Hue Hoag
Carlos Michael Martinez
Tina Nguyen
Sarah Shaaban Sakr
Itzhel Santiago
Awarded 2016
Marissa Erin Bodell

Special Recognition for Multidisciplinary Achievement
Awarded 2017
Erika Cervantes
Stephania Gonzalez
Gabriela Marlene Hernandez
Zhanna Arsenovna Ismailova
Candace Wah Meng Wong
Lisa Rivera Rosario
Alexandra Vivian Russo
Jennifer Quinto Sango
Tam Duc Vu

School of Social Sciences

PHI BETA KAPPA
Nominated 2017
Ruqayya Ahmad
Rachel Holly Ahrens
Eliana Amirian
Medha Asthana
Antonia Allegra Bacigalupa
Albaum
Claire Bantilan
William Josef Barton IV
Ariana Giseelle Bedolla
Hannah Rae Braidman
Karina Camacho
Jacob Logan Campbell
Daniel Anthony Cano
Madeleine Emily Carter Hart
Brenda Denise Cervantes
Erika Cervantes
Haoran Chen
Xiaoping Chen
Joshu Joseph Chui
Shivani Himanshu Dalal
Nathalia Santoro De Castro Co
Adriana Fiorella Erquiaga
Daniela Estrada
Michael Andrew Fuoroli
Yadira Lorena Galvan

* Degree anticipated summer 2017.
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
Bianca Ysabel Gatchalian Cubos
Baokun Gui
Angelo Guo
Chenxu Guo
Alexandra Rachel Gutierrez
Andrew Nicholas Hallak
Haig Hogdianian
Sung Woo Hong
Sharon Chia-Hsiang Hsu
Kimberly Huynh
Jazmin Jimenez
Karen Maria Jimenez
Nemesio Cabral Jr.
Ann Le
Jennifer Paz Ledesma
Sofia Letsky
Andrea Thuy Linh Tieu
Ana Gabriela Lomeli
Donna Lu
Kitty K. Lui
Kim My Ma
Seung Min Moon
Amy Stephanie Nguyen
Thanh Sy Nguyen
Kristina Orozco
Olajemi Olamide Osibowale
Simmon Padurean
Oscar Neri Portillo
Obad Prayoga Purwoko
Tanya Raja
Monserrat Reyes
Margarita Anaí Rodriguez
Emile Ramez Shehada
Karina Jeanette Silva
Nipuni De Silva Samararatne
Alvin Tan
Anthony Duc Tran
Christiana Mai Tran
Diane Thuy Trang Le
Trang Diem Truong
Trinh Ngoc Truong
Jenny Tseng
Julian Vacio
Nancy Valdivia
Alysha Marie Verdin
Jessica M. Wagner
Zhengyang Wen
Rachel Hope Whitehill
Connie Sandra Wong
Qi Xue
Biyi Yang
Elmira Yousufi
Wanxin Yue
Angela Yuen
Serena Zadoorian
Mackenzie Zakoor
Chen Zhang
Nominated 2016
Joseph Luc Beauregard
Carolina Becerra
Julian Andree Bugarin
Yareli C Castro Sevilla
Brandon Chau
Jiyu Chen
Gerardo Quintana Jr.
Mayra Alejandra Lopez
Eddie Emmanuel Singer
Venessa T. Yeh
Nominated 2015
Darren Lieu
John Vincent Thorpe
Emily Anne Young

CAMPUSWIDE HONORS
Antonia Allegra Bacigalupi Albaum
William Josef Barton IV
Joseph Luc Beauregard
Catherine Nicole Bersinger
Amelie Michelle Godfrey
Jasper Hwang
Jonathan Michael Larson
Ana Gabriela Lomeli
Kim My Ma
Saloni Mathur
Simmon Padurean
Obad Prayoga Purwoko
Tanya Raja
Andrew Bryce Senkowski
Emile Ramez Shehada
John Vincent Thorpe
Trinh Ngoc Truong
Stacy Wang
Jennifer Renee Wilson
Rachel R. Wu
Michael Robert Yanofsky
Serena Zadoorian

AWARDS AND SCHOOL HONORS
Caesar D. Seroseres
Outstanding Service Award
Awarded 2017
Yiming Xiong

Chancellor's Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Research
Awarded 2017
Melody Sarah Dehghan
Awarded 2016
Medha Asthana

David Rosten International and Community Service Scholarship
Awarded 2015
Andrew Nicholas Hallak

Elena B. and William R. Schonfeld Scholarship
Awarded 2016
Yareli C Castro Sevilla
Awarded 2015
Medha Asthana

Harry S. Truman Scholarship
Awarded 2016
Daniela Estrada

Honors in Anthropology
Awarded 2017
Madison Marie Dixon
Yunuen Pamela Lopez

Honors in Cognitive Sciences
Awarded 2017
Baokun Gui
Fernando Ponce Jr.
Ana Gabriela Lomeli
Kitty K. Lui
Seung Min Moon
Melissa Jo Morales
Xitlali Heidi Ramirez
Emily Anne Young

Honors in Economics
Awarded 2017
Xiaqing Chen
Melody Sarah Dehghan
Stephanie Marie Harrington
Hyun Do Im
Yufang Jia
Obad Prayoga Purwoko
Qi Xue
Lunke Zhang
Guofu Zhao
Awarded 2016
Martin Jacob Bukowiec

Honors in International Studies
Awarded 2017
Ruqayya Ahmad
Angelika Buczynski
Andrew Nicholas Hallak
Gabriela Elizabeth Lopez
Wael Ghaleb Nimat
Neetu Julie Singh
Diane Thuy Trang Le
Awarded 2016
Martin Jacob Bukowiec
Neetu Julie Singh

Honors in Political Science
Awarded 2017
William Josef Barton IV
Joseph Luc Beauregard
Brandon Lee Berg
Hannah Rae Braidman

Kyle David Cabrera
Jacob Logan Campbell
Yareli C Castro Sevilla
Daniela Estrada
Victoria Rose Griffin
Saloni Mathur
Frank Robert Nguyen
Emile Ramez Shehada
Itzel Vazquez-Mora
Daisy Vazquez Vera
Stacy Wang

Honors in Psychology
Awarded 2017
Margarita Anaí Rodriguez
Alexandra Nicole Shurlock
Anthony Duc Tran

Honors in Sociology
Awarded 2017
Rachel Holly Ahrens
Neda Arab
Madison Francesca Avila
Jennifer Abigail Ayala
Heather Ashley Bilton
Brenda Denise Cervantes
Brandon Chau
Kaylin Emilie Kelty
Martha Arthemi Morales Hernandez
Awarded 2016
Freddy Gaël Cruz
Nemesio Cabral Jr.
Judith Iraida Sanchez

Lambda Alpha Kappa
Anthropology Honor Society
Awarded 2017
Amanda Katherine Bahou
Melissa Funes
Angela Mallari Romea
Paola Valdez

Order of Merit
Awarded 2017
Rachel Holly Ahrens
William Josef Barton IV
Yareli C Castro Sevilla
Freddy Gaël Cruz
Melody Sarah Dehghan
Carolina Dominguez-Buciaga
Daniela Estrada
Baokun Gui
Andrew Nicholas Hallak
Pauline Ho
Nemesio Cabral Jr.
Tracy La
Shirley Loi
Ana Gabriela Lomeli
Martha Arthemi Morales Hernandez
Jessica Bridgette Pedraza
Alejandro Ramirez
Margarita Anahi Rodriguez
Monica Rodriguez
Neetu Julie Singh
Daisy Vazquez Vera
Chen Zhang

**Pi Gamma Mu National Social Science Honors Society**
*Awarded 2017*
Amanda Katherine Bahou
William Josef Barton IV
Song Woo Hong
Hyun Do Im
Wael Ghaleb Nimat
Stephanie Marie Ponce
Rachel R. Wu

*Awarded 2016*
Marina Alzayat
Eliana Amirian
Christine Alexis Bayon
Sarah Clarissa Bennett
Heather Ashley Bilton
Elizabeth Carol Doudera
Kevin Samuel Fichman
Marilen Celina Flores Flores
Bianca Ysabel Gatchalian Cubos
Angela Elizabeth Hess
Kimberly Huynh
Israel Fuentes Jr.
Mojan Kamalvand
Annette Eva Lee
Ka Yui Leung
Parshant Chandru Mahbubani
Junyang Niu
Zena Suhail Sawaged
Yuhao Tie
Andrew Harris Westfall
Rachel Hope Whitehill
Biyi Yang
Zimao Ye
Serena Zadoorian
Jiahao Zhang

**Psi Chi Psychology Honors Society**
*Awarded 2017*
Juan-Antonio Sebastiano Ardemagni
Katrin Gamal Gatas
Baokun Gui
Ana Gabriela Lomeli
Stephanie Marie Ponce
Alexandra Nicole Shurlock
Aditi Atul Talati
Anthony Duc Tran
Serena Zadoorian

**School of Social Sciences Outstanding Transfer Scholarship**
*Awarded 2016*
Ana Gabriela Lomeli

**Sigma Iota Rho, International Studies Honor Society, Gamma Chapter**
*Awarded 2017*
Angelika Buczynski
Gabriela Elizabeth Lopez
Wael Ghaleb Nimat
Neetu Julie Singh
Diane Thuy Trang Le

**U.S. Fulbright Fellowship**
*Awarded 2017*
Daniela Estrada
Congratulations Class of 2017!

On behalf of the UCI Alumni Association, welcome to the Anteater alumni family! Your graduation is a true testament to the sacrifice and dedication you and those close to you have made to reach this remarkable milestone. You join a bold and pioneering community of more than 186,000 alumni strong.

As you turn the page in this next chapter in life, know that the UCI Alumni Association will always be a part of your story. I encourage you to stay connected, remain involved and strengthen your relationship with us.

We have a plethora of resources available to you to help propel your success after graduation and increase your connection to your alma mater. As an active member, you will belong to an exclusive group and it is you that will make UCI and the alumni network stronger. Find out how you can leverage the benefits and services of being a member, which includes access to online research databases and UC libraries across the system and career services and networking events for young alumni.

Fifty years ago, UCI was established with a vision to become a driving force for discovery and innovation serving our local, national and global communities. You leave today as a catalyst towards this continued growth.

No matter where you go in the world stay connected to your Anteater Network, engage with our UCI Alumni regional events, online communities and more than 32 chapters and networks across the world...be proud!

John Gerace ’87
President, UCI Alumni Association
Proud Life Member
University of California
Regents & Chancellors

EX-OFFICIO REGENTS

Edmund G. Brown Jr.
Governor of California

Gavin Newsom
Lieutenant Governor of California

Anthony Rendon
Speaker of the Assembly

Janet Napolitano
President of the University of California

Tom Torlakson
State Superintendent of Public Instruction

Cynthia So Schroeder
President of the Alumni Associations of the University of California

Harvey Brody
Vice President of the Alumni Associations of the University of California

REGENTS-DESIGNATE

J. Alberto Lemus

Francesco Mancia

Paul Monge
Student Regent-designate

FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES TO THE REGENTS

James Chalfant
Shane White

STAFF ADVISORS

LaWana Richmond
Staff-Advisor-designate

Jason Valdry

APPOINTED REGENTS

Richard C. Blum
William De La Peña, M.D.
Gareth Elliot
George Kieffer

Sherry L. Lansing
Monica Lozano
Hadi Makarechian
Eloy Ortiz Oakley

Norman J. Pattiz
John A. Pérez
Marcela Ramirez
Student Regent

Bonnie Reiss
Vice Chairman

Richard Sherman
Bruce D. Varner
Charlene Zettel

CHANCELLORS

Nicholas B. Dirks
Berkeley

Ralph J. Hexter
Acting – Davis

Howard Gillman
Irvine

Gene D. Block
Los Angeles

Dorothy Leland
Merced

Kim A. Wilcox
Riverside

Pradeep K. Khosla
San Diego

Sam Hawgood
San Francisco

Henry T. Yang
Santa Barbara

George Blumenthal
Santa Cruz